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ESCAPE ATTEMPTS 
Conceptual artists are mystics rather than rationalists. They leap to con
clusions that logic cannot reach ... Illogical judgements lead to new ex
perience. -Sol LeWltt, 1969 ' 

I. A Biased History 

The era of Conceptual art-which was also the era of the Civil Rights Movement, 
Vietnam. the Women's Liberation Movement, and the counter-culture--was a real 
free-for-all, and the democratic implications of that phrase are fully appropriate. If 
never realized. "Imagine: John Lennon exhorted us. And the power of Imagination 
was at the core of even the stodgiest attempts to escape from "cultural confine
ment," as Robert Smithson put it . from the sacrosanct ivory walls and heroic, patriar
chal mythologies with which the 1960s opened. Unfettered by object status, Con
ceptual artists were free to let their Imaginations run rampant. With hindsight, It Is 
clear that they could have run further, but in the late sixties art world, Conceptual art 
seemed to me to be the only race In town. 

on a practical level, Conceptual artists offered a clear-eyed look at what and where 
art itself was supposed to be; at the utopian extreme, some tried to visualize a new 
world and the art that would reflect or Inspire it. Conceptual art (or "ultra-conceptual 
art," as I first called It , In order to distinguish it from Minimal painting and sculpture, 
earthworks, and other grand-scale endeavors which appeared In the early sixties as 
abnormally cerebral) was all over the place In style and content, but materially quite 
specific. 

Conceptual art. for me, means work in which the idea is paramount and the mater
ial form Is secondary, lightweight, ephemeral, cheap, unpretentious and/or "demate
rialized." Sol LeWitt distinguished between conceptual art "with a small c" (e.g. his 
own work. in which the material forms were often conventional, although generated 
by a paramount Idea) and Conceptual art "with a capital C" (more or less what I have 
described above, but also, I suppose, anything by anyone who wanted to belong to 
a movement). This has not kept commentators over the years from calling virtually 
anything in unconventional mediums "Conceptual art." And this book muddles the 
waters as well, since It documents the whole heady scene that provided my narrower 
definition of Conceptual art with Its context. 

There has been a lot of bickering about what Conceptual art ls/was; who began It; 
who did what when with It: what its goals, philosophy. and politics were and might 
have been. I was there, but I don't trust my memory. I don't trust anyone else's either. 
And I trust even less the authoritative overviews by those who were not there. So I'm 
going to quote myself a lot here, because I knew more about it then than I do now, 
despite the advantages of hindsight. 

The limes were chaotic and so were our fives. We have each Invented our own his
tory, and they don't always mesh; but such messy compost Is the source of all ver
sions of the past. Conceptual artists, perhaps more concerned with Intellectual dis
tinctions In representation and relationships than those who rely on the object as 
vehicle/receptacle, have offered posterity a particularly tangled account. My own 
version is Inevitably tempered by my feminist and left politics. Almost thirty years 
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later my memories have merged with my own subsequent life and learnings and 
leanings. As I reconstitute the threads that drew me Into the center of what came to 
be Conceptual art, I'll try to arm you with the necessary grain of salt, to provide a 
context, within the ferment of the times, for the personal prejudices and viewpoints 
that follow. I'm not a theoretician. This ls an occasionally critical memoir of a small 
group of young artists' attempts to escape from the frame-and-pedestal syndrome In 
which art found itself by the mld-1960s. 

When the decade began I was a free-lance researcher, translator. Indexer, bibliog
rapher, and would-be writer In New York. I began to publish regularly In 1964. The 
mid-to-late sixties were one of the most exciting times of my life on every level: I be
gan to make a living from free-lance writing (at almost the exact moment my son was 
born). I curated my first exhibition. gave my first lectures, published my first two 
books, began to travel, wrote some fiction, got unmarried, got politicized. Concep
tual art was an Integral part of the whole process. I came to it, as did most of my 
artist colleagues, through what came to be called Minimalism. But we converged 
from very different directions and eventually went off agaln in others. 

The word Minimal suggests a tabula rasa--or rather the failed attempt at a clean 
slate, a utopian wish of the times that never came true but was Important for the 
goals and desires It provoked. It was and still is an idea that appeals to me, though 
not for Its reality quotient. In graduate school I had written a long paper about a tab
ula rasa swept clean by the Zen monk's broom and Dada's vitriolic humor. I saw ma
terialist echoes of these Impossible longings In the paintings of Robert Ryman and 
Ad Reinhardt. From 1960 to 1967, I lived with Ryman, who was never called a Mini
malist In those days because the roots of his white paintings from the late fifties were 
In Abstract Expressionism; he was "discovered" around 1967 through the advent of 
the messier "process art" and was included In a surprising number of "Conceptual 
art" shows, although the term Is really Inappropriate for his obsession with paint and 
surface, light and space. We lived on Avenue A and Avenue D and then on the Bow
ery. Sol LeWltt was a close friend of ours, and my major Intellectual Influence at the 
time. (We had all worked at The Museum of Modern Art In the late fifties. Ryman was 
a guard: leWltt was at the night desk; I was a page In the library.) 

On and around the Bowery, an art community formed that Included LeWitt, Ray 
Donarskl, Robert Mangold, Sylvia Plimack Mangold, Frank Lincoln Viner, Tom Doyle, 
and Eva Hesse. My own history of Conceptual art is particularly entwined with that 
studio community, and with LeWltt's work and writings; through him, around 1965-66, 
I met or saw the work of Dan Graham, Robert Smithson, Hanna Darboven, Art & lan
guage, Hilla and Bernd Becher, Joseph Kosuth, and Mel Bochner. 

Around 1964-65, Kynaston McShine and I had begun work at The Museum of 
Modern Art on what became the "Primary Structures" exhibition he curated for The 
Jewish Museum In 1966. That year I also wrote the catalogue for The Jewish Mu
seum's retrospective of Ad Reinhardt, the reluctant hero of one branch of what was 
to become Conceptual art. Joseph Kosuth's storefront Museum of Normal Art was 
"dedicated" to him. Around the same time, I met Carl Andre, whose poetic detours 
around art-as-art made him a cantankerous part of the Conceptual community In 
spite of himself; he never liked or sympathized with the products. although he hung 
out with the artists. Donald Judd was also a powerful figure, an obdurately blunt artist 
and writer who was a model for many younger artists. And Robert Morris, elusive 
and virtually styleless. was the progenitor of many soon-to-be "seminal" concepts. 

In 1967. John Chandler and I wrote the article on "The Demateriallzatlon of Art" 
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th t was published In the February 1968 Art lntemationa/, In which we saw "ultra-
:nceptual art" emerging from two d irections: art as idea and art as action. In late 
~967, I went to Vancouver and found that lain and Ingrid (then Elaine) Baxter (the N. 
E Thing co.) and others there were on a wavelength totally unconnected yet totally 
similar to that of many New York friends. This and later encounters In Europe con
firmed my belief In "Ideas In the alr"-"the spontaneous appearance of similar work 
totally unknown to the artists that can be explained only as energy generated by 
(well-known. common] sources and by the wholly unrelated art against which all the 
potentially •conceptual ' artists were commonly reacting," as I once described the 
phenomenon. 

The question of sources has since become a sore point. Marcel Duchamp was the 
obvious art-historical source, but In fact most of the artists did not flnd his work all 
that interesting. The most obvious exceptions, perhaps, were the European-con· 
nected Fluxus artists; around 1960 Henry Flynt coined the term "concept art," but 
few of the artists with whom I was Involved knew about It, and In any case it was a 
different kind of "concept"-less formal, less rooted in the subversion of art-world 
assumptions and art-as-commodity. As responsible critics we had to mention 
Duchamp as a precedent, but the new art in New York came from closer to home: 
Reinhardt's writings, Jasper Johns's and Robert Morris's work, and Ed Ruscha's 
deadpan photo-books, among others. Duchamplan "claiming." however, was an oc
casional strategy: the N. E. Thing Co. categorized Its work as ACT (Aesthetically 
Claimed Things) or ART (Aesthetically Rejected Things); Robert Huot, Marjorie 
Strider. and Stephen Kaltenbach all did pieces that "selected" art-like objects from 
real life in the city. 

In my own experience, the second branch of access to what became Conceptual 
a.rt was a jurying trip to Argentina In 1968. I returned belatedly radicalized by contact 
with artists there, especially the Rosario Group, whose mixture of conceptual and 
political Ideas was a revelation. In Latin America I was trying to organize a Msultcase 
exh1b1tlon" of dematerialized art that would be taken from country to country by 
•1dea artists" using free airline tickets. When I got back to New York, I met Seth 
Slegelaub, who had begun to reinvent the role of the •art dealer" as distributor extra
ordinalre through his work with Lawrence Welner, Douglas Huebler. Robert Barry, and 
Joseph Kosuth. Slegelaub's strategy of bypassing the art world with exhibitions that 
took place outside of galleries and/or New York and/or were united in publications 
that were art rather than merely a.bout art dovetailed with my own notions of a dema
tenallzed art that would be free of art-world commodity status. A practical man. un
encumbered at the time by addiction to ideology or esthetlcs, Slegelaub went right 
ahead and did what had to be done to create International models for an alternative 
art network. 

On my return from Latin America I was also asked to co-curate (with painter 
Robert Huot and political organizer Ron Wolin} an exhibition of important Minimal 
artworks against the Vietnam war. as a benefit for Student Mobilization and the 
opening show at Paula Cooper's new Prince Street space. (It Included LeWltt's first 
public wall drawing.) In January 1969 the Art Workers Coalition (AWC) was formed on 
a platform of artists' rights which was soon expanded into opposition to the Vietnam 
war. (Anti-racism and then anti-sexism were soon added to the anti-war agenda.) 
The AWC provided a framework and an organizational relationship for artists who 
were mixing art and politics that attracted a number of "Conceptual artists." Kosuth 
designed a fake membership card for entrance to The Museum of Modern Art-one 
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of our maf or targets-with AWC rubberstamped in red across it. Andre was the resi
dent Marxist. Smithson, Judd, and Richard Serra were skeptical, non-participating 
presences. The Guerrilla Art Action Group (GAAG), consisting at that time of Jean 
Toche, Jon Hendricks. Poppy Johnson, and Sllvianna. was a major force In the 
AWC's Action Committee, though maintaining its own identity. While GAAG's almost 
Dada letters to President Nixon ("Eat What You Kill") and other world leaders were In 
the spirit of the general "Conceptual movement," their blood-and-guts performance 
style and their connections to Europe, via Fluxus and Destruction Art. separated 
them from the cooler, Minimal art-oriented Conceptual mainstream. 

Concept art Is not so much an art movement or vein as i t is a position or 
worldview, a focus on activity. -Ken Friedman, formerly head of Fluxus 
West, San Diego, 1971 

So "Conceptual art"-or at least the branch of it in which I was lnvolved-wa.s very 
much a product of, or fellow traveler with, the political ferment of the limes, even if 
that spirit had arrived belatedly in the a.rt world. (A small group of artists, Including 
Rudolph Baranlk, Leon Golub, Nancy Spero, and Judd had been organizing against 
the war for several years by then. Even earlier, Reinhardt had also spoken out and 
demonstrated against Intervention In Vietnam, but the Reinhardtian attitude re
mained that art was art and politics were politics and that when artists were activists 
they were acting as art.1st citizens rather than as esthetic arbiters.) The strategies 
with which we futilely schemed to overthrow the cultural establishment reflected 
those of the larger political Movement, but the most effective visual antiwar Imagery 
of the period came from outside the art world, from popular/political culture. 

For me, Conceptual art offered a bridge between the verbal and the visual. (I was 
writing abstract, conceptual "fiction" then; at one point I tried alternating pictorial 
and verbal "paragraphs" In a narrative; nobody got it) By 1967, although I had only 
been publishing art criticism for a few years, I was very aware of the limitations of the 
genre. I never liked the term critic. Having learned all I knew about art in the studios, 
I identified with artists and never saw myself as their adversary. Conceptual art, with 
its transformation of the studio Into a study, brought art Itself closer to my own activ
ities. There was a period when I saw myself as a writer-collaborator with the artists, 
and now and then I was Invited by artists to play that part. If art could be anything at 
all that the artist chose to do, I reasoned. then so could criticism be whatever the 
writer chose to do. When I was accused of becoming an artist, I replied that I was 
just doing criticism, even If It took unexpected forms. I organized my first exhibition 
("Eccentric Abstraction") at the Fischbach Gallery in 1966, when critics rarely cu
rated, and considered it, too, just another kind of "criticism." (At the height of my 
conceptually hybrid phase, Kynaston McShlne asked me to write a text for The Mu
seum of Modern Art's Duchamp catalogue. I constructed It of "readymades" chosen 
by a "random systemn from the dictionary, and to my amazement, they used It.) 

I also applied the conceptual freedom principle to the organization of a series of 
four exhibitions which began In 1969 at the Seattle Art Museum's World's Fair annex. 
They Included wall works, earthworks, and sculptural pieces as well as more Idea
oriented pieces. Three aspects (or influences) of Conceptual art were incorporated In 
these shows: the titles ("557,087" in Seattle) were the current populations of the 
cities; the catalogues were randomly arranged packs of Index cards; and with a team 
of helpers, I executed (or tried to) most of the outdoor works myself, according to the 
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ts' Instructions. This was determined as much by economic limitations as by 
artls . we couldn't afford plane fare for the artists. 
t~~·n the show went to Vancouver, It acquired a new title ("955,000"), additional 

a bibliography, and many new work.s, which were shown in two indoor loca
carcts. the Vancouver Art Gallery and the Student Union at the University of British 
tlo7s ~bia) and all over the city. My texts in the card catalogues included aphorisms, 
Co u and quotes and were mixed In, unsequentlally, with the artists' cards. The idea 
~~:· that the reader could discard whatever s/he found uninteresting. Among my 

cards: 

Deliberately /ow-keyed art often resembles ruins, flke neolithic rather than 
classical monuments, amalgams of past and future, remains of something 
•more,,. vestiges of some unknown venture. The ghost of content contin
ues to hover over the most obdurately abstract art. The more open, or 
ambiguous, the experience offered, the more the viewer Is forced to de
pend upon his [sic) own perceptions. 

The third version, In 1970, was a more strictly conceptual and portable exhibition 
that originated at the Centro de Arte y Comunicaci6n In Buenos Aires as 
.. 2.972.453"; it included only artists not In the first two versions: among others, Slah 
Arma}ani, Stanley Brouwn, Gilbert & George, and Victor Burgin. The fourth version, In 

1973, was "c. 7,500"-an International women's Conceptual show that began at the 
California Institute of the Arts in Valencia, California, and traveled to seven venues, 
ending in London. It included Renate Altenrath, Laurie Anderson, Eleanor Antin, 
Jacki Apple. Alice Aycock, Jennifer Bartlett, Hanna Darboven, Agnes Denes, Doree 
Dunlap, Nancy Holt, Poppy Johnson, Nancy Kitchel, Christine Kozlov, Suzanne Kuf
fler. Pal Lasch , Bernadette Mayer, Christiane MObus, Rita Myers, Renee Nahum, N. 
E. Thing Co., Ulrike Nolden, Adrian Piper, Judith Stein, Athena Tacha, Mlerle Lader
man Ukeles. and Martha Wilson. I list all these names here, as I said on a catalogue 
card at the time, "by way of an exasperated reply on my own part to those who say 
'there are no women making conceptual art.' For the record, there are a great many 
more than could be exhibited here." 

The Inexpensive, ephemeral, unintimldating character of the Conceptual mediums 
themselves (video, performance, photography, narrative, text, actions) encouraged 
women to participate, to move through this crack in the art world's walls. With the 
public introduction of younger women artists into Conceptual art, a number of new 
subjects and approaches appeared: narrative, role-playing, guise and disguise, body 
and beauty Issues; a focus on fragmentation, interrelationships, autobiography, per
formance, daily life, and, of course, on feminist politics. The role of women artists 
and critics In the Conceptual art flurry of the mid-sixties was (unbeknownst to us at 
the tlme) similar to that of women on the Left. We were slowly emerging from the 
kitchens and bedrooms, off the easels, out of the woodwork, whether the men were 
ready or not-and for the most part they weren't . But even lip service was a welcome 
change. By 1970, thanks lo the liberal-to-left politics assumed by many male artists. 
a certain (unprecedented) amount of support for the feminist program was forthcom
ing. Several men helped us (but knew enough to stay out of the decision-making) 
when the Ad Hoc Women Artists Committee (an offshoot of the AWC) launched Its 
offensive on the Whitney Annual exhibition. The Manonymous" core group of women 
faked a Whitney press release stating that there would be fifty percent women (and 
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fifty percent of them "non-white") In the show, then forged Invitations to the opening 
and set up a generator and projector to show women's slides on the outside walls of 
the museum while a sit-in was staged Inside. The FBI came In search of the culprits. 

One of the reasons we were successful In forcing the Whitney to Include four limes 
as many women as before In that year's sculpture show was the establishment of the 
Women's Art Registry, initiated in angry response to the "There-are-no-women
who ... " (make large sculpture, Conceptual art. kinetic art, etc., etc.) syndrome. As a 
freelance writer I was unaware of personal gender discrimination Ot's hard to know 
what jobs you don't get), but it was easy enough to perceive when it came to women 
artists, who were virtualty Invisible in the mld-six1ies, with a very few exceptions: Lee 
Bontecou, Carolee Schneemann, and Jo Baer being practically the only ones around 
my age; the others were older. second-generation Abstract Expressionists. A brilliant 
horde was waiting In the wings. 

In terms of actual Conceptual art, the major female figure In New York In the 1960s 
was Lee Lozano, who had shown her huge industrlaVorganlc paintings at Dick Bel
lamy's cutting-edge Green Gallery. She was making ex1raordlnary and eccentric art
as-life Conceptual works In the late sixties: a "general strike piece," an "I Ching 
piece," a "dialogue piece," a "grass piece," and "infofictlons." "Seek the extremes," 
she said, "That's where all the action Is." (When the Women's Movement began, 
Lozano made the equally eccentric decision never to associate with women.) 

Yoko Ono, who had participated in Fluxus since the early 1960s, continued her In
dependent proto-Conceptual work. In 1969 Agnes Denes began her Dialectic Trian
gulation: A Visual Phllosophy, Involving rice, trees, and haiku as well as mathematical 
diagrams. Martha Wiison, still a student at the Nova Scotia College of Art and De
sign, began her examinations of gender and role playing that evolved Into perfor
mance and continue today In her "Impersonations" of Nancy Reagan, Tipper Gore, 
and other friends of the arts. Christine Kozlov, who was also very young, was Joseph 
Kosuth 's collaborator In the Museum of Normal Art and other enterprises and did her 
own rigorously "rejective" work. Yvonne Rainer's drastic alterations of modern dance 
were also very Influential. On the West Coast, Eleanor Antin pursued the whimsical, 
narrative vein that was to lead her to neo-theatrlcal performance and fllmmaklng, es
pecially with her cinematic 100 Boots postcards (1971), In which pairs of rubber 
boots wandered out of the gallery to explore the real world, traveling through the 
U.S. malls 

By the end of the decade Adrian Piper (also very young then) had made a series of 
mapping pieces and Intellectual actions that explored phllosophlcaVspatial con
cepts, somewhat reminiscent of LeWitt and Huebler. By 1970 she had launched into 
her own totally original identity works-the Catalysis series, In which she recreated 
or destroyed her own Image/identity In bizarre public activit ies. Conceptual art has 
continued to be the basis of much Important postmodern feminist work, from Piper, 
Antin, Martha Rosier (who was making photo-tex1 pieces In Los Angeles In 1970), 
Suzanne Lacy, Susan Hiller, and Mary Kelly to Barbara Kruger, Jenny Holzer, and 
Lorna Simpson, among others. 

II. Outside the Frame 

For years people have been concerned with what goes on Inside the 
frame. Maybe there's somethfng going on outside the frame that could be 
considered an artistic idea. -Robert Barry, 1968 

xii 

Ideas alone can be works of art; they are a chain of development that may 
eventually find some form. All Ideas need not be made physical. . . . The 
words of one artist to another may Induce an Idea chain, If they share the 
same concept. -Sol LeWitt, 1969 

I was beginning to suspect that Information could be interesting In Its own 
right and need not be visual as In Cubist, etc. art. ~ohn Baldessarl, 1969 

Although Conceptual art emerged from Minimalism, its basic principles were very 
different. stressing the acceptlvely open-ended in contrast to Mlnlmallsm's rejec
tivelY self-contained. If Mlnlmallsm formally expressed " less is more,· Conceptual art 

as about saying more with less. It represented an opening up after Minimalism 
~osed down on expressionist and Pop excesses. As Robert Huot said In a 1977 blll
~oard piece: "Less Is More, But It's Not Enough.• 

I'm often asked by younger students of the pertod why I talk about Conceptual art 
·n pohtical terms when, looking back, most of 11 seems supremely apolitical. Part of 
~e answer Is relative. With a few exceptions, the art was apolitical, but In an art 
world that still Idolized Clement Greenberg (who in turn publicly abhorred Pop and 
Minimal art), that denied even the presence of political concerns, and offered little or 
no political education or analysis. Conceptual artists-most of whom were then in 
their twenties and thirties-looked and sounded like radicals. Now, with a few excep
tions. their art looks timid and disconnected In comparison to the political activism of 
the sixties and the activist art of the late seventies and eighties, much of which Is 
conceptually aligned. The prime exceptions were GAAG and the work of the Uru
guayan expatriate Luis Camnltzer. 

Writing from a consciousness almost non-existent In the American art world, Cam
nttzer wrote In 1970 that despite the fact that so many people In the world were 
starving to death, "artists continue to produce full -belly art.• He mused about why 
the phrase "Colonial Art" was art-historically positive, and applied only to the past. 
beeause " In reality it happens In the present, and with benevolence it ls called 'Inter
national style.' .. In perhaps the most inspired political Conceptual artwork. Orders & 
Co. (Camnitzer) sent a letter to Pacheco Areco, president of Uruguay In 1971 , order
ing him to do things he could not help doing, so as to expose the dictator to dictator
ship; "The 5th of November you will simulate normal walking but you will be con
scious that for this day Orders & Co. have taken possession of every third step you 
take. It 1s not necessary for you to obsess yourself with this." 

Around the same time, Hans Haacke wrote: 

Information presented at the right time and in the right place can poten
tially be very powerful. It can affect the general social fabric . ... The 
working premise Is to think In terms of systems: the production of sys
tems, the interference with and the exposure of existing systems . ... 
Systems can be physical, blologlcal, or social. ' 

One could argue that art Is rarely In the right place, but Haacke's statement was 
sharpened when his 1971 exhibition of systems was canceled by the Guggenheim 
Museum (his champion, curator Edward Fry, was also fired). The offending piece was 
"social," a thoroughly-researched work on actual absentee landlords, with whom the 
Guggenheim apparently shared an Intense class-identification. Censorship sent 
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Haacke's art in a more polftical direction, his "museum-quality" resistance eventually 
providing a bridge between Conceptualfsm, activism, and postmodernism. 

However, It was usually the form rather than the content of Conceptual art that 
carried a political message. The frame was there to be broken out of. Anti-establish
ment fervor in the 1960s focused on the de-mythologization and de-commodlfication 
of art, on the need for an independent (or "alternative1 art that could not be bought 
and sold by the greedy sector that owned everything that was exploiting the world 
and promoting the Vietnam war. "The artists who are trying to do non-object art are 
introducing a drastic solution to the problems of artists being bought and sold so 
easily, along with their art .... The people who buy a work of art they can't hang up 
or have In their garden are less Interested In possession. They are patrons rather 
than collectors," I said In 1969. (Now that's utopian ... ) 

It was also becoming clear how authorship and ownership were Intertwined. In 
Paris, in 1967, Daniel Buren (whose first striped works had been made In 1966), 
Olivier Mosset, and Nlele Toronl Invited reviewers to make or claim their paintings: 
"In order to discuss a forgery," wrote the critic Michel Claura. "one must refer to an 
original. In the case of Buren, Mosset, Toronl, where Is the original work?" In Holland, 
in 1968, Jan Dibbets, who had stopped painting in 1967. said: "Sell my work? To sell 
Isn't part of the art. Maybe there will be people Idiotic enough to buy what they could 
make themselves. So much the worse for them." Carl Andre said of his outdoor llne 
of hay bales at Windham College In Vermont In 1968 (another Siegelaub enterprise) 
that It "is going to break down and gradually disappear. But since I'm not making a 
piece of sculpture for sale . .. It never enters the property state." This attack on the 
notion of originality, "the artist's touch," and the competitive aspects of Individual 
style constituted an attack on the genius theory, the hitherto most cherished aspect 
of patriarchal, ruling-class art. 

Some Conceptuallsts took a page from Pop Omagery and techniques) and Mini
malism (fabrication out of the artist's hands) by assuming an "Industrial" approach. 
Ruscha had said, early on, that his photographic artist's books were not "to house a 
collection of art photographs-they are technical data like Industrial photography." 
He eliminated text so the photos would become •neutral." There was a cult of "neu
trality" in Minimalism, applied not only to the execution of objects but to the fero
cious erasure of emotion and conventional notions of beauty. (Morris's 1963 Card 
File and Statement of Esthetlc Withdrawal were precedents.) In 1967. LeWltt said 
"The Idea becomes a machine that makes the art." Bochner curated an exhibition of 
"working drawings" at the School of Visual Arts, which Included "non-art" as well as 
buslnessllke art diagrams. Andre explained his work, based on "particles" of mater
ial, In Marxist terms. Dennis Oppenheim did two large-scale earthworks that were 
about (and resulted In) wheat productlon. In Germany. Hilla and Bernd Becher were 
offering a new framework for documentary photography with their frontal. unmodu
lated images of industnal sites. And in England John Latham initiated the Artists 
Placement Group (APG), which placed artists In "real world" workplaces. Frequently 
perceptible beneath the surface of such statements was the need to Identify art with 
respectable work, and on a more superficial level, with the working class. 

A related notion, also designed to avoid the Isolation of art from the "ordinary" 
world, was a new angle on style and authorship, which led to post-Dada appropria
tion. Reviewing "557,087" In Artforum, Peter Plagens suggested that "There Is a total 
style to the show, a style so pervasive as to suggest that Lucy Lippard is in fact the 

1 
t and that her medium Is other artists." Of course a critic 's medium Is always 

:!ists· critics are the original appropriators. Conceptual artists followed the Dadas 
\his territory. Starting from their Duchampian notion of "claiming, .. appropriation 

lnt~he l960s became more political as art-world artists borrowed John Heartfleld's 
1~assic poster-makers' technique or co-opting media and other familiar Images for 
c w and often satirical ends (the "corrected billboard" of the later 1970s expanded 
~:is Idea). Information and systems were seen as fair game, In the public domain. 
The appropriation of other artists' works or words, sometimes mutually agreed-upon 

85 
a kind of collaboration, was another Conceptual strategy. A combative attitude to

ward art as Individual product was also Implied, In line with the general sixties appeal 
of the collective act. Barthelme took on the alter ego James Robert Steelralls; a 

seudonymous Arthur A. Rose (a multiple pun, perhaps, on Arose Selavy, Barbara 
~ose, Art, Authorfrty. tumescence, etc.) Interviewed artists; I quoted the mythical 
L.atvan (later Latvana) Greene. In 1969, the ltallan artist Salvo appropriated the letters 
of Leonardo da Vinci to Lodovico II Moro. In 1970, Eduardo Costa mocked the art 
world 's first-come-first-served bias In A Piece That Is Essentially The Same As A 
Piece Made By Any Of The Rrst Conceptual Artists, Dated Two Years Earlier Than 
The Original And Signed By Somebody Else. 

In Robert Barry Presents A Work By Ian Wilson (July 1970), the work was Ian Wil
son. a fragment of the elusive "Oral Communication," which Wilson once described 
as taking "the object or the Idea of oral communication out of Its natural context" 
and putting It In an art context, by speaking It, at which point "It became a concept." 
In another work from this series of "presentations" of others' work, Barry kidnapped 
three of my card catalogues and a review as the total contents of his 1971 Paris ex
hibition. In one particularly convoluted interchange, I wrote something about all this 
mutual appropriation, much enjoying the twists and turns on art, plagiarism, and crit
icism encountered. and my text became simultaneously part of two different 
artworks-by Douglas Huebler and David Lamelas. " It's all just a matter of what to 
call it?" I asked rhetorically. "Does that matter?" O still wonder and I still try to blur 
the boundaries between art and everything else as much as possible.) This Is as 
close as Conceptual art came to the meaningful play of Dada, and these were, actu
ally, political questions that affected the whole conception of what art was and what 
art could do. 

The root word •image• need not be used only to mean representation (in 
the sense of one thing referring to something other than Itself). To re-pre
sent can be defined as the shift In referential frames of the viewer from 
the space of events to the space of statements or vice versa. Imagining 
(as opposed to imaging) Is not a pictona/ preoccupation. Imagination Is a 
projection, the exteriorizing of Ideas about the nature of things seen. It re
produces that which is Initially without product. -Mel Bochner. 1970 

For artists looking to restructure perception and the process/product relationship of 
art, information and systems replaced traditional formal concerns of composition, 
color, technique. and physical presence. Systems were lald over life the way a rec
tangular format is laid over the seen In paintings, for focus. Lists. diagrams, mea
surements. neutral descriptions, and much counting were the most common vehicles 
for the preoccupation with repetition, the introduction of daily life and work routines, 
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philosophlcal positivism, and pragmatism. There was a fascination with huge num
bers (Mario Merz's pseudo-mathematical Fibonacci series, Barry's One Bl/lion Dot3 
(1969), Kawara's One Ml/lion Years (1969), and with dictionaries. thesauruses. li
braries. the mechanical aspects of language, pennutatlons (LeWitt and Darboven) 
the regular. and the minute (for example, Ian Murray's 1971 Twenty Waves fn A 
Row). Lists of words were equally popular, e.g. Barry's 1969 piece that included 
Its own wrefinement" as it progressed at least into 1971 , which began: wit Is whole 
determined, sufficient, Individual, known, complete, revealed, accessible, manifest' 
effected. effectual, directed. dependent." • 

Austenty took precedence over hedonism, even to the point of deliberate wboredom" 
(sanctified by Mlnlmalism as an alternative to frenetic expressionist individualism and 
crowd-pleasing Pop). There was a decidedly puritanical cast to much Conceptual 
art. as well as a fascination with pseudo-scientific data and neo-phllosoph1cal gob
bledygook. One elegant precedent was Graham's March 31, 1966, which listed dis
tances from w1 .ooo.ooo.ooo.ooo.ooo.ooo,ooo,000.00000000 miles to edge of known 
universe" through celestial, geographic, then local sectors to the artist's typewriter 
and glasses to • .00000098 miles to cornea from retinal wall." Donald Burgy's 1968 
Rock series combined this Impetus with the notion of context and took it to an al
most absurd extreme. documenting "selected physical aspects of a rock; Its location 
In, and its conditions of, time and space," Including weather maps, electron mi
croscopy, X-ray photographs, spectrographic and petrographic analysis. "The scale 
of this Information extends, in time," said Burgy, "from the geologic to the present 
moment: and, In size of matter, from the continental to the atomic.• Sometimes a 
certain wit was involved, as in Dlbbet's manipulations of perspective so that non-rec
tangles appeared rectangular; he did this on walls, on the ground, and, In 1968, on 
television, showing a tractor furrowing ground with perspective corrections matching 
the rectangular frame of the TV screen. 

The emphasis on process also led to art-as-life, life-as-art pieces, like Lozano's, 
Piper's, and Giibert & George's living sculptures, and especially Mlerle Laderman 
Ukeles's "Maintenance Art" series, which began In 1969. In 1971, as Haacke's real
estate piece was being censored, Allan Kaprow published his influential text on "the 
education of the un-artlst," and Christopher Cook executed a grand-scale •art-as
life" work by assuming the directorship of the Institute of Contemporary Art in 
Boston as a year-long piece. In perfonnance, conceptualized improvisation played a 
similar role, as in Vito Acconcl's "following" piece, or his Zone (1971 ). in which he 
tried to keep a cat confined in a taped square for half an hour, blocking its moves by 
walking, no hands. The later work of Linda Montano. Lynn Hershman, and Tehchlng 
Hsieh Inherited and extended this legacy. 

Communication (but not community) and distribution (but not accessibility) were 
Inherent In Conceptual art. Although the fonns pointed towa.rd democratic outreach, 
the content did not. However rebellious the escape attempts, most of the work re
mained art-referential, and neither economic nor esthetlc ties to the art world were 
fully severed (though at times we liked to think they were hanging by a thread). Con
tact with a broader audience was vag1Je and undeveloped. 

Surprisingly little thought was given In the United States (as far as I know) to edu
cation, especially within or as alternatives to the existing institutions. In 1967, Am
sterdam artists Dibbets. Ger van Elk, and Lucassen began the short- lived "Interna
tional Institute for the Reeducation of Artists." The most powerful model was Joseph 
Beuys, who said In 1969: 

xvi 

To be a teacher Is my greatest work of art. The rest is the waste product, 
demonstration .... Objects aren't very important for me any more .... I 

:,,, trying to reaffirm the concept of art and creativity In the face of Marx
ist doctnne . . .. For me the formation of the thought is already sculpture. 

Verbal strategies enabled Conceptual art to be political, but not populist. Commu-
1catlon between people was subordinate to communication about communication. 

~Whereas rt took years to get a work to Europe or California (from New York)." said 
S199elaub. •now it takes a telephone call. These are significant differences. The idea 

f swift communication implies that no one has anything." In the era of faxes and the 
~ temet this seems quaint. but at the time the adoption of telex technology by N. E. 
~Ing c~ and Haacke seemed daringly "beyond art." 

Occasionally the content seemed relatively accessible. as in James Colllns's Intro
duction Pieces of 1970-71 , in which he introduced two total strangers in a publlc 
place. photographed them shaking hands, then asked them to sign an "affidavit" on 
the transaction. However, there was also a "semiotic" component to these works 
that effectively academlclzed them: "That the message functioned disjunctively cul
turally was employed as a device to re-align the recipients' relationship to the mes
sage, as a theoretical construct." 

For the most part communication was perceived as distribution, and It was in this 
area that populist desires were raised but unfulfllled. Distribution was often built Into 
the piece. Welner offered the most classic and concise examination of this issue in 
the stipulations for "ownership" (or for avoiding ownership) that accompanied all of 
his works: 

1. The artist may construct the piece. 
2 The piece may be fabricated. 
3. The piece need not be built. 
Each being equal and consistent with the intent of the artist, the decision 
as to condition rests with the receiver upon the occasion of receivership. 

Since novelty was the fuel for the conventional art market, and novelty depended 
upon speed and change, Conceptual artists gloried In speeding past the cumber
some established process of museum-sponsored exhibitions and catalogues by 
means of mail art, rapidly edited and published books of art, and other small-ls-bet
ter strategies. wSome artists now think it's absurd to fill Up their studios With objects 
that won't be sold, and are trying to get their art communicated as rapidly as it Is 
made. They're thinking out ways to make art what they'd like it to be in spite of the 
devouring speed syndrome It's made In. That speed has not only to be taken into 
consideration, but to be utilized,• I told Ursula Meyer In 1969; " the new dematerial
ized art ... provides a way of getting the power structure out of New York and 
spreading it around to wherever an artist feels like being at the time. Much art now is 
transported by the artist, or In the artist himself (sic), rather than by watered-down, 
belated circulating exhibitions or by existing information networks." 

Communication relates to art three ways: (1) Artists knowfng what other 
artists are doing. (2) The art community knowing what artists are doing. (3) 
The world knowing what artists are doing . ... It's my concern to make it 
known to multitudes. {The most suitable means are) books and cata
logues. -Seth Slegelaub, 1969 
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One of the things we often speculated about In the late sixties was the role of the art 
magazine. In an era of proposed pro1ects, photo-text works, and artists' books, the 
periodical could be the ideal vehicle for art Itself rather than merely for reproduction, 
commentary, and promotion. At one point I recall brainstorming with friends about a 
parasite magazine. each "Issue" of which would appear noted as such In a different 
"host" magazine each month. The idea was to give readers first-hand rather than 
second-hand Information about art. (Kosuth, Piper, and Ian Wilson published works 
as "ads" In newspapers at the time: in the 1980s this strategy was revived by Haacke 
and Group Material.) 

In 1970, Slegelaub. with the enthusiastic support of editor Peter Townsend, took 
over an issue of the then lively British journal Studio lntemational and made it a kind 
of magazine exhibition with six •curators" (cntics David Antin, Germano Celant, 
Michel Claura, Charles Hamson, Hans Strelow, and myself}. We were each given eight 
pages and could fill them however we liked, with whatever artists we liked, doing 
whatever they liked. Claura chose only Buren, who striped his pages In yellow and 
white; Strelow chose Dibbets and Darboven; the rest of us chose eight artists with a 
page each. My · show" was a round robin. I asked each artist to provide a "situation" 
within which the next artist was to work, so the works created one cumulative, circu
lar piece. (For example: Welner to Kawara: "Dear On Kawara, I must apologfze but 
the only situation I can bring myself to Impose upon you would be my hopes for your 
having a good day. Fond Regards, Lawrence Weiner." Kawara replied with a 
telegram: I AM STILL ALIVE, sent to LeWitt, who responded by mak.ing a list of sev
enty-four permutations of that phrase.) 

Decentralization and lnternatlonallsm were major aspects of the prevalllng distribu
tion theories. This sounds odd now, when the "art world" extends to most of the 
western world {though "global" ls sUll out of reach, " Magicians de la terre" and the 
Bienal de La Habana notwithstanding). In the sixties, however. New York was resting 
In a self-imposed. and self-satisfied, Isolation, having taken the title of world art cap
ital from Paris In the late fifties. At the same time, the political struggles of the sixties 
were forging new bonds among the youth of the world. (The Parisian Sltuationists, 
though rarely mentioned in the Conceptual art literature. paralleled its goals In many 
ways, although the French focus on media and spectacle was far more politically 
sophisticated.) 

The easily portable, easily communicated forms of Conceptual art made it possible 
for artists working out of the major art centers to participate In the early stages of 
new ideas. Huebler, for Instance, one of the most Imaginative and broad-ranging 
early Conceptuaiists. lived In Bradford, Massachusetts. They could also carry their 
work with them as they moved around the country or world . When artists travel 
more, I argued at the time-not to sightsee, but to get their work out-they take with 
them the ambience, stimulus, and energy of the milieu In which the work was made 
(New York was still Implied as the prime source of that energy): "People are exposed 
directly to the art and to the Ideas behind It In a more realistic informal situation.• 
(This was before the "visiting artist" lecture series became an American academic 
Institution; with the artists' slide registry, which came out of the Women's Move
ment, such series transformed the American a.rt student's education and voided the 
curatorial excuse. "there are no good artists out there.") Spirits were high. In a de
commodlfied "Idea-art," some of us (or was It Just me?) thought we had In our hands 
the weapon that would transform the art world into a democratic institution. 

By the end of the decade, connections had been made between "Idea artists" and 
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their supporters around the United States and In England, Italy, France, Germany, 
Holland. Argentina, and Canada (Vancouver and Halifax In particular). By 1970 Aus
tralia (the lnhibodress group In Sydney) and Yugoslavia (the OHO group) had also 
kicked In. We began to see that Europe was more fertile ground than the United States 
for these new networks and means of dissemination. As younger American artists 
were Invited to Europe, younger European anists began to show up In New York In
dependently, making contact with their peers. cooking up Inexpensive but expansive 
International "pro1ects• unaffiliated with the commercial gallery system; French was 
the lingua franca, as few then spoke good English. The generous government fund
ing In Europe (and more curatorial sympathy on the lntellectuaVpolitlcal level) and, In 
Germany. the Kunsthalle system made more and quicker experimentation possible. 
The New York art world was so fuJI of itself that 1t didn't need to pay much attention 
to the Conceptual gnats nipping at its fat flanks. The British critic Charles Harrison 
pointed out that In the late 1960s, Paris and the various European cities were in the 
position that New York was around 1939: a gallery and museum structure existed, 
but it was so dull and irrelevant to new art that there was a feeling that It could be by
passed. "Whereas in New York,• I said, "the present gallery-money-power structure is 
so strong that it's going to be very difficult to find a viable alternative to it." 

Kynaston McShlne's fully International " Information" show at The Museum of Mod
ern Art In the summer of 1970 was an unexpected exception. Born of an art-oriented 
interest In systems and information theory, and then transformed by the national rage 
attending Kent State and Cambodia, it became a state-of-the-art exhibition unlike 
anything else that cautious and usually unadventurous institution had attempted to 
date. The handsome catalogue looked like a Conceptual artist's book, with Its infor
mal •typewritten" text and wild range of non-art imagery from anthropology to com
puter science, and en eclectic, Interdisciplinary reading list. I am listed in the table of 
contents with the artists because of the weird critical text I contributed (from Spain, 
where I was writing a novel deeply Influenced by Conceptual art), and elsewhere as a 
"critic" Qn quotation marks). Many of the artists might have preferred the quotation
marks treatment too, as a way of distancing themselves from predictable roles. An
other departure for the time: films, videos, books, and John Giorno's Dial-A-Poem 
were among the exhibits. Adrian Piper's contribution was a series of notebooks filled 
with blank pages In which the viewers were 

requested to wnte, draw, or otherwise Indicate any response suggested 
by this situation (this statement, the blank notebook and pen, the museum 
context, your immediate state of mind, etc.) 

Ill . The Charm of Ufe Itself 

At its most inventive, It has the mystery and charm of life itself. It Is the 
toughness of art that Is lacking. -Amy Goldin on Conceptual art, 1969. 

Inevitably, the Issues of Conceptual art as "not art," "non-art," and "anti-art" was 
raised in th~ face of all these typed and xeroxed pages, blurry photographs, and rad
ical (sometimes preposterous or pretentious) gestures. Frederick Barthelme (who 
later gave up his cantankerous forays into "visual" art to become a well-known nov
elist) refected the notion of (art] by refusing to say the word : 
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I do not agree that by putting something Into an context one admits to 
making .... I do not like the word . I do not like the body of work de
fined by the word . What I do like is the notion production I produce In 
order to pass the ame. 

It was sometimes a question of who was an artist and to what extent art Is style. 
The late Australian artist Ian Burn, who was an early member of Art & Language, 
stated the anti·style position of many Conceptuallsts when he said In 1968: •Presen
tation Is a problem because It can easily become a form in Itself, and this can be 
misleading. I would always opt for the most neutral format, one that doesn't Interfere 
with or distort the Information." 

There Is something about void and emptiness which I am personally very 
concerned with. I guess I can't get it out of my system. Just emptiness. 
Nothing seems to me the most potent thing In the world. -Robert Barry, 
1968 

One of the suggested solutions was a tabula rasa. In 1970, John Baldessari cre
mated all his art dated May 1953 to March 1966, thereby giving himself a fresh start. 
Kozlov showed an empty film reel, and made rejection Itself her art form, conceptual· 
lzing pieces and then rejecting them, freeing herself from execution while remaining 
an artist. In England, Keith Aman titled a work Is It Possible For Me To Do Nothing As 
My Contribution To This Exhibition? and mused on "Art as an Act of Omission." In 
Australia, Peter Kennedy made a ten-minute piece that transferred bandages from a 
microphone onto a camera. forming a doubly muted transition between silence and 
lnvlslblllty. 

In 1969 I organized an exhibition at the Paula Cooper Gallery. a benefit for the Art 
Workers Coalition, In which the symptoms of demateriallzatlon were well advanced: 
an {apparently) •empty" room contained Haacke's Air Currents {a small fan). Barry's 
Invisible Magnetic Field. Weiner's Minute Pit In The Wall From One Air-Riffe Shot, Wii
son's "Oral Communication," a "secret" by Kaltenbach. a small black blip painted on 
the wall by Richard Artschwager, Huot's "existing shadows," and a tiny cable wire 
piece by Andre on the floor. The smallest room was, by contrast, crammed with 
printed matter-photo. text. xerox, and otherwise shrunken art. 

This was a relatively conservative statement. Barry re1ected the closed claustropho
bic spaces of the gallery system by closing the gallery for one of his shows. Buren 
sealed off the entrance to a gallery space In Milan with his trademark white-and-one
color striped fabric, "opening• and "closing" the show In one move. In Argentina, 
Graciela Carnevale welcomed opening visitors to a totally empty room: the door was 
hermetically sealed without their knowing It: "The piece Involved closing access and 
exits, and the unknown reactions of the visitors. After more than an hour, the 'prison
ers' broke the glass window and 'escaped.•• 

Such escape attempts were In fact being made by the artists rather than by the au
diences. In this case the audience wa.s forced to act out the artists' desires-to 
break out of the system. Much of this discussion had to do with boundaries-those 
Imposed by conventional art definitions and contexts, and those chosen by the 
artists to make points about the new, autonomous lines they were drawing. "Ali legit
imate art deals with limits," said Smithson. "Fraudulent art feels that it has no limits: 
Some, like Huebler and Oppenheim, focused on the redistribution of site or place, al· 

JU( 

though the more abstract notions of space and context usually prevailed over local 

5peciflcity. 

The more successful work from the minima/ syndrome rejected Itself al
/owing the viewer a one-to-one confrontation with pure llmlt or bou~ds. 
This displacement or sensory pressures from object to p lace will prove to 
be the ma/or contribution of minimalist art. -Dennis Oppenheim, 1969 

Huebler "dematerialized" place {or space) in his many map pieces, which in a quint· 
essentially "Conceptual" manner disregarded time and space limitations, and In 
works like one from 1970, which consisted of a vertical line drawn on a sheet of pa· 
per with the line below it reading: "the line above Is rotating on its axis at a speed of 
one revolution each day." Bochner, who made a series of works delineating interior 
architectural measurements, wrote the same year: "A fundamental assumption In 
much recent past art was that things have stable properties, I.e. boundaries .... 
Boundaries, however, are only the fabrication of our desire to detect them." Applying 
the Idea to a social context, Baldessari executed a "ghetto boundary" piece with 
George Nicolaldis for "557,087" in Seattle in 1969 which, although Intended as a 
consciousness-raising device, would probably be perceived as racist today: they af· 
fixed small silver and black labels to telephone poles or street signs along the 
boundary of an African-American neighborhood. 

I'm beginning to belleve that one of the last frontiers left for radical ges· 
tures ls the imagination. -David Wojnarowicz, 19891 

Even In 1969. as we were imagining our heads off and, to some extent, out into the 
world, I suspected that "the art world Is probably going to be able to absorb concep· 
tual art as another 'movement' and not pay too much attention to It. The art estab· 
lishment depends so greatly on objects which can be bought and sold that 1 don't 
expect It to do much about an art that Is opposed to the prevalllng systems ... (This 
remains true today-art that Is too specific. that names names, about politics, or 
place, or anything else, Is not marketable until It Is abstracted, generalized, defused.) 
By 1973, I was writing with some dlsllluslon In the "Postface" of Six Years: "Hopes 
that 'conceptual art' would be able to avoid the general commercialization, the de
structively "progressive• approach of modernism were for the most part unfounded. 
It seemed in 1969 ... that no one, not even a public greedy for novelty, would actu
ally pay money, or much of It, for a xerox sheet referring to an event past or never di
rectly perceived, a group of photographs documenting an ephemeral situation or 
condition, a project for work never to be completed, words spoken but not recorded; 
it seemed that these artists would therefore be forcibly freed from the tyranny of a 
commodity status and market-orientation. Three years later, the major conceptual· 
ists are selling work for substantial sums here and In Europe: they are represented by 
{and still more unexpected-showing In) the world's most prestigious galleries. 
Clearly, whatever minor revolutions In communication have been achieved by the 
process of dematerlallzlng the object •.. , art and artists In a capitalist society re
main luxuries." 

Yet. with a longer view, It Is also clear that the Conceptual artists set up a model 
t~at remains flexible enough to be useful today, totally aside from the pompous and 
flippant manner In which It has sometimes been used In the art context. Out of that 
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decade from 1966 to 1975 came a flock of cooperative galleries (55 Mercer and A I. 
R. being the notable survivors), a tide of artists' books (which led to the formation In 
1976 of Printed Matter and the Franklin Furnace Archive), another activist artists' or
ganization led by former Conceptualists (Artists Meeting for Cultural Change) after 
the AWC faded with the Vietnam war, and an International performance art and video 
network. Activist and ecologicaVsite-speclfic work that had Its beginnings In the 
1960s in Conceptual-related projects has seen a revival In the 1980s and 1990s: the 
much-maligned Whitney Biennial of 1993 featured more-and-less "political" art that 
recalled its Conceptual sources; and feminist activists like the Guerrilla Girls and the 
Women's Action Coalition rNAC) also renewed 1960s and early 1970s concerns with 
women's representation in the media, daily life, and role playing/gender-bending. 

Perhaps most Important, Conceptuallsts indicated that the most exciting •art" 
might still be buried in social energies not yet recognized as art. The process of ex
tending the boundaries didn't stop with Conceptual art: These energies are still out 
there, waiting for artists to plug into them, potential fuel for the expansion of what 
"art" can mean. The escape was temporary. Art was recaptured and sent back to Its 
white cell. but parole ls always a possibility. 

Notes 
1. Sol LeWill. "Sentences on Conceptual Art.• In Lucy R. Lippard, Six Years: The Dematerlslizs
tfon of the Art Object from 1966 to 1972 (New York: Praeger, 1973), 75. 
2. Jeanne Siegel, "An Interview with Hans Haacke: Arts Magazine 45, no. 7 (May 1971): 21 . 
3. David Wojnarowlcz, "Post Cards from America: X-Rays from Hen: In Witnesses: Against Our 
Vanishing, exh. cat. (New York: Artists Space, 1989). 10. 
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For Sol 

"To dlscUSS what one is doing rather than the artwork which results, to attempt to unravel the 
loOPS of creative activity, 1s, In many ways, a behavioural problem. The fusion or art, science and 
personality Is Involved. It leads to a consideration of our total relationship to a work or art. fn 
which physical moves may lead to conceptual moves, in which Behaviour relates to Idea .•.• 'An 
orvanism Is most efficient when It knows Its own Internal order.'· 

-Roy Ascott, "The Construction of Change," Cambndge Opinion 37 (January, 1964). 
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AUTHOR'S NOTE 

731 Sue years .• . ls basically a bibllography and list of events, arranged chronologlcally. Each 
l19 r t>egins with a list of the books published then and a few general events that could not be fisted 
~er specific months. The book list Is followed by a monthly breakdown of perlOdlcals, exhlbltlons, 
u tafogues. and works Included In these, symposia; articles, Interviews, and works by Individual 
ca sts (alphabetlcauy); and general articles and events-usually In that order. 
ettlAll lac1ual Information (blbllographlcat, chronological. and general) ls In bold type; all anthologlcat 
material (excerpts, statements, art works, symposia) Is In roman type; and all commentary by the 

editor Is In Italics. 
The following abbreviations have been used throughout: CAYC-Centro de Arte Y Communlca· 

cion; APB-Art and Project Bulletfn, Arts-Arts Magazine; NETCo.-N.E Thing Co.; NSCAO-Nova 
Scotia College of Art and Design; MOMA-Museum of MOdem Art, (Rep.)-ntproductlon 

(l996l When I compiled Six YeatS. The Dematena/tzatlon of the Art Objeet . In 1972-73, I de
scnt>ed 11 In the neat1y 100-word title as • focused on so-called conceptual or mforma1ion or 
Idea art with mentions of such vaguely designated areas as minimal, antlform, systems, earth or 
process art .. • The Initial manuscript was about twice the size of that which was finally pub
lushed (The Archives ol American Art has the rest of the stuff), and even at Its published leng1h, I 
was convinced that no one would ever read the thing through. When It appeared, I was amazed to 
near that some eccentric souls were unable to put It down and a lot of people seemed to be plow
ing tttrough It, plugging into the hidden narrative that I tttought would be an Involuntary secret. 
Then the book went out of print for over a decade and became, Ironically, a very expensive collec
tor's Item, parallellng the fate of the art It espoused. 

rm delighted that University of Callfornla Press editor Charlene Woodcock kept at me to help 
her reprint SIX Yea/S. My recalcitrance was due to laziness. exhaustion with digging up the past 
(which has become lnex:pllcably fascinating to too many graduate students, gratifying though It 
may be). and the pressure of current work, which always Interests me much more. However, I am 
cons1anUy struck by how often my current work-mvolv1ng feminism or photography or publlc an 
or art by contemporary Native Amerlcans---recalls past events In Conceptual art. It was a far 
ncher vein than any ol us could have realized at the time. Looking back through this book, I am al· 
ways amazed by the density and diversity of the genre(s). 
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PREFACE 

Because this Is a book about widely differing phenomena within a time span, not 
about a " movement," there Is no precise reason for certain Inclusions and exclusions 
except personal prejudice and an idiosyncratic method of categorization that would 
make little sense on anyone else's grounds. I planned this book to expose the chaotic 
network of ideas 1n the air, in America and abroad, between 1966 and 1971 While 
these Ideas are more or less concerned with what I once called a " dematenallzatlon" 
of the art object. the form of the book Intentionally reflects chaos rather than 
imposing order. And since I first wrote on the sub)ect in 1967, it has often been 
pointed out to me that dematerlalization Is an Inaccurate term. that a piece ol paper or 
8 photograph Is as much an object, or as " material," as a ton of lead. Granted. But for 
lack of a better term I have continued to refer to a process of dematerlallzation, or a 
deemphasis on material aspects (uniqueness, permanence, decorative attractive
ness) 

" Eccentric Abstraction," " Anti-Form," " Process Art," " Antl-lllusionlsm," or what-
ever. did come about partly as a reaction against the Industrialized geometry and 
sheer bulk of much minimal art. Yet minimal art was Itself anti-formalist in Its 
nonrelational approach, its insistence on a neutralization of " composition" and other 
hierarchical distinctions. Sol LeWltt's premise that the concept or idea was more 
important than the visual results of the system that generated the object undermined 
formalism by Insisting on a return to content. His exhaustive permutations re
lntrOduced chance Into a systematic art, an idea that he has successfully investigated 
m his serial drawings, which are executed directly on the wall according to very 
specific instructions that allow for Infinite generalization, or variety. Other artists were 
more concerned with allowing materials rather than systems to determine the form of 
their work, reflected In the ubiquity of temporary " piles" of materials around 1968 
(done by, among others, Andre, Baxter, Beuys, Bollinger, Ferrer, Kaltenbach, Long, 
Louw, Morris, Nauman, Oppenheim, Saret, Serra, Smithson). This premise was soon 
Jlpphed to such ephemeral materials as time Itself, space, nonvisual systems, situa
tions, unrecorded experience, unspoken Ideas, and so on. 

Such an approach to physical materials led directly to a similar treatment of 
perception, behavior, and thought processes per se. The most effective method In this 
case has often been the accent or overlay of an art context, an art framework, or 
simply an art awareness, that Is, the Imposition of a foreign pattern or substance on 
existing situations or Information (e.g., Barry, Dibbets, Huebler, Oppenheim, Smith
son, Weiner, and others). The addition of accents rather than the delineation of an 
Independent form led away from marking the object into remarking direct experience. 
("Ephemeralization" Is the term Buckmlnster Fuller uses for " the design science 
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strategy of doing even more with even less per unit of energy, space, and time.") 
Fragmentation ls more like direct communication than the traditionally unified ap. 
proach in which super11uous literary transitions are introduced. Criticism itself tends 
to clog up these direct reactive processes with Irrelevant Information, while the 
terseness and the isolation of much of the art reproduced here forces mental jumps; 
these in turn facilitate a heightened alertness to sensorial or visual phenomena 

I would like this book to reflect that gradual deemphasis of sculptural concerns, and 
as the book evolves, I have deliberately concentrated increasingly on textual and 
photographic work. This is not to say, of course, that many artists whose work greatly 
Interests me have not continued to work In sculpture or painting, but simply that the 
phenomena examined In this book tend to avoid those solutions. The antl
lndividualistlc bias of Its form (no single artist's sequential development or contribu
tion can be traced without the help of the index) will hopefully emphasize timing, 
variety, fragmentation, and 1nterrelallonsh1ps above all. In fact, I have included some 
of the work here because It illustrates connections to or even exploitation of other, 
stronger work. or repetition of Ideas considered from very different viewpoints. or how 
far certain ideas can be taken before they become exhausted or totally absurd. In any 
case, I enjoy the prospect of forcing the reader to make up his or her own mind when 
confronted with such a curious mass of Information. 

Proto-conceptual art In the guise of the Flux us group's "concept art," the per1orm
ance and body works of the Japanese Gutal group, Happenings, concrete poetry, 
most per1ormances and street works. and even such impressively eccentric manifes
tations as Ray Johnson's use of the postal system or Arakawa's exotically referential 
canvases have been omitted partly through spatial necessity and partly because, 
confused as the Issues are, they would be unmanageable If some s1milanty of esthetic 
intention were not maintained. This is not a book about all dematerialized art and the 
point I want to make 1s phenomenological rather than historical. I am probably safe in 
saying, as I have of some exhibitions I have organized, that no one but me (and my 
editors) will read the whole book through. 

Because Six Years Is about Ideas changing over a period of time, It seems only fair 
to subject myself to the same lack of hindsight about which the artists themselves had 
reservations when I asked perm1ss1on to use old work or old statements. Therefore, 
the following excerpts from a December, 1969. Interview by Ursula Meyer with me, 
have not been revised according to what I think now, but stand as things looked then. 
The Postface offers some contradictions. 

LL: A tot of this business about ob1ect art and non-object art gets very confused. 
People use 1t like a value 1udgment. " It's still an ob)ect" or " he's finally got past the 
object." It isn't really a mat1er of how much materiality a work has, but what the artist 
Is doing with It. 

UM: But I think It is very obvious that concern with the object is the fundamental 
issue of what has been going on the last few years. 

LL: Probably it's typical of the first half of the twentieth century. Ad Reinhardt's 
making black-square identical paintings In 1960 was by implication a very important 
ending point. Now I think things have opened up to where the business of going 
" beyond" anything is less Important. The fragmentation is so obvious. There's more 
chance of people doing what they want and not having it measured against the 
Greenberg1an standard of " advance". or anybody else's standards •... It's strange 
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hardt relates to much of the new art, because these artists often make art out 
how R~~terated l ife situations and Reinhardt was so very determined that art should 
of una 

10 
nothing but art. Doug Huebler sees the connection between his work and 

relat~ dt's in the way he imposes an art framework on ltfe. In a broad sense, anyone 
Re•; a~ photograph ls geometric1zing l ife .. Most of the artists who are now called 
tak ng tuat" were doing " minimal" work 1n 1967-SS. Weiner and Kosuth. maybe 
"concep · · l · nd Huebler less so, are very much concerned with Art, with reta ning a 
Ba~Zis~ency, or coherency. They work in a straight, definite line and exclude far more 
co they include, which Is fundamentally a formal or structural point of view. Morris 
th~n Baxter and Nauman come closer to a Dada-Surrealist viewpoint, an acceptive 
ant ad of a rei·ective approach. There's always been that kind of spilt. It used to be the 
ins e · · f h h b Id classical-romantic thing , but in the last couple o years t ose terms ave ecome 
0 tty Irrelevant. or confused. Barry, for instance, is a very classical and a very 
pr~antlc artist at the same time. The break, and it's often a very subtle one too, comes 
~~ ough acceptance or rejection of the multiplicity of non-art subject matter, or in the :se of Barry or Huebler or Weiner, who use non-art, immaterial situations, it's the 
~mposit ion of a closed Instead of an open system. ~arry doesn't :·claim" all psychic 
phenomena, as lain Baxter might: he selects his pieces very strictly even when he 
can't know or name the phenomena, but can only impose conditions on them. 
Fundamentally it's a matter of degree of acceptance. 

UM Do you think visual art may eventually function In a different context al· 

together? 
LL Yes. but there's going to have to be an immense educational process to get 

people to even begin to took at things. to say n.othmg of look at things the w~y art1~ts 
look at things. . . Some artists now think 1t s absurd to fill up their studios with 
obiects that won' t be sold, and are trying to get their art communicated as rapidly as it 
is made They're thinking out ways to make art what they'd like it to be in spite of the 
devouring speed syndrome It's made in. That speed has not only to be taken into 
consideration, but to be util ized. 

UM: What do you think about the way the art journals have been pertaining to the 
new art? 

LL: For the most part they haven't pertained, or even entertained the idea that ideas 
can be art. They're just beginning to realize they're going to have to treat this new art 
seriously. Generally, though, the artists are so much more Intelligent than the writers 
on the subject that the absence of critlcal comment hasn't been mourned .... If Time 
and Newsweek were more accurate, they'd probably be better art magazines than 
most of the art magazines. The trouble 1s they hand out incorrect and oversimplified 
tnformallon. . If you respect the art, it becomes more important to transmit the 
information about it accurately than to judge it. Probably the best way of doing that is 
through the artists. Let the readers make their own distinctions about the extent to 
which the artist is slinging it. That way they have to look at his or her work too, and 
they're getting first-hand rather than second-hand Information. 

UM: Do you believe the impact of what is happening now-with conceptual art and 
what I call the other cultur&-that Impact is going to hit the so-called art world, the 
galleries. the museums? What changes do you envisage? 

LL. Unfortunately I don't think there are going to be many changes taking place 
immediately. I think the art world Is probably going to be able to absorb conceptual art 
as another " movement" and not pay too much attention to It. The art establishment 
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depends so greatly on objects which can be bought and sold that I don't expect It to 
do much about an art that Is opposed to the prevailing systems. Whenever I lecture 
and start talking about the possibility of no an or non-art in the future, I have to admit I 
think I'm going to be able to tell who the artists are anyway. Maybe another culture, a 
new network will arise It's already clear that there are very different ways of seeing 
things and th1nk1ng about things within the art world even as it stands now, not as 
clear as the traditional New York " uptown" and " downtown" dichotomy, but it has 
something to do with that. 

One of the important things about the new dematerialized art Is that it provides a 
way of getting the power S1ructure out of New York and spreading It around to 
wherever an artist feels hke being at the time. Much art now 1s transported by the 
artist, or in the artist himself, rather than by watered-down, belated circulating 
exhibi tions or by existing information networks such as mail, books. telex, video, 
radio. etc. The artist Is traveling a lot more. not to sightsee, but to get his work out. 
New York is the center because of the stimulus here. the bar and studio dialogue. 
Even if we get the art works out of New York, even if the objects do travel, they alone 
don' t often provide the stimulus that they do combined with the miheu. But when the 
artists travel, whether they' re liked or disliked, people are exposed directly to the art 
and to the ideas behind It in a more realistic. Informal situation .... Another idea that 
has come up often recently that Interests me very much is that of the artist working as 
an Interruptive device, a jolt, in present societal systems. Art has always been that, in a 
way, but John Latham and his APG group In London, among others, are trying to deal 
with it more directly 

UM: There's a strange reawakening in Europe now. 
LL: It may be more fertile for new ideas and new ways of disseminating art than the 

United States. Certainly Canada is. Charles Harrison has pointed out that Paris and 
the various European cities are in the position that New York was In around 1939. 
There 1s a gallery and museum structure, but it Is so dull and Irrelevant to new art that 
there's a feeling that 1t can be bypassed, that new things can be done. voids filled. 
Whereas In New York, the present gallery-money-power structure is so strong that it's 
going to be very d ifficult to find a viable alternative to It. The artists who are trying to 
do non-object art are introducing a drastic solution to the problem of artists being 
bought and sold so easily, along with their art. Not, God knows. that the artists making 
conventional objects want that any more than anyone else, but their work unfor
tunately lends itself more easily to capitalist marketing devices. The people who buy a 
work of art they can't hang up or have in their garden are less interested in 
possession. They are patrons rather than collectors. That's why all this seems so 
inapplicable to museums. because museums are basically acquisitive. 

UM: That one word "idea" contradicts any sort of central establishment. You might 
have many Idea centers that are made by living artists rather than one chauvinistic art 
enterprise. 

LL: Yes. I was politicized by a trip to Argentina in the fall of 1968, when I talked to 
artists who felt that it was immoral to make their art in the society that existed there. It 
becomes clear that today everything , even art. exists In a political situation. I don't 
mean that art Itself has to be seen in political terms or look political, but the way artists 
handle their art, where they make it, the chances they get to make it, how they are 
going to let 1t out, and to whom-it's all part of a life style and a political situation. It 
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omes a matter of artists' power, of artists achieving enough solidanty so they 
t>eCn't at the mercy o f a society that doesn't understand what they are doing I guess 
a~ers where the other culture, or alternative information network, comes in-so we 
~~ have a choice of ways to live without dropping out. 
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Left: Bruce llumon. Untitl ed. Lnlex with cloth bocking, 72" x 15" x 2" (approx.). 
1965-66. Nicholas Wilder Callery, Lo ngele . Right: Bruce auman. Thigliing. till 
from 16-mm., 8-10-minute color film, with ound. 1967. Courte y Leo Castelli Callery, 

'ew York. 
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1966 
IC)OKS 

arecht. George. Ch•n~tm•ll"'Y· New York, 1966. Independently end In HSOCletlon with the 
F1uau• group, Brecht hu been making " event•" that anticipate • 1trlcter " conceptual art" 
ttnce around 1960. For example: 

Three Aqueous Events, summer, 1961 : ice · water · steam. 
Time· Table Event, spring, 1961 · To occur in a railway station. A time-table is 

obtained. A tabled time indication Is interpreted in minutes and seconds (7:16 
equaling. for example. 7 minutes and 16 seconds). This determines the duration of the 
event. 

Two Exercises, fall , 1961 : Consider an object. Call what Is not the object " other." 
Add to the object, from the " other," another object, to form a new object and a new 
"other " Repeat until there Is no more "other." Take a part from the object and add it 
to the "other," to form a new object and a new " other." Repeat until there is no more 
ob1ect 

KaproW. Allen. Auembl•g•, En11lronmeni. •nd H•ppenlng•. New York, Herry N. Abrem1, 
1•. 
N•umen, Bruce. Picture• of Sculpture In • Room. Lo1 AngelH, winter, 196~. (Rep.) 

Nsumsn 's first show is held st Nicolas Wilder. Los Angeles, May 1()...June 2, 1966. 
During this year he makes s series of punning color photographs and continues to 
make body works (begun wi ths calisthenics piece in 1965) and films: Bouncing Ball, 
Playing Violin, Pacing In the Studio (1965). 

Fiims are about seeing. I wanted to find out what I would look at In a strange 
situation, and I decided that with a film and a camera I could do that. In one film I did. 
the title was straight and everything else tipped on Its side. partly because you could 
get more in the picture that way and partly as a concession to art-so it looked like I 
did something to it. changed It. The films I did with Bill Allan are the closest to just 
making a film, without considering art. We made a film called Fishing for Asian Csrp. 
Bill Allan got into his boots and we went to the creek. We ran the film until Allan 
caught the fish ... . When you want to make a film, you don't know how long It will 
take, and so you pick something to make ii about that will determine how long It will 
be. When he caught the fish. It ended. (Art News. summer, 1967.) 

Ru1ehe, Edw•rd. E11ery Building on the SunHt Strip. Lo1 AngelH, 1966. Two-sided, fold-out, 
boaed. Ru1ehe'1 eatremely lnfluentlel " •ntlphotogrephy" books flrtt •ppe•red In 1962. They 
'"'9: Tw.nty·slx G•.ollne St•tlon• (1962), V•rlou• Sm•ll Rre• (1964) (Rep.), Some Lo• 
A,.._. Apartment• (1965), •nd othert that ue ll1ted below chronofoglc•lly. 
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Ed Ruscha. Plate from Various Small Fires. 1964. 

Nor am I really interested in books as such, but I am interested In unusual kinds of 
publications .... Above all, the photographs I use are not "arty" In any sense of the 
word. I think photography Is dead as a fine art; its only place is in the commercial 
world, for technical or information purposes. Thus [Small Fires) is not a book to house 
a collection of art photographs-they are technical data like Industrial photography. 
... One of the purposes of my book has to do with making a mass-produced object. 
The final product has a very commercial. professional feel to it. ... I have eliminated 
all text from my books-I want absolutely neutral material. My pictu res are not that 
interesting, nor the sub1ect matter. They are simply a collection of " facts"; my book is 
more like a collection of " readymades." (Excerpt from an interview with Ruscha by 
John Coplans, Artforum, February, 1965.) 

Wllllams, Mason. The Night I Lo.t My Baby: A LH VegH Vignette. Los Angeles, 1968. 
Designed by Ed Rusche. 

Vancouver, B.C.: Founding of " IT," an anonymous art group. 
An artist with the need to create original and radical works must first get sick and 

tired of all the work he sees. Only then is he left with a clear field to look Into ... . You 
don't have to use accepted methods. You can use anything that comes-people, 
things, it's easy. (From the manifesto; one of the participants became the N. E. Thing 
Co.) 

Among the early earthworks executed during this year (see below for others) were 
Richard Long's in England, (Rep.) Robert Morris's model for Project In Earth and Sod, 
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d Robert Smithson ·s Tar Pool and Gravel Pit, a model shown at the Dwan Gallery in 
';e fall. which he later described. as a proposal that "makes one conscious of the 
1 ,;msl ooze. A molten substance 1s poured Into a square sink that Is surrounded by 
p nother square sink of coarse gravel. The tar cools and flattens into a sticky level 
~eposit. This carbonaceous sediment brings to mind a tertiary world of petroleum. 
asphalts. ozokerite, and bituminous agglomerations." (Artforum, September, 1968.) In 
t960 Lawrence Welner did an "exhibition " in Mill Valley, California, which consisted 
of a ~rater executed by explosives. See also de Marla, below. 

New York: Berner Venet begins his " presentation and ullllzatlon of llngulstlc • nd loglcal 
dl8gr•ms In order to present abstract content devoid of any form•llstlc/ Hsthetlc content" 
with work• ' 'based on school m•thematlcs, physics, cheml•try and Industrial drawing, and a 
m•nlfesto against senslblllty, against the expreHlon of the lndlvldual 's personallty." 

J•nuary. 1966: Yoko Ono gives• lecture at Wesleyan University: 
All my work In fields other than music have an Event bent . .. event, to me, is not an 

assimilation of all the other arts as Happening seems to be, but an extrication from the 
various sensory perceptions. It is not a get togetherness as most happenings are, but 
8 dealing with oneself. Also, it has no script as Happenings do, though it has 
sornething that starts It moving-the closest word for It may be a wish or hope • ... 
After unblocking one's mind, by dispensing with visual, auditory and kinetic percep
tions, what will come out of us? Would there be anything? And my events are mostly 
spent in wonderment. ... We never experience things separately . but If that is so. 
it is all the more reason and challenge to create a sensory experience Isolated from 
other sensory experiences, which is something rare In dally life. Art is not merely a 
duplication of life .... Among my Instructions paintings, my Interest is mainly in 
" painting to construct In your head" . . the movement of the molecule can be 
continuum and discontinuum at the same time ... . There is no visual object that does 
not exist in comparison to or simultaneously with other objects, but these characteris
tics can be eliminated If you wish .. .. The painting method derives as far back as the 
time of the Second World War, when we had no food to eat. and my brother and I 
exchanged menus In the air. 

Richard Long. 
England. 1966. 
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Some earl ier work• by Ono, who WH Haoclaled then with the Flu1us group: 
" Listen to the sound of the earth turning" (spring, 1963): " Take the sound of the 

stone aging .. (Tape Piece I, autumn, 1963); " Take the sound of the room breathing: at 
dawn, In the morning, in the evening, before dawn .... Bottle the smell of the room of 
that particular hour as well" (Tape Piece II, autumn, 1963); "Use your blood to paint 
Keep painting until you faint (a). Keep painting until you die (b)" (spring. 1960). 

See 1tlso Emlly WasMrman, " Yoko Ono at Syracuse: 'Thi• I• Not Here,'" Artforum, January, 
1972. 

N. E. Thing Co. (laln & lngrld Suter). Bagged Plac.. University of British Columbia Fine Arts 
Gallery, Vancouver, February 2- 16, 1966. A four-room apartment with every Item In It encased 
In plH llc baga. Reviewed by Alvln Balklnd, Artforum, May, 1968; see also F. Daniell In 
Amcanada, February, 1967. 

Danie/ Buren. Galerte Fournier, Paris, March, 1966. First public Hhlbltlon of vertically striped 
painting• which, In one form or another, Buren hH continued to make until the preaent The 
stripe paintings were ftrst shown to a few friends In a garage In Paris In December, 1965. 

Dan Graham. March 31, 1966 (shown November, 1967, Finch College, New York): 
1.ooo.ooo.ooo.ooo,ooo.ooo.000.000.00000000 miles to edge of known universe 

100.ooo.ooo,ooo.ooo.000.000.00000000 miles to edge of galaxy (Milky Way) 
3,573,000,000.00000000 miles to edge of solar system (Pluto) 

205.00034600 miles to Washington, O.C. 
2.85100000 miles to Times Square. New York, N.Y 

.38600000 miles to Union Square subway stop 

.11820000 miles to corner 14th SL. and First Ave . 

. 00367000 miles to front door, Apt 10, 153 
First Ave . 

. 00021600 miles to typewriter paper page 

.00000700 miles to lens of glasses 

.00000098 miles to cornea from retinal wall 

March, San Diego: John Baldeuarl stop• making works by hi• own hand and algn1ture. He 
hH been working with words since c. 1959; by 19456, " I WH beginning to auspect that 
Information could be Interesting In Its own right and need not be vlaual H In Cublal, etc. art." 
(See below for word painting• done In thls period and shown at Molly Barnes Gallery, 19M.) 

Wllaon, Wiiiiam. " New York Correspondence School." Art and Arll•t., Aprll, 1966. 

Kosuth, JoMph, and Kozlov, Christine. Ad Reinhardt: Evolution Into Darkne~Th• Art ol an 
Informal Formalin; N~llvlty, Purity, and the a.am•" of Ambiguity. Unpublished typescript 
for the School of VJaual Arts, New York, May, 1966. 

Collins, J1mes; Haw, Kenneth; Sullivan, John. Teaching Not••· London, June, 1966. 31 pp. 
mimeographed sheets on aemlotlca and art. 

Bochner, Mel. " Primary Structures: A Declaration of a New Attitude H RevHled by H 

lmporblnt Current Exhibition." Arts, June, 1966. 

August. London: John Latham, " Art and Culture" (Rep.): 
A book called Art & Culture-a collection of essays written by Clement Green-
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John Latham. 
Culture. Ca!>e 
mi ccllnny. Au ' 

berg-having been published in America early in the 1960's, had found its way Into the 
library of St. Martins School of Art. In August. 1966, having regard for both the 
persuasive power of the book among students and for the provocative title, the book 
was withdrawn in the name of John Latham, and an event organized at his home 
together with the sculptor Barry Flanagan, who then was in the role of " student " The 
event was called "STILL & CHEW," and many artists. students, and critics were 
Invited. 

When the guests arrived they were each asked to take a page from Art & Culture and 
to chew it-after which they could U necessary spit out the product Into a flask 
provided About a third of the book was so chewed, and there was some selective 
choosing as to the pages The chewed pages were later immersed in acid-30% 
sulphuric-until the solution was converted to a form of sugar. and this was then 
neutralized by addition of quantities of sodium bicarbonate. 

The next step was the Introduction of an Alien Culture, a yeast. After which several 
months went by with the solut1on bubbling gently. 

Nearly a year after the Chewing, at the end of May, 1967, a postcard amved 
addressed to Mr Latham with a red label on 11 saying VERY URGENT On the back was a 
plea for the return of the book " wanted urgently by a student, Art & Culture.'' 

A distilling apparatus was assembled, and a suitable glass container procured for 
the book to be returned to the librarian. When this had been done a label was fixed to 
the glass saying what It was and together with the postcard 11 was presented to her 
back in the school, where for some years John Latham had been engaged as a 
part-time Instructor After the few minutes required to persuade the librarian that this 
was indeed the book which was asked for on the postcard, he left the room. 

In the morning postal delivery a day later a letter arrived from the prlnclpal of St. 
Martins addressed to Mr Latham. It said he was sorry, he was unable to invite him to 
do any more teaching. 

Wolfram, Eddie. " In the Beginning Wes the Word:· Art and Artf•t•, Auguat, 1966. 

Eccentric Ab•tr•ctlon. Flachbech Gallery, New York, September 20-0ctober 8, 1966. Organized 
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by Lucy R. Lippard. Brlet text with vinyl announcement Adams, Bourgeois, Heaae, Kuehn, 
Nauman, Potts, Sonnier, Viner. Reviewed by Hiiton Kramer, New York Tim••· September 25; 
David Antin, Artforum, November; Mel Bochner, Art•, November; Dore Aahton, Studio 

1,,,.matlonal, November. Long article by Uppard based on the show and other almller work, 
lnternetlonelly, In Art tnternallonal, November, 1966. 

October- November: Terry Atklnaon end Michael Baldwin meet at Lanchester Polytechnic, 
eoventry. Baldwin hes made contact with LeWltt In New York, In March. 

Robert Huot. Stephen Ra~lch Gelle~, New. York, fell, 1966. 
Eth1b1tlon of reductive paintings with conceptual bases. One "minimal" artist's 

reaction was "this is not painting, it's just ideas." In 1967, Huot worked prtmarily with 
Areas In which canvases of different sizes contained the same area of color in 
different manners; they were often hung at an extended distance from each other to 
emphasize the visual-memory factor at the conception. One painting of this year 
consisted simply of a nubbly semitransparent nylon surface over a stretcher with one 
curved edge. Huot's interest In integrating the wall with his painting continued In 
monochrome paintings. The play between the two-dlmens1onal surface and the 
objectness of painting led him to work in 1968 with lines of tape, attached directly to 
the wall. which stressed or counterpointed architectural detail, and then with similar 
effects with moldings, quarter-rounds, white paints of different gloss levels on the 
same wall, the shadows of architectural elements, luminescent tape points indoors 
and out marking the spaces. (See March, 1969 show at Paula Cooper, below.) By the 
end of 1969, Huot was working anonymously and giving works away while refusing to 
sell them. By 1970, he was devoting an increasing amount of time to film. 

Hutchlnaon, Peter. " l a There Life on Earth?" Art In America, October- November, 1966. 

Gruppe H•ndwagen 13, Joseph Beuys. Kopenhegen <lelleri 101, October 14-15, 1966. See 
alto H'lledekorn (Copenhagen), no. 5, 1966. Includes statements end reproductions by Joseph 
Beuya end articles on him by Per Kirkeby, Henning Christiansen, and Hana.Jorgan Nlelaen: 
mimeographed text by Troela Andersen from Blocl<achl (see below 1969), first printed In 
Bllledkun•I (Copenhagen), no. 4, 1966, on the action " Eurasia": 

At first glance he belongs to the fantastic characters somewhere between clown 

Joseph Beu) . Eurasia. clion. Vienna, 1967. Jo cph Bcuy . Eurasia. ction. Berlin. 1968. 

Robby Arcand


Robby Arcand


Robby Arcand




Robert Mo1Tis. Steam Cloud. 1966. A executed nt the Corcornn Gnllcry of Art, 
Washington, D.C., 1969. 

and gangster. In action he is changed, absorbed into his performance, Intense and 
suggestive. He uses very simple symbols. His performance was the 32nd section from 
the Siberian Symphony. and lasted an hour and a half. The Introductory motif was 
" the division of the cross." Kneeling, Beuys slowly pushed two small crosses which 
were lying on the floor towards a blackboard ; on each cross was a watch with an 
adjusted alarm. On the board he drew a cross which he then half erased; underneath 
he wrote " Eurasia." 

The remainder of the piece consisted of Beuys maneuvering, along a marked hne, a 
dead rabbit whose legs and ears were extended by long, thin black wooden poles. 
When the rabbit was on his shoulders. the poles touched the floor. Beuys moved from 
the wall to the board where he deposited the rabbit On the way back. three things 
happened: he sprinkled white powder between the rabbit's legs, put a thermometer in 
Its mouth, and blew into a tube. Afterwards he turned to the board with the erased 
cross and allowed the rabbit to twitch his ears while he himself allowed one foot. 
which was tied to an iron plate. to float over a similar plate. on the floor. 

This 1s the main content of the action The symbols are completely clear and they 
are all translatable The division of the cross is the spilt between East and West, Rome 
and Byzantium. The half cross 1s the United Europe and Asia, to which the rabbit is on 
Its way. The iron plate on the floor Is a metaphor-it 1s hard to walk and the ground Is 
frozen. The three interruptions on the way back signify the elements snow, ice, wind. 
All this 1s understandable only when the word Siberia Is caught But the symbols' 
significance are of secondary Importance. Beuys is performing no cultural ph1losoph-
1cal sketch. That Is made clear by his extreme concentration. A man who spends 
himself to such an extent before an audience does this not only for the sake of certain 
rules set up tor this particular situation. His actions require perspective and are 
penetrating because they are part of a larger context. ... He uses the expression 
" counterspace" and " countertlme" to indicate the psychic factors which make it 
possible to realize such a relat1onsh1p to and experience of the materially given space. 
When the legs of the rabbit quiver, the poles sway out of their position-as they do 
incessantly during this exciting tnp-and when he has great difficulty bringing them 
back to their proper position-for a moment then, our relationship to space breaks 
down. Something within us ls set into motion. It is logical that sweat flows In streams 
from Beuys. that he looks like a person in great pain. He must continually restate the 
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balance. even If he stands on only one leg. . . Man and an Ima I c m . 
against space. which surrounds them. 0 pose a weak unity 

Joseph Beuys in conversalion with Ursula Meyer· "A rabbit • f 
C . t th t . running rom one 'Fat 

orner o e nex can do more for mankind than the sos wh · h d . · . 
thoughts without understanding them. . . . • ic eats with Marxist 

" People assume immediately, if a work is not visible it 1 · 
That Is a very materialistic way of thinking if one takes a' ny tshpoartg1hctulardly conceptual. 

Ir Th t I I I u an reverses it in 
1tse . a s ncred bly primitive because it is evidently the th 
reverse. Nothing has changed at all... same ought only in 

November 21 , 1966: Dan Graham publishes his lece " D .. 
advertisement In the National Taller (also printed I~ Screw :~dumNeesce~c~ RH a claHlfled 
1969). w ror,. e~/ew of St111 In 

LeWltt. Sol. "Ziggurats." Arts, November, 1966. 

Smithson, Robert, and Bochner, Mel. "The Domain of the Great Bear .. Art Vi ,__ N 
1966. · o....,,,s, ovember, 

Smithson. Robert " OuHl-lnflnltlea and the Waning of Space .. Am N 
"Actuality 11 ••• the lnterchronlc pauH when nothing 11 h 

1
· • ovember, 1966. 

event1"-George Kubler. appen ng. It 11 the void between 

Working Drawings and Other Visible Things on p N N 
Art. Vl1uel Arts Gellery, New Yortc December 1:or otlz •ce ... rlly Meant to S. VltlWfld H 

Hanne Oarbovcn. Per
mutational Drawing r;;.iJ on gruph paper: 

• • · rgan ed by Mel Bochner. The exhibition 



consisted of several large looseleaf no1ebooks containing xerox copies of the drawings 
placed on " pedestals" In an otherwise empty room. (Rep. Darboven.) ... 

December, Paris : Buren, Toronl, Parmentier, and Mossel form a group on the principle Of._ 
artist's making one painting over and over again for whatever 11tuatlon comes up. "
January, 1967.) 

Graham, Dan. " Homes for America." Am, December-January, 1966-67. (Rep.) 

Dan Grnham. Home for Amen'ca. 1966. Collcctioo of Hermon j . Dated, Brussels. 1967 
900kl 

Atkinson. Terry, and ~dtdwln , Michael. Air Show/ Air-Conditioning Show. Coventry, England, 
r1·LJlnguage Pre11s. Eacerpt from Air Show thesis (1966-67): 

A rne macroscopic aggregate can be sub1ected to a m1cro-reduct1ve examination 
The horizontal d1m1 ns1ons of a " column of air, atmosphere 'void, · etc . can be 
indicated and estal.Jhshed (for all "external" and practical purposes) by a v1s1ble 
demarcauon in te1 ms of horizontal dimensions axis, etc. This could be done in a 
number uf ways. e.g . through the Indication of some points of contiguity with other 
things, or through the computation of a particular physical magnitude e.g .. 

temperature or pressure differences. etc (this is not necessarily to advocate an 
instrumental s1tuat1on) None of this 1s to say that a complete 1f only ··tactual or 
constructual, spec1hcat1on 1s to be expected. 

Obviously. when one talks o f a column, there is some reference to a visual situation 
(from whence the vocabulary may or may not find support). There is a comparison to 
be made here between the " air-conditioning situation" and the fog bank. in which the 
obvious physical differences between the "matter" which constitutes the indicators of 
this or that " boundary" can be made out This is not to describe the difference 
between boundaries per se. nor 1s 11 to exclude the possibility of regarding " bounds· 
ries as "enllf1cations' of geometrical gaps 

Mostly. anyway. the questions of " demarcation" are external ones of a practical 
nature. Still. they remain securely rooted in the perusal trad1t1on. so long as one 
considers them In the context of particularizing characteristics at an observational 
level. 

A lot of emphasis was placed on the m1croscop1c mechanical aspects of procedure 
and process 1n the air-conditioning situation. it's easy to raise and answer the same 
sort of question here The objection to doing this is based in a re1ect1on of the 
problems of "visualization" (and " identification" in that context) on theoretical 
grounds. The microscopic picture has a counterweight origin in the macroscopic 
aspect of a situation Whilst an1culatlon on and identification of air as a " thing" 
conforms to this tradition, the molecular mechanical concept of " particle," " flux" (of 
energy). and the " thing," " particle" identity systems appear to be incompatible What 
Is interesting about thermodynamics is that 11 is restricted to the formulation of 
necessary conditions for an occurrence. 

- . Hot Warm Cool Cold. Coventry, Art-Language Press. 

- . Frameworks. Coventry. Art-Language Preu. 

Ramsden, Mel. The Black Book. New York, 1967. 
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Bl kwell). Royal Ra11d Test Lo• Angeles: 
Rusche, Edward (With Meson Wiiiiam• and ~~~ric_; P =c Place: U.S. Highway 91 (Interstate 

oate: Sunday, August 21 . 1966. nme. · r · xl~atel 122 miles Southwest of Las 
Highway 15) traveling South-Southwe~t: :rip 

0 
h [Oo:umentatlon of the destruction 

Vegas, Nevada. Weather: ~erfect Spe~ · t~·~i~dow of a 1963 Buick Le Sabre.) " It 
of a vintage Royal typewn~er thrown rf ~to be anything other than a cry of negation; 
was too directly bound to its own angu s .. R ) 

hi .t If the seeds of its own destruction. ( ep. carrying wit: n 1 se 
Th irty-four Parlcfng Lots In Lo• Angel••· Lo• Angeles. 

... A Antllol"'"' Munich Heiner Friedrich, 1987 
t d MacLow Jackson, e.... n ..,,,,, . ' 

Young, Lamdoln •1·963•n) lncludes,"Concept Art" by Henry FlynL (Rep.) 
(first print• n · 

1 hi h 2,. x 2,. squares of stretched canvas 
New York: Robert Barry makes painting• n w t~e wall· makes hanging wire and nylon 
demark and enclose a rectangular spac: onfll SCen~s. In which long periods of whtte 
sculptures that are vlrtually lnvl.slble; ma es m 
screen ere broken by ftashes of scenery. 

rt.helm• makes tape paintings (or sculpture•) consisting simply of 

:::m::~::.~I:: d:~arked on noors, walls, and celllngs. (Rep.} 

lk end Lucusen found the lnternatlonal Institute for the 
Amsterdam: Jen Dlbbets, Ger van E • hi fl st earth sculptures (grass squares, rolls of turf). 
Reeducation ot Artists. Dlbbets makes • r 

Michael Helzer makes hi• first earthworks. 

Christine ICozJov sends out xeroxed calender strips systematically canceled. 

London: NOIT chair of nonentity founded by John Latham. 

Ed Ru cha. Plate from Roral Rood Te t. 1967. 

rrederick Barthelme. Untitled. 
r ape· 1967. 

NOIT states gratuitously an axiomatic base (no it) for the conception of all things 
making up the " real" world .... A terminology that is so firmly embedded in the 
premise that " matter" Is somewhere a solid Is In great difficulty, and the resultant 
problems and compensatory devices for reassuring everybody that all is well show up 
in every department of life. NOIT proposes a different logic that places extension in 
11me the key dimension of " real" phenomena, and proceeds from there to suggest 
that a least event could lead to the apparent but very misleading " particle." NOIT is a 
s1ratagem. 

Alcherd Long eHcutes • cycling sculpture In Middlesex, Oxfordshire, Bucklnghemshlre, 
Northemptonshlre, Lelceaterahlre, Cembrldgeshlre, Sunolk, end Essex. 

Dennis Oppenheim makea hi• first earthwork ( • flve·foot wedge from • mountain In Oektend, 
CalHornla, llned with plexlglaas; It follows his aluminum " site markers"). 

Berner Venet decides t.o preaent during the next tour years: Astrophysics, Nuclear Phyalca, 
Spece Sclencea, Mathematics by Compuletlon, Meteorology, Stock Merkel, Meta
llettlemallcs, Psychophysics and Psychochronometry, Sociology and Pollllcs, Mathematical 
Logic, etc. 

For each discipline an authority advised me upon the subjects to be presented : 
these subjects were chosen according to their importance . ... The question was not 
to make a new obiect, a new readymade out of mathematics. I attributed a didactic 
goal to their presentation. Scientific diagrams were painted, at first by hand. on large 
canvases. later some were accompanied by taped lectures and the "paintings" 
became photographic blow-ups of texts or diagrams directly from books (seep. 105). 

Wiilem Wiley • nd Terry Fox (among others working with WUey) make Du•t Exchenge, dust 
"-Ylnt been used ea• medium by Marcel Duchamp In 1920, by Berry Le Ve In 1968, end Bruce 
Nliuman (flour dust) 1968. 
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January 2, 1967, Paris: Buren, Mo11et. Parmentier, and Toronl work In public for the dura11o11 
of the opening of the Salon de la Jeune Pelnture, each making " hit own" painting: Bur.,._ 
vertical stripes; Mossel, a small bleck circle centered on a white canvas; Parmentier, sprareti 
horizon ta I bands; Toronl, " Imprints of a No. 50 brush at 30-cm. distances." During this period• 
loudspeaker blares In three languages: " Buren, Mo11et. Parmentier, and Toronl advise you to 
become lntelllgenL" 

A tract is d istributed which reads. in part: " Inasmuch as painting is a game .. 
Inasmuch as to paint is to represent the external (or interpret it or appropriate it ~ 
dispute it or present it). . Inasmuch as to paint is a function of estheticism. flowers, 
woman, eroticism, the daily environment. art. dada. psychoanalysis, the war in 
Vietnam, WE ARE NOT PAINTERS." 
January 3: The four withdraw from the Salon because. among other reasons. " Painting 11 br 
nature objectively reactionary." 

Adrian, Dennis. " Walter de Marla: Word and Thing." Artlorum, January, 1967. 

Nonanthropomorphlc Art by Four Young Artl•t•: JoHph Ko•uth, Christine Kozlov, M~ 
Rlnaldl, Ernest Ro .. 1, at th• Lanni• G•llery on 315 East 12th Street, near S.cond Av.,,., 
~nlng February 19, 12 to 12: Four Statements. 

Christine Koztov, Composition• for Audio Structures: 
The numbers on the left Indicate the different sounds. The horizontals correspond

ing to each number indicate both placement (In relation to the other sounds) and 
duration In counts of sound (the numbers on top of the horizontals). In structure 
number 1. for instance, number 1 's first duration is 12 counts of sound, stopping for 1 
count, continuing for 11 . stopping for 2. continuing for 10, and so on. 

The sounds sounding together are realized by reading downward until the sound
Indicating numbers repeat; so that again 1n structure number 1, the first 6 counts of 
sound, sound 1, 3 and 5 (the constant) are sounding: at the end of count 6 sound 4 
enters lasting for 121'2 counts, or until the middle of sound 1 and 3's second duration 
after sound 1 and 3's first stop and until sound 1 and 3 start again sound 2 II 
sounding. 

The structures are concerned with symmetry, asymmetry, progression. or with t 
own intrinsic logic. 

The structure's development 1n sound would incorporate either constant sounds, 
sounds with equal beat durations or both. 

• • • 
Joseph Kosuth: 

My art objects are total. complete, and disinterested. They are made of non-org 
non-polar, completely synthetic. completely unnatural, yet of conceptual rather 
found materials. (June, 1966) 

If a growth seems to exist to those familiar with my comparatively short history• 
maker of art ob1ects, it is an Illusion. Each art object exists as an isolated 
without reference to time. When each art object was made I had a particular lnterellt. 
there ls a continuum it exists in the similarity of my Interests. 

When I say that " Each art ob1ect exists as an isolated event, without reference 
time," I could add as well, " or meaning." Yet, I do not Intend to deny or reject 
philosophical implications. Its uselessness. on another level. leaves little but that 
quality. An art object concerned totally with art (inasmuch as It is concerned 
nothing else) must take the properties of an order, a logic of one kind or another 
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keeP trom taking the shape of other things which cannot be controlled, as well as to 
e1tminate an assoc1a1ton with elements embodying their own particular qualiti 
(September. 1966) es. 

several artists In_ process today are over-using mathematics, In one way or another 
10 their work. Thi~ is unfortunate. There is. no sense in glorifying mathematics. Math i~ 
merely a tool. Artists use tools. Math Is either math or it Is not math, but 11 is not art. 
Mathematics does make it possible f~r a structure or object to have an order not 
associated with natural or useful Objects. But orders can have their 11 ·t ti 
Particular artists not very interested in art get " hung-up" In th dmi a on~. . e or er. Art 1s 
bOrtnQ .. 

Order. when used by particular artists, becomes a " hidden motive" and t 
inside (November, 1966) a secre 

It 1s n~t by m~.re chance that all of the work done by me included m this exhibit is 
labeled model. All I make are models. The actual works of art are Ideas. Rath th 
"ideals • the models are a visual approximation of a particular art object 1 :;ve ~~ 
mind It does not matter who actually makes the model, nor where the model ends u 
The models are real and actual and are beautiful In more or less proportion to oth~; 
models and who they are being viewed by. Insofar as they are as models bj 
concerned with art-they are art objects. (February, 1967) ' · 0 ects 

Graham, Den. " Muybrldge Momenta." Arts, February, 1967. 

'

"°'1· :'me,n!•·NTombta•tlones. •end Trophies. Museum of Contemporary Crafts, New York March 
--•Y • · o ce ogue. art Andre contributes Grave a conic I 1 ' 

dropping Hnd from a stairway above which WH decompo~ed I ti • ICU pture executed by 
ID Den Graham) • pun on gravity and 'corporeal disintegration ~el~e, chon1t1tur1ng (eccordlng 
llatefMnq Concern! M .. · oc ner contributes " Four 

ng onumenta, quotations from Duchamp, Sartre, Webster's Dietl 
ury, end John Denlels. Reviewed by Dan Grehem " Models and M .. o-
1117. • onuments. Arts, Merch, 

M. E.dHors: Vito Hennlbal Acconcl and Bernadette Meyer. New York. No 1 A rll 
1967

• 
August, 1987; No. 3, January, 1968. See June, 1968, January 1969 end july P1...,.'9 b 1' No,. 2, 
1111 th'" numbers. ' • • '"' • • ow, or 

...,., Anaata•I. Dwan Gallery April-Ma 1967 Exhibit! 
• wlllch the paintings hang (r~uced by ~·o pe,'cent). on consists of paintings of the walls 

~=~:: =~: co::lne Pieces. Dwan Gallery, Los Ange181, April, 1967. Notes: "The 
,..... es posed of a form set equally within another end centered. Ualn this 

MOll·Yltuel S~r~:r'::;;.~~ ;;i,,~~=~~::'~1~ 11~~cetHry." See Lucy R. Upperd, " Sol L:Wltt: 

Aprl 11-Mey 3 1967· Robert R • s 
-...a.int Geller}, Ne~ York. yman s tandard series (hi• first one-man show) at the 

These thirteen all-white b h t k 
,,,.,,. den b rus s ro es on steel sheets were hung flat against the well 
1168. ·bee:~;: .~~~~~~8~~~~~ ~~n~;ntra!? on surface, paint, and process, which, In 
had made a en orm and later "entl-illuslonlsm " etc R men 
or ltaple or 9;,~~ of palntlnf!s without stretchers In 1964, and In 196/bege~ ,: tape 
""9ctly to the waif u~ng Pf~nt as the adheswe) his white sheets of painted paper 

· nee en, he hes continued to work with surfaces flat to the 
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Robert R> man. Adelphi. Oil on linen with wn~ paper, frame, nnd tnpe. 110" x 11r, 
1967. 

walls. as In: the grtd-paneled Class1co series; a painting stapled to the wall with a 
line drawn on the wall from the upper right corner leftward ti/I it meets the ceiling; 
painting with a broad yellow "frame " painted directly on the wall wherever it is hun& 
or Adel phi, which has a replaceable " frame " of waxed paper. (Rep.) Ryman jt 
pr1mar1ly a painter, but these strategies enabled him to concentrate more fully 
painting per se and freed him from a bulky, difficult-to -transport object, as such, 
work ls notable within the "dematerlalization" process. 

• • • 
When you made the Standard paintings, were you trying to get away from the notlolt 

of ob/ecthood? 
The tradlllonal surface for painting has been canvas. . . I use It and so do molt 

painters, simply because It's the best; It's the lightest, It can be constructed large or 
small, in all kinds of shapes. . . But there are other things. paper, plastics, masonltl, 
on and on . Rothko was the first, I guess, to make the point that painting was M 
esthet1c Object. That point was made over and over again through the 60's (I'm talking 
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ract painters) and I had done It myself [by painting around the edges of my 
IDO"' abst 1958). The point had really gotten across strongly that the painting was an 
stf81Cher in 1 wanted to make a painting getting the paint across. That's really what a 
oDfeCt 5~· basically about, whether you talk about figurat ive painting or abstract 
p11nting 5 

1 wanted to point out the paint and paint surface and not so much the 
p11ntinQ 

55 
Of course. they are always objects. . . You can't get away from that 

oDjeCtne nterview by Phyllis Tuchman with Robert Ryman, Artforum, May, 1971 .) 
(Frotn an 1 

...... .. rb•r•. ·'Th• V•lu• of Dld•ctlc Art" Artforum, AprD, 1967. 

~· John. •nd Llpp•rd, Lucy. " Vl1lble Art •nd the Invisible World." Aft International, 

..,. 1111. 

fl ,,.,p. Pte•ent Their Favorite Book. Lennis Gallery- Museum of Norm•I Art, New York, 

.,nne. 1117. 

,_... F"'matlonen. Goethe Unlversltlil, Frankfurt am M•ln, May 22-June 30, 1967. EHlys 
.., Paul M .. nz and Peter Roehr. Includes LeWltt, Dlbbets, Andre, etc. 

IUtl'h•m. J•ck. " Hans H111cke: Wind and Water Sculpture." Tri-Quarterly Supplement, no. 1, 
apnng. 1117 (Evanaton, Northwestern University PreH). 

LMJfUag9 to Be Looked at and/or Thing• to Be Read. Dwan Gallery, New York, June 3-28, 

1117. xeroxed checklist and typed llllterate statement by " Eton Corraseble." 

,,.,,.. 2. P•rls: Buren, MoHet, Parmentier, and Toronl each hang their c.nvHes (alw•ys 
~I to those made In January) In the auditorium ot the Mu•eo de• Art. Oecoretlf•: e 
,.,mg 1udlenee waits for an hour; at 10:1 S •net Is distributed .. ytng, "obviously this ls only 

8 ..ner of looklng et the paintings of Buren, MoHel, Parmentier and Toronl," and describing 
eectt painting In detail. 

QraMm, O.n. "Th• Book H Obfecl " Am, June, 1967. 

llorris, Robert " Notes on Sculpture, Part 3: Notes and Nonsequlturs." Artforum, June, 1967. 
In 1963. Robert Moms made two extremely influential pieces that anticipated 

so-called conceptual art to a great degree. One was Card-File (Rep.), a hanging series 
of plastic-encased cards with notes, references, and cross-references to the process 
of comp/ling the file. The second was a notarized "Statement of Esthetlc Withdrawal, " 
dated November 15, 1963, in which he withdrew from his construction Litanies "all 
esthetlc quality and content" and declared that " from the date hereof said construc
tt0n has no such quality and content." Other pieces from the period that bear 
mentioning In this context are two process works- Metered Bulb, and an elec
troencephalogram. Morris's Twelve Bottles of Fresh Air, also 1963, refers directly to 
Duchamp's 50cc of Paris Air (1919), as his telegram reading "use this," contributed to 
the March, 1969, exhibition (see below). referred directly to Rauschenberg ·s earl/er 
telegram, • This is a portrait of Iris Clert If I say it Is. " 

Smithson, Robert " Towards the Development of an Air Terminal Site." Artforum, June, 1967. 
(Rep.) At this point, the esthetlca of the earthwork begins to be formalized. Smithson WH 
.. .,.t consultant" for the development of an air termln•I between DallH and Fort Worth, 
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TexH. Plana at one point Included earth·aerlal 1culpture1 by Smlth1on, Morris, leWllt, 
seminal ldeH by Tony Smith and Cul Andre are cited: 

w"'°"o«lto'°'O f/11"1N ,..o .... os 
• .,,. .,.,..., ... rJlfrptS 

Robert mith on. Runway Layout Ultimate Pinn: Wandering Earth 
Mound and Gravel Paths. Drawing. 1967. Courie. y j ohn Weber 
Callery, Ne' York. 

Our whole notion of alrflight is casting off lhe old meaning of speed through space, 
and developing a new meaning based on Instantaneous time. . . The farther out an 
obiect goes in space, the less it represents the old rational idea of visible speed The 
stream-Imes of space are replaced by crystalline structure of time . ... Language 
problems are often at the bottom of most rat1onallst1c " obiechvlty." One must be 
conscious of the changes In language before one attempts to discover the form of an 
object or fact 

Robho no. 1 appeara In Paris, edited by Jean Clay and Jullen Blalne; new1paper format, eacll 
l11ue printed In a different color. July, 1967, Issue contain• Clay'1 ''La Pelnture eat 11n1e• 
(tran1lated In Studio lntematlonal, July-Augu1t, 1967. H " Painting-A Thing of the Puf'). 

leWltt, Sol. " Paragraph• on Conceptual Art." Artforum, 1ummer, 1967: 
I will refer to the kind of art in which I am involved as conceptual art. In conceptual 

art the idea or concept Is the most Important aspect of the work (In other forms of art 
the concept may be changed in the process of execulion.) When an artist uses I 
conceptual form of art, it means that all of the planning and decisions are made 
beforehand and the execution is a perfunctory affair. The idea becomes a machine 
that makes the art .... 

Conceptual art Is not necessarily logical. The logic of a piece or series of pieces 111 
device that is used at times only to be ruined .... The Ideas need not be complex. 
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I 
ideas that are successful are ludicrously simple . ... Ideas are discovered by 

MOS 
nto111on . . .. 1 What the work of art looks like lsn t too Important. It has to look like something 1f 11 

physical form No matter what form It may finally have ii must begin with an Idea. It 
nashe process of conception and realtzat1on with which lhe artist Is concerned. 
15 ~nceptual art doesn't really have much to do with mathematics, philosophy or any 

ner mental d1sc1pline The mathematics used by most artists is simple arithmetic or 
01rnple number systems The philosophy of the work is implicit 1n the work and is not 
s• . f I 

1uustrat1on of any system o ph losophy 
'"conceptual art Is only good when the idea Is good. 

Robcrl Morris. Cnrd File. 41 x 10 1/2" ' 2· . 
1962. Cour1csy Dwon Callery, New York. 



July- September: Terry Atkinson travels to New York, meets LeWltt, Graham, Andre, a 
after having corrHponded with Iha first lwo for some lime. 

Bochner, Mel. " Serial Art Systems: Sollpslsm." Arts, summer, 1967. 

Fall, New York: Claes Oldenburg la asked lo participate In a city outdoor sculpture 8how: 
(1) auggHla calling Manhattan a work of art, (2) proposes a scream monument.-... 
piercing scream la broadcast through the streets at 2 a.m. and (3) finally hH a a· ~ I' JC 
trench dug behind the Metropolllan Museum by union gravediggers, under his au1u.-i... 
and then filled up again. 

19:45-21:55. Organized by Paul Maenz on lhe property of Dorothy Loehr, Frankfurt• 
September- November, 1967: Dlbbets, Flanagan, Hoke, Johnson, Long, Lueg, P094tne• 
Roehr. Dlbbela'a sawdust oval to be perceived as a circle (his first perspective C°'1'9CI .. 
was photographed every five minutes In the process of destruction by vlallora. Long 
out with looHly touching pieces of wood the shape of the room In Frankfurt, and ,.,..._. 
outdoors In Brlatol, England. 

September, Buenos AlrH: Oscar Bony exhibits a bare room with a tape-recorded 
describing the room's measurements and features In minute detail. 

September, Paris: At the Paris Blennale, canvases by Buren, Mossel, Parmentier, and T 
are presented with mlacellaneous slides and a synchronized tape giving a aeries of 
Ilona: 

Art is the illusion of disorientation, the Illusion of liberty. the Illusion of pr 
the Illusion of the sacred. the Illusion of Nature . Not the painting of Bu 
Mossel, Paramenller or Toronl. ... Art Is a distraction, art ts false. Painting beg 
with Buren, Mossel, Parmentier. Toroni 

Art• Po11era/lm Spaz/o. Gallerla La Bertesca, Genoa, October, 1967. Two separate exh 
organized and prefaced by Germano Celant Arte Po11•r• also shown at the lnatltuto cl 
dell'arte at Genoa University (Boettl, Fabro, Kounellla, Paolini, Pascall, Prlnl); sympc>slu9 
these artJsta plus Plstoletto (who cut his wife's hair), Anselmo, Men, Zorlo. Some of the 
appeared almultaneoualy In Contemplalone at the Galleria Sperone, Turin, and 
Aavlana, Lugano (organized by Daniela Palozzoll). The shows were reviewed In 
Nuo110, October 10: Co"/ere Mercantile, October 27; CHabe//a, October; Bit, ~ ..... 
December: Arte Ogg/, December (see Celant. Art Po11era, for full blbllography). 

October, 1967: Opening of Konrad Ascher GaJlery In DOaaeldorf with Cart Andre'• 
one-man show In Europe. Fischer continues to exhrblt minimal and " conceptual" .,.... 
Europe, giving first European shows to Artachwager, Huebler, LeWltt, Nauman, 
Smithson, Welner, Wiison; flral one· artlsl showa anywhere lo Darboven, Long, Panam.'8111• 
Rinke, ROckrlem, Rulhenbeck; first German 1how1 to Boeltl, Buren, Dlbbeta, Fulton, M 
and Merz. 

DIH •llH Herzchen wlrd elnm•I dlr Gehoren. Gale rte Loehr, Frankfurt, October. 1967. 
Long, elc. 

" New York Correspondence (•le) School." Artforum, October, 1967. 

Opening Exhibition: Normal Art, directed by Joseph Kosulh. (Rep.) The Lannla Mu.
Normal Art, New York, November, 1967. Andre, Barthelme, Bochner, Darboven, de 
Kawara, Kozlov (Rep.), LeWltt, Lonno, Morris, Rockburne, Ryman, Smllhaon, etc. 
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ult· Jo,cph l\o\uth. "Tit/eel" (Art os ldeo as Jdea). Negative photo tol, mounted. 

1fJGi. RiKbti Chri.,linc Kw lo'. No title. Transparent fllm 112, white-16 mm. 1967. 

Atfltt $Mia .. Finch College, New York, November, 1967. Text by Elayne Varian, statements by 
... attiata, among whom were Bochner, Darboven, Graham, Hesse. Lee, LeWltt. Dlacuaaed by 
.., &ochner In " The Serial Attitude," Artforum, December, 19(:7, and David Lee In " Serial 
Art." Aft New• , December, 1967. 

lobef1 Morris gives a lecture November, 1967, at lhe Guggenheim Museum, New York, 
_.ting of several tape-recorded talks by himself on aspects of his art, fife, eathellc, 
.,._..king proceu, crlllclam, each played for five minutes, consecutlvely, for an hour. 

Art9d1wager, Richard. " The Hydraullc Doorcheck." Arts, November, 1967 (Rep.): 
The most striking property of doors (although not unique to doors) is RESONANCE 

befWeen two states which can be conveniently labeled as 'open ' and closed " 
Resonance 1s never a simple unqualified lluctutation between two states, even so in 
this case. A door-at any given moment-is In a state of being closed with the 
poss1b lily of its being opened or 1n a slate of being open with the poss1b1hty of its 
being closed This 1s not a speculative model for a door but a description of the state 
of affairs which 1mmed1ately existed when the first door was brought into being 

The properties of • open" and " closed" cannot be divorced from the " geography" 
of the door 1.e without reference to that which the door opens or closes It becomes 
obvious that to speak of a door as being open' or 'close:." is In fact a contradiction 
1n terms Can this be remedied by saying that the door when closed 1s " in the act" of 
closing itself? God forb1dl Or in the act of closing that to which 1t 1s appended? Not 
Quite The act is not the transformation. The act takes place in stages Otherwise It is 
not an act At any rate there 1s no such thing (in our terms of reference) as somewhat 
open or somewhat closed. In other words the tiniest crack Is open. and closed is 
Closed This can be earned on indefinitely, so one has to say that one cannot 
define a minimal open pos1t1on which Is DIFFERENT from a closed position 

Having effectively closed the door we may now direct our attention to the part1t1on 
lo which the door is appended 
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Richord Artschwoger. Hydroulic Doorcheck. 1968. 

The main obstacle to the elimination of history from art is art itself. Convent1ona11ty 
in art resides 1n the convention of art. This sounds like proclaiming democracy 1n art 
by applying to each of its practitioners, without fear or favor, the same coat of tar and 
feathers. Once this stricture has been tentatively accepted It can be eased somewtiat 
by issuing a like set of stigmata to practitioners of some of the other conventions· 
inventors of social and economic systems, revealers of metaphysical truths, etc. 

I am arguing the sub1ec1tvity and consequent self-conscious posture of all world 
views and their prachhoners. The conception-practice of horizon making 1s, more
over, not just a fact of human life but is altogether appropriate human posture and 
behavior 

Mel Aemsden, New Yor1t, mekes a painting that la canvH stretched, front to the wall, label9d 
on the back: Title " UNTITLED (NONVISUAL ART}," dated November, 1967. 

MOiier, Grigolre. " Quatre non pelntres." Robho, no. 2, November-December, 1967. On Buren, 
MoHel, Parmentier, and Toronl. In the same IHue: Hana Haacke, a special section lncludlftl 
statements by the artist and an Interview with Jack Burnham. 

December 5-25, Paris 8, rue Monlfaucon: Buren, Mouet, and Toronl each paint their OWll 

" usual" works and those of the other two as well. Buren and Toronl do a almllar work • 
Luga no In December, under the tltle " Buren, Toronl or anybody," Inviting reviewers to make or 
to clalm their paintings. Two-page brochure by Mlchel Claura: " In order to dlscuaa a forgery, 
one must refer to an original. In the case of Buren, MoHet, Toronl, where la the orlglnal 
work?" 

A•pen. no. 5-6, fall-winter, 1967. Edited by Brian O'Doherty. Boxed; In separate booklets or 
envelopes: a " structural play" by O'Doherty, " Serlal Project 1 1,1966," Sol LeWllt; excerpt 
from Site, a fllm by Morris and Vanderbeek; " Seven Translucent Tiera," Mel Bochner; texta by 
A. Barthes, S. Sontag ("The Aesthetics of Siience"), G. Kubler, M. Butor, and others; ac°'"9 
works, records, etc.; reviewed by Dore Ashton, Studio International, May, 1968. Also Included. 
Dan Graham: 
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ms for a Set of Pages whose component variants are to be published in various 
sche In each published Instance, or example, It 1s set In its final form (so It defines 

prac~by tile editor of the particular publication where 11 is to appear, the exact data 
1~ to correspond rn each specific instance to the spec1f1c fact(s} of the published 
LI arance. The work deflnes itself in place only as Information with simply the 
final a~isupport of the facts of its external appearance as Information (or art}; as the 
=~r~f its own appearance or presence in print in place of the object (1966) 

(number of) adjectives 
(number of) adverbs 

(percentage of) area not occupied by type 
(percentage of) columns 

(number of) conjunctions 
(depth of) depression of type into page surface 

(number of) gerunds 
(number of) rnfin1t1ves 
(number of) letters of alphabet 
(number of) lrnes 
(number of) mathematical symbols 
(number of) nouns 
(number of) numbers 
(number of) participles 

(perimeter of) page 
(weight of) paper sheet 

(type of) paper stock 
(number of) prepositions 
(number of) pronouns 

(number of point) size type 
(name of) typeface 

(number of) words 
(number of) words capitalized 
(number of) words italicized 

December, Turin: Plstoletto'a show at Galleria Sperone states: 
With this show, I have liberated my studio, which is open to welcome young people 

who want to present their work, make things. discover themselves 
In his book Le ult/me parole famo .. , published at 1he same llme, Plstoletto wrote: 
There Is no goal before us with laurels for the winner and ashes for the loser. The 

world race for this abstract point structures Itself Into a system of battles between 
both 1ndiv1duals and masses When we move ahead by stepping lo one side. the race 
between individuals becomes a series of parallels, since every Individual proceeds 
individually, without proiecting himself out of himself onto abstract points or other 
Individuals. When we move in this way there are no such things as better and worse, 
since everybody Is what he is and does what he does. Nobody needs to pretend to 
prove lhat he is better. and communication grows very easy without the structures of 
language, srnce It's easy to understand who everybody is and what he's like For 
communication and understanding, we will finally be able to develop all of the 
possib1hties of the mechanism of perception. 
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Roelor Louw. 300 Wooden Slots Scattered in Hol/nr1d Pork nt Irregular Intervals. 
London. October, 1967. 

December: Michael Snow's film Wa'lelength (December, 1966-May, 1967) wins first prln II 
the Fourth International Experimental Film Festival, Knokke-le·Zoute, Belgium. 

1 was thinking of, planning for, a time monument In which the beauty and sadness of 
equivalence would be celebrated. thinking of trying to make a definitive statement on 
pure film space and lime, a balancing of " illusion" and " fact," all about seeing. The 
space starts at the camera's (spectator's) eye. is in the air, then is on the screen, then 
Is within the screen (the mind). (From the catalogue.) 

If Wavelength is metaphysics, New York Eye and Ear Control [1964 film) is philoso
phy and will be physics . ... My films are (to me) attempts to suggest to the mind a 
certain state or certain states of consciousness. They are drug relatives in that 
respect (From " Letter from Michael Snow" to P. Adams Sitney and Jonas Mekas_ 
August 21 , 1968; first published in Film Culture, no. 46, autumn. 1968.) 

Hutchinson, Peter. " The ActJonallzatlon of the Past." Arts, December, 1967. 

Smithson, Robert. " The Monuments of Passaic.' ' Artforum, December, 1967. 

Daniell, Adel A. " The Art of Bruce Nauman." Artforum. December, 1967. 

Morris, Robert. " A Method for Sorting Cows.'' Art and Literature, no. 11. winter, 1967. 
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Aceoncl, Vito Hannibal. Four Book. 0 to 9 Books, New York, 1968. 

AlllfMC>n. Terry, and B.aldwln, Michael. 22 Sentencu: The French Army (Oc1ober, 1967). 
Coventry, Precinct Publications, 1968: 

KEY· 
FA 
CMM 
GR 

Assertions. Explicata. 

-French Army 
--Collection of Men and Machines 
-Group of Regiments 

The context of Identity statements in which collection of men and machines 
appears as a covering concept is a relativistic one. Identity Is not simply built into that 
concept The "sense" of identity is contrasted with the constitutive one. 

The FA is regarded as the same CMM as the GR and the GR is the same CMM as 
(e.g.) " a new order' ' FA (e.g .. morphologically a member of another class o f objects) : 
by transitivity the FA is the same CMM as the " new Shape/ Order one." 

Its all in support of the consti tutive sense that the FA Is the same CMM as the GR. 
The inference is that the FA and the CMM have the same life history {both the FA and 
the CMM are decimated) and in which case CMM fails as a covering concept. If the 
CMM isn't decimated (no identity) the predicate fails. The " constitutive" concept 
stays And its durability doesn't come from a distorted construction of " Collection.'' 

The concept of collection or manifold ls one for which there can be no empty or null 
collection. The manifold FA; a domain, a regiment; it's all one whether the elements 
are specified as the battalions, the companies or single soldiers. 

(This doesn't work for classes). 
The elements are Intended to define and exhaust the " whole.'' If the CMM is to be 

regarded as no more and no Jess tolerant of damage and replacement of parts as FA, 
then the right persistence-conditions and configuration of CMM can be ensured only 
by grafting on the concept FA, and this Is to "decognlze" thing-matter equations. 

The rest is not equivocation. " Concrete" and " steel" are not, in this framework, the 
sortals with classificatory purport (and in the terminological context, the sense does 
not emanate from them). And the same for all the constituents which may be specified 
at different dates for the FA. 

Barry, Robert. 360° Book. New York. Unique copy. The 360 degrees of 11 circle drawn off 
degree by degree on graph paper. Collectlon Panza di Blumo, Milan. 

Bochner, Mel. The Singer Not1111. Four xerox books published by the artist, New York, 1968; 
also, Eight nmes Eight Times Eight. 
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. E. Thing Co. Plnte from A Portfolio of Pile . 1968. 

Burnham, Jack. Beyond Modern Sculpture. New York, George Brazlller, 1968. 

Calvesl, Maurizio, ed. Teatro defle Mostre. Rome, Lerlcl, 1968. Book alter exhibition In AOIWe 
(May 6--31) In which one ar1ist per day performed a piece. 

Marchetti, Walter. Arpocrate seduto au/ Joto. Madrid, Zal, 1968. 

N. E. Thing Co. A Portfolio of Plies. (Rep.) Fine Ans Gallery, University of British Colullll*. 
Vancouver, February, 1968. Fifty-nine photographs of found " plles" ranging from dirt to ch.._ 
to breasts to doughnuts to barrels, etc •• plus a llst ol locallona and a map ol Vancower. 
Introduction by Kurt von Meler, note from the president of NETCo. Reviewed by Alvin Balldnd, 
Artforum, May 1968 and In Artscanada, August, 1968. 

It 1s the visual Unknown that challenges the N E Thing researchers. Like 
researchers anywhere, they seek to add to the world's store of knowledge-by 
exploratory research on the frontiers of basic theory. by product research for results 
In specific tangible forms, by production research for processes I hat yield precise end 
products These probings of the why and how of visual things and their combinations 
are efforts to discover distinct properties or effects and the means of putting them into 
operation. (1968 Company statement.) 

Ramsden, Mel. Ab•tract Ref11tlont1. New York, 1968. 

Rusche, Edward. Nine Swimming Pool• 11nd 11 Broken Gf11n. Los Angeles, 1968 (In color). 

Rusche, Edward, and Bengaton, Biiiy Al. Bu•lneu Cards. Los Angeles, 1968. 

Walther. Franz Erhard. Ob/ekfe, benutzen. Cologne, Gebr. KC>nlg; New York, 1968: "n... 
objects are Instruments, they have little perceptual significance. The objects are lmportul 
only through tha poulbllltles originating from th~lr use." Walther has made lnstrume• 
objects since 1963. (Rep.) 
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1.awrence. Statement•. Seth Slegelaub, Louis Kellner Foundation, New York, 1968. 
_..,..r, Into " General Statements": 
~Id cratered by structured simultaneous TNT explosions 

A ~~moval to the lathing or support wall of plaster or wall board from a wall 
A standard dye marker thrown into the sea 
~~mon steel nails driven into the floor at points designated at time of installation 

··specific Statements": 
~ne hole In the ground approximately one foot by one foot/ One gallon 

water-base white paint poured mto this hole 
one aerosol can of enamel sprayed to conclusion directly upon the floor 
one quart exterior green enamel thrown on a brick wall 
A Z' wide 1 deep trench cut across a standard one-car driveway 

1181 
Rimsden, New York. Secret Pl11c11, 1968 (" Envelope #1 encloses specific documentation 

ol content of Envelope #2" ; " Envelope #2 encloses specific documentation ol content of 
Env•fOP8 • 1"). And Secret Painting (1967-68). Acrylic on canvas, photostat: " the content of 
lllls painting Is lnvlslble, the character and dimensions of the content are to be kept 

1nenlly secret, known only to the artist" 
~Burn hlll been working with Ramadan since the mld-1960's (al one point, with Roger 
cuttorth, they formed The Society for Theoretical Ar1 and Analyals). In an Interview with Joel 

Ateher, Burn aald: 
Presentation 1s a problem because 11 can easily become a form 1n itself, and this can 

be misleading I would always opt for the most neutral format, one that doesn't 
interfere with or distort the information. For example, this interview published in the 
context of an art-magazine would be natural as a format: one's intake capacity for the 
1nformat1on is therefore at Its highest. But if I photo-enlarge the pages and mounted 
them on a gallery wall, then one's conceptual intake 1s considerably lowered 

Han• Haacke. Howard Wise Gallery, New York, January 13-February 3, 1968: 
A ·sculpture" that physically reacts to its environment is no longer to be regarded 

as an ob1ect The range of outside factors affecting it, as well as its own radius of 
action reaches beyond the space it materially occupies. It thus merges w1lh lhe 
environment In a relationship that is better understood as a " system" of in
terdependent processes. These processes evolve without the viewer's empathy. He 
becomes a witness. A system Is not imagined, it is real. (H. H.) 

fnuu Erhnrd Wnlthcr. #29 (1967) from 1. Werk otz (Demonslrotion). Cou.rtesy Video
calcrie Cerry chum, Ou e ldorf. 



Haacke built his first weter box, explorlng neturel systems of condenHtlon •nd GOii ........ 

waves, In Germany In 1963. These led to lee pieces, work with actual blologlcal growu. 
hatching chickens) and more open and unllmlted weather pieces (see Wind In W 
December, 1968, below). In January, 1965, he wrote the following notes: 

... make something which experiences. reacts to its environment, channa. 
nonstable . •-. 

. . . make something Indeterminate. which always looks different, the sha 
which cannot be predicted precisely . . Pe 

. : . make something which cannot " perform" without the assistance of 
environment ... 
.... make something which reacts to light and temperature changes, 1s subject 

air currents and depends, in its functioning, on the forces of gravity . . . lo 
... make something which the " spectator" handles. with which he plays, and 1 ... _ 

animates It .,... 

... make something which lives in time and makes the " spectator" exper18"CI 
time ... 

... articulate something Natural .. 

Michael Snow Sculpture. Poindexter Gallery, New York, January 27-February 18, 1911 . ...... 
sculpture on themea of perception: 

First to Last (_1967) Is a kind of absolute that frames things that are fortuitous. It II 
totally symmetrical, a perfect square in middle-grey, turned in on Itself . . When you 
look through the slots, first you see the shiny aluminum that is the inner basis of tlll 
work, and then you realize you are seeing a prism of some kind. . . The sculpture la 
Internal (but) 11 feeds on what is external .... Art is often a limitation, a focusing-in on 
things .. 

For the last 3 or 4 years I have been Influenced by films and by the camera When 
you narrow down your range and are looking through just that small aperture of tlll 
lens, the Intensity of what you see is so much greater. (From an interview by Dorothy 
Cameron with Michael Snow. May 23, 1967.) 

Hanne Dnrboven. One pngc of Jon. 23, 1968. From one of s ix volume of the year 1988. 

n Leo castelll. New York, Jenuary 27- February 17, 1968. Booklet reproducing 
~ Nautr1•k~ trom 1965 to 1968; " notea" by David Whitney. 
..,tr.f06!' WOf 

Peter. " Dance Without MovemenL" Art In America, January- February, 1968. 
_,.into"· 

.,._ono. llUrlo. " Arakawa: A Quadrldlmenslonal Geometry ot Imagination." Art lnt•rnatlonaf, 

J9nuarf· 1968 . 

sampl•. N-42. " An exhibition organized by Arnold Rockman, ot randomly selected 
~omly displayed contemporary artltacta." Fine Arts Gallery, University of British 
.-i r• 1 Vancouver, February, 1968. Reviewed by Alvin Balklnd, Artforum, May, 1968. ca::::: : ·letter dated October, 1967, from Arnold Rockman to Alvln Balklnd, director of the 

UIC Fin• Arts G1tllery: 
Th Random Sample show 1s growing in my mind all the time. As I conceive of it 

el shall make 11 an assignment for my students in the communications course I 
nowh at York Umvers1ty. I shall ask them to supply photos of rooms in their own 
-~es plus photos I shall take In my own home and in the street downtown. Then we = 11 enlarge the photos, place a plastic grid over them, and select squares from a :ie of random numbers. The obiects in the squares then become the objects 1n the 
:ow You will get a list of the obiects divided into "inside objects" and " outside 
objects " 1 should like a line drawn or taped on the floor of the gallery lo divide the two 
selections or samples. When you get the list. either you yourself, or people selected by 
ou then collect the Vancouver examples of the objects described. Suppose one of 
~he objects 1s " bedroom chair with clothes which have been taken off for the night 
thrown over 1t " Then you gel any chair from anybody's bedroom with their clothes on 

11 1ust as It 1s In every case. no attempt must be made to arrive at an " aesthetic" 
a~angement we·re interested in naturahsm and natural history . As for the ar
rangement of the objects m the gallery, again that ought to be arrived at through the 
use of chance procedures .... You can decide on the mode of presentation that way 
too Some would be wall-pieces-" paintlngs"-while others would be " sculp
tures"-e1ther on the floor or on plinths 
From Rockman'• catalogue Introduction: 

The cultural historian Johann Huizinga and the sociologist Emile Durkheim both 
felt that the distinction between the sacred and the profane is crucial for our 
understanding of such phenomena as the arts and religious ritual. As soon as a 
particular space Is set aside for an act1v1ty that is regarded as different from the 
ordinary profane activ1t1es of ordinary life. then that special space, and the activities 
performed in 11, acquire a sacred character . . .. 

If we think about the simplest set of combinations of sacred and profane spaces, we 
can clearly discern four main types of aesthetic performance or exhibition (a) sacred 
things displayed In sacred spaces (the traditional aesthetic of performance and 
display). (b) profane things displayed in profane spaces (exhibitions and perform
ances such as Random Sample and Plies) ; (c) profane things displayed in profane 
spaces (ordinary events and activities that take place In the city streets without any 
conscious aesthetic intention): (cl) sacred things displayed In profane spaces (sculp
ture In the street. a Mardi Gras parade, early Soviet agit-prop theatre; medieval 
mystery plays in the marketplace) . . 

The performance called Random Sample. N-42 is intended to illustrate two sen
tences which are significant m the history of equalitarianism and democracy In the 
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arts. The first sentence 1s by John Constable, the English landscape Pa•" 
precursor of the French 1mpression1sts: " My limited and abstracted art is to be"'; 
under every hedge and In every lane. and therefore nobody thinks 11 worth 
up." The second sentence is by Georg Simmel. the German aesthetici: 
soc1olog1st " To tr eat not only every person but every thing as if It were its~ 
this would be a cosmic ethic." 

Arte Po11e,., Galltrla de Foscherarf, Bologna, February, 1968; Centro Arte Viva ,......_ .. 
Trieste, March, 1968. Texts by Germano Celanl 

C.rl Andre, RobM'f Barry, Lawrence Welner. Bradford Junior College, Bredfont, 
February 4-March 2 , 1968. Organized by Seth Slegelaub. Symposium with the •rt.lats-.. 
organizer on February 8. Some excerpts from the unpubllshed tape-recording: 

SS· What are the revolutionary aspects of the philosophy behind this work? 
RB: Well, revolu tionary is a strong term. I hesitate to use II, but I guess 11 has to 

with my purpose iri art and the things that I deal with. I try to paint what I don't know 
seems to me to be a very boring thing to make paintings which predict what 1 know· 
other words, I want to take a chance. I may be dealing with things I don't compl~ 
understand myself . I try to deal with things that maybe other people haven't thouOfll 
about. emptiness. making a painting that isn't a painting. For years people have_ 
concerned with what goes on inside the frame. Maybe there's something going Clft 
outside the frame that could be considered an artistic Idea. That Isn't to say they .. 
experiments. 1 thin k of them as complete artistic Ideas In themselves .. 

CA I don't feel terribly revolutionary. I don't really think that word applies to lhl 
making of art. At least for myself, I make art because 1t 1s the only thing I know how• 
do . . . 

LW: I suspect revolution never has anything to do with something new I don't thlnlr 
very much Is ever added. It Is like fashion. There are ages of faith and ages of 
skept!c1sm alterna1ing in the course ot human history-struggle and counterstrugglt. 
I don t think anyth ing Is particularly added . . so I would say the true revolutionar, 
act just changes th e balance of things already existing. 

RB. Why the voi d and not the created space? There is something about void and 
emptiness which I am personally very concerned with. I guess I can't get it out of"" 
system Just emptl ness. Nothing seems to me the most potent thing In the world. 

CA· I would sa)t a thing Is a hole in a thing It is not. Our whole education ii 
conducted by ling'-llstic means. Language is mostly devoted to symbols, and art h• 
very little to do wit h that. Any artist can symbolize but very few artists can execute. I 
would say that all ideas are the same except in execution. They lie in the head. In 
terms of the artist . the only difference between one idea and another Is how it ii 
executed. . . Art doesn't come from the mouth, you know. It Is not a telling 
experience. We want experience to tell us something, but I don't think that under· 
standing has to do. with telling anything .... Science Is creating and comparing, and 
art Is creating conditions that do not quite exist. That is why art Is different from 
science. The Ideal -of science 1s to create at least theoretical models of things we hope 
have some correspondence with what exists; whereas with art, you try as a human 
being to create sol"llethlng that wouldn't exist unless you made It. 

February, Paris: Bunen, Mossel, and Toronl each show one painting In a friend'• apartment. 
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d Andr' " Interview with Daniel Buren." Galerle des A~s. no. 50, February, 1968. The 
=~g'exce~I from this December. 1967, Interview was translated by L. R. L : 

AP If 1 understand correctly, you wish to provide information at the zero degree of 

painting? . 
OB: I'll push It further I behave we are the only ones to be able to claim the ~1ght of 

1>9ing looked at," in tho sense that we are the only ones to present a thing which has 
no didactic intention, which does not provide "dreams," which is not a "stimulant " 
each md1v1dual can dream himself, and without doubt much better than by the 
trickery of an artist, however great he may be. The artist appeals to laziness, his 
function 1s emollient He Is " beautiful" for others. " talented" for others, "ingenious" 
for others, which 1s a scornful or superior way of considering " others." The artist 
brings beauty, dreams, suffering, to their dom1c1les. while " the others," whom I myself 
consider a priori as talented as artists, must find their own beauty, their own dream In 

1 word, become adults. Perhaps the only thing that one can do after having seen a 
canvas like ours ls total revolution. 

AP You have been making the same painting tor two years? 
OB The color 1s decided by what they offer me when I buy the cloth. I do not 

choose. I have tlfty meters of red. This Is to avoid always making the same 
canvar-whlch Is not decided fn advance either-finding myself after ten years with a 
magnificent arch-classic oeuvre of a Buren who will have made the same canvas for 
ten years. and finally, my canvas will have become " Buren." ... I can fall Into other 
traps which I haven't yet discovered, but that one I have perceived. so I try to avoid It. 
Now, the only way of avoiding II Is not to give any significance to color. and to do so 
seems to suffice to demonstrate that I personally don' t give a damn about this color, 
that I fixed on one color, even taken at random. And the same goes tor form, that Is, If I 
always make the same form ; even If at the beginning that form seems bizarre or 
neutral, that bizarre form wlll end by being beautiful and that neutral form will end by 
not being neutral any more 

I am not saying pink 1s neutral. or gray is neutral, but a gray striped canvas then a 
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blue striped one then another in green. and so on, infln1tely, hinders by succ 
and equal repetition any significance for any of lhem It is the destruction of 
notion of " the work of art." So. to say that a painting can be neutral is to 
something differing radically from everything that painting has until now affirmecs. 
mean to say, things could open up (but that no longer concerns us. in the sense thll 
am not a prophet and I completely forbid myself to be one) into a kind of pain 1 
which. 1f 11 exists. 1f 1t can be made. will be radically d ifferent. because there wii:-" 
longer be any possibility of evolution. nor of perfectab1hty My painting at no 
llm11. can only signify Itself It Is. So much so and so well. that anyone can mak~ 11:: 
claim 11. II Is outside of m~by me but also by Toroni and anybody else 

It 1s a pamtmg which must completely escape from its creator and. moreover when 
1 say that I have no illusions. I am transcribing a certain sens1b11ity of my epoch of whlClt 

I am the product and the actor hke anyone else, but 11 1s very difficult for me to affirm It. 
AP You refuse to be a person 1n this society? 
DB In the sense that artists play it. yes. 

Sol LeWltl 46 3-Part Varia tion• on 3 Dltrerent Kinds of Cubes. Owen Gallery, New y 
February, 1968; later published aa a book, 49 3-part Variations U•lng 3 Oltrerent Klnd8 ~ 
CubH/ 1967-68. Zurich, Bruno Blschofberger, 1969. (Rep.) 

Lippard, Lucy R., and Chandler, John. ' 'The Demalerlell~allon of Art," Art lnt•m•tlotte(, 
February, 1968: 

During the 1960's the anti-Intellectual. emotional Intuitive processes of art-maJong 
characterishc of the last two decades have begun to give way to an ullra-conceptUll 
art that emphasizes the thinking process almost exclusively As more and more work 
Is designed In the studio. but executed elsewhere by professional craftsmen, as the 
obiect becomes merely the end product. a number of artists are losing interest in the 
physical evolution of the work of art. The studio Is again becoming a study Such a 
trend appears to be provoking a profound dematerialization of art. especially of art a 

ol LeWill . ./6 ,'J.Pnrt l'nriulion on 3 Different Kind~ of Cube~. Bnkcd enameU 
aluminum, 45" t 15" t 15" cnch. 1967. Courtc ) Dwan Caller) . 

f .1 continues to prevail, it may result in the object's becoming wholly 
CJDieC'· and 1 1 

CJbSOlete rts at the moment seem to hover at a crossroad that may well turn out to 
fh8 11isual ~o one place, though they appear to have come from two sources· art as 

DI two roads as action In the first case. matter is denied, as sensation has been 
Idell and art concept In the second case, matter has been transformed into energy 
converted into , 
,l'CI tune-motion 

rch Rosario. Argentina: The Rosario group, hitherto concerned with a veralon of 
,....,..ry-M• org'•nlze• the Cicio de Arte Experimental lo show works questioning perm•
.....-.• •"· cl•ll•m materlallsm, and ch•uvlnlsm. For Instance, ReruJ sent c•rds lo people 
__., comm:,d sayl~g " write me• card saying 'I am sending you water from New Yortc ' (or 
"' O'l9' ~~. ~. c•rd• received were exhibited and the piece c•lled Water from All O'ler the 
....,..,. !u h no waler per se was Involved). Gr•clela Carnevale accumulated each d•y all 
flOtld (th Bg o• Aires newspapers In separate piles, to remark upe>n the variations of 
... d911Y uen 
lllfOll"•tlon received by the public. 

1 
Art Gemeenlemuseum, The Hague, March 23-May 26, 1968. Includes Andre, 

11/tf/m• M.orrla and others: texts by Enno Oevellng and Lucy R. Lippard; slightly different 
tmlthaon. bllshed for showing January 17- February 23, 1969, at the Stidtlsche Kunsthalle 
ct118'°9Ue pU 
und l(unstvereln, oosseldorf. 

A/1. Organized and text by Wiiioughby Sharp. First shown at the Arts Councll YMfYWHA, 
Ak hdel hi• March 13--31 . Statements by the artists (among them, Haacke, Morrla. van Saun, 
:.11.j. brief biographies and bibliographies. Discussed by Sharp In " Air Art," Studio 

1k,n•I, May, 1968; by Jorge Glusberg In Art and Artists, January, 1969 (see also 
=ructure Re1earch Group, " Air Art Two,'' tame ls•ue). 

unpubHslled letter-essay from the Art-Language group, Coventry, to Lucy Lippard and John 
Cll•ndler " Concerning the artlcle 'The DemateriaJlullon of Art,"' March 23, 1968. An excerpt: 

All the examples of art-works (ideas) you refer to in your article are. with few 
e1tcep11ons art·ob1ects They may not be an art-ob1ect as we know II in its trad1t1onal 
matter-state. but they are nevertheless matter 1n one of its forms. either solid-state, 
gas-state. liquid-state And 1t 1s on this question of matter-state that my caution with 
regard to the metaphorical usage of dematerializat1on is centred upon. Whether for 
example one calls Carl Andre's " substance of forms" empty space or not does not 
point to any evidence of dematerlalization because the term " empty space" can 
never, 1n reference to terrestrial situations, be anything more than a convention 
describing how space 1s filled rather than offering a description of a portion of space 
which is. in physical terms, empty Andre's empty space is '" no sense a void ... 
Consequently, when you point. among many others, to an object made by Atkinson. 
'Map to not indicate etc .... that It has " almost entirely eliminated the visual-physical 
element," I am a little apprehensive of such a description. The map Is Just as much a 
solid-state object (I.e .• paper with Ink lines upon II) as is any Rubens (stretcher-canvas 
with paint upon It) and as such comes up for the count of being just as physically
vlsually perusable as the Rubens. . . 

Matter Is a specialized form of energy; radiant energy is the only form in which 
energy can exist in the absence of matter. Thus when demateriallzalion takes place, It 
means, '" terms of physical phenomena, the conversion (I use this word guardedly) of 
a state of matter into that of radiant energy: this follows that energy can never be 
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Richurd Long. Englond. 1968. 

created or destroyed. But further, If one were to speak of an art-form that used radiant 
energy, then one would be committed to lhe contradiction of speaking of a forml• 
form. and one can imagine the verbal acrobatics that might take place when the 
romantic metaphor was put to work on questions concerning formless-forms (non
material) and material forms. The philosophy of what Is called aesthetics relying 
finally. as It does. on what it has called the content of the art work is, at the most, only 
fitted with the philosophical toots to deal with problems of an art that absolutely 
counts upon the production of matter-state entities. The shortcomings of such 
ph1losoph1cal tools are plain enough to see inside this l1m1t of material objects, once 
this l imit is broken these shortcomings hardly seem worth considering as the 
sophistry of the whole framework is dismissed as being not applicable to an art 
procedure that records Its information In words, and the consequent materill 
qualities of the entity produced (I.e .. typewritten sheet, etc.) do not necessarily have 
anything to do with the idea. That 1s, the idea is " read about" rather than " looked at." 
That some art should be directly material and that other art should produce a materill 
entity only as a necessary by-product of the need to record the Idea Is not at all to sar 
that the latter is connected by any process of dematerializat1on to the former 

B•uy•. Munlclpal van Abbe-Museum, Elndhoven, March 22-May 5, 1968. Text by Otto ...... 

Boudallle, Georges. " Entretlen avec Danlel Buren: L'Art n'eat plut luttlflable ou IH points .. 
IH 'I' " (" Art It no longer luttlflable"). LH L•ttr .. Fr•n?I•••, March 13, 1968. 

Smithson, Robert. " A Museum of Language In the Vicinity of Art." Art lnt•rn•tlon11I, M ... 
1968: 

In the illusory babels of language, an artist might advance specifically to get loet. 
and to intoxicate himself in dizzying syntaxes. seeking odd Intersections of meaning, 
strange corridors of history. unexpected echoes, unknown humors, or voids al 
knowledge ... but this quest Is risky, full of bottomless fictions and endless architec
tures and counter-architectures ..• at the end, If there Is an end, are perhaps onlf 
meaningless reverberations. The following is a mirror structure built of macro 
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,nd micro orde~, ;.e~l.ectton~, critical laputas. and dangerous stairways of words, a 
snaky edifice o 1 ~ ions t at hangs over inverse syntacttcal arrangements .. 

herences that vanish into quasi-exactitudes and sublunary and translunary princi
c~es. Here language covers rather than " discovers" its sites and situations Here 
fanguage ' closes" rather than " discloses" doors to utilitarian interpretations and 
etplanat1ons. The language of the artists and critics referred to In this article becomes 
paradigmatic reflecttons in a looking-glass babel that is fabricated according to 
pascal's remark, " Nature 1s an infinite sphere whose center is everywhere and whose 
circumference 1s nowhere" 

.,_ Frence, Jemea. " Some New Loa Angeles Artlata: Barry Le Va." Artlorum, March, 1968. 

SITBlfht, no. 1. New York, School of Vlaual Arta, April , 1968. Edited by Joteph Kotuth 
r ·Edltorlal In 27 Perts" ), with text on rock music by Dan Graham. 

90Ctlner, Mel. " A compilation for Robert Mangold." Art International, April, 1968. A terlea of 
quotation• from other artlata and writers that apply to Mangold'• works. 

APftl 27, Perla: Daniel Buren'• " Proposition Dldactlqua" presented lntlde the Selon de Mal 
(green end white ttrlped noor to celling, two walls) and outalde (two men with striped 
t8ndWlch board• for one full day; striped billboards In over 200 locatlont around the city). See 
RobhO. no. 4, 1968, for an account (Rep.) 

"Eye llnara and aome leaves from Berry Flenagan'• Notebook. " Art and Art/sr., April, 1968. 

Hutchinson, Peter. " Perception of lllutlon: Obfect and Environment" Arts, April, 1968. 

Motrla. Robert. " Antl·Form." Artforum, April , 1968: 
The process of " making Itself" has hardly been examined .... Of the Abstract 

ult: Danie l Buren. Outside the Salon de Mai, Pari , 1967. Right: Bal'T) Le Vo. trip 
end Particle . Cro) fell , 35' 45' (approx.). 1968. 



Expressionists only Pollock was able to recover process and hold on to It as pa" Cll 
the end form of the work .... In ob1ect-type art process is not visible. Materials 0 .._ 

are. . Recently, materials other than ng1d industrial ones have begun to show up 
Oldenburg was one of the fi rst to use such materials. A direct investigation of u..; 
properties of these materials is in progress. This Involves a reconsideration of the Ult 
of tools In relation to material. In some cases these Investigations move from the 
making of things to the making of the material itself. Sometimes a direct manipulation 
of a given material without the use of any tool is made In lhese cases conslderallona 
of gravity become as important as those of space. The focus on matter and gravity• 
means results in forms which were not pro1ected In advance. Considerations Of 
ordering are necessarily casual and imprecise and unemphasized. Random piling 
loose stacking, hanging, g ive passing form to the material. Chance is accepted anci 
indeterminacy Is implied since replacing will result in another configuration. Disen
gagement wtlh preconceived enduring forms and orders for things 1s a P<>siti-4 
assertion It is part of the work's refusal to continue esthellcmng form by dealing With 
it as a prescribed end. (Reproductions of work by Bollinger, Morris, Oldenburg, Paul 
Pollock. Saret, Serra accompany this article.) ' 

Junker, Howard. " Idea Art." Unpublished manuscript, spring, 1968; In part a commentary• 
Lippard and Chandler, " Dematerlallzatlon of Art." 

C•rl Andre, Ro"-rt B•rry, Lawrence Welner. Windham College, Putney, Vl, Aprll 3G-Ma, 31. 
Outdoor exhibition conceived by Chuck Glnnever 11 a follow-up to Bradford exhibition al 
aame artl1t1 (He above); organized by Seth Slegelaub. Andre: Joint, 183 unite of uncov.,. 
common balled hay end-to-end from woods Into a lleld (Rep.): Barry: 1,206' of haH-lnch "°'" 
nylon cord, 25' oft tho ground stretched between two bulldlngs; Welner : a grid of ... ...,...,, 
1takes, twine, turf," 70' >< 100' with a 10' x 20' notch removed, &" oft the ground, topologlulr 
variable. " A• far 11 I know, this was the first time artists were aeked to bulld a show •round 

Carl Andre. j oint. nco\eTed commoD boled hoy, 183 unit , 14• x I • x 36" each. 1968. 
Courtc ) c lh iegelaub. 

situation they found operating at a preordained loeatlon and time, with the 
_..v:~I handicap of a nearly nonexl1tent budget." (Glnnever.) 

,ddltk> 
0

• s~mposlum at the college moderated by Dan Graham. Some excerptl: 
141(;• ~~e of the concepts I want to introduce is the idea of place. Carl Andre? 
0 ves. that s an idea I've had for quite a long time. Part of ii came from working 
C~ ur years for the Pennsylvania Rail road, as a freight brakeman and freight 

for doctor 1n Northern New Jersey, to the New Jersey meadows, where all the 
conh~ays from the West come into New York. It's an enormous plain. with long Imes 
tugf ght cars lined up in the freight yards, and vast swampy meadows. It became a 
of re• influence on my work The kind of place I mean is not lo be confused with an 
stro~~nment 11 1s futile for an artist to try to create an environment because you have 
envi nvironment around you all the time. Any living organism has an environment A 
a~ ~e is an area within an environment which has been altered in such a way as to 
Pake ihe general environment more conspicuous. Everything 1s an environment, but 
malace is related particularly to both the general qualities of the environment and the 
1 Prticular qualities of the work that has been done. 
paLW The idea of building a piece of sculpture outdoors has always intrigued 
me I'd liken ii to walking In the woods, when you come upon a gravestone that ls 
half buried. Now, 1f a piece of sculpture can exist within a landscape tn that sense, 
whatever Is around the landscape is heightened and brought out. It's a matter of what 
ou can displace with what you are doing to the place. 

y RB: 1 guess tor the last few years I've thought about a place when I make paintings 
where 1 would try to utilize the wall as part of the painting. When I made movies I tried 
to use 1he auditorium and the darkness and the sound of the proiector 1n my movie. I 
am pnmarily an Indoor person, having been born and raised in New York, so I use 
rooms. walls, floors tn my sculpture. When I came up here a few months ago to look 
over the scene. I wanted to use the land. drive something Into the land, circle ii some 
way. emphasize 1t, create something in proportion to the buildings around it. to the 
piece of land 11self In the piece I did. I tried to use those same ideas, the fact that there 
were workmen working underneath this, It's all part of II. the sky above and the mud 
below and the buildings are all sort of tied together by the nylon cord. 

CA This chance to work here in Windham is a learning experience for me I've 
teamed a hell of a lot because heretofore I have worked only in inside spaces. I d idn't 
know whether I could make a piece of sculpture outside, but when Chuck Gmnever 
and I talked about coming up here. I said I certainly wanted to do it because I did not 
have the chance to work outside In New York. I said I may get up there and find out I 
don't have any ideas lor outdoor sculpture, but I'd be willing to explain to people why I 
couldn't do 11 at a symposium or something. . . I selected hay because I had to work 
with materials lhal were available. It 1s rather materialistic in the Marxian sense that 
you can't do something that does not exist for you. If you don't have control of the 
means of production, you can't produce anything. so you have lo find the means of 
production that you can control Hay was this means al Windham College. I always 
use particles, so a bale of hay was a particle of sufficient size lo remain In a coherent 
array The hay, of course, is going to break down and gradually disappear. But since 
I'm not making a piece of sculpture lor sale, neither the college nor anyone else is, it 
never enters the property state. My particles are all more or less standards of the 
economy because I believe in using the materials or the society In the form the society 
does not use them. whereas works llke Pop art use the forms of society but make 
them from different materials. 
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LW: One thing I would like to bring up about my piece was that 11 could have been 
placed anywhere, all 1t required was a reasonably flat area. The piece would h1¥e 
ex1s1ed wherever 11 was put; 11 was in relationship to an outdoor space. as oppQSed to 
a specific outdoor space The piece 1s low enough that it has to be walked over. or 
through; it can always be viewed by standing Inside or sitting inside of it. . I waa 
trying to figure out what material could be easily handled by m?re or less unskilled 
workers. I originally wanted to use barbed wire, because of the nots ... a m1splacect 
sense of humanity, so to speak, kept me from using barbed wire. The material waa 
chosen about a half hour before we bought It; it was just available, and was within the 
price range, and 1t was attractive enough and not preordained at all. .. 

When we came up In the middle of the winter, and I had been speaking of using a 
grid. we were discussing the way you bought one square inch In the Yukon and they 
split it up with strings and you could own each of these squares by sending in a box 
top and a quarter. or whatever. 

May, New York: Tha New York Graphic Worbhop (founded In the winter of 1964-65 to melre 
F.ANDSO-free .Aasembleable Nonfunctional Disposable Serial Objects) 1end1 out Its Rrst. 
Cl•u M•ll Art Exhibition f 1, In two parts: 

(1) Luis Camnltzer's nine gummed labels each inscribed with one ar1 work, such aa: 
"A perfect circu lar horizon"; " A straight thick line that runs from here through you to 
the end of the room", " This is a mirror You are a written sentence." (2) Liliana 
Porter's wrinkle print to be crumpled and wrinkled again on receipt. Exhibition # 2 la 
Jose Castillo's sheet of paper marked with horizontal dotted Imes and the directions 
" fold here." 

May 25-June 22: Group show at Bykert Gallery, New York, Includes Ian Wiison'• Ch•lk c.._ 
drawn directly on the ftoor. (Rep.) 

L•nguage II. Dwan Gallery, New York, May 15-June 22. The use of language In and Hart i. 
regard to thla ahow la discussed at length by John Chandler, "The Laa1 Word In Graphic Art." 
Art International, November, 1968: " Now It seems that art 11 once more accepted •I 

lon Wilson. Chalk Circle. 6' in diameter (appro, .). 1968. 

uage and the questions now are whether tht. language 11 to be esoteric or exoterlc, and 
';:mer thl• language Is to be lingual or literal." (See also Robert White and Gary M. Dault, 
.. WOfd Art & Art Word," Artacan•d•, June, 1968.) 

.. •Wh•r• Does the Colllslon Happen?' John Latham In Conversation with Charlea Hamson." 
studio /ntern•tlon•I, May, 1968. 

May 21-28, New York: Rel•tlvlty'a Tr•ckby Berner Venet 11 performed at the Judson Memorial 
Church with the help of physicists Jack Ullman, Edward Macagno, and Martin Krieger, who 
recture 1tmullaneously on the 1ubject of relativity; and of Stanley Taub, M.D., who lectures 
with a film on the larynx. 

Harrison. Charles. " Barry Aanagan'• Sculpture." Studio lntern•llon•I, May, 1968. 

Jun• 16: Th• following Item appears H an advertisement In the Sunday New York nmes art 
19c11on: IAN WILSON. 

0 tog, no. • . June. Among contributors: Graham, lewttt, Perreault. H. Welner. 

ll•tro• nos. 14 and 15, June, July, 1968: .Alflerl, Bruno, " Come andare avantl," " La Cullura 
aconcertata": and lea Verglne, " Torino '68: Nevrosl e subllmazlonl." 

June-October. Rosario, Argentina: The Rosario group begins Its " Experlmental Art Cycle." 
e.ch artist ha• a period of time In which he or she works In- or out-doors. Among the pieces 
dfferlbed In the catalogue are: Lia Malaonnave, June 17- 19: an empty room with a square 
c1rawn on the floor: each spectator 11 given a page reproducing the square with detailed 
dlreCtlon1 on the possibility of constructing a similar work Indoors or outdoors at their own 
11ome1 "The work Is not the square that has been Hecuted nor the ones that could be 
Hecuted by the spectators according to the directions I give them. What 11 Important In this 
action. thla plan, Is all that which II provokes In the spectator." 

Noemi E1candell, July 1S-27: a speech given on the 20th of June. 
Eduardo Favarlo, September ~21 : the exhibition apace Is closed and the visitor finds a sign 

lflat tells him how he can follow the development of the work In another part of the city. 
Graciela Carnevale, October 7-19: a totally empty room, the window wall covered to provide 

a neutral ambiance, In which are gathered the people who came to the opening; the door Is 
hermellcally sealed without the visitors' being aware of ll The piece Involved closing access 
and exlla, and the unknown reactions of lhe visitors. After more than an hour, the " prisoners" 
broke the glass window and " escaped." 

Other participants: Bogllone, Bortolotll, Ellzade, Gatti, Ghlllonl, Greiner, Navanjo, Puzzolo, 
Renzi and Rlppa. 

July: On Kawara, In BrazJJ, begins the " I met" and " I went" notebook pieces (July 1, 1968-June 
30, 1969~typed flits of every person encountered each day and a mapped record of his 
movements. During this period he llved In South .America, Europe, Japan, and New York. 
Kswsrs is one of the most important, and one of the most elusive and Isolated, artists 
working In this general direction. In 1966, he began an immense and continuing series 
of "date paintings. " small canvases with the stenciled date, executed almost daily and 
accompanied by a cl/pplng from the day's newspaper. kept In notebooks. He also 
made a series of paintings markmp location by longitude and latitude, a continuing 
Mrtes of " / got up" postcards (seep. 125) and of telegrams (seep. 180), a numerical 
cipher piece, and the One Million Years book (seep. 211). The fascination exerted by 
Kswsra s obsessive and precise notations of his place in the world (time and location) 
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Kcilh Amati. Liverpool Bescl1-Buri11 /. 1968. 

Imply a kind of self-reassurance that the artist does, In fact, exist. At the same time, 
they are totally without pathos, their ob/ectfvity establlshlng the self-imposed lsola
tlon which marks his way of life as well as his art. 

Junker , Howard. " The New Art: It's Way, Way Out." N•w• w-k, July 29, 1968. 

Kaprow, Allan. ' 'The Shape of the Art Envlronmenl " Artforum, summer, 1968. (Concemilla 
Morris's Anti-Form article.) 

Prospftlrt 68. Kunsthalle, Dilaseldorf, September 2G-29. Organized by Konrad Fischer .... 
Hans Strelow. Callllogue publlshed after the exhibition consists primarily of artlclH Md 
reviews of the exhibition, which Included Anselmo, Beuys, Buren, Men , Morris, Nau...., 
Panamarenko, Ruthenbeck, Serra, Zorlo. 

August 26, 1968: Founding of Art and Project , Amsterdam, by Adrlaan van Raveateijn nd 
Geert van Bel}eren. First bulletln-exhlbltlon malled September 16 (Charlotte Poaenen.U). 

September, 1968, Keith Arnett, Uverpool S.•ch-Burl•l (Rep.): 
In 1967 I was teaching a sculpture course at Manchester College of Art and I 

discussed with my students the possibility of sculpture's being what I called 
" situational." By this I meant that the focus of attention could be upon what one did 
with an " object" rather than the object itself. Context Itself became the determining 
factor in what we did. In other words, revealing an aspect of a particular (physical) 
context became the point of our activity . . The focus of attention was on behavior 
patterns themselves. Both the beach-burial and my "self-burial" piece were the 
outcome of these kinds of considerations-they were both essentlally " behavioristic." 

The burial Involved the following pattern of behavior: (1) Choosing a site and 
marking out a straight line. (2) Marking off four-foot Intervals. Each mark representing 
a digging position for each of the hundred plus part1c1pants (3) Each participant 
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hose a site on the line and dug his/her own hole. (4) When the holes were deep 
~nough the partic•pants were " buned" by nonparticipants. 

septemt>er 26, Amsterdam: Boezem sends out map and documentation of the day's weather 
,epott and ~eteorologlcal analyals entitled " Medium for the Furtherance of Renewed 

E.1P9rtences. 

septemt>er 4, 1968, Bradford, MHS., Donald Burgy, Rock # 5 (R• p.): 
·oocumentation of selected physical aspects of a rock: its location in, and Its 

conditions of, time and space," including, among others: dally weather map and 
charts (on several resolution levels, continental, U.S.A., local surface observations): 
electron beam x-ray photographs: electron microscopy ; location photographs and 
maps con several resolution levels-satellites, airplanes, walking): mass spectograph· 
ic analysis. petrographic analysis and photographs: weight and density data, etc. 

The scale of this information extends, In time, from the geologic to the present 
moment . and, in size of matter, from the continental to the atomic." In later works, 
eurgy documented: himself-all physical data collected through a var1ety of tests 
undergone during a voluntary stay in the hospital (January, 1969); a pregnancy and 
birth (March, 1969): and executed a lie-detector test with another artist (Douglas 
Huebler) In which the information was partly relevant to " life," partly to " art" (March, 
1969). 

Buren, Oanlel. " Is Teaching Art Necessary?" (June, 1968). G•l•rlfl de• Am, September, 1968. 
Partial text follows: 

The dispute with tradition, etc., is already found In the 19th century (so as not to go 
back too far). However, since then, so many traditions, so many academisms, so many 
new tabus and new schools have been created and replaced! 

Why? Because these phenomena against which the artist struggles are only 
epiphenomena or, more precisely, these are only the superstructures compared to the 
foundation which conditions art and is art. And art has changed 100 times, 1f not 
more. its tradition, academism, tabus, school, etc., because anything superficial has 
by nature to be changed constantly; and since the foundation remains untouched, 
obviously nothing ts fundamentally changed. 

~~d Burg) . From Rock Series # 1. 



And thus art evolves and thus there is a history of art. The artist disputes the 88111 by painting surfaces too large to be supported by an easel, then he dispenses with"'
easel and the overlarge surface by making a canvas more of an object. then an ob· 
then the object to make for the object made, then a mobile or untransportable ob= 
etc. This Is only an example, but one which demonstrates that if a dispute is P<>ssiba., 
11 cannot be formal. it can only be fundamental, on the level of art, and not on the '8Vll 
of the forms given to art. 

The artist, in regard to the art, wants 11 to evolve. In regard to the art. the Brtlat .. 
reformist. he Is not revolutionary. 

The difference between art and the world, between art and being. Is that the wortd 
and being are perceived by real facts (physical. emotional, Intellectual) and .. 
visualizes this reality 

If the artist's vision of the world were concerned this could be a veritable 
consciousness of reality. But it concerns a product, art-that 1s, the thing seen by the 
consumer; thus a fixed and arbitrary realtty Is proposed, a reality deformed by the 
Individual who. wanting to express his own vision of the world. no longer expr._ 
the real but makes an Illusion of reality. 

Then the artist undertakes his dictatorial task. He Imposes purely and simply on the 
consumer his v1s1on of the world (which 1s, in the consumer's product, the llluslon of 
the world and of being). And still he finds that he alone knows how to express it, ht II 
accepted as the guide; It is thus that one chooses one's master. What is more, br 
acknowledging that art Is enlightened-as one would say of a despot-what dialogue 
can be established, since the basis of discussion Is false. This Is a dialogue of 
Illusionists And thus what reality can be discovered through art, Inasmuch as the art 
Is false, and from the outset fixes the viewer's thought in a false direction-one 
prehension of the world by art. It will always be the same as long as art meralJ 
approaches the real and not reality proper. 

Concretely, the way things are today, the role of the artist Is not of grell 
consequence He produces for a culturally formed bourgeois minority. Consciously or 
not, he plays the game of the bourgeoisie which is his pubhc. and, reciprocally, the 
bourgeoisie accepts at first glance the product proposed by his artist-producer. n II 
even especially partial to any art caJled subversive (mental or political). not only to 
save its conscience, but because 1t relishes the " revolution" when ii is hung " on the 
line" In galleries or nicely disposed of in its apartments. 

Let us take. then, as a working hypothesis, that It is necessary to change rad1callJ 
the circuit "Imposed" up until now on the artistic product, in order to find a new 
public. other consumers. even those who haven't the right to "culture." For example. 
show art in the factories. 

At this point, the truly evil role of the artist will be sharply revealed. The system is nal 
afraid of seeing art in the factories. On the contrary. The enterprise of alienation wtl9 
be completed when " anyone" can participate in culture. For culture, and art, such• 
they are currently conceived, are most certainly the alienating element among others. 
Because here we discuss the political and even intellectual virtue of art· distraction. 
Some art Is only 1llus1on, illusion of the real ; it 1s necessarily distraction from the r8lll. 
a false world, a false semblance of itself. " Art is the blindfold over the spectator's eyer 
which allows him not to return to his reality or the world's reality" (Michel Claura). 

Under these conditions, art In the factory will have as a positive resull lmprovemenl 
of the working environment, no more, no less. Pushed to extremes. this will cnNdl 
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ettC quarrels where otherwise the urge to revolution might have been born. 
esthrt is the safety valve of our repressive system. As long as 1t exists. and, better yet, 

A ore prevalent 1t becomes, art will be the system's distracting mask And a system 
: ~othtnQ to fear as long as Its reality is masked. as long as its contrad1ct1ons are 

hdden 'Art is inevitably alhed to power This was not yet known at the beginning of the 
ntury when Impressionist or Fauve exhib1t1ons were closed down But today it is so 

ce 1005 that 5,000 policemen are sent to defend an avant-garde b1ennale 
ob~e artist. 1f he wants to work for another society. must begin by fundamentally 

ntesting art and assuming his total rupture with 11. If not. the next revolution will 
=ke over his responsibility 

Daniel Buren. Photo- OUHnlr or the work mode in \ 1ilan, Galerie 
\poll innire, October, 196 . Vertical tripe , white und ween, glued over 

and there!>)' eoling the door or the galler) and "closing" the "show." 



Alighiero Boetti. T11 in . 1968. 

Art is the most beautiful ornament of society as it Is now. and not the warning sign.ii 
for society as It should b~never that. 

How can the artist contest society when his art, all art. " belongs" ob1echvely to thal 
society? 

He believes, alas, in the myth of revolutionary art 
But art is objectively reactionary. 

W•lter de M1rl1: 50 M' (1,600 Cubic FH I) Level Dirt/ The Lllnd Show: Pure Dirt/ Pu,.~ 
Pure Land. Galerle Heiner Friedrich, Munich, September 28-0ctober 12, 1968. In May, 19IO, d9 
M•rl• wrote " Art Y• rd" (published In the Young-Maclow Anthology, 1963). Excerpts follow: 

I have been thinking about an art yard I would like to build. It would be sort of a big 
hole in the ground. Actually it wouldn't be a hole to begin with. That would have to be 
dug. The digging of the hole would be part of the art. Luxurious stands would be 
made for the art lovers and spectators to sit in. 

They would come to the making of the yard dressed in tuxedoes and clothes which 
would make them aware of the significance of the event they would see. Then in front 
of the stand of people a wonderful parade of steamshovels and bulldozers will pasa. 
Pretty soon the steamshovels would start to dig. And small explosions would go oft 
What wonderful art will be produced Inexperienced people hke La Monte Young w11 
run the steamshovels. From here on out what goes on can't easily be said. (It is hard IO 
explain art ) As the yard gets deeper and its significance grows. people will run lnlO 
the yard, grab shovels, do their part, dodge explosions. This might be considered thl 
first meaningful dance. People will yell " Gel that bulldozer away from my child." 
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Bulldozers will be making wonderful pushes of dirt all around the yard. Sounds. 
words. music. poetry. (Am I too specific? optimistic?) ... 

1 have just been th inking about this wonderful art, already it is being killed In my 
mind. Is nothing safe? Perhaps you haven't thought me serious? Actually I am. And if 
this paper should fall into the hands of someone who owns a construction company 
and who 1s interested in promoting art and my ideas. please get in touch with me 
immediately Also 1f someone owns an acre or so of land (preferably In some large 
city for art ... thrives there) do not hesitate. 

/n 1962. de Marla projected a series of "works in the desert," some of which were 
etecuted m 1968: (1) Nevada, U.S.A.: Two Parallel Lines-12' apart-in chalk, runnmg 
tor a full mile across the desert (Rep.), (2) Three-Continent Project: Square m u.s 
desert Horizontal Line In the Sahara, Vert/cal Line in India. " When all of the lines are 
photographed from the air. the photos are placed one on top of the other. the image 
w/11 reveal a cross m a square. Three continents are needed for this image, which can 
be photographed In one day by a satellite." A related project was executed for Landart 
(Aprtl. 1969. see below): a film entitled Two Lines Three Circles on the Desert, 
executed m the Mojave Desert. March. 1969. The lines were drawn on the desert and 
the circles were provided by the movement of the camera 

lllttt de \farla. Mile-Long 
Drn-inK. 2 parnllcl cholk 
II.ft, 12· ilPJrt. ~lohiwc De
""- California. 196.8. Cour
t.._ D"illl Cnllcry, 1 C\\ 



-. Robert mith on. .\lap 
Double J on ite. 1968. 

Smithson, Robert. " A Sedimentation ol the Mind: Earth Projects:• Artforum,September, 1181; 
The earth's surface and the figments of the mind have a way of disintegrating Into 

discrete regions of art. One's mind and the earth are in a constant state of 
erosion mental rivers wear away abstract banks. brain waves undermine cllffs of 
thought, ideas decompose into stones of unknowing, and conceptual crystalltzat1ons 
break apart into deposits of gritty reason. Vast moving faculties occur in this 
geological miasma. and they move in the most physical way This movement seems 
motionless. yet It crushes the landscape of logic under glacial reveries. This slow 
flowage makes one conscious of the turbidity of thinking Slump, debris slides. 
avalanches all take place within the cracking limits of the brain. The entire body 1s 
pulled into the cerebral sediment. where particles and fragments make themselves 
known as soltd consciousness. A bleached and fractured world surrounds the artist. 
To organize this mess of corrosion Into patterns. grids, and subd1vis1ons is an esthettc 
process that has scarcely been touched .... 

Look at any word long enough and you will see II open up into a series of faults. Into 
a terrain of particles each containing its own void. This discomforting language of 
fragmentation offers no easy gestalt solution, the certainties of didactic discourse are 
hurled into the erosion of the poetic principle. 

Alloway, Lawrence. ''Christo and the New Scale." Art lnlernatlonal, September, 1968. 

Burnham, Jack. " Systems Aesthetics." Artforum, September, 1968. 

September 22, Frankfurt: Total eclipse of the sun claimed as an art work by Timm Ulrlchs, w11o 
also removH a section of the exterior layer of a stucco house as a wall removal to the brlcb. 
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srown, Gordon. " The o .. materlall:zatlon of the Obfecl" Ans, September-October, 1968. 

c;atvesl, Maurl:zlo. " Lo Spa:zlo, La Vlta e L'Azlone " L 'Espresso Rome s I be · , , ep em r 15, 1968. 

EarlhWOtks. Dwan Gallery, New York, October 5-30. lnctudas Andre de Marla Hel:ze M 1 
Oldenburg, Oppenheim, LeWltt, Smithson, Kaltenbach and Herbert Ba '. 19r, 

0
" • , 

11o11nd, " a sculptured garden profect." Reviewed by John 'Peneault. VIiiage ~:;c~. Oc~!~:~~ 
,1.ntJ.lorm. John Gibson Gallery, New York, October- November 7 1968 H (R 
rnarenko, Ryman, Serra, Saret. Sonnier, Tuttle. • • e

19
e ep.) Pana· 

()ctober ~. Amalfi : Arte Pot1era plu ailone povere. Organl:zed b G c 
occasion of the " RA3" of the Centro Studl Colauttl di Salerno /.ire:r~ano elant on the 

collectlve works by artl1ta and writers Including, among others, Boettl, Olb:~~.~~l~:~~t~:nnd 
Marlo and Marisa Mer:z, Prlnl, Trlnl Celani, van Elk zorlo Publish d R ' g, 

S 
t R ' • • e as assegna di Amalfl 

13. a erno, umma edltore, 1969. See also Tommaso Trlnl, " Rapporto da Amalfl " 0 
no. 468, November, t968. • omus, 

.Andre. Stiidtlsches Museum, Monchengladbach, October 18-December 15. 1968. Boxed 
cat1logue contains self-Interview and elongated " tablecloth" multiple. 

October, New York: Sol LeWitt does his first serial drawl I 
(temporary) at the Paula Cooper Gallery for the Art for Pea:! e~ti:1~1~~.dlrectly on the wall 

Douglas Huebler, The Windham Piece. A one-day, one-piece show at Windham c 11 
Putney, Vl , October 23, 1968, a " site sculpture profect" In whl h h o ege, 
rnap or the area and the five points were c a exagon was drawn on a 
consisted of the photographs and samples 0~~~!0:1~~~~-e~~ :~~~~b~~~~~.al the college 

Hutchinson, Peter. " Science-Fiction: An Aesthetic for s 1 •· A 1 1968. c ence. rt nternatlonal, October, 

Eva lie ~c. equel. Late"<, heel: 30• '< 32•: ball : 2 1 2• in diam eter. L967-68. Courte > 
f ourcade-Oroll. Inc., New York. 



EVERYTHING IS PURG(O RIOM THIS MNT1NG 
BUT ART NO IDEAS HAVE ENTERED THIS \\OAK. 

j ohn Balde nri. £ ,•cry thina 
l Purged ... 00"-<45 • 
196f>-67. 

John BaldH .. rl. Molly Bernes Gallery, Los Angeles, October. 1968. Paintings executed bf• 
sign painter containing words alone (Rep.), such as: A palntfng that I• Its own documen~ 
end Painting for Kubler: Thi• pafntlng owes It• existence to prior painting•. By llltlfff *' 
solution you •hould not be blocked In your continued acceptance of prior lnvantlons. To.,_ 
this position, Ideas of former painting had to be rethought In order to transcand formM ~ 
To like tM• painting, you w/11 have to undarstand prior work. Ultlmataly this WOtt .. 
amalgamate with the exl•tlng body of knowledge. 

Also Included In the show ere paintings that are photographs of National City loc.atloM .. 
address as text, texts quoted from ar1 books with matched photos, and " nerratlve pain ...... 
with text only, such as: Seml·clo•e-up of girl by geranium (•oft view) nnl•hH •• ..... 
11-examln•• plant to see /I It ha!J any signs of growt.h-ffnd• slight avldenc......,,,U.. -
part I• sagglng-•h• runs fingers along ll-nll•e• hand over plant to encourage It to ,,.. 

Museum/ournaal (Amsterdam), ser. 13, no. 4, 1968. Includes Plero Gllardl's " Mlcroemalll 
Ar1" and Rober1 H. F. Hertzeme on Olbbets. Gllardl text translated as " Primary Energy and Ill 
Mlcroemotlve Ar1lsts,'' In Arts, September-October, 1968. 

Bonfiglio, Pietro, ed. La Poverta dell'arte. Bologna. Edlzlone Galleria de Foscherarl, Octolllr. 
1968. A collectlon of writings In reaction to Germano Celent's orlgln1tl lexts on Ar1e ~ 
most of which were published In catalogues end magazJnes elsewhere flrsl ContributlOMllf 
Apollonlo, Arcangel!, Berllll, Bonflglio, Bonito Oliva, Calvesl, Celant, Del Guercio, de M.,. 
Faglolo, Gottuso, Pignotti. For additional writings on the subject, see the blbllogrepllf II 
Celant's book and catalogue (1969, 1970). 

Burgin, Victor. " Art·Soclety System." Control, no. 4, 1968. 

Robho, no. 4, fall , 1968. Jean Clay, " Ar1 Sauvage: La fin de galerles" ; " Lygla Clarfc: F 
Generallsee." Statement by Jan Olbbets (In toto): 
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I stopped painting in 196~ Before that I made assemblages of monochrome 
canvases. In April 1967 I realized my lasl assemblage, a superimposition of blank 
canvases entitled " My Last Painting." In September. In Frankfurt. 1 presented in a 
gallery a show of water. The floor of the gallery was regularly furrowed a meter · 
length. Simultaneously I began my " corrected perspective"· an ellipse wh h '" 
from the entrance to a garden. looked like a circle out of b~lance in r~lati~cn i~~ 
ground I worked with aJI sorts of perspectives. They must be seen from a precise 
point Some were made along a railroad track The spectator would see them from his 
seat In passing. 

1 make most of these works with ephemeral materials: sand, growing grass. etc. 
These _are demonstrations I do not make them to keep, but to photograph. The work 
of art is the photo. Anyone ought to be able to reproduce my work. 

Al the recent congress of Amalfi (October. 1968). I placed eight sticks m the water 
twenty centimeters below the surface of the sea. From where we were-fifty meters 
above-one saw the stic~s oscillate in the water; that was the work. 

Rrght now I .am prepann~ a transm1ss1on for television to Berlin. People will have a 
01bbets. m their house for frve ~mutes The work: a tractor furrowing in the ground a 
trapezoid which, with perspective correction, will exactly match the rectangular frame 
of the TV screen. 

My works are not exactly made to be seen. They are more there so that you are iven 
the fleeting feeling that something isn't right In the landscape g 

Sell my work? To sell isn 't part of the art. Maybe there will be.people idiottc enough 
to buy what they could make themselves. So much the worse for them 

Nov.~mber. Tucuman, Argentine: The Rosario group of artists undertakes 1 polltlcal " exhlbl· 
tion In eonJuncllon with the labor unions (CGT) to protest workers' conditions I T 1 northwest Argentina. (Rep.) n ucuman. n 

November 17, New York: Tlny Events, organized by Hannah Welner at the Longview Country 
Ctub (annex to Max's Kansas City). Artists and poets performed shor1 events or actions. 
Among them, Acconcl, Costa, Giorno, Perreault. Schjeldahl, Weiner. 

Ro~rio group, rgcnlinn. Tucuman. Fir: t stoge of the publ icit) cn.mpoign. 196S. 



Barthelme, Frederick. The Comp/ax Figure-Ground luue a• Dealt with by th• Young Alft8I 
David Frame. Signed and dated on rear. November, 1958 (35·page bookJel of the same Photo 
and !Ille). 

November, New York: L.R.L receive~ a group of temporary photographic works from "James 
Robert Steelralls" dated November. 1958, and November, 1968; after more texta and art ancs 
mysterious phone calla, the artist ls Identified as Frederick Barthelme. Some excerpt1: 

I do not agree that by putting something Into an context one admits to making • 
It 1s natural to invite to view the work those persons who are most likely to find interest 
in it. 

The that I have made recently has as its base the desire to literally carry (and m 
that sense potentially transmit or communicate) certain Information The and the 
information are mutually interdependent. 

The Information is by choice not very important, both in the formal sense as is 
pointed out on another page. and in fact. At the same time the information is not tnv1a. 
It has about It a quality of regularity which 1s, II seems to me, appropriate. The work as 
a whole cannot be called because of the failure of the Information to " stamp Itself 
out" and it cannot be called bad because the formal stance is so strong. 

I do not like the word . I do not hke the body of work defined by the word . What 
I do like 1s the notion production. I produce In order to pass the time 

Whenever I develop a system such as this one (in which I say that all future work, 
and present work for that matter, will be issued in such and such a format). I feel rt 
important to destroy the system almost at once. The destruction does not render the 
system useless, It only changes its aspect. It makes plain the fact that In the bottom 
half of the twentieth century 11 1s only possible to be half-serious Accordingly I have 
signed and redated one of the works included here . 

• • .. 
Insofar as the visual and literary information on each sheet can be removed from the 

sheet presentation proper. that information could be called "subject matter." 
There 1s the danger of viewing the Information In such terms with the resultant 

criticism that ' the presentation 1s ahead of the ·· Smee the information 1s not 
intended to function as but as a unit d1stingwshing figure, equivalent say of any 
mark. I suggest that such conventional historical terms are not relevant. At the 
same time, the presentation itself, inclusive of whatever mark and format, 1s. 1n 
conception, the substance of the m those same conventional terms Simply, the 
conception and presentation of the work In the form that It is presented comprises 
the 

Dougla• Huebler: November, 1968. Seth Slegelaub, New York. Catalogue of flral exhibition to 
exist solely as a catalogue In which the work and Ill documentation appear. (Rep.) 

I was still trying to define my own reasons for doing some of the early things, the site 
sculptures. the hexagons or circles imposed on a map. Bob Barry said, why dent you 
just put a dot on the map: why do you join them together for lines? I said, so that you 
can read 11 as different from everything else on a map It's only a convention It could 
have been a circle or a number of things. All 1t was doing was creating a slm1l• 
relationship to a conceptually transferred location. There's no Inside, no outside. 
These are little points described on a map. descnbed by language as to what they 
stand for, but in actual physical fact of course there was nothing there. There's 
nothing to be perceived through normal experience. And for me. this was an irony, 
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DoughlS H ucblcr. New York. 1968. 

;hat the expenence of nature is bound by conventions. We lake a chunk of It and put a 
ram~ around It and the frame can be like the frame on these paintings or the frame 

can e language, the frame can be documents (Huebler March 31 1970 NSCAO 
lecture Hali fax.) · • • 

• • • i!nd Parallel. 11 certified postal receipts (sender): 10 certified postal receipts 
ex~~1,ver) , 3,040 miles (approximate). 14 locations, A'- N', are towns existing either 
bee~ ~a~~:pproximately on the 42" parallel In the United States. Locations have 
A" T d by the exchange of certified postal receipts sent from and returned to 

- ruro, Massachusetts. Documentation: Ink on map; receipts. 

• • 
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A system existing In the world disinterested In the purpose of art may by " plugQed 
into" in such a way as to produce a work that possesses a separate existence and that 
neither changes nor comments on the system to be used. 42nd Parallel Used an 
aspect of the United States Postal Service for a period of time to describe 3.000 '""'" 
of space and was brought into its completed existence through forms of documenta
tion that in fact "contain" sequential time and linear space in present time and place. 

An Inevitable destiny is set in motion by the specific process selected to form such 1 
work. freeing it from further decisions on my part. 

I like the idea that even as I eat. sleep or play. the work 1s moving towards ha 
completion. (D.H . 1969 statement. slightly revised.) 

November 30, Coney Island: Hans Haacke executes Uve Random Ai rborne Sy•t•m., ... 
gulls retrieving bread thrown on the water. 

Hutchinson, Peter. " Earth In Upheaval." Am, November. 1968. 
Adrian Piper. UntlUed, fall, 1968: 
This square should be read as a whole; or. these two vertical rectangles should 
read from left to right or right to left; or, these two horizontal rectangles should 
read from top to bottom or bottom to top; or, these four squares should be read f 
upper left to upper right to lower right to lower left or upper left to upper right to I 
left to lower right or upper left to lower left to lower right to upper right or upper left 
lower left to lower right to upper right or upper left to lower right to lower left to u 
right or upper left to lower right to upper right to lower left or upper right to I 
right to lower left to upper left or upper right lo lower right to upper left to lower left 
upper right to upper left to lower left to lower right or upper right to upper left to I 
right to lower left or upper right to lower left to upper left to lower right or upper riglll 
to lower left to lower right to upper left or lower right lo lower left to upper left 11r 
upper right or lower right to lower left to upper right to upper left or lower right 
upper right to upper left to lower left or tower right to upper right to lower left to UPPlt 
left or lower right to upper left to upper right to lower left or lower right to upper left 
lower left to upper right or lower lefl to upper left to upper right to lower right or I 
left to upper left to lower right to upper right or lower left to lower nght to upper 
to upper left or lower left to lower right to upper left to upper right or lower left 
upper right to lower right to upper left or lower left to upper right to upper left to I 
right; or. these eight horizontal rectangles should be read from top left to top right 
upper middle right to lower middle right to bottom right to bottom left to lower m· 
left to upper middle left or top left to top right to upper middle left to upper m 
right to lower middle left to lower middle right to bottom left to bottom right or top 
to upper middle left to lower middle left to bottom left to bottom right to lower m 

Strelow, Hans. " Zahlen blitter als Biider filr das gelstlge Auge." Rhttlnl•ch• Pt»~ NoMI• 
15, 1968 (on Hanne Darboven). 

Uvlngston, Jan. " Barry Le Va: Distribution Sculpture." Artforum, November, 1968. 

Junker, Howard. "The New Sculpture: Getting Down to the Nltty Gritty." Saturday E 
Post, November 2, 1968. 

Nin• at L.o C.st•lll. Organized by Robert Morris at Leo Ca1telll 'a warehouH, o.ce1• 
1968. Anselmo, Bolllnger, Heue, Kaltenbach, Nauman, Saret, Serra (Rep.), Sonnier, (Rep.) 
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Left: Rnfoel Fe rre r. tairM e-3 L1ndings-Lea~·c . lo the lnirwell of Leo Cast~Hrs 
wurehousc, Dec. 4 , 1968. Right: Hnn Hnnckc . Wind in Water (Mist). Ne w York. 1968. 

Reviewed by Max Kozloff, " 9 In a Warehouse: An Attack on the Status of the Obfect." 
Artforum, February, 1969; Gregoire Muller, " Robert Morris Present& Anti-Form," AIU, F...,._ 
ary, 1969; Phlllp Leider, ''The Properties of Malerlals: In the Shadow of Robert Moma," #ew 
York Times, December 22, 1968. 

December 4, New York: Rafael Ferrer's Three Leaf Pieces appear unexpectedly on ._ 
staircase at the opening of the Castell! warehouse show (Rep.), In the elevator of 29 West 57a 
St., where the Dwan Gallery la located, and In the Leo Castell! Gallery proper, on East 77lh a 

In my work. starting with the Three Leaf Pieces of '68 and the Ice and grease plecel 
at the Whitney (Ant1-lllus1on show), I find that time restric tions became an energizing 
factor in the decision making .... I would rather eliminate my performing as much• 
I can. In that sense, the grease and the Ice and the leaves and most of these materilll 
that tend to have a life of their own, continue to react after you have done something 
to them This takes away the Interest in performance. (Ferrer catalogue, Institute cl 
Contemporary An. Ph1ladelph1a, 1971 .) 

C•rl Andre, Robert Barry, Douglas Huebler, Jo•eph Kosuth, Sol L•Wltt, RoHrl _,., 
Lawrence Welner (The Xerox Book). Seth Slegelaub, John Wendler, New York, Dweet 11-. 
1968. Each artist was given twenty-five pages with which he made a piece more Of ... 
utlllzlng the xerox medium. 

,.,,.. Photogr•phs. School of Vlsual Arts Gallery, New York December 3-January l969 
Graham, LeWltt, Muybrldge, Nauman, Ruscha, Smithson, et al.' • · 

oecember, Palermo: Buren and Toronl participate In the Palermo Festival, show their work 
Indoors and outdoors, on the floor ~~ ground, and on the walls. Afterward they distribute a 
tracil saying all the art In the world Is reactionary" and their room Is closed by the authorities. 

oecamber 14-15: Hans Ha.acke, Wind In W•~er show on his studio roof. One day II conslsta 
simply of untouched snow, another, of artlflc1al mist. (Rep.) 

eourdon, David. " Walter de Marla: The Singular Experience." Art fntern•tlon•I D b 
1968

. , ecem er, 

\ . E. Thing Co. Project Ocpl., Ecological Projects. Right 90 Paro/Jc/ Tum. 100' tum 
in 6' powdered now. Ml. C)'lllour, B.C., Cnnndn. 1968. 



Dennb Oppe nhe im. Time Line (de tail). 3 mile long. 
along froum t. John River near Fon Kent, Maine. 1968. 

Alloway, Lawrence. " The Expanding and Disappearing Work of Art." Lecture given Dec...._ 
7, 1968, at Parke-Bernet Galleries, New York, and repeated on Channel 13 TV; published II 
Auctlon, October, 1969. 

Tilllm, Sidney. " Earthworks and the New Picturesque." Artforum, December, 1968. 

During 1968, Stephen Kallenbach makes three TI me Capsules (see pp. 84-85) and four"'-
1ldewalk plaquH (Bone, Blood, Flesh. Skin). 

During 1968, Dennis Oppenheim makes numerou1 outdoor piece•, Including several llll09 

projects In northern Maine (Rep. and seep. 184), and lain Baxter (the N.E. Thing Comp111ft 
makes snow pieces on the west coast of Canada (aide 1tep1, skiing, snow over frame) (R.a,. 

November, 1968, Vancouver: N. E. Thing Co., ACT and ART. Photographs accompanied lllr 
stamped certificates of approval (claim) or rejection assert: 

All men are to recognize and note for posterity that· ACT #000 (example a grell 
thing, the Acme Glacier, Coldtown, N.W.T. Canada) on the-day of--. 19--. hll 
met the stringent requirements of sensitivity information as set forth by the N E. Thing 
Co. It is hereby and henceforth elevated for eternity to the realm of Aesthetically 
Claimed Things. It is to be known from this day on by all men as an ACT. The N. E. 
Thing Co. reserves the right to redo or duplicate any ACT as a future pro1ect 

• • • 
All men are to recognize and note for pos1erity that: ART 10000 (example: An 

Inferior Thing, John Doe's painting, "Summertime," 1955) on this -day of-, 
19--, has not met the stringent requirements of senslt1vlty Information as set forll 
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the N. e Thing Co. It is hereby and henceforth banished for eternity to the rank and 
~ie 01 Aesthetically Rejected Things. It 1s to be known from this day on by all men as 

ART 
It has occurred to us that Duchamp all his life tried 10 find an unaesthetic object but 

reallY could not do this because any ob1ect becomes good with 11me, social and 
ttural cond11tons, elc Thus all his readymades are N. E. Thing Co. ACTS . While 

c~ the other hand our Research Department in cooperation with the Art Department 
~as come up with the following Important discovery-that an aesthetic object, one 

htCh does not meet lhe stringent visual sensitivity Information requirements of the N. 
~ Thmg Co , is called ART because 11 is within what gets called ART that the 5th rate 
unaesthetic ob1ect fails. (NETCo. letter to LR.L, November, 1968.) 

When/ visited Vancouver In February, 1968, and met lam end Elaine Baxter (now 
mgrid) for the first time, I was struck again by the phenomenon of "ideas in the air. " 
NETCo ·s ideas for nonart ob1ect exhibitions, nonob1ect art exh1b/tlons, Imaginary 
visual expertences. and photographic projects (capitalizing upon the artist's isolation 
from New York end "provincial" dependence on reproduction rather then on first
hand experience) often coincided point by point with those unpublished projects In 
the planning stages In New York and Europe at the time, with which the Baxters could 
not have been fem/lier. The points of departure were, of course. the same (Morris. 
Nauman. Rusche, etc.) but the spontaneous appearance of similar work totally 
unknown to the artists can be explained only as energy generated by these sources 
and by the wholly unrelated art against which all the potentially "conceptual artists" 
were commonly reacting. (Adapted from Lucy R. Lippard, " Leiter from Vancouver," 
Art News. September, 1968.) 

Solt •nd App• renlly Soft Sculpture. Clrculallng exhlblUon for the American Federation of Arts, 
1~9; organl.zed by Lucy R. Lippard, spring, 1968. Baxter, Bourgeois, Hease, Kaltenbach, 
Kusama, Under, Nauman, Oldenburg, Paul, Serra, Simon, Sonnier, Viner, Winsor. 

Enen•lon•, edlted by Suzanne Zavrlan and Joachim Neugroschel, New York. No. 1, 1968, 
lflcludes work by Acconcl, Graham, Perreault. H. Welner; no. 2, 1969, work by Acconcl, 
Graham. 

Ian Burn and Mel Ramsden. " Excerpts from 'Six-Negatives' Book." New York, winter, 1~9: 
"Six Negatives' was conceived In the following way The tabular synopsis of 

categories was appropriated per se from Roget's Thesaurus. There are six classinca
llons stated for dealing with Ideas (I. ABSTRACT RELATIONS. II. SPACE. Ill. MATTER. IV. 
INTELLECT. V. VOLITION VI. AFFECTIONS), of which two (class IV and V) each have two 
d1v1sions Each class or d1v1s1on of class formed a separate page in the work Within 
each class is listed a number of sections and within each of these is listed a number of 
categories or heads, being arranged In two columns, the left listing the positive words 
denoting categories and the right listing the negative or contrasting. Having accepted 
the synopsis of categories as a basis for working, a process of negation was Imposed: 
this was formed by four distinct attitudes: (i) the imposing of the process negating the 
p0ssfble role which the synopsis of categories could assume in the work, (ii) the 
physical striking-out or negating of each word in the column of positive words: (Ill) as 
a result. a vocabulary of negative or contrasting words remains: (iv) finally, the entire 
work made into a photographic negative of Its completed state. 
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1969 
BOOKS 

Acconcl, Vito Hannibal. Transference: Roget'• ThHauru1. 0-9 Books, New York, 1911. 

Andre, Carl. Seven F•c.lmlle NoteboO/cs of Pa.try, etc. Seth Slegelaub and the Dwan Ga..,, 
New York, 1969. Limited edition of 36. Notebooks date from 1960-69: " Pa11port," " A Theory at 
Poetry," " American Oriti," " Shape and Structure,•· " Three Operas," " One Hundred Sonnets," 
" Lyrics and Odes." Poems, collages, letters, photographs, and drawings. 

Borofsky, Jon. Thought Proce ... New York, 1969-70. Unique copy (xerox). Contenta: (1) 
Thoughts nos. 1-36: (2) Tlme thoughts noa. S-9: Thought procedures A.B.C. (June-July, 1-
(3) Brain exercises nos. 16-22, 25, 27, 28, 29 (August, 1969); (4) Thought Procell M, pagaa 
1-118: mustratlons regarding the meaning of time (August-December, 1969): (5) Brain ... 
erclsea no. 31 , with procedural diagrams (December, 1969): (8) Thought process M conUnued. 
pages 119-178: lllustratlons regarding the meaning of time (December-January. 11170); (7) 
Brain exercise no. 32, with procedural diagram (January, 1970). (Rep.) 

Brouwn, St•nley. PotentUile beglnpunten v•n thl• w•y brouwn'• In H•mburp. Hambuf& 
Hanaen Verlag, 1969. Stanley Brouwn began his walking and direction pieces In 1llO i. 
Amsterdam. One of his early projects was an exhibition of all the shoe stores In Amat.,.._ 
An early book was titled Brouwnhalr and each page contained a sample of the artist's Mir. 
The following lhree pieces date from 1962: 

1. a walk th rough a grass field 
2. a walk during one week 
3. a walk from a to b 

CaslilleJo, Joae Luis. The Book of I'•. Bonn, 1969. 

Celant. Germano, ed. Arte Povera. Miian. Mazzotta, 1969. (London, Studio Vlslll, and New 
York, Praeger, as Art Pover•: Earthworu, lmponlble Art, Actual Art, Conceptual Alt) C..... 
text. pp. 225-30, plus bibliography. The rest of the book consists of work and statements llJ 
the artists: Andre, Anselmo, Barry, Beuys, Boettl, Boezem, Calzolarl, d.e Marla, Olbbets, F ..... 
Flanagan, HHcke, Helzer, He11e, Huebler, Kaltenbach, Kosuth, Kounellls, Long, Men, Monti. 
Nauman, Oppenheim, Paollnl, Penone, Plstoletto, Prlnl, Ruthenbeck, Serra, Sonnier, vmn 1111. 
Walther, Welner, Zorlo. 

Cutforth, Roger. The ESB. New York, Art Prell, 1969. 

--. The Empire State Bu/ldlng: A Reference Work, New York, 1969. 

Anch, Christopher, ed. Form Follow• Function. Speclal Issue of Design Quarterly, no. 73, 1• 
Includes pieces by Tony Shafrazl. 
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Jona1h11n Boro f ky. Time Thought 
1 , pnge 7. 1969. - ...... r~ ~~-<¥.4 .. ..-_ 
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- . ed. Proce., and lm•gfnatlon. Special Issue of Oe•/gn Ou•rterly, no. 74-75, 1969. 
Includes pieces by or on Ferriss, Wright, Golf, Soleri, Fuller, Frei Otto, Archlgram, Oldenburg, 
t . L and d. w. bowen, Le Va, Armajanl. 

Gina, Madeleine. Word Rain. New York, Gro11man, 1969. A novel. 

Graham, Dan. End Momenta. New York, 1969. Unpublished or partially publlshed writings from 
1966. Includes an article on Sol LeWltL 

Higgins, Ed, and Vostell, Woll, eds. Pop Architecture/ Concept Art. OOueldorf, Oroate, 1969. 

Jacks, Robert. ftlny untitled book of Increasing llnes). New York, 1969. 

Klnmont. Robert. Eight Natural H•nd•tand• and My Favorite Dirt Road•. San Francisco, 1969. 
(Atp.) 

leWltt, Sol. Four ba1lc kind• of •trafght line• .•• and their combination•. London, Studio 
International, 1969. 

Mayer, Rosemary. Book: 41 Fabric Sw•tche•, 0-9 Books, New York, 1969. Typed descriptions 
of fabrics from a standard catalogue. 

Nauman, Bruce. Clea Rsky. Los Angeles, 1969. 

- . Bumfng Small Flr••· Los Angeles, 1969. On burning a copy of Ed Ruscha's Small Ares 
book. 
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Bob Kinmont. 
Crom Eiglit Na1utr1 
tand . 1969. 

Ree1.e Palle>, s .. 
ci co. 

Piper, Adrian. UntlUed piece In booklet form based on proportional enlargement of a.e 
mapped block of New York City. 0 to 9 Books, New York, 1969. 

--. UntlUed piece In booklet form baaed on decreasing sizes of squares on graph~. I 
to 9 Books, New York, 1969. 

--. Untltled piece In booklet form based on Hagstrom maps of the five New YOlll 
boroughs. 0 to 9 Books, New York, 1969. 

Rusche, Edward. Crackers. Heavy Industry Publlcatlons, Hollywood, 1969. With Leon ..... 
Larry Bell, Rudi Gernretch, Tommy Smothers; photos by Ken Price, Joe Goode, Ed AulCM 
(film made In 1971). 

Salvo. Letters of Leonardo da Vinci to Ludovico II Muro, 1969: 
Dear Glanenzo: 
Now that I have examined and adequately considered the experiments of all thOll 

who consider themselves masters and creators of military machines, and having seen 
that the inventions and operations of these implements are In no way out of the 
ordinary, I shall attempt to explain myself to you. revealing my secrets and then 
offering them for your pleasure at any time at your convenience. 

(Enclosed please find lists) 
In peacetime, 1 think that I can perform as well as anyone else 1n architecture 
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designing public and private buildings and transporting water from place to place. 
etc. What 1s more, I will create works of sculpture and painting which will bear 
comparison to any others What is more. I shall be able to paint your portrait, which 
will reflect immortal glory and eternally honor your memory. 

And 1f any of the things mentioned above should seem impossible to anyone. I 
believe I am perfectly ready to demonstrate my claims in any situation of your choice 
concerning that pos11ton for which I most humbly recommend myself 

Salvo 

SeefY· John. 12 Thought Forms. New York, July, 1969. 

Weidman, Phll. Slant Step Book. The Art Co., Sacramento, Calif~ 1969. Concerning the history 
of in unidentified object (Slant Step) found In 1965 In a Miii Valley Junk shop by Wiiiiam Wiiey, 
bOughl by Bruce Naum1n, source of various works of art by San Francisco artists and a show 
at tha Berkeley Gallery, fall, 1966, from which II was stolen and taken to New York by Richard 
Se"•· later copied In plasllc as a design object by Steve Kaltenbach, el passim. 

Welner. Lawrence. Terminal Boundaries, 1969. Dummy lost and book never published. Among 
Ill• 42 pieces to be Included: 

An Intrusion into an eastward flowing stream 
An intrusion into a westward flowing stream 
On or near the Continental Divide U.S.A. 

so pounds of lead placed upon the ocean north of the Coaxial Cable 
so pounds of lead placed upon the ocean south of the Coaxial Cable 

A concise explosion at the boundary common to three countries 

An obiect tossed from one country to another 

A rubber ball thrown into the American Falls Niagara Falls 
A rubber ball thrown into the Csnadian Falls Niagara Falls 

A rubber ball thrown at the sea 
A rubber ball thrown on the sea 

January 5--31, 1969. Seth Slegelaub, New York. Barry, Huebler, Kosuth, Welner. Exhibition 
held at « East 52nd SL, the Mclendon Bulldlng. "The exhibition consists of (the Idell 
communicated In) the catalog; the physical presence (of the work) Is supplementary lo the 
catalog" (S.S.). Discussed by Gregory Battock, " Painting Is Obsolete," New York Free PreH, 
Jenuary 23, 1969; John Perreault, " Art: Disturbances," Vlllage Vole., January 23, 1969; and 
"Four Interviews with Arthur Rose," Art•, February, 1969 (with Barry, Huebler, Kosuth, 
Welner), from which excerpts follow: 
Robert Barry: 

"Arthur Rose" How did you amve at the kind of work you are now doing? 
RB It s a logical continuation of my earlier work. A few years ago when I was 

painting, It seemed that paintings would look one way In one place and, because of 
lighting and other things, would look different in another place. Although It was the 
same Object. ii was another work of art. Then I made paintings which incorporated as 
part of their design the wall on which they hung. I finally gave up painting for the wire 
1nstallat1ons (two of which are In the show). Each wire installation was made to suit 
the place in which It was Installed. They cannot be moved without being destroyed. 

Color became arbitrary I started using thin transparent nylon monofilament. 
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Eventually the wire became so thin that it was virtually Invisible This led to my u 
m~terial which Is invisible, or at least not perceivable In a traditional way. Alt~Of 
this poses problems. It also presents endless possibilities. It was at this pOirit th.a. 
discarded the idea that art is necessarily something to look at. ..... 

0 : If your work 1s not perceivable. how does anyone deal with it or even knowot 
existence? .. 

RB. I'm not only questioning the limits of our perception. but the actual natu 
perception. These forms certainly do exist. they are controlled and have their,. Of 
characteristics. They are made of various kinds of energy which exist outside°: 
narrow arbitrary limits of our own senses. I use various devices to produce the en..-. 
detect 1t. measure 1t, and define its form. - ·-·.,, 

By Ju.st being in this show 1''!1 making known the existence of the work. r 
presenting these things in an artistic situation using the space and the catalogue.~ 
think this will be less of a problem as people become more acclimated to this art ~ 
with any art, an interested person reacts in a personal way based on his -
experience and Imagination. Obviously, I can't control that. 

O· Exactly what kind of energy do you use? 
RB: One kind of energy 1s electromagnetic waves. There is a piece In the show 

which uses the earner wave of a radio station for a prescribed length of time. not •a 
means of transmitting information, but rather as an object. Another piece uses the 
carrier wave of a citizens band transmitter to bridge two distant points In New Y()ftl 
and Luxembourg several times during the run of the show. Because of the position of 
the sun and favorable atmospheric conditions during January-the month of the 
show-this piece could be made. At another time, under different conditions. other 
locations would have to be used. There are two smaller earner-wave pieces which 
have just enough power to fill the exhibition space They are very different In 
character, one being AM. the other being FM, but both wlll occupy the same space• 
the same lim~such is the nature of the material. 

Also in the show will be a room filled with ultrasonic sound I've also ulld 
microwaves and radiation. There are many other possib1lit1es which I intend to 
explor~and I'm sure there are a lot of things we don't yet know about, which exist In 
the space around us. and, though we don't see or feel them. we somehow know theJ 
are out there. 

• • • 
Joseph Kosutt.-some works listed In the catalogue: 

• Four utles, 1966, glass. 4 glass sheets at 3' x 3' 
• Art idea made with white words on nine gray painted square canvases, 1966. 

liqu1tex on canvas, 9 panels each 21/ 2 ' x 21 , ', 

• Titled (Art as idea as idea). 1967. photographic process. 4' >< 4'. 
• Insurance (Art as idea as idea). 1968, insurance form and canceled airplane 

tickets. 
• VI. Time (Art as idea as Idea}, 1968 (published in ) The London Times. The Diiiy 

Telegraph (London) . The Financial Times (London} : The Observer (London) all In the 
December 27. 1968 issue. 

" Note: The art is formless and slzeless; however the presentation has specific 
characteristics." 

Statement by Kosuth: 
My current work, which consists of categories from the Thesaurus, deals with the 

multiple aspects of an idea of something. I changed the form of presentation from the 
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ed photostat, to the purchasing of spaces In newspapers and periodicals (with 
fTlount ork" sometimes taking up as many as five or six spaces in that many 
one ~ions-depending on how many divisions exist in the category). This way the 
pubttcariallty of the work is stressed and any possible connections to painting are 
1rnrn3~ The new work is not connected with a previous object-it's accessible to as 
58118' eople as are interested, It's non-decorative-having nothing to do with 
rnanYt ~ture . 11 can be brought into the home or museum, but wasn't made with either 
arch::d 11 can be dealt with by being torn out of Its publication and inserted into a 
in rn bOOk or stapled to the wall-or not torn out at all-but any such dec1s1on is 
note lated to the art My role as an art 1st ends with the work's publication 
unre • • • 

~nc• Welner: 
Arthur Rose'" When you did your early pieces which consisted of paint being 
hed directly on the floor or wall (I am thinking of " the spray on the floor for so 

~:Ov mmutes" pieces . the paint thrown on the wall piece, and the paint poured on 
the noor piece) what did you have in mind? 

LW Making art 

0 11 has been said that some of the " Anti-form'' artists have been influenced by the 
took of some of your work. Is this true, and what is the primary difference between 
their work and yours? 

LW 1 can't Imagine how. as they are primarily concerned with making objects for 
display-which has nothing to do with the Intent of my work. 

o An integral aspect of your work is the existence of a receiver. The receiver-as I 
understand it-decides whether you will build the piece. have the piece fabricated , or 
not build It at all. Why? 

LW Because 11 doesn't matter. 
Q What doesn't matter? 
LW The condition of the piece. If I were to choose the condition, that would be an 

art decision which would lend unnecessary and un1ustifled weight to what amounts to 
presentallOn-and that has very little to do with the art. 

o Whal 1s your interest in removing as an art process? 
LW. I'm not interested in the process. Whereas the idea of removal 1s just as 

interesting as (1f not more so) the intrusion of a fabricated object Into a space, as 
sculpture is 

a Whal role does time play 1n your work? 
LW As a designation of quantity. 
O Whal 1s the sub1ect matter of your work. would you say? 
LW Materials. 
O You state that the sub1ect matter of your work is material. yet you claim that you 

are not a materialist-how does this follow? 
LW Materialist implies a primary involvement in materials. but I am primarily 

concerned with art. One could say the subject matter is materials, but its reason to be 
goes way beyond materials to something else. that something else being art 

1968 statement by Lawrence Welner In the January, 1969, show catalogue (and con1lstenlly 
repeated thereafter In relatton to all of his work): 

1. The artist may construct the piece. 
2. The piece may be fabricated 
3. The piece need not be built 
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Each being equal and consistent with the intent of the arhst. the dec1s1on as to 
cond1t1on rests with the received upon the occasion of receivership. 
In 1970 (Art In the M/Ild), Welner amplified this statement somewhat: 

As to construction. please remember that as stated above there is no correct way to 
construct the piece as there Is no incorrect way to construct 11. If the piece is built It 
constitutes not how the piece looks but only how 1t could look 
Douglas Huebler, statement In catalogue: 

The world 1s full of ob1ects, more or less interesting, I do not wish to add any more 
I prefer. simply, to state the existence of things in terms of time and/or place 
More specifically. the work concerns Itself with things whose Interrelationship la 

beyond direct perceptual experience 
Because the work IS beyond direct perceptual experience, awareness of the work 

depends on a system of documentation. 
This documentation takes the form of photographs, maps, drawings and descriptive 

language. 

January, 1969: Judy (Gerowltz) Chicago makes flreworlc piece, Orange Atmo•phere, ar._ 
side Parle, Pasadena, the first ol 13 powdered color pieces made over a 16-month period, 

January 10, Dartmoor, England: Richard long makes a sculpture for Martin and Mia"'-• 
Bergeljk, which Is photographically recorded and published as "seven views of a sculpture" 
by Fernsehgalerle Gerry Schum, DOsseldorf, 1969: " According to Richard Long's Idea "9 
photographs In hand [the book} do not have the function of documentation: 11 /sthe 'Scul-. 
made for Martin and Mia Vlaser."' 

January 20, SL Martins School, London: Giibert and George perform first version of lhelr 
" singing sculpture." 

January 26, London: First Showing of Giibert Proesch's Readings from• Stick at the a...,. 
Museum. 100 color slides of a resin walking stick. After the one·hour showing Giibert lhoali 
hands with everyone at the door as they lefL Some people refused to shake his hand. 

During the same month, Giibert and George (Paumore) presented their Interview Sc:ul-. 
al SL Martins and two other art schools. 

Christine KozJov, In London, conceives of a " following" piece to be executed In the -.... 
then reJecta IL 

The New York Gr•phfc Wort.hop, Museo de Bella.a Artas, Caracas, January, 1969. Texta llr 
Luis Camnltzer and Donald Karshan. 
0-9, no. 5, January, 1969. Includes Yvonne Rainer's " lecture for a Group of Expectant People• 
end Robert Smithson'• " Non-Site Map of Mono Lake, Callfomla": poems by Accond, H. 
Welner, Perreault; two untlUed pieces by Piper; " The Dlaposable Transient Environment" llr 
Les Levine: 

Painting breaks the real time, real place experience It separates the environment 
and Introduces a focal point for abstract time. All paintings are landscapes .... n.., 
allow the viewer to leave the time of his environment intellectually and enter into lhl 
time of the painting. Looking at paintings may be like going to sleep . ..• 
Environmental art can have no beginnings or endings . It can have no lime. nme II 
the essential difference between theatre and environmental art. ... Previous ideas In 
art have been covered with the notion that you have to stop seeing what you see. In 
order to see art. With environmental art . you see as you move and you move as you 
see. Art becomes transient, not kinetic. . . History is the consciousness of develop
ment of all that has come before us. If we can extract from history the awareness d 
lhe process-development in our lives, we can go forward and extend our own 
consciousness .... It Is conceivable that as It becomes unnecessary to hold onto 
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things and with the advantage of not using our minds as storage bins. that mankind 
could achieve a level of consciousness never before attained. 
-nd " Sentences on Conceptual Art," by Sol Lewitt: 

1 Conceptual Artists are mystics rather than rationalists. They leap to conclusions 
that logic cannot reach. 

2. Rational 1udgements repeat rational Judgements 
3. Illogical judgements lead to new experience. 
4. Formal Art is essentially rational. 
s. Irrational thoughts should be followed absolutely and logically. 
6. If the artist changes his mind midway through the execution of the piece he 

compromises the result and repeats past results 
7 The artisrs will is secondary to the process he initiates from idea to completion 

His wilfulness may only be ego. 
s. When words such as painting and sculpture are used. they connote a whole 

trad1t1on and imply a consequent acceptance of this tradition, thus placing 
limitations on the artist who would be reluctant to make art that goes beyond 
the limitations. 

g The concept and Idea are different. The former Implies a general d1rection while 
the latter are the components. Ideas implement the concept. 

10. Ideas alone can be works of art; they are in a chain of development that may 
eventually rind some form. All Ideas need not be made physical 

11 Ideas do not necessarily proceed in logical order. They may set one off In 
unexpected directions but an Idea must necessarily be completed In the mind 
before the next one Is formed. 

12. For each work of art that becomes physical there are many variations that do 
not. 

13 A work of art may be understood as a conductor from the artist's mind to the 
viewer's But it may never reach the viewer, or it may never leave the artist's 
mind. 

14. The words of one artist to another may Induce an idea chajn, if they share the 
same concept. 

15. Since no form Is Intrinsically superior to another, the artist may use any form, 
from an expression of words (written or spoken) to physical reality, equally. 

16 If words are used, and they proceed from ideas about art, then they are art and 
not literature; numbers are not mathematics. 

17 All Ideas are art if they are concerned with art and fall within the conventions of 
art. 

18. One usually understands the art of the past by applying the conventions of the 
present thus misunderstanding the art of the past. 

19. The conventions of art are altered by works of art. 
20. Successful art changes our understanding of the conventions by altering our 

perceptions. 
21 Perception of Ideas leads to new Ideas. 
22. The artist cannot Imagine his art, and cannot perceive it until It Is complete. 
23 One artist may m1s-perce1ve (understand 1t differently than the artist) a work of 

art but still be set off in his own chain of thought by that misconstrual. 
24. Perception is subjective. 
25. The artist may not necessarily understand his own art. His perception Is neither 

better nor worse than that of others. 
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26. An artist may perceive the art of others better than his own. 
27 The concept of a work of art may involve the matter of the piece or the process 

1n which it 1s made 
28. Once the idea of the piece Is_ established in the artist's mind and the final form Is 

decided, the process Is earned out blindly. There are many side-effects that the 
artist cannot imagine These may be used as ideas for new works 

29 The process is mechanical and should not be tampered with. It should run t 
course. 

1 

s 
30. There are many elements involved in a work of art. The most important are th 

most obvious. e 
31. If an artist uses the same form in a group of works, and changes the material 

one would assume the artist's concept involved the material · 
32. Banal ideas cannot be rescued by beautiful execution. · 
33 It is difficult to bungle a good idea 
34 When an artist learns his craft too well he makes slick art. 
35. These sentences comment on art but are not art. 

ol LcWill. Drowinf:. Ink on paper. l • x 24~. October, l969. Courie )' 
Amstc rdnm . 

l 
Tommaso. " Nuovo allabeto per corpo e materla." Oomua, no. 470, January, 1969. 

frill. 

Rose• sarbara. " The Politics of Art: Part II ." Artforum, January, 1969. 

K,.mer, Hii ton. "The Emperor's New Bikini." Art In America, January- February, 1969. 

febfual')'. ousseldorf: Jouph Beuys accepts lull responsibility tor any snowfall from February 

15 tO 20. 

febfUll'Y 2, New York; Dennis Oppenheim, Romo'l•I Transpl1nt New York Stock Exchange. 

.• 
11111 

I• to verify that on Wednesday, Feb. 19, 1969, there was an aborted symbolic assassin&· 
t10n of: Richard Serra, Robert Smithson, Robert Morris, Michael Helzer, Carl Andre and Lucy 
Upp•rd·" (Saul Ostrow, apropos of a panel on " order" with these par11cipants at the School of 

visual Ar1S.) 

Febfuary 28. Frankfurt, Galerle Patio: Timm Ulrich• makes a text-environment measuring a 
room and marking Its measurements on the surfaces. 

H•nn• D•rbo'len. Stadtlsches Museum, M6nchengladbach, February 2S-Aprrt 1, 1969. Six film 
protections after six books from 1968. Boxed catalogue wllh brief text by Johannes Cladders 

1 
... below), Indexes to books, and a booklet of blank graph paper. Reviewed by Hans Strelow, 
~zett als Z&hl," Frankfurter Al/gemelne Zeltung. March 22. 1969. 

The drawings (constructions) by Hanne Oarboven. contained tn 6 books. deal with 
the year 1969 and derive from the individual dates beginning with 1.1 1969 and ending 
with 31 12 1969. As a result each book has the same number of pages. namely 365. 
and the theme remains constant The books differ from each other. however. through 
a process1ve reduction. Nevertheless. this reduction affects neither the numbers of 
pages nor the theme. It does though affect the " spacial'' expansion of the drawings 
formed by numbers of squares 

Hanne Darboven's own index to each book provides the code to each respective 
reduction. that 1s to say, to the respective units from which basis springs the 
development of the drawing which remains constant In quantity and content (The 
denotation " K" represents " Construction.") 

Index l 
The constructions derive from the dates forming cross-sums The numbers 6 and 9 

of the year's denotation are always dealt with separately. All other numbers with 
double-figures are treated as units The cross-sums resulting from the dates become 
progressively larger from 17 to 68, increase in the frequency of occurrence from 1 to 
12, and decrease again back to 1. The index expounds the respective cross-sum and 
the frequency of its occurrence. In all, 42 different cross-sums derive from the dates. 
Example 

1 1.69 = 1 - 1 + 6 + 9 = 17 1 x 

but also 2x - 11 
2. 1.69 = 2 + 1 + 6 + 9 >= 18} 

1. 2.69 = 1 + 2 + 6 + 9 = 18 
The frequency of the occurrence of a cross-sum corresponds to the frequency of the 
repetition of the resulting cons1ructlon. Constructions. from which bases a cross-sum 
occurs only 1x. appear only once 1n the book; those which occur 12x appear 12x in 
succession on respective pages. thus accounting for 365 pages 
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Michael Heizer. Double egatfre. llOO' x 42' ~ 30', 40,000 ton di placed. Virgin 
River Me o, cvodn. 1969. Collection Virginia Dwun. 

All constructions in the book dealt with in Index 1 are written out In numbers. 
Moreover every number is repeated as often as the number denotes 

Lee Lozano, Gener•I Strike Plec. (started February 8, 1969): 
Gradually but determinedly avoid being present at ofhctal or public " uptown" 

functions or gatherings related to the " art world" 1n order to pursue investigation of 
total personal and public revolution Exh1b1t in public only pieces which further the 
sharing of ideas and information related to total personal and public revolution. In 
process at least through summer. 1969. 

Blockade '69. Galerle Rene Block, Berlin, February 28- November 22. 1969. Rooms by 8eUJ9, 
Giese, Hodlcke, Lohaus, Knoebel, Palermo, Panamarenko, Polke, Ruthenbeck. Text • 
Beuys'• " ac11on" -Euraala (first done In 1965) by Troela Andersen. (see above, pp. 17-11). 

Earth Art. Andrew Olckaon White Museum, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.V., February 1~..-
18, 1969. Foreword by Thomas Leavitt. tuts by William C. Lipka and by the organizer, 
Wiiioughby Sharp; statements by the artists, blbllography, and excerpts from a aympoelum 
held February 18. Artists: Olbbets, Haacke, Jenney, Long, Medalla, Morris, Oppen....., 
Smithson, Uecker. 

I believe we are still carrying this heavy burden of " visual" art. When this term 
" aesthetics" was brought up in this discussion, It was lmmedlately coupled with the 
looks of something. I believe art Is not so much concerned with the looks. It ts more 
concerned with concepts. What you see ls lust a vehicle for the concept. Somet1m• 
you have a hard time seeing this vehicle, or It might even not exist, and there is onlJ 
verbal communication or a photographic record or a map or anything that could 
convey the concept. (Haacke. from symposium.) 

Earth Art reviewed by David Bourdon, " Whal on Earth," Life, April 29, 1969; John P.,,..., 
" Art-Down to Earth," and " Earth Show," VIiiage Voice, February 13 and 27, 1969; Maa Kodal. 
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Tll• Nation, March 17, 1969; Dore Ashton, Arts, April , 1969. Les Levine made an exhibition, or 
environment, at the Phyllis Kind Gallery, Chicago, Aprll , 1969. from 1,000 copies of each of 31 
photograph• taken on a preu flight from New York lo Ithaca; It was called System• Burn·Olf X 
Rtt•kfu•I Software. 

Robbin. Anthony. " Smithson's Non-Site Sights." Art News, February, 1969. Smithson Is quoted 

11 saying: " I think the major Issue now In art ls what are the boundaries. For too long artlats 
have taken the canvas and stretchers as given, the llmlts." 

Jo,leadmore, Clement " Thoughts on Earthworks, Random Distribution, Softness, Horlzontallty 
ind Gravity." Arts, February, 1969. 

Perruutt. John. " Nonsltes In the News" (Smithson). New York, February 24, 1969. 

Trlnl, Tommaao. " L•tmaglnazlone Conqul1ta II Terrestre." Domu•, no. 471, February, 1969. 

M•rch t-31, 1969. Seth Slegelaub, New York. First exhibition to exist In catalogue form alone; 
distributed free worldwide. Reviewed by John Perreault, " Off the Wall," VIiiage Voice, March 

13, 1969; Lawrence Alloway, The Nation, April 7, 1969; Grace Glueck, New York TlmH. March 
111, 1969. Works from the exhibition: 

BETH BIJ:GBLAUB 
CUl'lll". ____ _ 

J o.• Ol'f.l"l• lnL 1n ln\•Mlll\I naJ blllUllon ol U• 
•,. r~· or JI •r\lau d•rl"f'. nch o r \he Jl ci..,a In 
"""'" 111.~. T~• ••llll•t•lon h \ltled •c,,. 11~ ... u •. • 

Tl>• ln•l\•tl arLl•U •"'1 '""'" 11.ttn a,..: 

l<a~ll I Carl And,.. 11 On 111 ..... 
'l llHa AaMr ie Joa.rt. ICoau\11 

l TeM')' A\lrlnoon 19 Cnrtat IM &<>do• 
lllc!>a • I llalGv tn :o Sol lA•llt 

i lloller\ laM')' 11 lllclla...S Lon,, 
1110 1aru .. 1- :n ~tart M"ll 

1 l•ln laa\•r 1) ln.ce la~.ft 
I ,, .... ll71r1 :ll C la"a 0 ld•n~11rc 

' JoMC-rlaln ~ ~nnl• lln><!ftl•I• 
10 lion Cocru :ii Alan lhlpperat•rc 
II ...... , ,. ,,.,." n !4 h1ctia 
11 O.n P'l8Yln :e Rotert .. 1 thaon 
IJ &laa 11&7 29 De .atn Val•n' S,,• 
1• l>oul"IU llu•M•r 30 tawr«nc• lleln.r 
I~ llO•r\ l!Mo\ JI la11 1111aon 
a :arn•n PAH•nMch 

'°" flaH tHn Ual«rwd lla~h _, lt69, 

Undlr rf'twrn to ... , •• aoon •• po1alDle . •1\1 Nl•Ya.n\ 
SttrorMt Son ,...ar•Urc th• -t"r• ct UM • r•• 7 ow ,,,_ 
••"'1 Lo conLrl\u\• lO \he .. 1111>1\lon on '°"" e1&7. 

four NPIJ .,.. ... lei IPH1'J OM of UMI foUOVlllJ)! 
J) TOM -..ant r1..._r ...... ll•tH. • 1'.ft a dtacrSpt.ton Of J'Nr 
•work• and/or rel•.,•nt. 1nro..-t.1on. 
11 'rou vant ,..,,. - I lalecl , • Hll no oLMr lnforweuon. 
,, You do !!2! ""' 7011r ,.... lla\acl IL all. 

A 1 l•l or the arttat.1 and th•1r " work .. v111 be publt•hed. 
af1d tnorna\lo""llJ cllaLrlt><lltd. CAU Npllu t>ec011• \he 
rror<>rlJ or lh .. l'\lbllah•r.) 

KlndlJ conrln• 1our r •Pll .. to J111L Hrhl lnro.-llon. 
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no\ replJ •1 \ha\ ll••• your,.._ will nc< IHI llaled "' 
all. -

Thank 7011 f e r your COC>1>4'1'11\lon. 
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Oldenburg: 
My Work: "Things Colored Red " 

AJH Hay: • " h f f th b ltd' 1 will place a piece of chemical filter paper 60 >< 60 on t e roo o e u 1ng at 27 
Howard Street, Manhattan. for the 24 hours of Thursday. March 13. for whatever I 
accumulates. 

Rick Barthelme: 
I have set down below the relevant Information appropriate use of which will CIVIi 

anyone anywhere of the work 

Four Individual works--
Being. in the physical condition-facing north 
Being, In the physical cond1hon-facing south 
Being, in the physical condition-facing east 
Being, in the physical cond1tion-fac1ng west 

About the works It can be said 
1. The works Include and accept but do not determine everything (perceptual Ind 

conceptual) that occurs while in the condition. . 
2. The works can only be accomplished personally. and as such exist as fields al 

potential delimited by the physical condition 

Christine Kozlov. Information: No Theory, spring, 1969 (revised version of piece In II_. 
catalogue): . 

1 The recorder is equipped with a continuous loop tape. 
2. The recorder will be set at record. All the sounds audible in the room will be 

recorded. . 
3. The nature of the loop tape necessitates that new informa~lon erases old 

information The " life" of the information. that 1s, the time 1t takes for the 
information to go from " new" to " old" Is the time It takes the tape to make one 
complete cycle. . 

4. Proof of the existence of the Information does In fact not exist in actuality. but II 
based on probability 

Op Lo••• Schroe11en: Sltuatl., en Crypto1tructuren (Square Peg• In Round Ht>Ma). S= 
Museum, Amsterdam, March 1S-Aprll 27, 1969. Texts by Wlm Beeren, Plero ~Hardi, 
szeeman; catalogue In two parts; Part 11 ls a booklet of squared graph paper, a page P"11111" 
by artists. Participants: Andre, Anselmo, Beuys, Bollinger, Cal1olarl, de Marla, Dlb~ 
Elk Ferrer Flanagan Helar, Huebler, lcaro, Jenney, Keks, Kounellls, Long, Merz ( ._ 
Me~ (Marl~a), Morris: Nauman, Oppenheim, Panamarenko, Prlnl, Ruthenbeck, Ryman, 
Serra, Smithson, Sonnier, Vl ner, Welner, Zorlo. 
Dennis Oppenheim (from catalogue): • if f .. ·m 

In ecological terms what has transpired In recent art 1s a sh t rom prt 
homesite to the alternate of " secondary" homesite With the. fall of galleries. 
have sensed a similar sensation as do organisms when curtailed by disturbanc:91 
environmental conditions. This results in extension or abandonment of homesitei 
loft organism stifled by the rigidity of his habitat works on not recognizing his ou 
waning to the contemplation of new ways to work within old bounds. . 

The more successful work from the minimal syndrome re1ected itself. allowing 
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wer a one-to-one confrontation with pure limit or bounds. This displacement of 
viensorv pressures from object to place will prove to be the maJor contribution of 
58 ,,,malist art. However, when one's energy can be absorbed so wantonly, by the 
rn1

1ace you put your thing" ... it's time to consider a more deserving location .... 
Pnus summer I will work within the mid-western United States, using the wheat 
Qduction and processing industry as a framework. Each stage of this media 

P~idwork will be inspected and rearranged 1n accordance with a strict aesthetic 
~asterplan Last July, I directed the linear harvest of a 300' x 900' oat field in 
Hamburg, Pennsylvania. This time, Isolated episodes will be directed towards a core 
etwork Involving every permutation (from planting to distributing the product). The 
~ihellC effect of the 1nteract1on will permeate the range In which it dealT-Com
municat1on outside the system will come m the form of photographic documentation, 
excursions, and an annual report. 

_,..n AttltudH Become Form. Kunsthalle, Bern, March 22- Aprll 27, 1969. Organized by Harald 
Szffm•n. Catalogue texts by Szeeman, Scott Burton, Grigolre Millier, Tommaao Trlnl; 
lllbllographles, biographies. Artl1ta: Andre, Anselmo, Artschwager, Bang, Bark, Barry, Beuys, 
eoettl, Bochner, Boezem, Bollinger, Buthe, Calzolarl, Cotton, Darboven, de Mula, Dlbbets, 
••n Elk, Ferrer, Flanagan, Glass (Ted), Haacke, Hetzer, Hesse, Huebler, lcaro, J•cquet, 
Jenney, Kallenbach, Kaplan, Klenholz. Klein, Kosuth, Kounellla, Kuehn, LeWltt, Lohaua, Long, 
i.ouw. Medalla, Merz, Morris, Nauman, Oldenburg, Oppenheim, Panamarenko, Pascall, 
Pachter, Plstoletto, Prlnl. Raets, Rupperaberg, Ruthenbeck, Ryman, Sandback, Saret, Sarkis, 
sctuiyder, Serra, Smithson, Sonnier, Tuttle, Viner, Walther, Wegman, Welner, Wiiey, Zorlo. The 
edllbitlon, somewhal revised, went to the IC.A In London In August-September. Charles 
...,nson directed II and wrote• new catalogue e11ay also published as "Against Precedents" 
In Studio /ntematlonal, September, 1969. 

0p Lou• Schroev•n and Wh•n Attitude• 8'tcom• Form reviewed by Jean-Christophe 
Amm•n. "Schwetzerbrlef," Art lntematlonal, May, 1969; Tommaso Trlnl, "Trilogl• del creator 
proctlgo," Oomus 478, September, 1969; C. Blok, " Leiter from Holland," Art lntematlonal, May, 
1169: Scott Burton, Art and Artl•t•, August, 1969. 

March 17, New York: "Time: A Panel Discussion." The New York Shakespeare Theater, for the 
leneftt of the Student Moblllzatlon Committee to End the War In Vietnam. Seth Slegelaub, 
lllOderator; Carl Andre, Michael Caln representing Pulse; Douglas Huebler, Ian Wilson. 
Transcript edlled by Lucy R. Lippard and published In Art lnternatlonal, November, 1969. 
hcerpts follow: 

MC I am here as a representative of a group of artists who work together 
collaboratively. And since I guess no one here is familiar with the work of the Pulsa 
group I II describe it for iust a moment We're involved In considering the use of time 
and actually manipulating time as a material in works of art. Our group. consisting of 
ten members, Is involved in research with programming environments through 
electronic technology. The environments we work with are vaned: interior spaces, 
pubhc places outdoors, country landscapes. In each case, a particular system capable 
of emanating (and whenever possible. totally controlling, or at least giving forth) 
perceptible energies, wave energies-light and sound-is set up and controlled 
through an electronic system that we've designed. All of our work is. therefore, 
time-extended Generally our environments run from a period of from ten hours. 
uninterruptedly, each evening, for a period or a couple of weeks to several months. 
They're usually programmed so that they're different each night. The large member
stup of the group Is involved In Implementing these works, which are very large In 
scale and technologically, extremely complex. 
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Douglo!i Hueblcr. Duration Piece # 7. ew York Cit y. April, 1969. 
On Morch 17, 1969, fift een photograph were mude, ot one-minute inte r\'als, af 

orcn in Central Pork occu)>icd by eleven ducks nnd on occa~ionol pigeon. 
Fifteen photogrnph (presented with no cqucntiol order) join with thi totemena 

constitute the form or this piece. 

Our Interest in time is, of course, manifold. In any situation, In any cultural situ 
In any society, time (which I think Is itself a phenomenon racking any kind of abSOI 
definition. especially In terms of Einsteinian relativity). time Itself has no absolute 
of flow, nor do events have any absolute succession. Instead, the rate of flow and 
succe.c;slon of events Is determined by the position of the observer. the speed at 
he's moving, grav1tallonal fields. temperature conditions, etc. All this is quite famll!lri 
but 1t implies that a given culture has to set up some kind of a framework in 
people can relate to time. An individual has the same problem. His experience of 
consists of nothing more than a succession of events and consciousnesses which 
has to order in some way from which he projec1s principles or discerns certain 
of flow The fact !hat an lnd1v1dual isolated in a sensory deprivation ch 
experiences a complete disorientation of time is indicative of the fact that wed 
on a flow of events to keep us tuned in to our society's peculiar involvement 
temporal structure. Our environment 1s totally dominated by electronic pheno 
Our total environment. at least at night. is electric The rate at which actions 
within 1t, the nature of our experiences in life occur in particular rates and su 
s1ons determined by electronic technology 

In such an environment, it seems critical to the Pulsa group that a public art form 
developed, to deal with these phenomena to create an abstract, meaningful art f 
which deals specifically with the experiences people have today. in terms of time 
also of space in the world. . . Our intention through all of this Is to find a war 
rendering people's experience or the environment in which 1hey live more integ 
or at least more richly Intelligible .... 

SS: Do you people think time could ever be a concrete value as now we feel space 
a concrete value? Can you envisage our knowing as much about time in relation to 
or to life, as we know about space? 

OH: I don't think we know any more about space than we do about time At I 
don't think I do. We measure space through objects existing in the wo1ld, and It 
we measure time the same way. They're both rather boundless: they're only co 
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that we use Let me answer the first part of what Seth said too. l think it's 
t•0 "!ctly lair to say that time is what each of us says it ls at any given moment. But as a 
perfvenuon. it suits our purposes within the terms of the particular structure that we 
eo~t to give to It I work in an extremely neutral way. I'm altogether Incompetent to 
"'

8 rk with the kinds of elements and materials that Pulsa does. But I am Interested in 
wo able 10 take some very small piece of hfe. or the world, and doing something 
t>e:~~t in terms of time, that 1s, by demonstrating how objects or the position of things 
"'~ nge rve done that by having elements, events, or materials actually change as eh: would normally In sequential lime, documenting the changes photographically, 
t J then scrambling the photographs so that there's no priority of the linear It's Just a 
8~ of pulling something out of a series of possibil111es and calling it a work .. 
"'iw· As rar as I'm concerned, time 1s 1ust a vast illus1on, it's 1ust a never-ending 
ruusion without any possible understanding of it. I don't really use it in this sense. 
though 1 use 1t 1ust as a word that has suitable characteristics, but one of the facts is 
that it 1s a word, and that It is so nebulous, such an enigma. that you can't pin anything 
on 11 Its so vague, it's not even there. The word, when said, is like a sound· II vanishes 
n 11~ moment of execution, the sound vanishes. just like time. But this is really what 
;.m trying to do. The same principles carry over to oral communication, and I'm not 
involved with time now, I'm involved with oral communication .... 

I can go right back to the primitive philosophies of Greece. Pythagoras and 
Soerates (not so much Plato) were aware, obviously, of the animation of ideas 
presented through oral communication. They never went near the printed word. and 

50 oral communication comes out of that tradition. But It also comes out or today, and 
today's art I came up through the art of Primary Structures, etc .• and I'm very much a 
pan of it I try all the time to keep things at a primary state and present sub1ects as 
directly as possible II you have the sub1ect of. say, oral communication, it can' t be 
written because you can't write an orally communicated thing. Obviously you apply 
the medium that presents the Idea as directly as possible, and you end up with 

Pul a. Continuing Re eurch Project. Compute r and trobe light on Yale Coif Course, 
s~" H D\Cll. Winter, l 969. 



yourself saying it-oral communication-just directly. The animation of the suuaua. 
1s not destroyed. 

CA: There's one thing that troubles me personally. I said that I did sculpture Ind 
d id poetry, and I'm willing to accept Ian's oral communication as an art form relatect~ 
poetry, but not related to sculpture or painting, because I feel that if you can write or 
say something adequately, there's no need to make a painting or sculpture of h. Ill 
other words. painting and sculpture explici tly concern themselves with asP9cta Of 
human sensibility which cannot adequately be dealt with In language. So that's Why 1 
wonder, Is Ian here as a poet. in a sense? 

IW: I certainly am not a poet, I'm a very bad writer; probably that's why I'm talking 
about oral communication. I'm not a poet and I'm considering oral commun1cauon• 
a sculpture. Because. as I said. if you take a cube, someone has said you Imagine the 
other side because it's so simple. And you can take the Idea further by saying you c._ 
Imagine the whole thing without its physical presence. So now immediately you._ 
transcended the Idea of an object that was a cube into a word without a PhYlicll 
presence And you still have the essential features of the ob1ect at your d1sP<>Sa1. 8o 
now. if you just advance a little, you end up where you can take up a word like tilne 
and you have the specific features of the word " time." You' re just moving this idelat 
taking a primary structure and focusing attention on It. 

Norvell, Patricia Ann. Eleven Interview•, Merctkluly, 1969. Tepe recordings, unpu.,...... 
each tape Indexed In typescript plus blbllographlH and blographle1; Hunter College U..., 
New York. Andre, Barry, Huebler, Kaltenbach, Ko•uth, LeWlt1, Morris, Oppenheim, lleg1'1" 
Smithson, Welner. 

Stephen Kaltenbach (edited by L R. L end the artlll): 
SK: Over the past two years, previous to January, 1967, I had been removing ... 

number of elements In my work one by one: they were becoming simpler and simpler, 
I realized that you could only remove so many elements from a volumetric form 
still have a volumetric form. Finally it has to go. so if I wanted to continue working 
way I would have had to begin reducing the number of elements in the environ"*" 
which intrude and complicate the visual experience. I decided I would take over tlW 
space and control everything from the door in; I made a series of drawings whlctlt 
guess you have seen-the room constructions. which are completely normal rooms II 
every aspect from color to ceiling features to door with one single manipulation. 
instance, a floor that was shaped like a pyramid, but was covered with carpet. 
was no flat floor in the room: it went to the edge of the walls. That's the first thing 
was really very consciously cerebral about my work . . •. Also at that time I began 
smoke grass. That was very important I felt that in a sense I could remove 
from my ego a little bit, and see myself and my work more clearly. I was stoned 
had an experience that started me on the drapery things I did .... I would 
come up with a shape of cloth, for instance a square. and I would decide on five Of 
different ways to fold it that looked nice. If a person wanted one they would ch 
the color and size and kind of cloth and follow my directions. That suggested 
possibility that as an artist I d idn't have to control everything. In fact, some of 
things I'm interested in now are things that I control hardly at all. Another thing I 
thinking about from January to March 1967 was legality and laws and the fact thll 
great many things that are illegal aren't Immoral. ... I thought of the possibility 
breaking some of these laws that really aren't unethical and sealing the evidence 
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to 8 time capsule so I could document my feelings about the laws but not pay the 
In r for what I'd done I made three capsules between November 1967 and June 
~:S . 1 never say anything about the contents and I won't even admit that there are 
contents. although I don't swear that there aren't. The secret quality Itself. and the 
enclosure of whatever was Inside, If anything, was really Important. ... One was for 
eruce Nauman, who was a primary influence on me over all other people: and one 

as for Barbara Rose. which says: " Barbara Rose: Please open this capsule when in 
"'ur opinion I have achieved national prominence as an artist." The one at the 
:'useum of Modern Art 1s to be opened when I die .... The contents of the capsules 
are 11mited by what I can imagine. what I can accept as appropriate. what I can accept 

85 art AlthOugh I guess lately there 1s nothing that I can't accept as art. . . 
PN Do you feel we are taking any bigger step in opening up the art field than In the 

past? That this whole year has been exciting? 
SK Culturally we are permi tted to move faster now I llke being 1n a looser, faster 

moving. developing kind of thing. The developing has really become primary. I'm 

O.n Cruhrun. One till from Two Correloted Rototion . 2 upcr fllm projection . 
1969. 

T"o pcrfonners with. camern' viewfinder lo !heir.e)e ore each othe r' subjects 
(ob'e"ed) ns they nre 1multoneous l)1 euch other obJCCls (ob~ervers) are subjects to 
C'.Ch other'~ objects in the filming o r each other; the proce s i~ u re lation of dependent. 
l't'<'iprocul feedback. 

In the J!rulcr), the pectalor ·· ees" the feedback loop inn vel'} clo e time between 
the' c1&mcras· recorded images: 2 object/ ubjecl r in rel lion to hi J on 2 creen at 
rithl ungl · lo each other. 

The 2 cameramen pirul counterdircclionully, the outs ide pcrfonner walking out. 
ward while hi!> oppo ile wal ks inside toward Lhc center. The filming end <> when lhc 
in,ide pcrfonncr npproachc the inwurd limit or the center or hi~ piral. As they wntk 
thrir "objecHve" i<; lo as nearl y as is pos ible be conlinuou ly centering their camera'' 
"~"' on the po ilion or the othe r. Thi.\ is more complex al times for the in ide 
~rformer who, in order to m:iintain a continuous view of the oute r woJker would hn\.e 
to '" hel on hi neck a complete 360°. o it i nece Uf) for him to hift at time his 
nnt•~c from over one houlder to o'er the othe r idc or hi neck (the movement of 
thi\ i seen in the film os o rapid, npproximatcl) 100" pnn a long the horizon line). 



having a hard time making ob1ects now, and the ob1ects that I do make seem to son Of 
drop out, as evidence of my discoveries. Anything I can understand seems to become 
potentially a way of working, so that as I get and understand information, and 1f 1 do 
anything to that information myself, then I'm really anxious to pass It on. The 
traditional method of passing it on was doing a work and having people see It anct 
understand what is new In It and do it themselves. Now. Instead, you can simply p
on the Information I like to do it very underhandedly, so I come up with devices for 
doing It that way .... 

l used to be an incredible daydreamer. I could dream up color and thr ... 
dimensional Imagery I though that with all the evidence of ESP and that kind of thing, 
ii may be a muscle that can be developed as much as any other muscle. Someday In 
artist may simply expose his head directly to other people, and that may be the way he 
expresses himself. Being unable to do that, I felt there might be other ways to go 
directly from head to head. and this was obviously through language, so I got Into 
writing things .... 

I've been thinking of presenting something in a theater situation. kind of a mu\d 
play, where instead of having the acting going on on the stage. the cues would COlftl 
from the stage and would go on In the person's head .... 

PN: You haven't talked about the Artforum pieces [one-line statements or com
mands ("Art works," " Become a legend" ) published as advertisements m Artforum, 
1968-69). 

SK. And I haven·t talked about the influence pieces. They come first. When I fi rst go1 
to New York I showed a friend of mine a specific group of my own work, we W9f9 
working with the same materials and generally the same approach. I came to hil 
studio about three months later and I saw a lot of my pieces around, all done h1swm,, 
much bigger and much better. Of course at first I felt the whole thing artists feel when 
they think someone else Is taking their work. Then I realized it was sort of a 
compliment. He liked my work well enough to extend it. It seemed ludicrous to bl 
uptight about 11. That suggested the possibility of trying to do my work through other 
people. When I was talking to an artist who had Interests like mine I would noncM
lantly give him whatever I had that might help him, and wait and see what would 
happen I would write down what I'd given. It didn't always bear fruit. But that kind al 
thing Is very hard to measure. Often I suspect ideas I gave were Ideas they already had. 
so quantitatively there was no way for me to decide if what happened was my wOfk. 
Nevertheless. I felt I was really doing work, and It occurred to me that this was another 
way to escape my own taste, by taking a principle I was working with and channeling It 
through someone else. 

PN: Are you publiclzlng any of this? 
SK: It is potentially loaded ego-wise, end I'm not into causing anybody 11ff 

uptightness or feelings that I'm trying to get credit for what they did ; besides. thl 
same thing 1s happening to me. I'd be blind if I didn't admit It. I have good examplel, 
like the sidewalk plaques. which are almost duplicates of Bruce Nauman's worll. 
which keeps me from getting any god-like feelings. 

Since then I've gone on to other things. I'm into what I call teach-art now. with rnr 
students. It's the more traditional way of doing the same thing, and in a sense It 11 
more logical and less specific because I'm trying not to give them my ideas but tD 
push them to get their own ideas. But again I can accept that as my work 8ecau9 
anything can be your work, anything you feel, anything you can imagine. Teaching .. 
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5 one way of expressing myself. It is a two-way thing I get a lot of ideas from my 
~tudents and the exchange clarifies my own ideas. 

pN· On what grounds does an observer judge. evaluate your work? 
SK. The idea can be evaluated. Nothing else can. People are accepting the 

possibility that you can 't criticize. this ki.nd of ~ork, and as a result the really 
imag1na11ve art critics are Into passing out information rather than making their own 
value Judgments In a sense. they are really becoming artists. In fact, just hvmg could 
really be a valid means for an artist to express himself 

PN That's what you're getting into. A style of life. 
SK So were guys like Yves Klem and Duchamp, although I didn't realtze It until I 

understood 11 myself At first I thought that was my idea. I want to become a legend. 
which Is the next ad coming out in Artforum. There are 14,000 copies of Artforum, so 
instead of sitting down and talking to you, I'm talking to 14,000 people. Except a lot of 
things I put in Artforum are not understandable lo a lot of people who read the 
magazine. In fact they aren' t even identified as information They are passing on 
poss1billt1es A lot of them are very straightforward, like the command things " Build a 
Reputauon." " Tell a Lie," " Perpetuate a Hoax." Some of the others were much less 
so They are time pieces, in a way. They are going to require some time to get into. I 
like being mysterious and disguising my intentions. 

• • • 
Rol»rt Smithson. " Fragments of an Interview with P.A. Norvell, Aprll, 1969" (edited by LR.L 
end A.S.; 1 few additions made by the artist): 

RS An interesting thing to start with would be the whole notion of the object, which 
I consider to be a mental problem rather than a physical reality. An object to me is the 
product of a thought; It doesn't necessarily signify the existonco of art. My view of art 
springs from a dialectical position that deals with whether something exists or doesn't 
e>ust I'm more interested in the terrain dictating the condition of the art. The pieces I 
just did in the Yucatan were mirror displacements. The actual contour of the ground 
determined the placement of the twelve mirrors. The first site was a burnt-out field 
which consisted of ashes. small heaps of earth and charred stumps; I picked a place 
and then ~tuck the mirrors directly into the ground so that they reflected the sky. I was 
dealing with actual light as opposed to paint. Paint to me is matter, and a covering, 
rather than hght Itself I was Interested In capturing the actual light on each spot, 
bringing It down to the ground. I did this different ways with different kinds of 
supports-sometimes raw earth, sometimes tree limbs or other materials existing on 
the s11e. Each piece was dismantled after 11 was photographed. I just wrote an article 
on that trip [see Artforum. September, 1968). It is a piece that involves travel. A lot of 
my pieces come o.ut of the idea of covering distances. There is a certain degree of 
unmaking m the pieces. rather than making; taking apart and reassembling It is not 
so much a matter of creating something as de-creating, or denaturallzlng, or 
de-<hfferent1ating, decomposing .... 

~arller work has had to do with site and nons1te. I first got interested in places by 
taking trips and just confronting the raw materials of the particular sectors before 
they were refined into steel or paint or anything else. My Interest In the site was really 
8 return to the origins of material, sort of a dematerialization of refined matter. like If 
you took a t.ube of paint and followed that back to its original sources. My Interest was 
in 1uxtaposmg the refinement of, let's say, painted steel, against the particles and 
rawness of matter itself Also it sets up a dialogue between interior exhibition space 
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and exterior sites .... It seems that no matter how far out you go, you ar• at-._ 
thrown back on your point of origin .... You are confronted with an e•tenc1 
horizon, it can extend onward and onward. but then you suddenly find the horizon int 
closing in all around you, so that you have this kind of dilating effect In other~ 
there 1s no escape from hm1ts There 1s no real extension of scale taking place ~i;;: 
by spreading materials inside a room. ._, 

In a sense my nons1tes are rooms within rooms. Recovery from the outer '""
brings one back to the central point .... The scale between indoors and outdoora, 
and how the two are impossible to bridge What you are really confronted With 
a nons1te is the absence of the site. It is a contraction rather than an expansion: 
scale. One 1s confronted with a very ponderous, weighty absence What I did was to 

00 out to the fringes. pick a point in the fringes and collect some raw material The 
making of the piece really involves collectmg. The container is the hmlt that ex1111 
within the room after I return from the outer fringe. There is this d1alect1c betwe.. 
Inner and outer closed and open. center and peripheral It 1ust goes on constantt, 
permuting itself into this endless doubling. so that you have the nonslte functioning 
as a mirror and the site functioning as a reflection. Existence becomes a doubtful 
thing. You are presented with a nonworld, or what I call a nonsite. The problem Is Ihle 
1t can only be approached in terms of its own negation. so that leaves you with thla 

Robert mithson. Asphalt Rundown. Execu ted near Rome, October, 1969. CourleaJ 
John Weber Gallery, New York, and L'Attico, Rome. 

... material that doesn't seem to exist. ... You are faced with something 
ry ra ... 

.,. able there 1s nothing left to express. . . 
1ne•P1;~gra~hs are the most e>ttreme contraction, because they reduce everything to 

PhO n le and shrink everything down That fascinates me There are three kinds of 
• rect~hit I do the nons1tes. the mirror displacements, and earth maps or material 
vwork The mirrors are disconnected surfaces. The pressure of the raw material 
rnaP5 t the mirrored surface 1s what provides its stability. The surfaces are not 
,gainscted the way they are in the nonsites. The earth maps. on the other hand. are left 
con~: sites For instance. I have a project pending in Texas that will involve a large 
on ~ map of the world that existed In the Cambrian era. Like the map of a prehistoric 
ova nd 1 built on quicksand 1n Alfred, New York. The map was made of rock It sank 
isla 1 No sites exist at all , they are completely lost in time, so that the earth maps 
sl~~/to nonexistent sites. whereas the nons1tes point to existing sites but tend to 
po ate them. The mirror pieces fall somewhere between the edge and the center. The 
n:iograph 1s a way of focusing on the site. Perhaps ever since the invention of the 
Photograph we have seen the world through photographs and not the other way 
P ound In a sense. perception has to decant Itself of old notions of naturalism or 
ar allsm You Just have to deal with the fundamentals of matter and mind, completely 
:void of any anthropomorphic interests. That is also what my work is about-the 
nteractlon between mind and matter. It Is a dualistic idea which is very primitive. . . I 
~onslder the facile unitary or gestall ideas part of the expressive fallacy. a relief after 
the horrors of duality The apparent reconciliation seems to offer some kind of relief, 
some kuid of hope. . 

people are convinced they know what reality is, so they bring their own concept of 
reality to the work . They never contend with the reality that ls outside their own, 
wnich might be no reality at all The existence of "self" is what keeps everybody from 
confronting their fears about the ground they happen to be standing on The sites 
show the effect of time. sort of a sinking into timelessness. When I get to a site that 
stnkes the kind of timeless chord, I use it The site selection 1s by chance There Is no 
wilful choice. A site at zero degree, where the material strikes the mind, where 
absences become apparent, appeals to me, where the disintegrating of space and 
time seems very apparent. Sort of an end of self hood ... the ego vanishes for a while. 

PN It 1s all a very self-contained system. once the site Is selected. 
RS It 1s like a treadmill There is no hope for logic. If you try to come up with a 

logical reason then you might as well forget It, because it doesn't deal with any kind of 
nameable, measurable situation All d1mens1on seems to be lost in the process. In 
other words. you are really going from some place to some place, which is to say. 
nowhere in particular. To be located between those two points puts you in a position 
of elsewhere so there's no focus. This outer edge and this center constantly subvert 
each other. cancel each other out There is a suspension of destination. I think that 
conceptual art which depends completely on written data is only half the story: it only 
deals w11h the mind and it has to deal with the material too. Sometimes 1t 1s nothing 
more than a gesture. I find a lot of that written work fascinating. I do a lot o f It myself, 
but only as one side of my work. My work is impure; it is clogged with matter. I'm for a 
weighty ponderous art. There is no escape from matter. There is no escape from the 
physical nor is there any escape from the mind. The two are in a constant colhsion 
course You might say that my work is like an artistic disaster It Is a quiet catastrophe 
of mind and matter 

PN What about hm1ts 1n art? 
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I RS: All legitimate art deals with limlls. Fraudulent art feels that It has no limits. The 

trick Is to locate those elusive limits. You are always running against those limits, but 
somehow they never show themselves. That's why I say measure and d imension seem 
to break down at a certain point. ... Like there are the people of the middle, lawyers 
and engineers, the rational numbers, and there are the people of the fringe. tramps 
and madmen. irrational numbers. The fringe and the middle meet when somebody 
like Emmett Kelly sweeps light into a dustpan. 

PN: Jack Burnham feels we are going from an object-oriented society to 8 
systems-oriented society. 

RS· System is a convenient word. like object. It 1s another abstract entity that 
doesn't exist. I think art tends to relieve itself of those hopes. Jack Burnham is very 
interested m going beyond. and that is a utopian view. The future doesn't exist, or if it 
does exist, It Is the obsolete In reverse. The future Is always going backwards. Our 
future tends to be prehistoric. I see no point In utilizing technology or industry as an 
end in itself, or as an aHirmation of anything. That has nothing to do with art. They are 
1ust tools. If you make a system you can be sure the system Is bound to evade itself, so 
I see no point in pinning any hopes on systems. A system 1s just an expansive object, 
and eventually It all contracts back to points. If I ever saw a system or an object. then 1 
might be interested. but to me they are only manifestations of thought that end up in 
language. It Is a language problem more than anything else. It all comes down to 
that. ... As Ion~ as art Is thought of as creation. it will be the same old story. Here we 
go again. creating ob1ects. creating systems, building a better tomorrow. I posit that 
there is no tomorrow, nothing but a gap, a yawning gap. That seems sort of tragic, but 
what Immediately relieves it Is irony, which gives you a sense of humor. It is that 
cosmic sense of humor that makes It all tolerable. Everything just vanishes. The sit91 
are receding into the nonsites, and the nonsites are receding back to the sites. It Is 
always back and forth, to and fro. Discovering places for the first time, then not 
knowing them. Actually 1t 1s the mistakes we make that result m something There 
is no point m trying to come up with the right answers because it Is inevitably wrong. 
Every philosophy will turn against itself and it will always be refuted. The object or the 
system will always crush its originator Eventually he will be overthrown and be 
replaced by another series of lies. It is like gomg from one happy lie to another happr 
he with a cheerful sense about everything. An art against itself is a good possibillty.111 
art that always returns to essential contradiction. I'm sick of positivists, ontolog1ail 
hopes, and that sort of thing, even ontological despairs. Both are impossible. 

Street Worb I. March 15, 24 hours, between Madison Avenue end Sixth Avenue, 42nd.., 
52nd Streets, New York City. Organized by Hannah Weiner, Mer)orle Strider, John Peneel& 
Some of the works published In 0-9, supplement to no. 6, July, 1969. Pertlclpente: A~ 
Arakawa, Bettcock, Burton, Byars, Castoro, Coste, Creston, Giorno, Kaltenbach, a...-. 
Lippard, B. Meyer, Monk, Patterson, Perreault, Strider (Rep.), Mr. T., Weidman, H. W...._ 
Reviewed by John Perreault, VIiiage Voice, March 27, 1969. Included: 

John Perreault, Street Music I: 
From one o'clock in the afternoon until ten minutes after three. beginning at 42nd 

Street and Madison Avenue, criss-crossing back and forth between Madison ..S 
Sixth all the way up to 52nd Street, I ... made telephone calls from one telephonl 
booth to another, letting the phone nng three times each time. The work was invilible' 
and for the most part inaudible .... Street Music 11, executed for Street Works L 
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Marjorie !rider. Street Work. 1969. 
tree! Work I ..... . . . 30 empty picture fro.me were hung in the area, to create 

instant painting a nd to cnll the attention of pas er -by to the ir environme nt. Morch 15. 
(Abo,·e) 

tree! Works II ....•... I performed the rune work in a diffe rent area. In both 
the e works, mo t of the frames were taken home by people on the treet . April 1 . 

treet Work OT . . . . . . . . large felt banner (about ten feel long) on which wn 
lettered the word PICTURE FRAME, was hung in the area. Mn) 25. 

treel Works IV . . . . .... ( pon ored by the Architectural League of New York). A 
10' ~ 15' p icture was placed in front of the e ntrance to the Architectural League, 
forcing people to wnlk through the picture plane. October . 

Street Works V . . . . .... Taped frame were placed on the idewalk, creating more 
picture pace for people to wnlk through. December 21. 

Friday, April 18,1969. between five and six o 'clock. telephone booth located on 14th 
Street between Fifth and Sixth Avenues In New York City. I made phone calls to all the 
telephone booths I had used In Street Music I, retracing my route by telephone. As in 
Street Music I. I let each telephone ring three times and then hung up. Street Music Ill 
was also done the same day. There are two sets of phone booths on 14th Street 
between Fifth and Sixth Avenues. I made telephone calls from one booth to another. 
From telephone booth A to telephone booth o and from telephone booth C to 
telephone booth B, leaving the receivers off their nooks so that the telephones rang 
continuously. Hardly anyone noticed .... Street Music IV consisted of the following : 
from your own home telephone, ring all the telephone numbers I collected during 
Street Music I and reused for Street Music II. (Numbers listed: maps of phone patterns 
included.) 
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Robert Huot Paula Cooper Gallery, New York, March 2&-Aprll 25 1989 
catalogue, prlmarlly photographs of tape and other architectural detail pie~ • 
private houses. Exhibition consists of: Two Blue Wall• (Pratt .t Lamhrt l lGlt 
Sanded Floor Coated with Polyurethane; Shadow. Ca•t by Architectural O.t11Ma • 
U1lng Available UghL (Rep.) Reviewed by Don McDonagh, .. Oh, Wall," Fina ltd 
(London), July 16, 1969 (also covers Slegelaub's January show). llClllf 

Donald Burgy. Bennen College Art Gallery, Miiibrook, N.Y., March 5-25. Artlst'a 
Art cannot be the source of new art. Art 1s exhibiting signs of hlstori~c111

81•-k 
exhaustion. Therefore. art appear~nces., media. techniques. and designs can 
the concern. Art cannot assume a hfe of its own: It must reaffirm its vitality by.:!'_ 
the world - .. "I 

Ob1ect1ve mformation about selected aspects of the natural world and samp1ea 
those aspects are being presented by Donald Burgy .... 

This Information 1s presented as mathematical, verbal and visual statements. 
samples are natural. The work exists as a relationship formed by the observer 1 
understanding of the In formation and his experiences of the samples. n 

th Ro,,.rt Mo"I• . Bradford Junior College, Bradford, Mau., March, 1969. ;:::,;a:: S~lh Slegefaub and Douglas Huebler. Seminar March 25. 

~: iation (Art as Idea as Idea) 1968 (one of a series of works taken from the 
1 11 Re • Th ] · 

Ones of Roget s esaurus . 
categ . 
eons1stlng of 3 parts 
A Absolute Relation 

8 partial Relation 
C eorrespondence of Relationship 
h part will appear separately m 3 local publications. 

E•C • • ~ 

~There are two temperatures: one outside, one inside. 1969. 

rt Morris: Alumlnum, Aaphalt, Clay, Copper, Felt, Glass, lead, Nickel, Rubber, Stalnle11, 
::;_. Zinc. Leo Castelli, March 1-22, 1969. 

T'he~e and other materials (including chemicals. dirt. water) were changed each day 

1 the show Jn the morning and were open to the public in the afternoon. the artist 
0hoosing to use the gallery as his studio. Each day the changes were photographed, :,,d alter about a one-and-a-hall-day time lag, the photographs were posted in the 

aJ/ery. The materials underwent drastic changes during the show, but the results !.re less important to the artist than the fact of change and his three-week 
commitment to continue those changes. The end of the show consisted of the 
,.,nova/ of all the material (well over a ton), which was tape-recorded. On the last day. 
the gallery held only the photographs and the sound of the piece 's ultimate 
deStructton, reversing the procedure of Morris 's mfluential "Box with the Sound of Its 
awn Making" (1961). 

,IOlln L•tham (pieces malled to LR.L M.,ch 24, 1969): lnltlaJ Premise: That " material" la 
11NCtY1tate Idea, I.e., " habll " 

In the given material · 
Preconceptions about value 

Preconceptions about words 
Preconceptions on physics 
Preconceptions about economics 

The Sculpture: 
Persuade industnahsts to take 
artists into their organizations 
and pay them as opposition to 
dollar accountancy. (Copyright 
APG London, 1965.) 
Review a dictionary without using words. 
Define the least. 

Account in units of attention 

art and economics (2): I am systematically not paid for work. 

Aallton, Dore. " New York." Studio International, March, 1969. 

Constable, Rosalind ... The New Art: Big ldeaa for Sale." New York, March 10, 1969. 

Dorftes, Glllo. " Arte concettuale o arte povera." Art International, March, 1969. 

Hamilton, Richard. " Photography and Painting." Studio International, March, 1969. 
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Barry Flanogon. Hole in tlie ea. till from the 1V Alm. cheveningen, Holland. 
Februal)•, 1969. Courtesy Vidcognlerie GelT)' chum, Dlisseldorf. 

" It's not that culpture can be o;een as more thing) ond in new WO) within • 
expanding convention, but thnt the premi e of culpturol thought nnd engagement is 
howing itself Mo more !>Ound and relevant bru i for operation in the culture." (Feb., 

1969) 
.. l prefer working with the c ~cntinl luff of culpture rnthcr thnn m ) own 'amltl· 

tion · for it. This WD) I hope to find things . .. . What I like to d o i to make visual ... 
mntcrial invention and propositions. I don't like the idea of inventfog n rationale .. 
nccompao~ the work. Tl1e tradition i only a collection of rutionale . I don't lilce .. 
imcnt an involveme nt or the tenns of nn imol veme nt ; I p refer to fabricate the 
o;culptures." ( 1971) 

··1 wn intere led in l) p ical, general visual confi gurations that commnnd our au.. 
lion. This for me wo~ the fobriculion of o formnl in,·olvcment." ( 1971 ) 

Land Art. Fernsehgalerle Gerry Schum, Cologne. Catalogue of films commluloned bJ Ill 
gallery from Long (Walking a Straight 10 Mii• Une}, Flanegan (Hole In the S.a) (ReNt 
Oppenheim (Time Track), Smithson (FoHll Quarry Ml"o,,, Boezem (Sandfounlaln),.,..... 
( 12 Hours Tide Object with Coffectlon of Pera,,.ct/11e}, de Merla (Two LlnH, ThrH Cltdee• 
the Desert), Hel.zer (Coyote); transmitted on Germen television April 15. Documena.
reproducllons, biographies, texts by the artists and by Schum: 

The TV gallery exists only in a series of transmissions .... One of our ideas II 
communication of art Instead of possession of art ob1ects. . . This conception madl 
it necessary to find a new system to pay the artists and to cover the expenses for 1119 
realization of art projects for the TV show. Our solution is that we sell the right ol 
publication, a kind of copyright, to the TV station. 

Street Work• II. 13th- 14th Streets, Fifth and Sixth Avenues, New York, ~ p.m., April 
94 

Origlnal participants plus a great many others lncludl 
f(o1uth, Piper, ~enet, L Welner. Reviewed by J ' h P ng Arakawa, Burton, Gins, Graham, 

Hannah Wemer arranged s meetmg with s~o~h erreeutt, VIiiage Voice, May 1, 1969. 
ss hers; Scott Burton wslked around the block er woman whose name was the same 
totally unrecognized. Steve Kaltenbach 's p le:ressed as .~ fe'!'ale shopper and was 
Museum of Modern Art . .. 8 map of the block w ~ was b8 Gu!de to a Metropolitan 
found " works." 1 num ers d1rectlng attention to 36 

11'6" " 6 '9" )( 11'2 1
/, " I( 47' x 11''1••" )( 29'8'/.,, , ,, 

APfll 11- May 3, 1969. Organized by Eugenia :utl: r 31 9'/1• . Sen Francisco Art Institute, 
Huebler. Kaltenbach, Klenholz Kosuth Le V 0 • Asher, Barry, Baxter, Byars, Butler, 

' • a, ppenhelm, Orr, Rudnick, Watts, Welner. 

/n~l•lbl• Painting and Sculpture. Richmond Art c t 
by Tom Marioni. en er, Calif., Aprll 24-June 1, 1969. Organized 

RCIHrt Barry/ Inert Ga1 Serles/ Helium Neon An 
WJ/ume to Indefinite expanilon/ April 1~1 s' th ~on, Krypton, Xenon/ From a mea1ured 
tywoad, Calffornla, 90028/213 HO 4-8383 full 

1 
~ f legelaub, 6000 Sun1et Boulevard, Hol· 

Th• gases were released by the artist ~n th:~o ~Ster). Gallery Is only a phone number. 
around Los Angeles. (Rep.) ac • In the desert, In the mountains, etc., 

Qeotge Brecht: The Book of the Tumbler on Fir . S 
County Museum of Art, AprH 1S-May 18 1969· e, elected Work• from Volume/, Los Angeles 

" The Book of the Tumbler on Fire' is a ~ont'n . 
now consists of fourteen chapters which th ~~;ng work begun In Spring of 1964. It 
will comprise the first volume. The book :.r,7' hi b ootnotes, an mde~. and a title page, 
of un-llke things: of ObJects wilh each ot~ r ef call.ad a research into the continuity 
objects, or events In lime, or objects and st~ • 0 ob!.ects and events, of scores and 

7 (to Chapter VIII, page 1) Unpainted ~:·d:~· c~:;:~~:~ infrared lamp " The 

Ro~crt Burry. lnerl Ca.s erie : A~o11. Photo howin . 
Pacific Ocean, Sonia Monicn, California. 1969. g gas rc tummg to the :itmo phe re. 



-

Richnrd Art chwngcr. Blp. 1ew York Cit). 1969. 

smallest colony rn the world is Pitcairn Island with an area of 1.5 square miles." 
10. (to Chapter VI. frame 85) Green chair with leash and brush. "The duratlOft 

record of sitting In a tree Is 55 days from 10 A.M. 22 July to 10 A.M 15 Sept 1930 bJ 
David William Haskell (born 1920) on a 4 foot by 6 foot platform up a backyard walnut 
tree in Wilmar (now Rosemond) California, U.S.A. 

Scott Burton. Four ChangH. April 28, 1969, Hunter College, New York: 
A performer faces the audience. stage center. wearing a shirt and a pair of pants the 

same color, color A. He removes the shirt. revealing under it an identical shirt of color 
B. He removes the pants. reveal ing under them an identical pair of color B. HI 
removes the shirt, revealing an identical shirt of color A He removes the shirt, 
revealing an identical shirt of color B. He removes the pants, revealing an identlail 
pair of color B. 

5 Works by Lawrence Welner. NSCAD, Halifax, April 7-27, 1969: 
2 A wall pitted by a single air rifle shot 
4. Two common steel nails driven into the floor one directly In line with the other II 

points determined at the lime of installation 

Lee Lozano. I Ching Piece, alerted April 21, 1969, end continuing (Rep.): 
Chart I. (April 21-0ctober 29, 1969}-Hexagrams, time. 

Total no. of questions asked. 3,087. 
Total no. of days on which questions asked: 165. 
Average no. of questions asked per day. 18.7. 
Hexagram most frequently ret'n'd: H.33 (Withdrawal), (117) times. 
Hexagram least frequently ret'n'd · H.15 (Modesty), (60) times. 
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Chart 2 (Apnl 21-November 20, 1969}-Changing Lines 
Changing lme most frequently rern'd : H.23, line 2. (24) times. 
Changing hne least frequently ret'n 'd : H.63. hne 6, (2) t imes. 

Chari 3 (April 21-November 20, 1969}-Subject Matter of Questions. 
SIJbjeCI A: H.33. (17) times. 
Subject B: H.47, (26) times. 
subject C: H.18, (15) times. 

Chart 4 (Started December 11 . 1969 and continuing). Old Yang, Young Yang, 
Young Yin. Old Ym Imes. 

(More information available from the artist.) 

Lee Lozano. One page from notebook of I Ching Chart . 1969. 
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Lee Lozano, Dl•/ogu• Pl•Cfl: 
Call , write or speak to people you might not otherwise see for the specific Pu'Paet 

of inviting them to your loft for a dialogue. 
In process perpetually from date of first call (April 21 . 1969). Dale of fi rst lnte,.. Ill 

dlalogues-1948. Dale of decision to pursue (i.e., extend) investigation of d ial~ 
- April 8, 1969. 

Note: The purpose of this piece is to have dialogues. not to make a piece No 
recordings or notes are made during dialogues. which exist solely for their own ... 
as joyous social occasions. (More information available from the artist.} 

Lozano 's "conceptual" work, conceived simultaneously with the end of 8 ,.,_ 

series of paintings on wave phenomena. combine art and life to an extreme &.rflnt 
Unlike most ''Instruction" or "command" pieces. for example, Lozano 's are dlf8Cltd 
to herself, and she has carried them out scrupulously, no matter how difficult ID 
sustain they may be. Her art, i t has been said, becomes the means by whlelt ro 
transform her life, and, by Implication, the lives of others and of the planet itself. 

''Boe:rem-Ger v•n Elk." Mu .. um}oum••I. April, 1969. A dialogue. 

Chandler, John Noel. " More Words on Curnoe's Wordly World." Amcan•d•, April, 1-
Morris, Robert. " Notes on Sculpture, ff art 4: Beyond Objects." Artforum, April , 1969. 

Reise, Barbara, ed. " Mlnlmal Art." Special lasue of Studio lnt•rn•tlon•I, April, 1914; lnc:t.dll 
Reise, " Untltted 1969: A Footnote on Mlnlmel Stylehood," Smithson, " Aerl•I Art." " An °"'9 
by Cati Andre," and LeWltl, " Drawing Serles 1968 (Fours)." 

Restany, Pierre. "Le redoutable pauvrett de l'anUforme." Comb•t. April, 1969. 

Van Schaardenburg, lleneke. " Kunstpromotor Seth Slegelaub: Jedereen Kan nu K .... 
maken." Het P•rool(Amsterdam), Aprll 12, 1969. 

Arl·Lllnguag•: The Journ•I of Conceptual Art, no. 1, Mey, 1969: Introduction by editors T.,, 
Atkinson and Michael Baldwin; contributions by LeWltt. Graham, Welner, Balnbrld~. B8lclwllt. 

The New York Gr•phlc Wort.hop •t the M•nuf•cturer• H•nov•r Tru•t'• S.fe D.,,aell .. 
1 3001. New York, May 1-June 20, 1969. Camnltzer, Porter, Castillo, Plate. Exhibition vtelllle 
only by documentation In mailer. 

Simon FrHttr Exhibition, M•y 19-June 19, 1969. Burnaby (Vancouver). Organized by ... 
Slegelaub. Atkinson and Baldwin (Art-Language), Barry, Dlbbets, Huebler, KaltenbMll. 
Kosuth, LeWltt, N. E. Thing Co., Welner. Symposium held June 17 at Simon FraHr Uni,,.,.., 
via telephone hook-up from New York, Ottawa, and Burnaby. Reviewed by Charlotte y_.. 
send, V•ncouver Sun, May 30, 1969; Joan Lowndes, The Province. June 6, 1969. Exhlbltlol 
Includes: 

Robert Barry: 
Telepathic Piece, 1969. (During the exhibition I will try to communicate telepathic81-

ly a work of art, the nature of which is a series of thoughts that are not applicable to 
language or image.) Al the conclusion of the exhibition the information about the 
work of art was made known in this catalogue. 
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Kallenbach: • 
stef>h• n POSTULATE: University administrations are set to function in cer· 

lain patterns which allow very m1n1mal latitude for response. 
COMMUNICATIONS PROCEDURE: . . . 
Act 1 Offer problems which cannot be dealt with through existing 

(postulated) channels. 
Act 2. Determine which aspects of the system were responsible 

for failures produced by Act 11. 
Act 3. Address criticism toward these areas. 
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What I will make available sometime is that I had planned the entire thing When 1 
was approached to make a communication piece I tried to think of an aspect ot the 
university itself that I could communicate or talk about or expose; the set up ill 
schools, even the School of Visual Arts. for handling things like this Is generally pretty 
rigid and there isn' t much latitude for accepting things, so that Is what I decidect to 
expose. I made a couple of proposals that I specifically felt would be unacceptable for 
one reason or another to expose that unacceptability. Of course. one of them might 
have been accepted, which would have drowned my whole plan. but •t worked out 
very nicely. That kind of mystery-story thing. keeping the real ending until last, ii 
something I have always liked in literature, and I like It In my own work tao. 
(Kaltenbach, In Interview with P.A. Norvell : see above, pp. 84-87). 

Numb•r 7. Paula Cooper Gallery, New York, May 18-June 15, 1969. Organized by Luq II. 
Lippard. 

The large room of the gallery, apparently "empty," contained works by Barry(• 
magnetic field). Welner (pit in wall from one shot of air-rifle), Wilson (oral communiQ. 
lion). Kaltenbach (secret). Haacke (air currents from small fan by door). Huot (existing 
shadows). Artschwager (black blip inside, one visible from the window, and othera tn 
the street). and a very fragile lead cable piece by Andre. (Rep.) The smaller room 
contained a floor sculpture of tree branches by Bollinger, a Bochner measurement, a 
LeWltt wall drewlng, Kosuth 's Investigation (from Art as Idea as Idea) on wall labela, 
photographs by Smithson and Kirby. a de Marla text. an uncompleted Serra lead 
spatter piece. a Castoro wall cracking. (Rep.) All of the other participants Wiii 

Left: Cnrl Andre. Untitled. Cut cnble wire , 10 . 1969. Pauln Cooper Gallery, New 
York. Rig/it: Rosemnr}' Cn toro. Room Crocking #7. Mn), 1969. Pnula Cooper Callery, 
New York. 

(Jonllld Burg)'· 
from Lie Detector. 

1969· 

................ - .-------., -.. -·-··-·------ ....... ~ .. ------... -..... ~ at . ........... ...., .. _ --I ......... _. ... e-· -• ............... ._. ............. , .. 
~-• .... _.._ __ ... --·-----

represented by printed matter-notebooks or books on the table in the hallway-office 
(Art & Language, Barthe/me. Beery, Borofsky, Burgy (Rep.), Darboven, Dibbets, 
Graham. Huebler. Kaltenbach, Kawara, Klnmont, Kozlov, Long, Lozano. Lunden, 
Morris, Nauman (a tape recording), N. E. Thing Co. (a Telex machine and results of Its 
operations during the show). N. Y. Graphic Workshop, Piper, Ruppersberg. Ruscha, 
Venet, Weiner. Reviewed by John Perreault, Village Voice. June 5, 1969. Following 
two works from the show: 

CllrlltJne Kozlov: 271 Blank Sheela of Paper CorrHpondlng to 2n Daya of Concepts 
Aefec1ed. February-October, 1968. 

LH Lozano, Gr••• Pl•ce (Aprll 2, 1969) [Footnotes at end of the piece.): 
Make a good score, a lid or more of excellent grass. Smoke it " up" as fast as you 

can Stay high all day, every day. See what happens. (April 1, 1969) 
One thing that happens Is that It takes more and more grass to get feelln good. 

Immunity building up? (April 17, 1969) 
The amount of grass needed to get high has stabilized Itself. Tonight I started to 

smoke the last container of cleaned shit. When that is gone there are twigs to smoke 
and a lot of seeds which I'll eat.• (This has been a scintillating piece but I'd like to 
finish it In a nash.) Decided on next piece: Go without grass for the same amount of 
time. 

" Seek the extremes. 
That's where all 
The action Is " (April 24, 69) 

I get more tired every day. This feel ing wasted might be from smoking so much 
grass, or from working so hard, which I've been doing. or from the monotonousness 
of my days.t (April 29, 1969) 
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I'll end the Grass Piece with a fanfare: a cap of mescaline Kaltenbach gave 
(May 2, 1969) 

Not high anymore. just numb.• Finished grass. twigs and seedsAabout an 
ago (May 3, 1969) 

NOTE: Aside from when I woke up (down) in the morning there were two ocC8slona 
when I wasn't stoned on grass during this piece, about a couple of hours each.a 

•Nu thin happened from eating seeds. Nothing could happen· seeds can't make iQi 
high and only give headache. Do not smoke or eat seeds. 

tDue to General Strike Piece during which I stay home almost all the time. llll 
process, as of May 16. 1969) 

.,.his was postponed due to circumstances beyond my control. Finally took me.. 
caline: May 11 , 1969. It blanked out, must've been a dull pill, a bad cap. 

• I believe this piece 1s a good example of Heisenberg's " Uncertainty principle," 
applied quantum mechanics: The act of observing something changes it. The Piece 
made me numb. not the grass. 

A Not feeling any effect from eating seeds might have been due to being so stoned 
from smoking twigs? Wrong. 

' And after No Grass Piece, only a few days when I haven't been stoned since (nat 
including the week I spent in Halifax. My investigation of grass continues. .•• 
(January 21 , 1971) 

Th• APP41•rlng/ DIHPP41arlng lm•fl'I Object Newport Harbor Art Muaeum, Belbo•, Calhnlll. 
M•y 11-June 28. Organized by Tom Garver. Beldeuerl, Le V•, Rupperaberg, Edge, Cooper. 
Rudnick, Asher. 

StrHt Work• Ill. Mey 25, Between Prince and Grand, Greene end Wooster Streets, NewYalll. 
9 p.m.-mldnlghL Thi• ahow was entirely open; everyone was Invited to do worka. 

hngu•g• Ill. Dwan Gallery, New York, May 24-June 18, 1969. 

Perreault, John. " Para-Visual" Vlll•ge Voice, June 5, 1969. Review of Lllngu•ge Ill• 
NumtNr 7. 

Ecologic Art. John Gibson, New Yotk. Mey 17-June 28, 1969. Andre, Chrlato, D.._ 
Hutchinson, Insley, Long, Morris, Oldenburg, Oppenheim, Smithson. 

Antl-lllualon: Procftdurev Materlala. Whitney Muaeum of American Art, New YOflc., ..., 
19-July 16, 1969. Organized by Marcia Tucker and James Monte. Tem by the edltoq and ... 
artists, blbllography. Andre, Asher, Bollinger, Duft, Ferrer, Flore, GIHs, HeHe, Jenney, LAV., 
Lobe, Morris, Neuman, Reich, Rohm, Ryman, Serra, Shapiro, Snow. Sonnier, Tuttle. Re.-... 
by Peter Sch)eldahl, Art lntematlonal, September, 1969. 

Mel Bochner, Mea1urement1. Galerle Heiner Friedrich, Munich, May 9-31 , 1969 (Rep.): 
All works made in Munich during the week of May 1-May 8, 1969. Exhibition to 

include all and only those works possible to make in one week with material available. 
Three Procedural Groups to be Worked From: 
Group A: Exteriorated measurements-any stable object. material or place oriented 

to a system outside itself (declaration of position) coordinated. 
Group B: Situated measurements-the measurements of a stable object or place 

mark directly onto It (Super-imposed). 
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\{ I Bochner. Mensuremc11t Series: Croup B 1967. Black tape on well. lnslollolion: 
c:.eric Heiner Friedrich, Munich. 1969. 

Group C Comparative measurements-any stable object, material of place related 
to pre-determined given standard (Sectioned). 

The measurement series. continuing to the present. began with two sketches fn 
t967 that were seriously developed from the summer of 1968 on. The theme Is one 
that has engaged "idea artists" from Duchamp's standard stoppages to Jasper 
JOhns's paintings and Robert Morris 's lead reliefs: Bochner·s concerns are theoreti
cal rather than metaphorical, his focus being on actual measurement and its direct 
1mpllcations rather than on the indirect and accumulative references used in previous 
art 

"Dn May 9 (Friday), May 12 (Monday) and May 30 (Friday), 1969, at 3:00 Greenwich Mean Time 
(1:00 EST) Jan Olbbet• wlll make the gesture Indicated on the overslde at the place marked X 
In Amsterdam, Holland." Malling " exhibition"-• picture postcard of the artist, thumb 
cryptleaJly raised, on a balcony In Amsterdam; publiahed by Seth Slegelaub. Dlbbels won a 
national prize for this work and was awarded• trip to New Yorlt. Reviewed by Louwrlen WIJers, 
"Wereldtentoonstelllng per brlelkaart," AlgemHn Handelsbllld, May 29, 1969. 

Ammann, Jean·Chrlstophe. " Perspective Corrections." Art International, May, 1969 (on Dlb· 
bets). 

This Way (Stanley) Brouwn, Art and Project Bulletin, no. 8, May 31..June 25, 1969. Documenta· 
tlon, biography, bibliography ol Brouwn's work. 

May 14, London: Giibert and George serve David Hockney " The Meal" before en audience at 
Ripley House, as a work ol art. For an account, see Studio International, May, 1970. 

Dnld Lamela•. Galerle Yvon Lambert, Paris, May, 1969: A llve-mlnule Interview between 
Marguerite Duras and Raoul Escarl wH held and llJmed on April 26. Ten photos were taken at 
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Irregular Interval• during the Interview and ten phrases were chosen from the Interview; .. 
combination con1Ulutes the piece. 

John end Berbera Lathem, eds., NOIT NOW (with APG news, no. 1), London, May, 1911: 
" In 1965 the art gallery appeared lo be folding, or to be no longer relevant in 

London except insofar as it could further the series one called art-which went along 
by pressure of anti-art. The APG (Artists Placement Group) probe . was never 1 
scheme for helping artists, or for raising money, for that matter Art was to scrub 
off-all kinds of stuff, systems. things, science, painting, ideas, love, boredont. 
politics. whatever 1t was, art was to defy it-maggots Art was your actual opposihOI\, 
(APG proposed. among other things) that Industrial concerns, whose materials anct 
equipment are of special interest to the artists we put forward, should incorpor111 
within their salaried staff a practicing free artist, or graduate from an Art College, or 
even a small group of two or three." 

In 1970, APG proposed to " set up under the auspices of the Ministry of Teohnoloar 
a body whose function would be to examine and cultivate methods of raising leveJaot 
attention throughout the community and of reducing problems brought about by 
redundant Information." The Idea is to Insert an artist into the conventional mecha
nism, or habits, of industry as interruptive (not destructive) factor that would stimu1111 
or generate new attitudes. " Motivation and Structure have become one and tht 
same." (John Latham.) 

Goldin, Amy. " Sweet Mystery of Life." Art News, May, 1969. On Kallenbach. Oppen ...... 
Morris, etc: 

Esthehc experiences are easier and purer than art because they' re less consequen
tial. Unlike art, the embodiment of an esthetlc idea Is informal It sets no constra1nta 
on the idea and offers no clue to its human significance. . To deny this work tht 
status of art 1s to claim that art 1s defined by a special kind of structure which this art 
lacks. You can refuse that premise and take the allernattve one, defining art as a 
special sort of intention and response. Then this work 1s simply a new kind of art. I 
behave that art is a kind of structure and, consequently, that artistic value 1s beside tht 
point here. The esthetic situation is pre-art1st1c, which 1s not to deny that some of thil 
work is interesting, intriguing and delightful. At Its most inventive, it has the mystety 
and charm of hfe itself II is the toughness of an that 1s lacking. 

Shirey, David. " Impossible Art." Arl In America, May-June, 1969. 

Arte Paver• 1961~9. Galleria La Bertesca, Genoa, June 25-30, 1969. Anselmo, Boelti, 1C819, 
Merz, Pl1toletto, Prlnl, Zorlo. Text by Germano Celanl 

Look at the N. E. Thing Compenyl Voyez L• Compagnle N. E. Thing. Natlon•I Gllllery ., 
Canada, Ottawa, June 4-July 6, 1969. Primarily reproductions and documentation of pleoll 
done elsewhere before the show. 

N. E. Thing Co. Reporl on the Activities of the N. E. Thing Co. of Norlh Vancouv•r, 8tlllt 
Columbia, et the Nellon•/ Gellery of Canada, Ottawa, and other loc:etlon•, June 4-Julyl, 1• 
In French end English; biography, blbllography, llst of projects, ACTS, ARTS, photoe ., 
exhibition environment and conference held In June et the museum. Among the p•rtlclpelll 
In the conference were lain end Elaine Baxter (presidents of NETCo.), Anne Broduky, Dftlll 
Siicox, Greg Curnoe, John Chandler, Lucy Lippard, Seth Slegelaub. Brydon Smith, ll8ll 
Whitney, etc.: 
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TOTAL POSITIVITY 
o SA "' UIL IAaLIH 

'l/oNIM I 

Bernar Venct. Total Po itivity. Presentntion or the book with enlnrgcment or title page 
and content . 1969. 

Baxter· The thing that really interests me 1s that there are all kinds of information 
around-liquid Information. IBM Is Interested In multiplying and collating informa
tion xerox is interested In copying information and there are also guys around who 
handle information purely for its own sake, and that's what I call visual Informers. We 
call what we do Visual Sens1t1v1ty Information because it's a different way of looking at 
what the word " art" is. It gets at a broader area like you can start talking to a guy in 
the street or a businessman and if I say art he says, oh, Rembrandt. ... 

S1egelaub It doesn't present you with speculations but with fact. and that's a 
critical difference. A painting Is identical to its presentation, but now there's a body of 
work where the original of the art, the fact of the an, is not the presentation of the art. 
How you become aware of something 1s not what the thing 1s about. They are two 
different things. In other words, lain can put something on the wall but it's not about 
something on the wall. it's about something that might be on the north coast of 
Southeast Asia .... lain can be drawing attention to a very specific pile of rubbish and 
he's not even touching It; he's doing as little as possible to tell you It exists. 

Summer: NETCo. executes • series of " landscapes" by erecting signs along roads In the 
countryside, appropriately spaced, end reading: " You wlll soon be passing bye '/J mlle N. E. 
Thing Co. Landscape": " Sten Viewing"; " You ere now In the middle of the N. E. Thing Co. 
Landscape"; " Stop Viewing." 

Lippard, Lucy R. " lain Baxter: New Spaces." A1Ucan11d11, June 1969. Special /11ue on " Th• 
a.tnents" •/so Include• John Chandler, "Hans Haacke: The Continuity of Cheng•." 

Gaulot-Telabol " Le Propo111lon de Buren." Opus lnternatlonel, no. 12, June, 1969. 
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T 
I June 4, Slade School of Fine Art, London: " Giibert and George the Sculptors Pr ..... 

'Underneath the Arches' (the moat lntelllgent, fascinating, aerloua and beautiful art plee9 ,_ 
have ever seen)." 

Lui• C.mnl tzer, Lilian• Porter. The New York Graphic Workshop, Muaeo Naclonal de a.._ 
Artes, Santiago de Chile, June 20-July 6, 1969. Text by Camnltar and " algunaa llneaa POr 
Lucy Uppard." 

Sea Work•. "Twelve daya of Sea Wor1ta to be performed by Schuldt, Savannah, Gec>f91a, • 
June 196~2 July 1969, Antwerp •.•• The due performance of the programme la subfect II 
maritime conventions, safety and security regulatlons, weather and the conditions Mt out llr 
the vessel'• owners." 

Smithson, Robert. " Toward the Development of an Air Termlnal Site." Artforum, June, 1-
Mellow, James R. " Art Beyond Art." New Leader, June 23, 1969. 

Miiiet, Catherine. ''Petit lexlque de l'art pauvre." Le• Lettre• Franfal•••· June 4, 1919. 

Tiison, Joe. " 5 Questions Answered." Art and Artl•t•, June, 1969. (On photography and WOft11 
In art.) 

July, 1969, Art Preaa, New York: Untltled perlodlcal lncludlng contributions from Bum, Piper, 
Ramsden, Cutforth, Kaltenbach, LeWltt, Nelson (publlahed by The Society tor Theor.uc.I Alt 
& Analyses). Excerpt from Ian Burn'• "Dialogue" : 

1. Language suggests, through idea and viewer, a kind of dialogue or "conve,... 
tion." 

2. This creates an actual area of the work. 
3. Participating In a d ialogue gives the viewer new significance, rather thM 

listening, he becomes involved in reproducing and inventing part of that dialogue. 

July-Auguaf-Saptembar, 1969. Organized by Seth Slegelaub. Catalogue of exhibition ....... 
place simultaneously In eleven dlnerent locations all over the world. (See below, p. 12q 
Andre (The Hague), Barry (Baltlmore), Buren (Paris), Dlbbeta (Amsterdam), Huebler (1..
AngelH), Koauth (Portales, N.M.), LeWltt (DOsseldorf), Long (Bristol, England), N. E. Thl .. C.. 
(Vancouver), Smithson (Yucatan), Welner (Niagara Falls). Reviewed by Howard Junker, ''Idle 
as Art," Newsweek, August 11, 1969. 

Concepffon-Perc.ptlon. Eugenia Butler Gallery, Los Angeles, July 1-25, 1969. 

Letters. Long Beach, N.J., July 11-31, 1969. Organl:ted by Phillip M. Simkin; text bJ ~ 
Malen. Loose pages In a box; pro)ects complete and Incomplete, documentation, Ph'*+ ;Ill 
by Bollinger, Christo, Ferrer, Fulton, Helzer, Hutchinson, Insley, LeWltt, Morris, Oppenh .... 
Ruthenbeck, Serra and Glass, Smithson, Sonnier. This catalogue provides an lllua1ratlOllll 
the dlfflcultlea and variety Involved In such a loosely knit ahow. Included: 

Richard Serra and Philip Gins: Long Beach l•land, Word Location, June, 1969: 
In a 30-acre area of marshland and coastline 32 polyplanar speakers were placed II 

chosen locations so as to cover the site 
The word is was recorded on a 15-minute tape loop and became the sound source 
for the speakers. The volume was controlled so that the speakers did not ante,.,._ 
but could only be heard within their prox1m1ty. In other words, two speakers could 
be heard in the same area. Each sound dissolved in a given space. 
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The placement of a speciflc word In location points to the artificiality of a language. 
The imposition of lhe word as symbol negates the experience of the place. Converse
ly the experience of the place denies Itself in relation to the word. (Fo~ by defining 
itself in relation to language 11 denies Its meaningfulness independent of definition.) 

Wall Show. Ace Gellery, Los Angeles, summer, 1969. Bochner, Ryman, LeWltt, Welner, 
Huebler, Huot, consecutlvaly executed wall pieces. 

,Jo#Ph Beuya. Kunstmuaeum, Basel, July- August Texts by Josef Vander Gritten, Dieter 
l(oeppUn. 

OarbOven, Henne. 6 Menu•cr/pt '69 (Kun•tzeltung, no. 3). DDsseldort, Mlchelpresse, July, 
1159. " Miscellaneous constructions derived from the dates of the year 1969." 

summer, 1969: Sulllven County, New York: Agnes Denes begins her " Dialectic Trlangulatlon: 
A V1su1I Philosophy": 

Rice was planted to represent life/growth. trees were chained to represent interfer
ence with life/growth (obstruction of cambium regeneration can resull in mutation or 
death) and Haiku was buried to represent the Idea/thought, absolute, abstract, etc. 

Smee this time, Denes's research into tri-grouping has led her into an Infinite 
number of dlsclpllnes, Including philosophy, ethics, psychography, anatomy, religion, 
botany. Excerpts from her text on the project follow: 

Olalecltc Triangulation Is a slmpllficallon and systematic re-building of complexes 
on any sub1ect or matter through various methods such as re-evaluation, regrouping 
or division, at times beginning with a single proposition, at others searching for the 
mean between 1wo extremes. It is a building of progressive trlchotomles, falling and 
succeeding In a d laleclic method, each time arriving at a better thesis on a higher 
level-like changing scientific theories. which always advance and develop In 
complexity. . . One can create oppositional theories or "span-balances," and from 
them form a third. derived from the first two on a higher plane and on to successive 
tnchotomies (e.g .• the art of yesterday re-evaluated by lhe art of today, preparing the 
road for the art of tomorrow, which In turn will be re-evaluated by future disciples). 

It Is an art process which exhibits the workings of hypotheses instead of hiding 
them behind symbols, Juxtaposition of color and elimination or comphcatton of form. 
The activating forces of triangulations apply differently to pure idea groups, for they 
are never animate Pure ideas lie in wait at all times to be activated by an argument, or 
an opportunity. (Rep.) 

Restany, Pierre. " Hyper aventgarde." Le Nouveau plan•t•, July-August, 1969. {Also printed In 
l'fenetll, September-October, 1969.) 

llonts, Robert. Earth Project•. Announcement with text by the artl1t of a series of ten color 
lllllogrepha made at the Detroit Workshop, summer and fall, 1969. Profects Include Dust, 
lteam, Temperatures, Vibrations, Waterfall, Mounds and Trenches, Burning Petroleum. 

Burton, Scott. " Time on Their Hands." Art News, summer, 1969. 

ICott.elanetz, Richard. " lnferentlal Art." Columbia Forum, summer, 1969. 

lllerer, Ursula. " De-obfecllflcatlon of the ObJect." Arts., summer, 1969. 
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Agne Denes. Dialectic Tritmgulation: A Vi uni Philo ophy into Symbolic Logic. P .. 
of the project: Exercises in logic. 1970. 

A toble of logicol implications u ing function ond propo ition from the mocW 
y tem nnd the pro.po itionol caJculus of Whitehead ond Russell. A proposition L• 

the.left edg': of the triangle , nnd a propo ition Ron the right side are combined intM 
log1caJ relnl1on L R, to deduce the proposition di pln,ed at the third \Crte' of lhe 
triangle deRncd b) L and R. • 

This triangle lists all logicnJ human argument , cutting the triangle vertically in Ml 
lo produce a <>-called Truth Tobie and U c Tobie. 
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.W••••rman, Emily. " Peter Hutchinson." Arlforum, summer, 1969. 

t• summer, Oxford, England: Student-organized Hhlblllon In lhe garden of Christ Church 
~lege. oxford University, Includes Harvey, Flanagan, McLean, Lamela•, Long, Louw, Arnatt, 
1.9th•m· Notebook on show Is In the posse11lon of Michael Harvey, New York.. 

C•'' Andre. Gemeentemuseum, The Hague, August 13-0ctober 5, 1969. THls by Enno 
oevellng. Hollls Frampton, and lha artist. 

··The Energy of a Raal Engllsh Breakfast Transformed Into Breaking a Real Steel Bar by the 
Artl•tl Jan Olbbets and Reiner Ruthenbeck, London, August, 1969." Photographic piece on 
,_11er from Konrad Flscher, DOsaeldorf. 

Auguit, 1969: Gilbert and George perform as " llvlng sculpture" and sing ' 'Underneath the 
Arches" at the lnternatlonal Jan Festival, Plumpton Race Course, SuaseL 

H•ber, Ira Joel. Radio City Music H•ll. New York, August. 1969. List of films shown at the Music 
H•ll from 1933 to 1969; pictures, plans, postcard, Christmas program (December 5, 1946), and 

billbO•rda: 

1937 1947 

uoyds of London 
The Plough and the Stars 
On the Avenue 
When You 're In Love 
Fire Over England 
Wings of the Morning 
When 's Your Birthday 
Seventh Heaven 
Oual1ty Street 
The Woman I Love 
A Star Is Born 
Shall We Dance 
This Is my Affair 
Woman Chases Man 
Another Dawn 
Ever Since Eve 
New Faces of 1937 
Knight Without Armor 
The Toast of New York 
Stella Dallas 
Vogues of 1938 
The Pflsoner of Zenda 
Lost Horizon 
Stage Door 
Victoria the Great 
The Awful Truth 
Stand In 
Nothing Sacred 
I'll Take Romance 
Tovar/ch 

The Yearling 
The Sea of Grass 
The Late George Apley 
The Egg and I 
Great Expectations 
The Ghost and Mrs. Muir 
The Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer 
Down to Earth 
Song of Love 
Cass Timberlane 
Good News 
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Augu11, Bueno• Aires: New York Gra,phlc Workshop sends four mall exhibitions frOfl'I a.. 
lnstltuto Torcuelo di Telle. 

Celant. Germano. " La Natura e lnserte:· Cllsabella, August- September, 1969. 

Free M~la Bulletln, no. 1, Vancouvar. 1969, Duane Lunden, Jeff Well, Ian Wallace, eds. Looe. 
texts end documents xeroxed from mlscelleneous sources. " Contributors": Arteud, Bur. 
roughs, Duchamp, Eastlake, Huelsenbeck, Lunden, Reinhardt. Schwan. Solerl, Toche, Troe. 
chi, Yuen. Well, Wallace. 

Pt1ce and P1oceH. Edmonton Art Gallery, Alberta, September 4-0ctober 26, 1969. Orgenlzell 
by Wiiioughby Sharp end Wllllem Klrby. Andre, Dlbbets, Helzer, Long, Morris, Welner, N. 1. 
Thing Co., Graham, van Saun, etc. Film made by Schley and Flore. Discussed by Sharp i. 
Artforum, November, 1969; see also Art.canada, October, 1969. 

Projects C/a11. Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, Hallfax, September, 1970. Organiz9d 
by David Aske void. 12 cards, each of which outlines a pro)ect submitted to the cla11 In the ... 
of 1969 by Barry, Bochner, Dlbbets, Graham, Huebler, Kosuth, leWl lt, Lippard, N. E. Thing Co.. 
Smithson, Welner. 

557,087. Seattle Art Museum (Wor1d's Fair Pavilion, Seattle Center), sponsored by The 
Contemporary Arts Council, September S-October 5, 1969. Organized by Lucy R. LIPP8nl, 
Catalogue consist• of 95 4" x 6" Index cards In random order: one card each designed by "8 
artists themselves, 20 text cards by Lippard, 3 bibliography card1, llat of fllm1 shown <a.n,. 
Frampton, Gehr, Huot, Jacobs, landow, Schum, Serra, Sharits, Snow, Wieland and Land Alf). 

Left: Gene Beery. tote . . . (Planning for the End/es Aesthetic Visualiz.atioa}. 
Acr) lie, cun\'tl . s· x 5'. 1969. Thi painling echoes Beery' rough I) c cculed word 
paintings made in ew York in the earl)' 1960' and hown at the loins CaJlery, Sew 
York, Fcl.Jruury- \farch 1963, the unti-eslhc licism of which ecmed at the time to be 
aimed ot the dominating " formal ist" approach lo art, " e tr-.criticism," a rt about ad, 
'\nlid and im alid" upproache lo "high" nrt. Example : " OrT) Thi Painting Tempar. 
nril) 0 T OF TYLE Clo cd for Updating Watch for e thc tic Reopening," "Deadl 
in the Family. Pointing CLO ED Till Further 'oticc." The Joins ' how includecl 
p11inting- ign such as "Tl1e Exhibition Continue Around the Comer," etc. RI. 
Allen Ruppe~berg. Ha) at the AmbtJS ador. Table , chair, hay, gins , hotel tationery. 
1969. 

Artlats: Acconcl, Andre, Arnall, Artachwager, Asher, Atkinson, Baldessarl, Baldwin, Barry, 
sert11elme, Baxter, Beery (Rep.), Bochner, Bollinger, Borofsky, Burgy, Buren, Cestoro, Der· 
bOven, de Marla, Dlbbeta, Ferrer, Flanagan, Graham, Haacke, Helzer, He11e, Huebler, Huot, 
Kiltenbach, Kawara, Kelnholz, Klnmont, Kosuth, Kozlov, Latham, Le Va, LeWllt, Louw, 
Lunden, Mclean, Morris, Nauman, N. Y. Graphic Workshop, Nlkoteldea, Oppenheim, Perreault, 
p1p9r, Rohm, Rupperaberg (Rep.), Ryman, Ruscha, Sandback, Saret, Sawchuk, Serra, Sims, 
sm1th1on. Sonnier, Well, Welner, Wiison. (Rep.) 

Reviewed by John Voorhees, Seattle nm .. , September 5: Thomas Albright, San Franc/1co 
b•mlner It Chronicle, September 21 : Wllllem Wiison, Len Angele• Time•, September 21 , end 
peter Ptagen•. Artforum, November, 1969. The followlng paragraph Is from Plagens'• artlcle: 

557.087 will be recalled generically as 1he first sizable (i.e public mst1tulion) 
exh1b1t1on of " concept art," but 1t is in fact an amalgam of nonchromahc work running 
a gamut from late. funky Minimal to a point at which art 1s replaced, lllerally, by 
111erature. The show Is a bellwether. consolidated enough to necessitate sifting 
high-grade bullshit Canal Street art-thinking from genuinely dangerous, substantial 
material .. There 1s a total style 10 the show. a style so pervasive as to suggest that 
Lucy Lippard is in fact the artist and that her medium 1s other artists, a foreseeable 
extension of the cu rrent practice of a museum's hiring a critic 10 " do" a show and the 
critic then asking the artists to " do" pieces for the show .... In Its parts. 557,087 
emerges from manlfold sources of varying degrees of relevance (" relevance" de· 
pends on belief In " Issues" In cu rrent art, as opposed to endless refinement; 557,087 
1s about Issues). . The single most pertinent source Is, I think. an almost Puritan, 
moralistic concern with the threatening, nagging, perverse presence of " art" and. as 
subsource anti-technology 

Actually. this show was conceived as an exercise in "anti-taste," as a compendium 
of varied work so large that the public would have to make up its own mind about 
ideas to which It had not been previously exposed. It was not a "concept art" show; 
had it :>een, it would most certainly not have Included the work of artists like Andre, 
Bollinger, Hesse, Ryman, Serra. etc. When it originated, in the fall of 1968. "concept 
art" had not yet crystallized, and by the time the list was completed, m the early spflng 
of 1969. I was particularly concerned not to be providmg a new r.ategory In which 
disparate artists would be lumped. I didn 't see how anyone could possibly lump 
"minimal art. · "outdoor art," "idea art." etc .• into any smgle new lump. The title was 
derived from the population of the city In which it was shown. (The present book 
constitutes yet another attempt to emphasize fragmentation. variety. and disparity of 
intention.) In any case. 1t was the first show I know of in which the work was spread out 
not only from indoors to outdoors but for a radius of some fifty miles around the city 
Though maps were provided at the museum, ft seems sale to say that no one but 
myself and museum assistant Anne Focke ever saw the whole show. Bollinger's giant 
(several tons) log was right In front of the museum, but Artforum s reviewer never 
noticed 1t Imagine. therefore, the fate of Louw's white pole piece understatedly 
following the contours of a nearby hi/I, Baxter's mirrors reversing an Isolated land· 
scape, Sims 's white-sprayed arc on the edge of a forest along a country road, George 
Sawchuk 's pipes through a small grove of trees. etc. Several pieces were not 
executed In Seattle because of money, lack of help, my own Inadequacy, or whatever 
Everythmg was attempted; three pieces (Andre's. Flanagan 's and Rohm 's) were done 
wrong; Serra never got there to make his work; the pieces by LeW/tt and Dlbbets were 
neve1 completed because of bad carpentry and weather conditions. Helzer's piece. 
both at Seattle and Vancouver, took an immense amount of time and never did get 
executed. It amazes me. In retrospect, that we got as mucfl of the work done as we 
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did, given my tremendous naivete as to the effort Involved In making even one Piece. 
All In all, ft was an experience I'd have to be crazy to repeat, but one that taught me 
more about the nature of the art involved than all the words that had gone under the 
bridge over the preceding two years. 

The randomly read catalogue cards tended to romantic overs1mpllficatlon, on which 
/ look back with distaste. Because some of the Ideas offered were, for better or worse, 
current at the time. excerpts follow: 
• Deliberately low-keyed art often resembles ruins, hke neolithic rather than classlcai 

monuments. amalgams of past and future, remains of something ··more," vestiges 
of some unknown venture. The ghost of content continues to hover over the most 
obdurately abstract art. The more open, or ambiguous. the experience offered, the 
more the viewer 1s forced to depend upon his own perceptions. 

• The visual artist uses words to convey information about sensorial or potenttatly 
perceptible phenomena; his current preoccupation with linguistics. semantics and 
social structures. as exposed by anthropology, 1s not surprising. The fact that 1t 11 
indeed structural patterns which are the basis of these fields brings them into 
visual range. 

• If the insistent physical presence of the primary structure is a time-stopping device 
that resists the modern world's flux by creating new. frontal, static monuments to 
the present. most of the work here deals with energy. animation. non-sequential 
and relatively Irrational lines of time and material. It can, however, be speculatively 
concrete, even when 1t is invisible. Despite deceptively scientific or pragmatic 
presentations, the artists generally accept and are involved with the unknown on 1 
different level than scientists. Artists do not analyze circumstances with " progress" 
in mind so much as expose them, making themselves and their audience aware of 
things previously disregarded, information already In the environment which can 
be harnessed Into esthetic experience. And what can't be? 

• An artist can make his own or his environment's presence felt by dropping a point, 
a tine, an accent, a word, into the world, embracing all or parts of any area or period 
at any place or time. Concurrently, the area's or period's importance can be 
neutralized until the art becomes more abstract than ever, even when i t is virtually 
Inseparable from life. The implication 1s that what we now consider art will 
eventually be unrecognizable. On the other hand, the boundaries of seeing, hke the 
perceptible aspects of nature or outer space, seem to extend as infinitely as man's 
experience and experiments can take them. 

• Experience and awareness are, after all. shared by everyone. Art Intended as pure 
experience doesn't exist until someone experiences it, defying ownership. repro
duction. sameness. Intangible art could break down the artificial 1mpos1t1on of 
" culture" and at the same time provide a broader audience for a tangible, objeet 
art. 

Among works In the show: 

Robert Berry: 

All the things I know but of which I am not at the moment thinklng-1 :36 PM.; 15 
June 1969, New York. 

Sol LeWllt (executed In V1ncouver by Glenn Lewis): 
On a wall, using a hard pencil , parallel lines about 111• apart and 12" long are drawn 

for one minute. Under this row of lines. another row of lines are drawn for 10 minutll. 
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under this row of lines another row of lines are drawn for one hour. 

John Seldeaserl end George Nlcolaldla: 
"Boundary: A section of a city, especially a thickly populated area Inhabited by 

minority groups o ften as a result of social or economic restrictions ·· {Text of a small 
511ver and black label affixed to telephone poles, street signs, etc .• along the boundary 
of the ghetto In Seattle.) 

other Idea•. Detroit Institute of Art, September 10-0ctober 9, 1969. Text by Samuel Wegataft. 
Jr.: Andre. de Merle, Helzer, Smithson, etc. 

Th• Return of Ab•tr•ct Expreulonl•m (Pr~umm). Richmond Art Center, Callfornl1, 
September 25-November 2, 1969. Organized by Thomas Marioni. Anderson, Crawley, Flah, 
Fo•, Goldstein, Henderson, Kos, Linhares, N. E. Thing Co., Oppenheim, Stewart, TeSelle, 
Veres end Gnezzo, Woodell. 

Pro•,,act '69. Kunath1lle, DOsaeldorf, September 30-0ctober 12, 1969. Organized by Konrad 
Fischer end Hens Strelow. 8. end H. Becher, Beuya, Boettl, Brouwn, Buren, BuUer, Byars, 
catzolarl, Cotton, Darboven, D'Armegnac, Dekker, Dlbbets, Heecke, Helzer, Kounellla, LeWltt, 
Long, Merrleccl, Oppenheim, Orr, Penone. Print, Raett, Ruthenbeck, Ryman, Schnyder, 
Smithson, ZaJ. Reviewed by Margit Staber, Art International, January, 1970. Interviews with 
e1rry, Huebler, Koaulh, and Welner from catalogue. 

Robert Berry : 
o What is your piece for Prospect '69? 
RB: The piece consists or the Ideas that people will have from reading th is 

interview. 
O: Can this piece be shown? 
RB: No. but language can be used to indicate the s1tuat1on in which the art exists. 

For me. art is about making art. not about someone being aware or 11. 
O How can these ideas be known? 
RB The piece in Its entirety Is unknowable because it exists in the minds of so many 

people Each person can really know that part which is in his own mind. 
Q · ts the " unknown" an important element In your other work also? 
RB. I use the unknown because it's the occasion for poss1bilitles and because it's 

more real than anything else. Some of my works consist of forgotten thoughts. or 
things m my unconscious I also use things which are not communicable. are 
unknowable, or are not yet known. The pieces are actual but not concrete; they have a 
different kind of existence. 

0 How would you characterize your control over the elements of your piece? 
RB: My control is indefin ite, but, to a certain extent, I influence the form of the 

ideas How much conscious control does any artist have over his art? The situation, 
this interview, also conditions the nature of the piece to be the natural result of this 
time and place. 

O· Does this piece In fact exist? 
AB: It does exist if you have any ideas about It, and that part is yours. The rest you 

can only imagine. 
• • 

Joseph Koauth: 
O· Since I've known you. your interest in philosophy has been an Involvement close 

to your art : in recent months, however. your work seems to have even less resem
blance to anything we previously considered art. . .. Do you still think of yourself as 
an artist? 
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JK: I would certainly say yes-in the sense that my thmkmg 1s always relate<i 
10 very abstract context which I feel in my time has become the postulate for a sense: 

the meaning of the word " art " I would also add, though, that my work has a lot lettto 
do with cubism than cubism had to do with Ingres. By that I mean to say that I fee1 "'-I 
I am perhaps the first artist to be out of the grip of the nineteenth century Of cou,...

1 couldn' t have done it without the benefit of "American art" since Pollock-althou
911 " American art" as a context is irrelevant now. That's new with my generation. too .. 

Previously when an artist worked within a tradition he therefore could maintain·, 
kind of cultural placement. That just isn't real now. Nationalism of that sort is very 
alien to the young artists working today. To work in a tradition now is artistic limidtty 
and nothing more. My work is a continual kmd of Investigation with no one particu,.; 
part any more important or final than any other. I try to keep away from thinking Of 
works as 1nd1v1dual " p1eces"- which is a kind of thinking left over from sculpture· 
specific and more or less iconic. I continually try to keep my work general beca
thal's the sphere of the abstract As it 1s generally known, I have subtitled all of rn, 
work " art as Idea as idea" since early 1966. The reasons that led me to want my ar1 to 
exist only as ideas are manifold. And they all sort of occurred simultaneously. It 
answered specific formal problems-very personal ones-in my work which came out 
of painting/sculpture activities. It seemed to be much more what my lime was about; It 
answered desires of mine toward a very complete abstraction-my primary concern 
has been with abstraction-and all of these things coincided with certain revelations I 
had about the history of art and philosophy. With my dictionary definition works it 
became evident to me that the form of presentation (photostats) were often con
sidered "paintings" even though I continually attempted to make it clear that the 
photostats were photostats and the art was the idea After that series I began to u• 
obvious media {newspapers, magazines, billboards. bus and tram advertising, televi
sion) as the form of presentation. I fell this made It clear that the art is conceptual and 
not experiential 

The synopsis of [Thesaurus) categories series, which I refer to as " Investigation 2" 
was conceptually completed last year when I began the presentallon phase of the 
work. All my work exists when it is conceived because the execution Is irrelevant to 
the art-the art Is for an art context only-and when it Is presented via media, It Is for 
" mankind" not particu larly men-I mean I'm not Interested In changing anyone's life 
In the way, say, Walter de Marla would be. Anyway, the " investigation" series is about 
a two· or three-year project consisting of forty·three " works" with 190 separate 
sections. I'm over half finished with it, although I think of It now as old work 

• • • 
Lawrence Welner : 

Q · You are exhibiting a work at Prospect that requires seven years to make. Is this 
exhibited as a work In progress? 

LW· No. The work " Floatable Objects Thrown into Inland Waterways One Each 
Month for 7 Years" Is a complete work at the time of exhibition. The Idea of a senes of 
floatable objects thrown Into Inland waterways is what is being exhibited. not any 
specific series. 

0 : Why Is this piece being constructed, and how does this affect Its sale? 
LW: The work is public freehold. I myself am the receiver and have chosen to have it 

constructed. II ls not for sale, whereas the information of Its existence 1s made pubhc 
I have been requesting assistance from people, Prospect itself. to aid me In 
constructing the work. 
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have previously referred to Ar1 that gave directions as esthetic fascism. How 
0 vou k d" ,. ? u condone people building wor at your irec ion . . 

dO yo Th are not building work at my direction, only aiding me tn its construction. 
LW d eJoes not in any way constitute part1c1pation in or Involvement in the Art 

The•; ~~r Is this construction necessary. for a~prec1ation . Whether they build Uor not 
itsel affects the work My request is sufficient to satisfy myself that the piece is in no way 
being built 

0 Why seven years? . 
P rhaps because seven years Is the statute of limitations for many crimes in the LW. e 

Un~te~;;a!~!·all your works. no matter how complex. within the realm of possibility? 
LW If they were not possible to be built, they would negate the choice of the 
eiver as to whether they were built or not 

re~ What are the implications of thrown as opposed to dropped, flung, etc.? 
LW An object that is thrown is not necessarily dropped. An obiect that 1s dropped is 

not necessarily thrown. 

Stanley Brouwn at Prospt1ct '69. Art and Project Bulletin, no. 11, September 3G-October 12. 

' 96~: lk during a few moments very consciously in a certain direction: simultaneously 
an ,~finite number of living creatures In the universe are moving in an Infinite number 
of directions. 

Saptember, 1969: Buren and Toronl are Invited to the Paris Blennale. Having obtained major 
apace, they cede It to a third palnter- RlatorL 

New Alchemy: Elements, System., •nd Forc.s In Contempor•ry Art. HHcke, Rosa, Takla, Va~ 
Saun. Art Gallery of Ontario, Toronto, September 27-0ctober 26. Organized by Dennis Young, 
dlacuu ed by him In Art •nd Artist., February, 1970. 

FRARMRROREEROFIBSEATERLR (Robert Morr/•, R•fattl Fe"et). C.A.A.M., University of 
Puerto Rico, MayagOez., Aprll , May, September, 1969. See account In Revl•t• '!! ~rttt, no. 3, 
December, 1969 (Crespo, Angel, " Loa Eventos Morris en el campus de Mayaguez ). 

Morris 's section of the show consisted of sculpture and a day (September 2) of 
unannounced events, among them: The transplanting of a group of subt~opical trees 
with a lifespan of exactly twenty-live years; placement of a Clfcle of mlfltsry helmets 
around a large rock; as an air hammer dented the rock, the helmets were removed one 
by one and the names of all the countries In Latin America were shouted ~ut; a 
systematic rock·throwing event; a dancelike action with gasoline In a tsrpaull~; the 
painting of brown palm-tree trunks brown; and a ne~r disastrous combination of 
random-formal movement by some forty people carrying huge torches and accom· 
panied by two dozen aerial bombs set off by Ferrer. Some of this work related to 
earlier performance pieces by Morris. 

N.E. Thing Company. Trans VI Connection NSCAD-NETCO. Nova Scotla College of Art and 
Design, Halifax, 1970. ''A word la worth 1/1000th of a picture" (fain Baxter). A Record ot an 
Exhibition September-Octobers, 1969: " The connection consisted of an exchange of Inform•· 
tlon between the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design Ltd. and the N. E. Thing Co., via telex, 
talecopler and telephone. The N. E. Thing Co. lnlUated propositions and the college com
munity responded with some appropriate activity. The transmissions from the exhibition are 
arranged chronologlcaHy with evidence of response followlng each." 
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N. E. Thing Co .. Ltd. 1910-71 C11/endar. Separate part of th• catalogue for the C.nec11a1 
representation at the 10th Sio Paulo Blenal, September, 1969-January, 1970. Each two-mona. 
page Includes an ACT and an ART (see above, pp. ~7). 

September 24-27: Lawrence Welner, N. E. Thing Co., and Harry Savage go to lnuVll, 
Northwest Tenltory, within the Arctlc Circle, to execute Weiner's piece, Anabrldgementot .. 
abutment to on near or about th• Arctic Circle, and other works, accompanied by Biii ~ 
(director of the Edmonton Art Gallery, Alberta, under whose auspices the trip Is being mede), 
Vlrgll Hammock, and Lucy Lippard. Account by the latter published H " Art Within the AIClc 
Clrcle," Hudson Review, winter, 1969-70. 

Rosenstein, Hanis. " The Bofllnger Phenomenon," Ari News, September 1969. lncludea 1-
rope and wire pieces, 1969 du.st and paint pieces. (Rep.) 

Smithson, Robert, " Incidents of Mirror Travel In the Yucatan," Artforum, September, 1•. 

Lawrence Welner. Art and Pro/eel Bulletin 10, September, 1969: 
A translation from one language to another. 

Burnham, Jack. " Real Tlme Systems." Artforum, September, 1969. 

Claura, Michel. " Extremism• et rupture," Parts I and II. Les Lettres Fran<;al•••, SeptemberM 
and October 1, 1969. 

Kundry, Klkl. " Neuestern'a UIUmate Non-Act" Art News, September, 1969. (A parody.) 

Lynton, Norbert. " Impossible A11-ls It Possible?" New York Times, September 21 , 1911. 

Bonlto-Ollva, Achille. " America Antfforma." Domus, September, 1969. 

Rosing, Larry. " Barry Le Va and the Non-Descrlpt Description." Ari News, September, 1• 
Dlscusse1 piece• made from titted flour (1969), distribution• of oll·•oaked paper towellnt • 

Bill Bollinger. Graphite. Bykert Callery, ew York. 1969. \'ito Acconci. Following Piece. ctivit), 23 day , varying durations. ew York Cit)' 
("Stree t Work f\'," Architectural League of ew York), john Gibson Commi ions, 
Inc. 1969. 

Choosing 11 person at random, in the street, an)' location, each do) . Following him 
where\ Cr he goe , hO\\ evcr long or for he travel . (The activit)• ends when he enter a 
prhate ploc~hi home, office, etc.) 

!lour (1968), and gray cement powder spread In shapes on the 1now (February, 1969, River 
Falls, Wisconsin). 

SttHt Works IV. New York, October 3-25. Sponsored by the Archltectural League. Acconcl 
(Rep.), Arakawa, Burton, Costa, Kaltenbach, Levine, Lubelski, B. Mayer, Perreault, Strider, H. 
Welner. 

Christo. Wrapped CoHt: One Mii/ion Square FHt Mlnneapoll1, Contemporary Art Utho· 
traphs, 1969. Book of photographic documentation (by Shunk-Kender) of Christo'• work on 
the South Australlan Coast, October 28, 1969. A film was also made of the evenl 

lurgln, Victor. " Situational E1thetlcs." Studio International, October, 1969. 
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Ko1uth, Joseph. " Art After Philosophy." Studio lntern•tlonaf, October, November, Dec.._. 
1969. Correspondence and answers by Ko1uth In Issues of January, February, 1970. ' 

Bourgeois, Jean-Louis. " Dennie Oppenheim: A Presence In the Countryalde." A~ 
October 11 , 1969. 

Allan Ruppersberg. " Al's Cate" In Los Angeles. October 9-November 13. 

Art by Telephone. Museum of Contemporary Art. Chicago, November 1-December 14, 1-
0rganlzed by Jan van der Marek. Catalogue Is a 12" LP record of artists stating or perf°"'*'I 
their pieces. Album text by van der Marek. Exhib ition Inspired by Moholy-Nagy'a ordertng .. 
fabricated by telephone In 1922 to prove that " the Intellectual approach to the creation Of 1 

Richard Long. October, 1969. 

, , ?j 
it 
11 } 11 • 
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I 
.. _ ; 
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.,ork of art Is In no way Interior to the emotional approach." Artists: Arma)anl, Arman, 
Aruchwager, Baldessarl, Baxter. Bochner, Brecht, Burnham, Byars, Cumming, Dallegrel, 
Olbbet•. Giorno, Grosvenor, Haacke, Hamnton, Higgins, Huot, Jacquet, Klenholz. Kosulh, 
Levlr'•· LeWltt, Morris, Nauman, Oldenburg, Oppenheim, Serra, Smithson, Thompson, Uecker, 
vinderbeek, Venal , Viner, Vo1tell, Wegman, Wiiey. 

Konzeptlon/Conct1ptlon. Sti dtlsche Museum, Leverkusen, October- November, 1969. Or· 
ganlzed by Rolf Wederer and Konrad Fischer. Text: Sol LeWltt, .. Sentences on Conceptual 
Art"'; blblfographlea. Arnatt. Baldessarl, Barry, Baxter, H. and B. Becher, Bochner, BoettJ, 
8f00dlh•ers, Brouwn, Buren, Burgin, Burgy, Butler, Calzolarl, Cotton, Darboven, Dlbbels, 
Fulton, Giibert and George, Graham, Huebler, Jackson, Kawara, Kosuth, Lamelas, LeWltt, 
McLean, Penone, Polke, Prlnl, Raetz, Ruppersberg, Rusche, Sandback, Stadden, Smithson, 
Ulrich•, Venet, Welner, ZaJ. Some of the works shown: 

ErnDlo Prlnf, Magnet (1968-69): 
Free movements and variation of relations between unfixed bodies now. Free 

sounds and sound variations between unfixed bodies now. Groups of unfixed tele
pathic impulses now. (Documentation/ film Dossier/ recorded tape/ Biological Dura
tton.) 
Magnet (2): 

Cancel references on map. Cancel references in the universe. Cancel references to 
the universe Be seen around. 

Ted• ol Giibert and George's catalogue piece at Leverkusen (each accompanied by a 
ptiotograph of one of the sculptors): 

We would honestly l ike lo say how happy we are to be sculptors; It is our intention 
to bring to everyone a realization of the beauty and necessity of our sculpture: It 1s 
important for new sculptors to come to terms with the modern limitations of 
sculpture, apparent only through the feeling of the eye; With the tears streaming 
down our faces we appeal to you to rejoice in the life of the world of art. 

October 11- 18, 1969: Keith Arnatt's S.11-Burlal, executed ear11er In the year In Tlntern, 
England, Is transmitted on German television under the auspices ol Gerry Schum. The piece 
consists of nine photograph• showing Arnatt progressively descending Into the earth. Each 
one WH shown twice each dey lor two seconds, cut Into the dally television programming, 
with no Introduction or commentary. 

Glu1berg, Jorge. " Argentina: Art and Dissolution." Art •nd Artist., OctoMr, 1969. (On Rourlo 
flOUP In Tucuman.) 

luren, D•nlel. MIH en Garde (W•rnlng, Vorsorg/lcher Hlnwel•), A379089, Antwerp, Novem
ber, 1969. Buren'• entry for the Leverkusen catalogue published as a trlllngual bookleL 

Plane und Pro/ekt• •I• Kun• tlPt•n• •nd ProJect• •• Art Kunsthalle, Bem, November 
I-December 7, 1969. Catalogue In a newspaper format; text by P. F. Althaus. 

A R~rt-TWo Oce•n Project•. Museum ol Modern Art, November 1-30, 1969. Documents of 
WOt1c1 made by Oppenheim and Hutchinson In the waters off Tobago In AuguaL One ol 
Hutchinson's pieces was Arc, plastic bags at lntervata on a SO-loot rope; the bags contained 
coral rocks and decomposing calabashes. The weight of the rocks counterbalanced the 
bouy1nt gas released from the decomposing fruits, maintaining the work's arc shape. 
Reviewed by William Johnson, Art New•, November, 1969·, Anthony Robbin AIU November 
1119. ' ' • 
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Group•. School of Visual Arta Gallery, New York, November 3-20. Organized by Luc,~ 
Lippard. Among the artists: Barry, Borofsky. Glanakos, Huebler (Rep.). A. Katz, Miiier, Mot. 
N. E. Thing Co., Piper, Puente, Robbins, Tangen, Welner, Zapkus. • 

A project was sent out to about thirty artists In October, 1969, requesting that a.., 
follow a series of Instructions from which would emerge a verbal-visual experlm.,,, In 
repetitive photographs of a group of people and wntten descnptlons of the photoa. 
From the twenty-two responses received, the exhibition. Groups, was formed. I Chott 
the participants almost at random. except that I wanted their own work to span 1 
broad range of media and styles. I realized, after the fact, that the project ftseff.,. 
unnecessarily complicated and could have been practically anything (as subsequent 
experiments in placing artists In "situations" have Indicated). I had Insisted on groupa 
of people because of personal preoccupations that turned out to be far mo,. 
psychological than those of the responding artists. I was interested m the gapa Md 
overlapplngs occurring when very differently oriented artists executed the san,. 
neutral project. The results were far more provocative than any conclusions that 
could have been drawn from them. The photographs and texts In this show were. In 
most cases. not considered "Art" by me or by the artists concerned. ft wu In 
"exhibition" only because that context presented Itself as a vehicle for the ex,,.,,_ 
ment. Sections of the show were published In Studio International (inaccurately Md 
often illegibly) in March, 1970, with a text by me of which the above Is a synopsJa, 

T•chnlc•I D•UI. Advenced Ceramics Class, Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, ....... 
November, 1969. Samples of the Plelstocene ftuvlal or marine clay from the west side ofl• 
Shubena~dle River at Elmsdale, Nova Scotia, and • technlcel d111 sheet sent to nl....._ 
potters lnternatlonally; their responses comprise the booklet. 

Douglas Huebler. Durotion Piece # 14.. 
Moss. Mo) I. 1970. 

About 6 p.m. for oeH!n comenilh r da>"' 
19691, • group of ~le aut-mbled lo ha ... a ... 
snph made u lh<') au umed nrarl> the - ,_ 
position. The) ,.or.,, each e~rninc. the -
acttSJOnH-e\Cm holdln1 • imiw drink1 la ..._ • 
appnnnr <' that 1he pho1opph1 had hHa .... 
JuC'ttulon durlna onC' "ll•nJ. 

A SIJI' ,. .. Ru hrd lo thr Jn>Up bdMe eaela 
takr n1 uch prn oo waJ IMlrucit'd lo think ol 
than onr o( th., 1 .. 0 "orch printed on lhe •l&a ...... 
allow th.al 1hou1h1 b" <'•pre~ on hi•, • Mr. 
photo.,..ph ,. llJ made r Uld ly 5 nroncb altn ... 
llaJhed. 

Thr photopph~ are prc~rntcd, numbered, la ... 
they "'ere mmde . The .. onh aro lbled below la • 
ortl er, as the) "l'rr ac111all) liho"n lo the polll'., 
olhrr than the artb l and their ordu Wlll not ......... 

NOTlllNC 
'\'ll\'THI~\. 

FREE ClfOICE 

PEAC'E 
WAR 

SCRFWl!"C _ _ ___. 

l::ATl~C 

\ 10:-\STER 

"~"" pholopaphJ and thlJ stalrmrnl ~ 
lhi.I p ictt. 

Wiiioughby. " An Interview with Joseph Beuys." Artforum, November, 1969: 
511w~~ Has your teaching at the Dusseldorf Art Academy for the last eight years been 
n important function for you? 

8 
JB' It's my most Important function. To be a teacher is my greatest work of art. The 

est ;5 the waste product. a demonstration. If you want to explain yourself you must 
' esent something tangible. But after a while this has only the function of a historic 
~~ument. Ob1ects aren't very important for me any more. I want to get to the origin of 

attar. to the thought behind 1t. Thought, speech, communication-and not only 1n 
~e socialist sense of the word-are all expressions of the free human being. 

ws: would you say. then. that your goal is to make man freer and stimulate him to 
trunk more freely? 

JB' Yes. I am aware that my art cannot be understood primarily by thinking. My art 
touches people who are in tune with my mode of thinking. But 1t is clear that people 
annot understand my art by intellectual process alone. because no art can be 

~xperienced In this way. I say to experience, because this is not equivalent to thinking: 
it's a great deal more complex: It Involves being moved subconsciously. Either they 
say " yes. I'm interested," or they react angrily and destroy my work and curse it. In 
any event I feel I am successful. because people have been affected by my art. I touch 
people and this ls important. In our limes, thinking has become so positivist that 
people only appreciate what can be controlled by reason. what can be used, what 
furthers your career. The need for questions that go beyond that has pretty much died 
out of our culture. Because most people think in materialistic terms, they cannot 
understand my work. This Is why I feel it's necessary to present something more than 
mere ob1ects. By doing that, people may begin to understand man Is not only a 
rational being. . . 

WS: How does art involve life? 
JB: Art alone makes life possibl~this is how radically I should like to formulate 11. I 

would say that without art man Is Inconceivable in physiological terms. There is a 
certain materialist doctrine which claims that we can dispense with mind and with art 
because man 1s Just a more or less highly developed mechanism governed by 
chemical processes I would say man does not consist only of chemical processes, 
but also of metaphysical occurrences. The provocateur of the chemical processes 1s 
located outside the world. Man is only truly alive when he realizes he Is a creative, 
artistic being I demand an artistic Involvement in all realms of life. At the moment, art 
is taught as a special field which demands the production of documents In the form of 
art works. Whereas I advocate an esthetlc involvement from science, from economics, 
from politics, from religion-every sphere of human activity. Even the act of peeling a 
potato can be a work of art 1f it 1s a conscious art. 

WS: What do you think about your present situation within the context of art? 
JB: I think the crux of the matter is that my work is permeated with thoughts that do 

not originate in the official development of art but in scientific concepts. You know. to 
begin with I wanted to be a scientist. But I found that the theoretical structure of the 
natural sciences was too positivist for me, so I tried to do something new for both 
science and art I wanted to widen both areas. So as a sculptor I tried to broaden the 
concept of art. The logic of my art depends on the fact that I have had one idea which I 
have obstinately worked with. Actually, it's a problem of perception. 

WS Perception? 
JB: (After a long hesitation.) In the simplest terms, I am trying to reaffirm the 
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concept of art and creativity in the face of Marxist doctrine The Soclallst move 
In Europe which are now strongly supported by the young constantly provoke 
question. They define man exclusively as a social being. I wasn't surprised by 
development, which led to the confused political conditions not only in Germany 
also in America Man really Is not free in many respects. He is dependent on his 
circumstances, but he Is free in his thinking , and here is the point of origin 
sculpture. For me the formation of the thought 1s already sculpture. The thought 
sculpture. Of course, language 1s sculpture I move my larynx, I move my mouth 
the sound 1s an elementary form of sculpture. We ask: " What Is sculpture?" And 
" Sculpture." The fact that sculpture is a very complex creation has been negl 
What Interests me is the fact that sculpture supplies a definition of man. 

WS· Isn't this rather abstract? 
JB· My theory depends on the fact that every human being 1s an artist. I have 

encounter him when he 1s lree, when he 1s thinking. Of course, thinking is an ab 
way ol putting it But these concepts-thinking, reeling, wanting-are concerned 
sculpture. Thought Is represented by form. Feeling by motion or rhythm Will 
chaotic force. This explains the underlying principle of my " Fettecke" [corners off 
Fat In liquid form distributes itself chaotically in an undifferentiated fashion untl I 
collects in a differentiated form in a corner. Then ii goes from the chaotic principle 
the form principle, from will to thinking. These are parallel concepts which 
respond to the emotions, to what could be called soul. 

C.rlo Crem .. chl/Glullano de/la Cau. Gelger Sperlmentale, no. 14, Turin, November, 1-
" Thla booklet la the documentation and a11emblage of an experiment concluded In 110•111 
between 1967 and the early months of 1969 In a non-existent cultural climate; most ol 
works were never exhibited and were born precisely aa a means to be shown wm.o.t ... 
medium of a gallery." Primarily outdoor pieces. 

Hnns Haneke. Chickens Hatching. FoTSgnte Fann, New Jer e)'. 

I 

Jan Dibbet . Corrected Pers,,ectfre on tudio wall, Amsterdam. 1969. 

Gino de Oomlnlcls. L'Attlco, Rome, November, 1969. Text by the artlsl 

Jan Dfb,,.ts. Art and Project Bulletin 15, November 26-December 16, 1969: " Send the right 
page of this bullelln by returning post to Art and Project; each returned bulletin will be marked 
on lh• world map by a straight line from your home to Amsterdam." Results of this piece 
published In Studio International, July- August, 1970. 

Han• Haacke. Howard Wise Gallery, New York, November 1-29, 1969: 
The working premise is to think in terms of systems: the production of systems, the 

interference with and the exposure of existing systems. Such an approach Is con
cerned with the operational structure of organizations. in which transfer of informa
tion energy and/or material occurs. Systems can be physical, biological or social. 
They can be man-made, naturally existing or a combination of any of the above. In all 
cases verifiable processes are referred to (H.H.) (Rep.) 

On karewa. One month from a series of dally postcards of New York scenes sent to LR.L for 
four months (and at dlfterent times to other friends), stating the date, the time the artlat got up 
lhat day, his name and address, and LR.L 's addreu, all In rubber-stamped letters (Rep.): 
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Nov -1 1969 1 got up al 4.28 P.M. 
Nov -2 1969 I got up at 3.13 P.M. 
Nov -3 1969 I got up at 1.15 P.M. 
Nov-4 1969 I got up at 1.54 P.M. 
Nov .5 1969 I got up at 12.17 P.M. 
Nov-61969 I got up at 1.44 P.M. 
Nov_ 7 1969 I got up at 2.35 P.M. 
Nov -8 1969 I got up at 6.25 P.M. 
Nov -9 1969 1 got up al 12.45 P.M. 
Nov 10 1969 I got up at 1.22 P.M. 
Nov 111969 lgotupat2.18P.M. 
Nov 12 1969 I got up at 12.10 P.M. 
Nov 13 1969 I got up at 2.51 P.M. 
Nov 14 1969 I got up at 2.17 P.M. 
Nov 15 1969 I got up at 12.53 P.M. 
Nov 16 1969 I got up at 4.51 P.M. 
Nov 17 1969 I got up at 1.21 P.M. 
Nov 18 1969 I got up at 2.52 P.M. 
Nov191969 I got up at 11.21 A.M. 
Nov20 1969 I got up at 8.10 A.M. 
Nov211969 1 got up at 115 P.M. 
Nov 22 1969 I got up at 2.54 P.M. 
Nov231969 I got up at 2.59 P.M. 
Nov 24 1969 I got up at 3.59 P.M. 
Nov 25 1969 I got up at 3.54 P.M. 
Nov 26 1969 I got up at 3.52 P.M. 
Nov 27 1969 1 got up at 6.28 P.M. 
Nov 28 1969 1 got up at 11 .08 P.M. 
Nov 29 1969 I got up at 6.40 P.M. 
Nov30 1960 
Nov31 1969 [no card arrived] 

Jo•eph Ko• uth. Art •nd Projeet Bulletin 14, November 22-30, 1969. "'Art H Idea es Idea." LllM 
(Thesaurus category). 

Perreault. John. " Systems." Vlll•gtt Vole•, November 20, 1969. 

November. 1969, New York: Seth Slegeleub Interviewed by Ursul• Meyer for httr PiOIHllll 

book on enll-•rt (exc~ri>ts) :I t lo art three ways: (1 ) Artists knowing what other~ 
SS: Communication re a es . i what artists are doing. (3) The wur9 

are doing. (2) The art codmimun~~r~;;~;I~ cynical, but I tend to think that art II tar 
knowing what artists are o ng. erson's approach 
artists. No one gets turned on by art a~ artists do. Ofhcour~~:! m The paint II 

rt t' work is necessarily subjective. This Is w ere ·• cem 
~~b~e~~1f:" the work of the artist. And that is a question of numbers It s my con 

make it known to multitudes. 
UM· Which means are most suitable? commun 
SS: Books and catalogues. The art that I am interested In can b~ ted with alt 

with books and catalogues. Obviously most people become acquain 
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I GOT UP AT 
12.17 P.M. 

WARA 
13TH STREET 

= :: 

! LUCY R. LIPPARD 
1138 PRINCE ST. 
i NEW YOR K N.Y. 
g10 012 .. 

K, N. Y. 10003 ; 

On Knwara. Po tcard from "'I got up" serie . 1969. 

Illustrations, slides. fllms. Rather than having the direct confrontation with the art 
itself. there is a secondhand experience, which does not do justice to the work-since 
it depends upon its physical presence, In terms of color. scale, material and 
context-all of which is bastardized and distorted. But when art does not any longer 
depend upon Its physical presence. when it has become an abstraction, it is not 
distorted and altered by its representation in books and catalogues. It becomes 
pflmsry information, while the reproduction of conventional art In books or cata
logues is necessarily secondary Information. For example, a photograph of a painting 
1s different from a painting. but a photograph of a photograph is just a photograph, or 
the setting of a line of type is just a line of type. When Information is primary, the 
catalogue can become the exhibition and a catalogue auxiliary to it, whereas in the 
January, 1969, show the catalogue was primary and the physical exhibition was 
auxiliary to It. You know, it's turning the whole thing around. 

UM: Have you arranged any exhibitions where catalogues were dealt with In a more 
conventional sense? 

SS Yes. I have. For the Summer Show, the show called "July, August, September, 
1969," eleven artists each made one work of art at eleven different locations 
throughout the world. The catalogue ls more like a traditional museum's exhibition 
catalogue In the sense that it documents the works as a standard guide to the 
exh1b1tion, the only difference being that instead of walking into, say, the Whitney 
Annual, where the catalogue makes reference to all the displayed work, here you have 
the whole world and not 1ust a building for housing an exhibition. That is part of the 
'91SOn why the catalogue is in three languages. 

UM: Was all the work displayed at the same time? 
SS· Yes. within the three-month period. In some cases. works were instantaneous. 

Ind in other cases they were only avalfable to be seen part of the time. And then there 
were works which could be seen forever. They are still there. 
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UM. Tell me about your books. 
SS Books are a neutral source. In this sense. film is not quite neutral. It 1s an lrt 

medium in its own right. Books are " containers" of Information. They are unrespo.,. 
sive to the environment-a good way of getting information into the world My b<>o11a 
are printed in three languages to further global commun1catlon. rather than limn... 
and limiting local distribution. 

UM: Will this art in your books be s1m1lar to the art shown previously? 
SS· I don' t know. I cannot possibly answer that. 
UM: What do you think about Anti-art? 
SS: Much of the Anti-art attitude in terms of anti-establishment Is sheer Cliche. An 

anti-establishment altitude of the vanguard is self-evident. Yet any form of art whic:b 
becomes established becomes establishment. We all know that. It's a question Of 
power. I may choose to deal with power in terms more interesting to me than thOll 
existing at present 1n the art world For me, power is the ability to get things done-for 
example, by means of swift global communication Lag in information is unfortun111. 
An art has Its lime and should be seen in Its lime. My idea of power has to do wttlt 
reaching a lol of people quickly, not just a circumspect small art audience .. 
Fortunately, the time is getting shorter between when an artist does something and 
when the community becomes aware of it. Whereas it took years to get a work to 
Europe or California, now it taJ<es a telephone call. These are significant difference1. 
The idea of swift communication implies that no one has anything. 

UM: How do you mean that? 
SS: Physically. There Is nothing a person could covet and hold on to. 
UM: No Object? 
SS· Well, " object" you would say when you talk about any art thing. But when Yell 

become aware of something, it immediately becomes part of you. It's not somethl .. 
you have to wait to see until it comes to you. The Idea of getting information to people 
quickly is a much different idea from getting a painting quickly-to say nothing about 
the logistics of sending a painting as opposed to sending a Barry or a Weiner. Mt 
interest in art transcends the present establishment's limited art-collector scope ot 
communications .... For me, power 1s not recorded 1n dollars and cents This is V9IJ 
important. II does not have to do with things I control but has to do with things I am llt 
a pos111on to make happen. 

Alloway, Lawrence. " Arakawa." Art,, November, 1969. Reprinted In Yvon Lambert cata'°"' 
Perla, 1970, with 1tatement by the artist 

Jo• •f Beuys: Werk• au• der Sammlung Kart Straher. Kunstmuaeum, BH el, No..-. 
6-January 4, 1970. Statements and Interview with the artist 

Chrl1topher Cook. " Actual• ." Shown at the University of New Hampshire, November 7. 
along with a " minima! repllca" of the room where Car NlcholH and hi• family .
Hu11lnated. (Cook's contribution to the 1970 Information Show at MOMA WH the 
times of several a11asslnatlons.): 

In general, I have been interested in objects or fragments ("actuals") suppo,.. 
with words (labels) to produce a mini-event. The fragment (actual) lntenstfies 
experience which the words (label) recount. i e., actual bullet from-etc • etc. 
object-reinforced statement (mini-event) acts as a catalyst to refocus the v1 

mind on a major event. 
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erpt from An Actual Autoblogr• phy of Chrl•topher Cook (1965): 
Elf 955 Actual pieces of bad checks and bird-seed. 

19ss: Actual pieces of thread worn by A H .. who departed from Hungary at 2 a.m , 

NOV. 22nd 
1957 Actual piece of wood from a crate used to ship a painting which was 

ubsequently destroyed. 
5 

19ss Actual pieces of toys given to the children's ward. St. Elizabeth Hospital. 
Urbana Illinois. 

1959: Actual piece of a broken-down farmhouse and hard times 

1960 Actual piece of the last painting by Franklin Jesperson 

J8PP8• Georg. ''Revision In Sachan Konzept-Kunat." FAZ, November, 1969. 

llllellelson, Annette. Robert Morr/•. Corcoran Gallery of Art and Detroit Institute of Art, 
November 24-December 29, 1969, and January &-February 8, 1970. Blbllography and bi
ography. 

November 2, 1969, WBAl·FM, New York, " Art Without Space." A symposium moderated by 
Selti Slegelaub with tawrence Welner, Robert Barry, DouglH Huebler, and Joseph Kosuth; 
pt00r•m Initiated by Jeanne Siegel, Art Programs Director of WBAI. Excerpt• follow: 

SS: What we will hopefully be concerning ourselves with is the nature of the art 
whose primary existence In the world does not relate to space, not to its exhibition In 
space. not to Its imposing things on the walls. These men are not primarily concerned 
with the nature of making ob1ects. perhaps, nor are they involved with the nature of 
performing with things. . . Larry? 

LW I disagree wholeheartedly that there could ever be an art without space per se. 
Its 1ust another catchall. Anything that exists has a certain space around it: even an 
tdea exists within a certain space. 

OH I would agree altogether. Whatever you do involves space. I think the essential 
thing 1s that we are not concerned (/am not concerned; I should speak for myself) 
with the specific space wherein the so-called art image exists There doesn't have to 
be a museum, gallery, or anything for what I do, because the environment does not 
affect what I do and It 1s not affected by what I have done. 

RB I honestly think there isn't an artist here whose work In some way doesn't have 
to do with some kind of spatial experiences. For instance, if an art 1s involved in 
ob1ects-say there is a tangible three-dimensional ob1ect, then 1t 1s implied that there 
is space around it, or that it is in space. In fact, space 1s really defined by the ob1ects 
that are in II The object determines the nature of the space that it is in, and you can't 
really think about absolute space or space without objects. If we are not In close 
prox1m1ty to the object, that doesn't mean that we can't pro1ect ourselves. Say 
Lawrence does something in the Arctic Circle: there is obviously a space between me 
and the Arctic Circle and that space is very important. Maybe we are 1ust dealing with 
a space that is d1fferen1 from the space that one experiences when confronting a 
tradilional object. 

JK. The point is, of course. that we are talking about space in the context of art. In 
other words, an artist using space as conceptually relevant to whatever his artistic 
proposition is. I would separate myself from what has been said already because 
space really has absolutely nothing lo do with my work (unless I do a work that is 
about space and then, of course. there are subsequent questions about that) When 
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Oouglos llueblcr. Location Piece # 1. , cw York- Lo Angele . Fcbruor)•, 1969. 
In Februo11 , 1969, the o ir poce O\er each of the thirlccn "i lote between NewY .. 

ond Lo ngele wo d<><!umented b) o photograph mode a the camera " as poin ... 
more or le traight out the oilplone window (with no " intere'lling" view intended). 

The photograph join together the East ond We I coru;ts of the Cnited tales as eaclt 
en es to "m(lrk" one of th e th irteen tntc'l Rown over during thnt particular Right. 
The photograph~ ore not , however, "ke) ed" to the slate over which the) were rude, 

but onl )' exi t ns documen t that join with on mericon A irline~ ):>tcm ~fop and this 
tolement to con~lilute the form of this piece. 

you are Lal king about something as rarefied as art is, you begin to realize that wordl 
like space have very functional meanings. and when we bring up space in the conlat 
of art, considering twentieth-century sculpture and other kinds of interest in sp1e1 
(and the word space, of course, in the fifties was very much part of the terminology of 
art), I think the subject is loaded. It has to do with physical ob1ects and the place for 
them. I don't find those the issues. It's just not relevant to the work I'm doing 

AB: I use the word space in two specific senses; one, as an interest or subjeClt 
matter of the work and. two, which Is how I meant it. the space as a condition for the 
awareness of the work, In other words. a space In which you become aware of the 
work For instance, Doug Huebler says he is involved with space. He has tried to 
document it, distances. tim e space, things of this nature. but by space I refer to the 
lack of space. 
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LW t don t understand how you can think that something that Is a fact of life Is not 
rmane To use Joseph's term-rarefied atmosphere of art. etc.-you may be able 

get to concern yourself with the spatial problem in making art You may not consider 
110

8
ce an art material, but the fact that you are occupying a certain amount of space In 

sppure physical sense means that you are dealing with space whether you want to or 
8 ot Like you can say, I am not terribly Interested in oxygen. but you are breathing 11. 
n JK But we are talking in the context of art. You conjecture that everything Is 
relevant to art. I don't agree with that. It 1s very clear that 1n the nature of art. beginning 

ith the twentieth-century. there was a shift in the visual experience from morpho
~ical to conceptual Once you start realizing the implications of that. then you begin 

10 realize that art doesn' t have any sub1ect matter; it has only what the artist uses in 

11 
SS Gentlemen, do you have any feelings about how your work relates to the 

community at large. to the other art that is being made? 
AB' Part of the nature of art 1s that 11 is out there In the community, part of what It is 

1,, other people's minds. so that 11 has to be out there .... My own art actually exists in 
the muids of other people as part of its very nature. Once I present my art, I don't have 
much control over what other people think of 11, but certainly that's part of reality. 

JK I think that obviously the way art lives Is through influencing other artists, but 
not by the physical residue that exists In museums. Some places exhibit the palettes 
with the paintings, with an equal amount of pride. because they are both just residues 
of an artist's activities. . . One could make a case for artists just existing conceptual-

ly 
OH I tend to agree and disagree with what Bob said about not being able to affect 

what happens to the work once it goes out. Some very bad interpretations are made, 
and you can't help that, but at the same time when the work gets out there again and 
again, if it is in any way unfamiliar or has any kind of strength, or resonance. It begins 
10 condition that community, which 1s kind o f what I think Joseph is saying. It Is an 
additive process. . The thing that does tie us together in some way is that we are 
making art that doesn't have an object as the residue. What we call art 1s not visual. so 
ii can exist in a number of contexts. for some of us at least. 

AB Yes. We all make objects that don't have any space around them except the 
personal experience of space, which is more subjective than our experience of color 
which registers directly on our eyes. We have to learn about depth and space, make 
judgments about It. Music is a very spatial experience. I think we can experience 
space In a less physical way and that's the kind of space I'm talking about. 

LW You bring up a very strange problem here. You bring in the subjective Space 
for me would be almost an energy, since II doesn't matter to me whether my works are 
built or not built, or whether I build them or somebody else builds them It is all exactly 
the same work, once 11 1s presented or communicated. I believe the work Itself 
produces a certain amount of energy, which 1n tu rn displaces a certain amount of 
space. . The only thing is. they don't have any way yet of determining this ob1ective 
space. walking over It and chalking It out and saying this is the space lhat Weiner's 
Idea in 1968 took up 

RB. I think space would be more frightening if It were found to be very objective. 
Maybe there 1s loo much ob1ective art around. People try to get away from their art, 
depersonah~e ii. dehumanize 11, have someone else make 1t, or they try to take away 
any kind of humanistic elements. In my own work I don't. I try to put myself into 11, o r I 
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try to realize the fact that art Is something that is made by human beings, and 
present It, I present It to other human beings, and that Is really what it is about. 

LW: As I see it, it's an imposition to impose my personal life on the art 
attempts to present something to people that ls not just about me. It ls all 
materials, and It is about the world they live in, perhaps, but it is not about them 
their own personal. everyday lives, which is what I try to take out of my art. 

SS: I would like to ask each of you what exactly you consider your work to be 
the subject matter of your art. 

LW: I really believe the subject matter of my art ls-art. 
SS: What separates your art from Douglas Huebler's? 
LW: The fact that I made it and he didn' t. 
DH: I think everything is available as subject matter and I really mean everything.I 

concern myself with time, space, and things that are going on in the world, ... 
everything. Not in the sense of trying to restate or Interpret or express anything, buttl 
take something out of the world just long enough and use just enough of that to thrail; 
something out, bring something back. that I can call an Image. The way Whll ft; 
brought back is presented is just the package. The act of perceiving Is what co 
me rather than what Is perceived. because It is more interesting to find out what It 111 
we do when we do perceive. 

RB: I have always considered the viewer. Art ls about man himself .... It is 
myself, about the world around me. And it is also about things that I don't know, 
using the unknown. 

JK: I don't think art Is about man any more than it Is about the fact that it Is midi 
man. There are other issues. My own art, my own attempt Is to deal with abstraction 
a way which is real for me and not a metaphoric kind of abstraction or one that 
morphologically out of traditional art, but an abstraction in what abstraction 
means. 

SS: Much of the work you men are involved In concerns Itself with the Ull 
language, which is a radical condition of the art. I'd like to know how you think 
it and particularly in reference to how it differs from poetry or literature. 

LW: This is a major problem with me because sharing my work could be done 
publishing a book, just the statements per se of the work. II would be just as good• 
the work were built. As for poetry, poetry is inherently involved In the medium 
language as well as the content. I may utilize the medium In an attempt to get 
only the content, in the most concise package I'm capable of at that moment. In 
beauty or exciting ramifications of the language don't terribly interest me, but I 
see how you can differentiate poetry from art without the proper information. First 
might see it as a poem, but wi1h the correct information, you would accept it• It 
intended. Perhaps the art I make and the art the rest of the gentlemen sitting 
make differs from previous art in that it relies upon Information, whereas prev 
the art was just presented. Nobody even knew terribly much about the art, how 
cope with It. 

DH: The language as information is absolutely necessary. Getting back to the 
thing. The person who sits and looks at a lV set in any room and watches the mlft 
the spacecraft, or stepping on the moon, makes a literal spatial jump that 
beyond any perceptual frame he could possibly have. Ttien there Is the Info 
that tells him that that picture Is not contained in tt'lat frame; that picture ii 
240.000 miles away, or however far the moon is, and it absolutely demands langu 
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don't think any of us jumping over Into language are interested in pure information, or 
pure poetry, but It would be a kind of McLuhan world where we do transcend the 
space that we can ordinarily perceive. 

RB: In my work the language itself isn't the art. It doesn't even describe or detail the 
art much. I use language as a sign to indicate that there is art, the direction In which 
the art is. and to prepare someone for the art ... to communicate your ideas through 
language. 

JK: Yes. when you deal with language you deal with it conceptually, and when you 
deal with things conceptually, you deal with them In a most general way. My recourse 
11 a way of making it clear that I'm using language to go beyond language. One begins 
to realize that if one uses language, as a medium It becomes invisible, so that you 
don't focus on any specifics, which implies a sort of stance, a kind of philosophy. 
Composition and taste are specific but language is very neuter because it is used in so 
many ways. 

DH: If I might pose this: the Idea of words as a convention and by extension the 
popular use of them as a more general condition, doesn't that parallel the use of the 
picture frame for sixty thousand years In which the rectangular painting became a 
convention ? Isn't it subject to the same changes and pressures? What are you 
laughing about, Welner? 

LW: Well, the ease with which you throw that out on the table belies what you are 
saying, because the picture-frame convention was a very real th ing. The painting 
stopped at that edge. When you are dealing with language, there is no edge that the 
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picture drops over or drops off. You are dealing with something completely lnfln 
Language, because it is the most nonobjective thing we have ever developed in 
world, never stops. 

JK: Your analogy works better for poetry, in the sense that poetry has as much '°di 
with words as material. I think that's why most of the concrete poets are nows~ 
to do theater and getting out of concrete poetry [Acconci, Perreault, Hannah Weiner 
etc.) They realize the sort of decadence that follows from tha_t sort of materiaf""i 
They are trying to say things about the world that are lllog1cal in terms of languao., 

SS: One becomes very much aware of the speed with which this art travels, Of Ill 
way it Is rap Idly transferred from continent to continent or city to city, by virtue Of Ila 
portability, more quickly than other art. 

RB: I haven't found that people understand 1t any faster even though 1t is able to91t 
around a lot. 

LW: I don't have that trouble because I'm working within the realm of comPllll 
generalities There can be no misreadings. If somebody chooses, when they rece1v9

1 
piece, to build It themselves, they can't do it wrong. They can do It In a way that miQllt 
displease me personally bul not esthetically They can't do It wrong. 

JK: Conceptually. 
LW: Not conceptually. They just can't do It wrong. You like the word conceptu11, 

For you, it's fine. It fi ts you. I don't really see It fit ting me. I don't think there II a 
preconceived concept because the material Is so erratic. 

JK: If you make a statement, say your work Is so much paint poured, If you follolr 

Jan Dibbcts. Shadow Piece. lnstullution: Huus Longe, Krcfcld. 1969. 

I concept, you can't do anything wrong because you are following that concept. th8 
right? . I I . . LW Well, the concept 1s not necessar ly a conceptua s1tuat1on. 

JI< I mean the conceptual has to do with the fact that you can deal with what rm 
.,9 and that those words have meanings, those words are the conception. I wasn't 

saY~ing any rarefied art-context use of the word conceptual. I was 1ust using the 
=~rd's standard meaning You use language, so conceptual is applicable, whether 
y0u like 1t or not, baby 

~·· Museum of Modern Art, December 30-Mareh 1, 1970. Text by Jennifer Licht and 
,..aements by some of the artists: Asher, Bell, Flavin, Morris, Pulsa, Walther. 

AJ1 In Procell IV. Finch College Museum of Art, December 11-January 26, 1970. Statements 
lllf th• artists: Andre, Benglls, Boehner, Bollinger, Ferrer, Flanagan, Hesse, Morris, Nauman, 
~n, Van Buren, Welner. 

/lltOIO Show. Student Union Building (SUB) Gallery, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, 
oeeember. Organized by lllyes Pagonis and Christos Dlkeakos. Barthelme, Burgy, Dlkeakos, 
ontiam, Haacke, Huebler, Klnmont, Kirby, Nauman, N. E. Thing Co., Pagonis, Ru1cha, 
Smithson, Wall, Wallace, etc. Reviewed by Charlotte Townsend, Artacanada, June, 1970. 

Robflr1 Barry. Art and Project Bulletin 17, December 17-.31, 1969: " During the exhibition the 
ga11er; will be cloaed." This piece also executed at the Eugenia BuUer Gallery, Los Angeles, 
MarCJl 1-21, 1970. 

Jan Olbbflt•: Audlo-Vlauelle Dokumentatlonen. Muaeum Haus Lange, Krefeld, Germany, 
l)ece.mber 14...January 25, 1970. Introduction by Paul Wember. Includes maps, photos, doeu
.-ntatlon, and a phonograph record (" lhe sound of driving a ear on a 1tralght road with a 
COMtant speed of 100 km. an hour" ). 

"811 Dlbbets. 24 minute•: TV•• a F1rep/ace. " For 24 minutea Jan Dlbbets tran1formed Iha TV 
Mt Into an electronic flreptace. For this time pure fire was transmitted, no Introduction, no 
cammenlJlry. TV as a Fireplace. Transmitted December 24-31 , 1969. Video Gallery Gerry 
ldlum." 

'"11le Art of Michael Helzer." Artforum, December, 1969. Photodoeumentallon. 

lliillar, Gregoire. " Michael Helzer." Art•, December, 1969-January, 1970. Also Perreault, 
Jolln, " Critique: Street Works." 

!WM, Barbara. " Sol LeWltt Drawlng1, 1968-1969." Studio International, December, 1969. 

"Oft Exhibitions and the World at Large, Seth Slegelaub In conversation with Chartea 
Harrison, September, 1969.'' Studio lnt•rnatlonal, December, 1969. 

fl Local/on• 1969fl0 JoHph Koauth Art aa Idea aa Idea. The show took place all over the 
world by means of publication of aelected categorlea from the Thes.aurus In advertising boxea 
II local newspapers and magazines. Poiter. 

Walther, Franz Erhard. Tagebuch Muaeum of Modern Art, New Yorlr, December 28, 
r-...,arch 1, 1970. CologM, Heiner Friedrich, 1970: A dlary· repor1 of observations, reactions, 
lllectlons, written during or after Walther's partlclpatJon In the MOMA Space• 1how with his 
lllatrument ob)ecU. 
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1970 
BOOKS 

Ader, BH J•n. F•ll. Cl•remont, C•llf., 1970. Photo document• of two fall1, one In Los A~ 
one In Am1terdam. 

Barry, Robert Untitled book (" It hH ..... " It 11 ••• "; for a l•t•r version of lhla con ..... 
refined piece, 1ee p. 250). Sperone, Turin, 1970. 

Becher, Hiii• •nd Bernhard. Anonym• Skulptur•n: Eln• Typologl• t•chnl•ch•n ..__ 
DU11eldorf, Art·Pre11Vert•g, 1970. A book of photograph• of lime kllna, cooling tower-. ..... 
furnacH, wlndlng-towera, water towers, gH holders, 11101. Photo• exhibited •t the K-.. 
Fl1cher G•llery, December, 1970. (Rep.) 

Burchm•n. Jerrold. R~uctlonvR•mov•I•. Loa AngelH, 1970. Photo•, 1ome " found." 

Buren, Danie!. Umlt .. CrltJqu ... Yvon Lambert, Perla, 1970. 

Beuy1, Jo1eph. J• Ja Ja NH NH NH. LP. record, edition of 500; G•ll•rla Colophon, ... 

Bas Jan Ader. I 'm Too Sad to Tell You. 1970. 

d Bcmhard Becher • 
. "' To"•crs. Corrugated 

llfld tecl. Mounted 
:O-). ~o·. 1959-1972. 

°II':.:. . onnabend Cul
~>" York . .,. .. 

Bn>uwn, Stanley. t•tvan. Aktlonar•um 1, Munich, 1970. 

--. At/anti•. Utrecht, 1970. Unique copy. 

--. durch ko•ml•ch• •trahl•n 11•h•n. Slidtlachea Museum, M6nehengladbach, Septem· 
tier 4-25, 1970. Unique copy of book for the 1how. 

Burgy, Donald. Art ldeH for lh• YHr 4000. Addison G•llery of American Art, Andover, MHI. 
Introduction by Jack Burnh•m: 

Time-Information Idea I 2 
Select, at random, seven different things, events or ideas. 
Study the seven selections until you discover one factor common to all. 
Record that factor. 
Repeat this process once each day for one week, without ever repeating a selection 
or a common factor. 
Reduce this group of seven to one common factor. 
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Inside-Outside Exchange # 1 (July, 1969) 

Put some of your inside outside. 
Take that outside back inside 
Put some inside far outside 
Take that outside back inside. 
Increase the distance of exchange 

each time until finished. 

Burn, Ian, and Ramsden, Mel. From the "Notes on An•ly•I• " Book. New Yo11t, 1970: 
1 Rather than add to the chain of almighty art-icons some purported " analytic" .-i 

Is intent only on advancing bases for analysis. Other merely indicates some areas Of 
invest1gat1on. 

2 The outcome of much of the " conceptual" work of the past two years has been to 
carefully clear the air of objects. One no longer feels obligated to materialize 
constructs and, perhaps of more consequence, one no longer feels the pressure to 
replace such constructs with specific " ideas," " proposals," etc. 

The formulation of a set of art-constructs does not require justification through, nor 
Is 1t contingent on, material productivity. II is now justifiable as a form of activity. 

Amongst the earlier contentions of the conceptual cum analytic work was that no 
object contains any " magical" artness which may be said to individuate It as M 
art-object. Given that there are no such determinable characteristics within an lrt 
object and that. furthermore, the puzzle 1s how such and such an art-ob1ect Is picked 
out as an art-object, then the area of attention must, arguably, shtft away from lht 
ob1ect itself. lnd1v1duation might then be held to come about by falling back upon 
various contextual and behavioral prescriptions. There Is an obvious need to studr 
such prescriptions since they provide the bases for Individuation and must be kn<MR 
prior to individuating activity. 

The contention here ts that the area of attention is shifting from single iconic 
elements (art-ob1ects. art-works) to comprise a whole continuum of these elemenllll 
a sign-process (sem1os1s). 

3 Now m order to set up within an interpreter the disposition to react in a specill 
way, a sign must have some known fixtures. Thus one might contend that only objlcll 
with known art-object fixtures could be picked out as signs of " the presence of lft. 
But since we have already denied the existence of such internal fixtures, then It II 
tenable to suggest that no art-object can itself qualify as a sign of " art." In which cm 
art-objects must be signified by falling back upon the norms and prescriptions al I 
known language and, since they are designated from this language, one picks .. 
objects out through this language (and not by suddenly being struck dumb llf 
whatever usage that language may have been put to). 

So. analytic art may not be concerned with the proliferation of designated signl.o 
fleds, but with the abstract structure of this designation· the semiosis. 

Now the artist's traditional line of business has been with usage (practice) rdllf 
than with sorting out the terms of the semiosls itself He has accordingly been "'°" 
preoccupied with the material ramifications of single Iconic elements than with 
sub-structure or continuum determining the status of these elements Inc 
abstraction means decreasing lconiclly. Analytic art seeks to formulate connAlll~• 
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between the ' grammatical" parts of this semiotic mosaic-In other words, the 
analytic construct explains its line of business and does not merely act from that line 
of business. 

Now we can call upon some cautious. if logically contentious. remarks about this 
sign-process . 

4 1nit1al investigation ought to manifest (1) what would be the situation of the 
conventional iconic art-ob1ect in the sign-process, and (it) what could be the situation 
(if any) of an analytic art-construct Itself within this process? 

i) If C (sign) sets up 1n D (interpreter) the reaction to E (signification). then It 
can be argued that C Is the context or prescriptions that D must know to enable the 
bringing about of E. thus C displays the characteristics for D ind1v1duahng E. Now 1f 
this fatter event E were to stand for an art-object then 1t 1s as a significant 
designated by C. One might almost regard C as the language norms or " dictionary" 
learnt by D and then E 1s an instance of this language " spoken." 

G1Ven this, that conventional significants (E) are designated, then such a designa
tion obeying all the contextual and syntactical dimensions of C, need only be 
observable; I.e .. E might conceivably be anything on the face of this planet. 

Such formidable spatio-temporal possibilities might be seen as the semantic 
proliferation of the designative sign-process. However. the abstract structure of 
such a process might be more rewardingly studied through Its syntactic and 
pragmatic dimensions. 

Ii) Under the circumstances outlined in (1), it would be dumb to insist on 
nominating an analytic art-construct (i.e., this paper) as an " artwork." The conten
tion is that the analytic construct occurs elsewhere In the sem1osls 
So Instead of seeking to parallel the conventional signification. an analytic con

struct may conceivably reproduce in Itself the state of a sign: I.e .. be " language" but 
not · usage." be prescription but not practice. Rather than be designated by a set of 
prescriptions. this construct would itself seek to state those prescriptions. Thus Its 
meaning might be " read out" instead of " read in." 

Consider then C as a sign which sets up in D the disposition to react in a special 
way E An analytic construct C need not designate any material element but rather the 
hope from D of a certain behavior E. It therefore need not be thought that something 
is " missing" when material elements are not Included In the sign-process-rather, It 
IS that the sign C Is no longer semantically designative but has moved Into the 
pragmatic mode: it Is now prescriptive in that it signifies conduct E-not designative 
in nominating object E. 

Finally, one can't loose material conditions by simplistic "dematerlalizatlon." Ob
iects disappear because of fundamental procedural changes in the semiotic or 
conceptual sign-structure of the continuum itself. The apprehension of analytic art 
could lie In gaining an awareness of such abstract strategies. 

Cook, Chrl1topher C. A Book of ln•t•nt• (Autobiographic Actuality). Andover, Ma11., 1970. 
Arl1 five pagea: 

November 21 , 1844. 9:40 a.m. June 26. 1875, 4:02 a.m. 
June 30, 1875, 6:15 a.m. March 2, 1883, 2:00 p.m. 
December 22, 1883, 6:04 p.m. June 11, 1906, 1:40 p.m. 
May 28, 1932, 2:05 a.m. April 1, 1933, 7:00 p.m. 
January 28, 1935, 5:15 a.m. August 17, 1938. 1 :50 p.m. 
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Roger Cutforth. ec:t .. 
from ''Long Distan~ vi. 
sion .. Card (cover or n. 
Visual Book). 1970. 

Cook, Christopher C. Po .. lb/H. Andover, Mess., 1970. "The following exhibition• m•J ,_. 
slbly be produced et the Addison Gallery of American Art, Andover, M .... chuMtta." 1111 
artist directs the gallery. 

Cutforth, Roger. 111e Vl•u•I Book. New Yortc. 1970; In French and English. (Rep.) 

Dlbbets, Jen. Robin R«lbreHI'• Territory/ Sculpture 1969. Seth Slegelaub, Gebr. K6nlg. .... 
York, Cologne, 1970. DocumentatJon of piece executed April-June, 1969, Amsterdam: 

Sculpture/drawing territory redbreast 
At the beginning of March, 1969, I decided to change a robin's territory, so that tht 

bird would fly and control my sculpture-drawing. This sculpture-drawing can never be 
seen in its entirety; only through its documentation can the viewer reconstruct Ill 
form in his mind. In order to achieve this-I only suspected it was possible-I reed a 
number of books (among others: Robert Ardrey, The Territorial Imperative, Dell. N.V 
1968, and David Lack, The Life of the Robin, Pelican, London, 1953) until I had 
gathered sufficient Insight Into the possibilities I planned to measure the terrltorJ 
photograph the intervention, etc. The idea was to change, to enlarge the territory lnlD 
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8 form that pleased me. I am not interested in biological facts; the idea arose from a 
concern with the frontiers of the visual arts. When every1hing was ready, I laid out the 
form of the new territory with small poles. like a drawing on the ground The sculpture 
was comprised by the movements of the bird between the erected poles. This work is 
one of a series involving the v1suallzatlon of ecological systems and was conceived 
and realized in 1969. (Rep.) 

Dlkeako• , Christos. ln•tant Photo lnform•ffon (October 8, 1970). National Fiim Board of 
Canada, Ottawa, 1970. 

Ferguson, Gerald. l.and•cape. Halifax, 1970. Xerox. 

Gilbert and George. A Menage from the Sculpton Gilbert and George. Art for All, London, 
11110. Booklet, loose photographs, and " sculptor•' Hmplea": " Giibert and George have a wide 
r•"9• of aculplurea tor yo~slnglng aculpture, Interview sculpture, dancing aculpture, nerve 
sculpture, cat• sculpture, end philosophy sculpture. So do contact ua.'' 

r .Dibbet . Photo from Robin 
U•t's Territory. 1969. 



--. 111• Pencil on Pa,,.r Descriptive Works of Giibert and G•orge th• Sculptor•. Art for Al. 
London, 1970. 

Gr•h•m. Dan. Some Photographic Projects. John Gibson, New York. 

--. 1966. John Gibson, New York. 

Groh, Klaus. " If I Had a Mind." lntemat.lonal Editions, Ti.iblngen, Miian, New York, 1970. 

Grieger, Scotl lm,,.raonatlons [Los Angeles, 1970?}. Photographs of the artist Imper~ 
art works by other artists. 

Haber, Ira Joel. 36 Housea. New York. March, 1970. 

--. Survey. New York, 1970. 

Huebler, Douglas. Duration. Sperone, Turin, 1970. The book consists of " Duration Piece 1, 
Torino, Italy, January, 1970" ; 61 photographs made according to eight different aya.._ i. 
time. 

Jarden, Richards. (Seven Photo Series). Halifax, Nova Scotia, 1970: Cinderella, Tratllc: "-. 
Facial Angle, Running In Place (Slmulatlon), Falling. High Tide (Slmulatlon), Sunset (Slmule
tlon). The first three plus Growth Rate (Girls) and Growth Rate {Boys) published .. ,..., Ill 
sllghtJy larger photographic booklets Instead of In envelopes. (Rep.) 

--. Active and Paulve States, Halifax, 1970. A double photo. 

Richnrd Jnrden. Facial Angle: .. The angle formed on the face by two traight lines 
drown from the bose of the nose, the one to the base of tbc cor, the other to tht- fDC111 
projecting point on the forehead. In antique statue~ the fncial angle is usually 90". Au 
genernJ principle it may be aid that intelligence is proportional. to the fncial ande. It 
i at nn) rate an incor.lc tible fact that the lower one de ccnds 111 the human race Ille 
more the facial angle diminishe ."-Jule delinc, The Adeline Art Dictionary· ( ew 
York: Frederick ngnr, 1966). p. 15. 

k. Robert. Twelve Drawings. New York, 1970. JaC t 

On' Robert. Measuring Some of My Friends (color) and Just About the Right Size. San l(lnrn .. 
Francisco, 1970. 

uth, Joseph. Functlon/ Funzlone/ Funcl6n/ Fonctlon/Funktlon. Sperone, Turin, 1970. " Thia 
~':orn the sixth Investigation of 'Art as Idea es Idea: " 

a1aioney, M•rtln. Fr11ctlonal•. Presa Works, Brattleboro, Vl, 1970, and Integument•, n.d. 

11en. Marlo. Fibonacci 1202. Sperone, Turin, 1970. 

Manis• Mlchael. Alex and Rodger, Rodger and Alex. National Film Board of Canada, Ottawa, 
tf70. 

()lsen. Richard. Sixteen Sentence•. San Francisco, 1970. 

ptene. Otto. More Sky (Things to Do and Wind Manual). Cambridge, Mass., 1970. 

Rupperaberg, Allan. 23 Piece• and 24 Pieces. Sunday Quality, Loa Angeles, 1970. 

Ruacha, Edward. Real E•tate OpportunltlH. Los Angeles, 1970. 

Sanetouand, J. M. Introduction to Concrete Space. Paris, Editions Mathias Fels, 1970. 

Wall, Jeff. Landsca,,. Manual. Fine Arts Gallery, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, 
tl&O. Flfty·two·page booklet, text and photos " from and for a work In progress." 

Welner. Lawrence, Tracc./Trace•. Sperone. Turin, 1970. Each of the following words, with Ila 
ltallan translation. Is one page of the book: 

Reduced Flushed Marred Ruptured Greased Mashed Fermented Notched Smelted 
smudged Painted Mined Bracketed Cabled Locked Mucked Mixed Bleached De
marked Thrown Breached Secured Turned Removed Tossed Sanded Poured Trans
ferred Glued Ignited Diverted Affronted Abridged Cratered Shattered Pilled Placed 
Spanned Dug Displaced Sprayed Stained Translated Bored Dragged Folded Split 
Shored Strung Obstructed 

Honner, Kl•ua. Concept Art A apeclal edition of Kunst. vol. 10, no. 38, qu. 2, 1970. Text, 
dlronology, blbllography, selected words, and "Zehn Fragen zur Concept Art"-a discussion 
between Dlbbeta, Flacher and Slegelaub In person, Jurgen Harten on the phone, and Brouwn, 
Orofl and Ulrlcha In writing. 

Tueller, Marcia. Robert Mo"I•. New York, Whitney Museum of American Art and Praeger 
Publlshers, 1970. 

Altiat6 and Photograph•. Multiples Gallery, New York, 1970. Text by Lawrence Alloway 
(reprinted In Studio International, April, 1970); large box of works by Bochner, Christo, 
Dlbbeta, Gormley, Graham, Huebler, Kaprow, Kirby, LeW1"1 Long, Morris, Nauman (the book 
LAAIR), Oppenheim, Rauschenberg, Ruscha, Smithson, Venet, Warhol Excerpts follow from 
lllchael Kirby, " A Statement, May 10, 1969," to accompany cardboard models of photographic 
acutpt11re (Rep.): 

The primary use of photographs in my work is to " embed" the piece of sculpture In 
the space around rt. Pictures are taken either " through" the piece-by taking two 
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Michael Kirby. Pont eul: 1'fle 
Construction of a Tetrahedrwa fl 
Space. 1970. Courte )' Multi ..... 
lnc., ew York. 

photographs, one with the sculpture in position and one with it removed, thla II 
possible even with a solid structur~r. with the camera perhaps lying on 1111 
sculptural surface, directly away from it The latter procedure gives what I c:.a I 
" mirror'' photograph: a direct " reflection" of the space. When mounted In 1111 
completed structure, the photographs refer the piece outward to Its environment. 1111 
information In the photographs relates to its real counterparts, " embedding" the wed 
so that It cannot be moved from its exact location without destroying its psychologlclll 
and esthetic content. 

If a photograph and its sub1ect are both presented to consciousness, a connectloll 
exists between them. Since the photographs in my embedded sculpture are "aimed" 
at their subjects. I conceptualize the relation as a straight line or a ray (somewhat, .. 
the Invisible beam of an infrared searchlight) joining the two. To me the phyliall 
structure of the piece Is composed of these mental elements; its shape is, in P"t. 
Intangible. Window Rectangle, for example, consists of only the four corners al I 
rectangle, two mounted outside my apartment and two inside; mirror photographlOI 
the truncating faces of each corner show the opposite corner as well as the dllll 
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behind It and complete the four metal sides of the rectangle, two of which pass 
through the windows. 

ThUS photographs may make connections and draw lines in space, but they ma} 

8150 bridge distance in a more intellectual way by referring to that which is not 
present. When used systematically, this kind of relationship can, for example. join two 
sections of the same piece that are a great distance apart and beyond lhe range of 
visual context. 

In all of my embedded pieces, the aetual physical object is used to create a much 
larger. partly cerebral structure. The sculpture is a machine or Instrument to be used 
by the conceplual mind ralher than a mass or shape merely to be looked at. Just as an 
instrument such as a yardstick or a microscope must be actively used before it 
provides results. these pieces must be used as visual instruments before they can be 
understood. This operation takes time, and I consider my work to be basically 
contemplative .... 

Another aspect of photography that interests me is its relationship to time. A 
photograph. as they say, " captures" an instant of the continuum. As soon as it has 
t>een taken, it Is " out of date." In some situations and relationships, this fact can be 
exploited A picture can refer not only to another point in space but to another time. 
Often. for example, the things represented in the photographs of my embedded 
sculpture are moved or new things added; the photo no longer matches the environ
ment This is one of several ways that time is directly represented in the work. 

Sltfk• Work, 1no, 2170, 3no. School of the Art lntUtute of Chicago, 1970. Three booklets of 
won by students and artists auoc:lated with the school. 

5tlllem•nts, no. 1, January, 1970. David Rushton, Phlllp Pllklngton, eds. Coventry, England, 
Analytical Art Prett. " This magazine It to be produced twice yearly to contain wortc by 
tludents at present In their first year of the Fine Art Faculty (of Lanchester Polytechnlc). 
These artlcles either were written on topics set or developed from work that WH beglln within 
the five areH of study covered by the course: Art Theory, Audio Visual, Epistemology, 
Romanticism, and Technos." Contributors: S. Beeby. K. Lole, G. Mlleson, P. Pilkington, D. 
Rushton, C. Wlllsmore. 

155,000. Vancouver Art Gallery and Student Union Building Gallery, University of British 
Columbla, Vancouver, January 13-Febryary 8, 1970. Continuation of Seattle 557,087 {Sep
tember, 1969; tee p. 110). Forty·two catalogue c•rdt added; three artists added: Christos 
&Jl!Hkos, Alex Hay, Greg Curnoe; two bibliography cards added. At In Seattle, the wortc WH 
wldefy distributed over the city and nearby environs H well H In the two Indoor loc.tlons. 
Rewiewed by Ted Undberg, Amcanada, June, 1970; Joan Lowndes, V•ncou11•r Province, 
January 12, January 16, January 19; Chartotte Townsend, V•ncou11•r Sun, January 2, January 
14, January 16. 

Tam•k•I. Louisiana Museum, Humleboek, Denmark, January, 1970. Special lttue of 
Loultl•n• Re11y, vol. 10, no. 3, on the exhibition, edited by Per Kirkeby and John Hunov (In 
Danish). Artists Include Beuys, Dlbbett, Long, Panamarenko. Texts: Mauer, Strelow, and 
Christiansen on Beuys; texts or photo-sections by the other artists; text by Beuys on hit 
student program (1968). 

Trtnl, Tommaso. " Mutare le attltudlnl concettllall In practice." G•nn•/o 70, Bologna, January, 
1'10 (fOf the Blennale di Bologna). 
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January 1, 1970: Al lhl• point. The Great Grlswolcfs wortt and la far-reaching'""*'.,. 
surfaced. It wH evident that He anticipated In His scientific perfectology Pfotr• 4 
convoluted lmpllcallon1 of conceptual and dematerialized woru made later In His ... 
His work Is continuously and carefully overlooked H wH the tradltlonal manner Of~ 
builders. 

Frederick Barthelme. Two Works from January- February, 1970: 

RE: Sequence 
---'3'--- Individual work(s): 
1. Being, In the physical and/or mental condition _ _-.h.-un;.;..g""'ry'"'-------- _ 
2. Being, In the physical and/or mental cond1tion_-=-ea;:;;;t:.:..:in-:--g,.__ ____ _ 
3. Being, in the physical and/or mental condition not hungry 

OMIT 4. Being, in the physical and/or mental condltion _ _..:..:;.:.:...::.:.::..:~.z__----
OMIT 5. Being, in the physical and/or mental condition _ ________ _ 
OMIT 6. Being, In the physical and/or mental condltion--:--:--:- -------

Each work includes and accepts but does not determine every1hing lhll 
occurs In duration of the specific condition. 

Each work can only be accomplished personally, and In that way exllla 
as a field of potential delimited by the specified condition. 

F. Barthelme, excerpt from a text of February 4, 1970: 
Instead of presenting information to be perceived, most of my recent work IOC8911 

the presentation-perception process in the individual. But so that It can be said lt\111 
am making art or anything else, some presentation is required. Because lllJ 
presentation contains Information, each of those presentations contains information. 
But the information is such that it declines the central role of ob1ect or object. 
substitute. In the " being" pieces the information is either peripheral (facing nora.. 
facing south, etc.), or it is hopelessly central and unavoidable (tired, refreshed, etc.). 
Thus it is not the type of information that can successfully accept serious study. Thi 
" art" or " meaning" of the work does not come directly from the represented 
Information, but must be inferred Individually by each audience member. In thell 
works I am not Interested in presenting anything for people to see, experience, or 
think about. I am interested in suggesting conditions which, defining an art context. 
allow the inference of any meaning. 

O!ffE:v ... ·~11rr IS, mo 
SU~i!TUTIUU :~ 

msTEP.ll or- r11mmm r.rn 1 Hlkd 

ouc du.. Co:.>, Frederick Barthe lme. Sub-
titution 15. February 6, 

1970. 

Peter Hutchin~on_. Paricutin \lo/cnno. 450 lb . of bread and mold, 250' long. 1970. John 
Gib on Comm1 100 , lnc. 

Hutchinson, Peter. UParicutln Volcano," January, 1970. onset text accompanying exhibition of 
an " Ecologic Work" at John Gibson, New York, February 14-March 31 . Account of making his 
bread end colored·mold piece In the volcano's crater (Rep.): 

My project was to lay the bread, wet it once and let the steam and the heat of the 
rocks and sun do the rest. I expected mold to grow in large quantities and, I hoped, in 
patches large enough to show In the photographs I would make. I would cover the 
bread with plastic in the interim, which would condense the water on Its surface and 
make a super-saturated environment in which mold likes to grow. This, in effect, 
would make a greenhouse environment in surroundings which hitherto had been 
practically sterile, and certainly unable to support molds or even lichens ... 

II 1s not extraordinary to grow mold on bread. I was not doing so in any scienttflc 
sense I was attempting several other things-to juxtapose a microorganism against a 
macrocosm1c landscape, yet In such amount that the results would be plainly visible 
through color changes. I also chose an environment that, although having the 
necessary elements for groW1h, needed a subtle alteration on ut11iza1ton to make 
growth possible. Volcanic ground in a sense is new material. sterilized and reor
ganized then thrown out from the deeper crust of the earth. II is similar to the earliest 
earth landscapes and related to the early geological periods such as the Precambrian 
w.hen molds and algae played the dominant role on dry land that today belongs to the 
higher mammals and insects. Today, when volcanoes appear from the sea. they are 
first colonized by bacteria, molds, and algae. The conditions of early history are 
continually duplicated. 

Ferguson, Gerald. Proposal: A Dictionary for Concrete Poet.; twenty·elght sections, each 
MC'tlon devoted to words (alphabellzed) of the same length. Hallfax, January 28. 1970. 
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Janua 12- 29, School of Visual Arts Gallery, New York: Sol LeWltt directs an Hhlbito.t .. 
which ~e Hkt Holli• Frampton and Michael Snow to record separate sequential •tudlee al 
dance motion; homage to Muybrldge. 

M U la "How 1'o Explain Pictures to a Dead Hare." Art N•w•, January, 1970. a.._. aa eyer, rau • 
conversations with Joseph Beuya: ed h h d th h 

In How to Explain Pictures to a Dead Hare, Beuys cover is ea w1 oney Ind 
gold-leaf transforming himself into a sculpture. He cradled the dead hare m his arms 

d took.It " to the pictures and 1 explained to him everything that was to be seen. I let 
~~m touch the pictures with his paws and meanw~ile talked to him about them .... 1 
explained them to him because I do not really hke explaining them to people. Of 
course there Is a shadow of truth in this. A hare comprehends more than many hu"*' 
beings with their stubborn rationalism . ... I told him that he needed only to scan the 
pictu re to understand what Is really important about It. The hare probably knowa 
better than man that directions are important. You know the hare can turn on a dime. 
And actually nothing else Is Involved." 

Claura, Michel. " Conceptual Misconceptions." Studio lnt•rn•tlon•I, January, 1970. 

LI man Jean. "Money for Money's Sake." Art In Amerlc•, January-Febru.ary, 1970. 
PPrim'arily on money works by Klenholz (lettered .w atercolor s~nes sold for $1 to 

s1o OOO) Morris ($50 investment loan piece for Whitney Anti-Illusion show), and Lii 
Levfne f"Profit Systems One," profit or loss on. 500 shares o_f stock); Lee Lozano'I 
c h p·ece (giving money to visitors to her studio and recording their reactions) end 
1n:st~ent Piece (investing a grant she received December, 1968) were among Ntlltt 
money works (April 3, 1969, and January 15, 1969). Douglas Huebler has made mone, 
works that continue operating Into the distant future. 

Millet, Catherine. " L'Art Conceptual." L 'Art Vlv•nt, January, 1970. 

Rosenberg, Harold. "The Art-Wortd: De-Aetthetlclzallon." New Yorker, January 24, 1111. 

Art L•nguag• no 2 February, 1970, Coventry. Contribution• by Kosuth (American.....,_ 
Atk~nson, Bal~brktg~, Baldwin, Barthelme, Brown-David, Burn, Hirons, .~unell, 11c1C11-. 
Ramsden and MlchaeJ Thompson, "Conceptual Art: category and Action · 

11 is an' astonishing but Inescapable conclusion that we have reached: namely, lhll 
the seemingly erudite, scholastic, neutral, logical, austere, even ln~estuous, ma. 
ment of conceptual art 1s, in fact, a naked bid for power at the very highest level t111 
wresting from the groups at present at the top of our social structure. of control t:llfl 

the symbols of society. 
Jose h Kosuth " Introductory Note by the American Editor": Far 

c :rrent Am~ncan art activity can be considered having three areas of endea~ar 
discussion purposes. l call them: aesthetic, " reactive,'' and conceptual. Aest 
" formalist" art and criticism Is directly associated with a group of writers an~)a:: 
working on the east coast of the United States (with followers In Englan · 
however far from limited to these men, and as well is still the general notlgn of= 
held by ~ost of the lay public. That notion 1s th~t. as stated b~ Clemen\ ~:"of llL 
" aesthetic judgments are given and contained m the 1mmed1ate exper e CM1Q11L 
They coincide with it· they are not arrived at afterwards through reflection or th not• 
Aesthetic judgments 'are also Involuntary: you can no more choose whether or 
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lll<e 8 work of art than you can choose to have sugar taste sweet or lemons sour." 
In terms of art, then, this work (the painting or the sculpture) is merely the " dumb" 

subject-matter (or cue) to critical discourse. The artist's role Is not unlike that of the 
valet's assistance to his marksman master: pitching Into the air of clay plates for 
targets. This follows in that aesthetics deals with considerations of opinions or 
perception, and since experience is immediate, art becomes merely a human ordered 
base for perceptual kicks, thus paralleling (and " competing" with) natural sources of 
visual (and other) experiences. The artist Is omitted from the "art activity" In that he is 
merely the carpenter of the predicate and does not take part in the conceptual 
engagement (such as the critic functions in his traditional role) of the " construction" 
of the art proposition. If aesthetics is concerned with the discussion of perception and 
the artist 1s only engaged in the construction of the stimulant, he ls thus-within the 
concept " aesthetics as art"-not participating in the concept formation. In so tar as 
visual experiences, Indeed aesthetic experiences, are capable of existence separate 
from the art, the condition of art in aesthetic or formalist art ls exactly that discussion 
or consideration of concepts as examined in the functioning of a particular predicate 
tn an art propos1t1on. To restate: the only possible functioning as art aesthetic 
painting or sculpture Is capable of, Is the engagement or Inquiry around its 
presentation within an art proposition. Without the discussion It is "experience" pure 
and simple. It only becomes " art" when It Is brought within the realm of an art context 
(like any other material used within art). 1 [Footnotes appear at end of article.] 

A discussion of what I call " reactive" art wlll be necessarily brief and simplistic. For 
the most part " reactive" art Is the scrap-heap of 20th century art ideas-cross
referenced, " evolutionary," pseudo-historical, " cult of personality," and so forth: 
much of which can be easily described as an angst-ridden series of blind actions. 

This can be explained partially via what I refer to as the artist's "how" and "why" 
procedure. The "why" refers to art Ideas and the " how" refers to the formal (often 
material) elements used In the art proposition (or as I call It In my own work, " the form 
of presentation"). Many disinterested in and often Incapable of conceiving of art Ideas 
(which is to say: their own inquiry into the nature of art) have used notions such as 
"self-expression" and " visual experience" to give a ''why" ambient to work which Is 
basically " how" Inspired. 

But work that focuses on the " how" aspect of art is only taking a superficial and 
necessarily gestural reaction to only one chosen " formal" consequence-out of 
several possible ones. As well, such a denial (or ignorance) of art's conceptual (or 
"why") nature follows always to a primitive or anthropocentric conclusion about 
artistic prioritles.2 

The " how" artist Is one that relates art to craft, and subsequently considers artistic 
act1v1ty " how" construction The framework in which he works is an externally 
provided historical one, which takes only Into account the morphological characteris
tics of preceding artistic activity. This reactionary impetus has left us with a kind of 
lnvoluted artistic inflation. 

Thus the only real difference between the formalists and the " reactive" art ists is that 
the formalists believe that artistic activity consists in closely following the " how" 
construction tradition: whereas the " reactive" artists believe that artistic activity 
consists m an " open" interpretation (and subsequent reaction to) not as much the 
"how" construction of " long range" (or traditional) " how" construction, but the 
"short range" or directly preceding " how" constructions. But both readings of "how" 
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construction still-in a more or less sophisticated form-are concerned with 
morphological characteristics, rather than the functional aspects. of artistic pr~ 
tlons. 

Art propositions referred to by journalists as " anti-form." " earthworks," "proee. 
art," etc. comprise greatly what I refer to here as "reactive" art. What this art att 
is to refer to a traditional notion of art while still being " avant-garde0 One su= 
securely placed in the material (sculpture) and/or visual (painting) arena, enough: 
maintain the historical continuum while the other 1s left to roam about for new 
" moves" to make and further " breakthroughs" to accomplish. One of the "*n 
reasons that such art seeks connections on some level to the traditional morph<>logr 
of art is the art market. Cash support demands " goods." This always ends In 
neutralization of the art proposition's independence from tradition. 1 

In the final analysis ~uch art propos1ti.ons become equivocated with either painting 
or sculpture. Many artists working outside (deserts. forests. etc.) are now bringing to 
the gallery and museum super blown-up color photographs (painting) or bags of 
grain, piles of earth and even in one instance a whole uprooted tree (sculpture). It 
muddles the art proposition Into invisibility. 

At Its most strict and radical extreme the art I call conceptual Is such because It II 
based on an inquiry into the nature of art. Thus. It ls not just the activity of 
constructing art propositions, but a working out, a thinking out, of all the Implications 
of all aspects of the concept " art." Because of the implied duality of perception Ind 
conception In earlier art. a middleman (critic) appeared useful. This art both annaQI 
the functions of the critic, and makes a middleman unnecessary. The other ~ 
tern-artist-critic audience-existed because the visual elements of the " hOW'' 
construction gave art an aspect of entertainment, thus It had an audience. The 
audience of conceptual art 1s composed primarily of artists-which 1s to say that 1n 
audience separate from the participants doesn't exist. In a sense, then, art beCOfnll 
as "serious" as science or philosophy. which don't have " audiences" either. It ii 
Interesting or II isn't, just as one Is Informed or Isn't. Previously, the artist's "specill" 
status merely relegated him into being a high priest (or witch doctor) of show 
business > 

This conceptual art. then. is an inquiry by artists that understand that art1st1c activitJ 
1s not solely limited to the framing of art propositions, but further. the investigation of 
the function. meaning. and use of any and all (art) propositions. and their considera
tion within the concept of the general term " art." And as well, that an artist's 
dependence on the critic or writer on art to cultivate the conceptual Implications of 
his art propositions. and argue their explication, is either intellectual irresponslblllty 
or the naivest kind of mysticism. 

Fundamental to this idea of art is the understanding of the linguistic nature of all lft 
propositions, be they past or present, and regardless of the elements used in their 
construction.• 

This concept of American " conceptual" art ls, I admit, here defined by my own 
characterization, and understandably, ls one that Is related to my own work of the pllt 
few years. Yet it is here at the " strict and radical extreme" where agreement ii 
reached between American and British conceptual artists-at least In the moll 
general aspects of our art Investigations-as diverse as the " choice of tools" at 
methodology or art propositions may be. 

There is a considerable amount of art activity between the " strict and radicll 
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eitreme." and what I call " reactive" art earlier. My contributions by artists working on 
he American continent will be relatable-whenever possible-to the former, though 
t nfortunately the quantity of such activity makes the sole consideration of such 
~ontribut ions impossible. 

NOTES [Three have been omitted by the artist for this version.) 

1 one begins to understand the popularity among critics of such mindless 
movements as expressionism, and the general disdain toward "intellectual" artists 
such as Duchamp. Reinhardt. Judd. or Morris. 

2 In recent years artists have realized that the " how" is often purchasable and that 
purchasabllity of the " how" (and the subsequent " de-personalization" of " how" 
construction) is negatively Impersonal only when the " how" is functioning for a 
·personal touch" " why" construct. 

3 An aspect of this problem is that which was fundamental to our earlier 
discussion of formalist and " reactive" art. That has to do with the supervisory, even 
··parental" role critics have taken in the 20th century toward artists: the institutional
aed condescension engaged In by museum and gallery personnel ; and the peculiar 
ability artists themselves have to romanticize intellectual bankruptcy and oppor
tunism. 

4 Without this understanding a " conceptual" form of presentation is little more 
inan a manufactured stylehood, and such art we have with increasing abundance. 

Alt·Language (Atkln1on, Baldwin, Bainbridge, Hurrell). " Status and Priority." Studio lnt• rn•
rJt1M/, February, 1970. In two parts; excerpts from Part II follow: 

" It makes no difference to the thought whether I use the word 'horse' or 'steed' 
or ·carthorse' or 'mare.' The assertive force does not extend over that in which 
the words differ .... It is just as Important to neglect distinctions that do not 
touch the heart of the matter as to make distinctions which concern what is 
essential 

" Thoughts are by no means unreal, but their reality Is of quite a different kind 
from that of things. And their effect is brought about by an act of the thinker without 
which they would be ineffective, at least. as far as we can see. And yet the thinker 
does not create them. but must take them as they are.''-Gottlieb Frege, " The 
Thought A Logical Inquiry," A M and M. Quinton. trans. (Mind, vol. 65, 1956, p. 296 
and p. 311 .) 
This might look like an arm's-length-away attempt to get to a respectable multiple 

ob1ect theory. Keeping " Occam's Razor" in mind, one wlll only engage In entity 
multiplication as necessary. 

If it is a matter of history at all, then it is more than a simple Taine-like one that some 
cnllcs, particularly the so-called formalists. are guilty (in their " analytical" maunder
ings) of uttering zeugmas (or, at least, some kind of category mistakes). It might be 
that they just make intentionally biased semantic errors, I.e .. not just mistakes In the 
counting of class members. 

The assumption that there are " effective" decisions as to categorical commitment 
is central to most constructural edifices: In a sense, it adds a " practical" significance 
to theoretical, historical and evaluative thinking. Also, it adds a significance to a 
position's categorical commitment. which it otherwise would lack. The determination 
of 111rtual " practlcablllties" 1 includes the determination of categorically Informed as 
well as " empirical" possibilities. (" Empirical" is used here legitimately insofar as one 
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Is faced at times with things to observe and interpret.) One's evaluation of 
tual possibilities presupposes that some of them are categorically " practicable. .. 

There has been little analysis of the relation between ad hoc categorical th 
and its theoretical convolutions. One of the difficulties, met half submerQed. la 
notion of ind1stingulshabllity (qua categories) which Is not transitive .... 

A lot of critics and artists are disposed to take seriously mere assertions or 
membership which disguise specious operationlsm. The point ls that the 
logical-categorical status of a work of art may vary mutatis mutandls With 
onto-categorical commitment of significant (qua art) operations and th_...,.,_ 
hence. one has the " range" of (loosely) " application" of "work of art" 

There isn't much of a problem created by the upshots of this: It doesn't matter 1 
can't helpfully sort works of art Into the same substitution class (or llrl•ii 
category). Neither Is It particularly unhelpful If works of art be treated • 
entities only. But vlrtuallty does not alone Inform one of categorical complexity: 
concept " ... of art" or " art .. _.., is as operable when works of art (etc.>w. • 
talked of nominally-Le., when they are thought of as merely having an in 

structure and as only Indirectly referred to (Sunnybank, Terry Atkinson's 8S8lyl. 
a.s it is when they are regarded as pretty clear-cut extensional entitles. One ma, 
take the " formalists" to task for an Insistence on a reistlc, physlcallstlc " 
commitment, which, so far, seems to disclose a species of creeping essentlallsm.• 

Ad Reinhardt's dictum• (which is perhaps the locus classicus of a lot of m 
lrreconcllable theories) must be one of the few genuine tautologies of 
language:5 1t seems odd that it's treated as a revelation .... 

One does not, as a linguistic agent. just learn to apply a term osten9ib1r. 
Professor Quinton pointed out, in a purely ostensive situation, there would be 
any intelligible distinction to be made between coextensiveness and SY'110111-

deflnltior1 Itself would be a problem.• 
It Is not just a matter of appealing to the obviousness of an equivocation .._ 

description Is misused (I.e .• here, " confused"-applied to two things of different 
in the same sentence). It is pretty obvious that for a concept to be regarded 
operable, then It must have some range of application In the appropriate contlll. 
every hypothesis, etc., which employed or applied It were a category mistake, 
apart from Just syntactical application, it would not be considered as of any cocinli. 
value. 

Pedantic category confusions aren't consistent or inconsistent, although, 
they may retain some syntactic operability. What Is appropriate In the con1elt 
art-objects, etc .• is some procedure of clarification ... a procedure which might 
disclose the multiple complexity of the situation in which a notion of a priority 
Is not just couched in terms of qualitative analogy might be significant. One 
have to have some theory of category correctness. In the present context, one hll 
the choice of dealing with violations (there are usually two)-here a m1-•n11111m 
sequence never comes up for the count, It's not even a matter of throwing It 
Clarification on this level Is taxonomically-or If you like the long-range 8 by75 
ontologically-revealing. That indicates something else, namely that canst 
and conceptual edifices are Isomorphic with taxonomic ones .... 

The class of operationally significant art ob1ects is restricted to the elm 
entitles-which, with respect to a corpus of theory, etc., can mistakenly be uid ID 
art objects. 
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5 15 not just a way of holding off, or of circumlocutlng prerogative questions, 
~r:er is the matter just one of pleading for language strata: the assertion Is. rather. 

ntl constructs. etc .• and evaluation procedures are not examined by the inspection 
:;'~ne paradigm of significance. Echoing Frege, one has some action but little 

iflteract1on 
H()TES [One has been omitted In this version.] 

1 "Practicabilities" 1s intended to convey something like " operationally and 
meoretlcally significant po~1bllit les." " .. " 

2 Fill In, for the former, work of ... , for the latter, ... object, etc. 

3: A sor1 of weakened " essentlallsm" may well be acceptable where It is viewed a.s a 
sort of operatlonalism. And the upshot of this might be that no corpus of art 
constructs. etc .. can deny. or be denied by, Joseph Kosuth's " analyticity" metaphor. 

4 Quoted by, among others, Joseph Kosuth In a recent article. 

5 something informative usually lurks in apparent " tautology" in natural lan-

guage 
h would be helpful when a sort of operationallsm ("different operations define 

different concepts": er. Pap, Semantics & Necessary Truth. etc.) Is revealed that it be 
rt0ted for what it is: sculpture of the 70's ideology disguises It In a flabby dialectic. 

6 A. M. Qu inton (In P.A.S., vol. 64, 1963-64. p. 54) has noted that " It Is not 
inconceivable that ostensively learnt terms with the same extension should differ In 
meaning . a learner might connect two such co-extensive terms with different 
recurrent aspects or features of the common stock of situations with which they were 
c:o-relaled " 

• • • 
1 don't understand a good deal of what Is said by Art-Language, but I admire the 

11W9Stigatory energies, the tireless spade-work (not calling one one), the full commit
ment to the reestablishment of a valid language by which to discuss art, and the 
occasional humor in their writings. The chaos Inherent In their reason fascinates me, 
but it Is also Irritating to be unequipped to evaluate their work. I don 't know how It Is 
or 11 1t Is evaluated by adepts in philosophy as philosophy, but I find It Infuriating to 
have to take them on faith. I agree with their goal of clearing the air around the 
"pseudo mystique" of art and artists. their demand that observers stop being "good 
catholics " If only they could exorcise the Jesuit In themselves at the same time. In the 
ltnd of Oume and Rroses inhabited by A-L, " direct experience" doesn 't exist until It 
Ila been made ind/feet, often in loco parentheses. If the air were cleared, what would 
they use to make art? For all their distaste for formal or "es the tic " or "reactive" art, 11 
'""'s to me that A-L 's work In itself constitutes a kind of formalism, inasmuch as it 
lpt)roaches given conditions analytically (what is more "esthetic" than "an Inquiry "''° the nature of art" or into the nature of "natural sculpture"?) : as well as reactively. 
ltlUITluch as words, thought, tortuous systems are their material, and they emphasize 
this material and its inherent properties as much as, say, Gari Andre emphasizes his. 
lly main questions are: Why must art as language be considered the replacement for 
Ill other art Intentions? Are A-L 's own Intentions primarily to function critically? Does 
art fundamentally opposed to A-L ·s Ideas have to "stand up to an analysis" on A-Ls 
grounds? Is A-L justified in raking anyone else over the coals for lack of clarity? They 
,.,.,. set up a situation within which the obsessive beauty of their abstractions can 
only continue to be Interesting, but their position is considerably weakened when they 
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leave thetr semantically-sustamed and self-imposed Isolation for the are 
era/ art world (as opposed to art) issues. and just when they seemed to be na °' 
of " the artist's dependence on the Cflt1c or writer on art to cultivate the Outot 
implications of his propositions and argue their explication." A-L is at /ta::., 
1s self-referential, when it operates within its own hypothetical domain of 
when It sticks to Its own refection of "all outside experience," its characte 
its " typed material " as "nothing over and above theoretical consideration: .. 
arrived early ( 1966) and radically at that stage. the danger now Is not that A-L 
surpassed at their own game, so much as that they may become the critica 1~ 
trying to make obsolete. (From an unpublished review by LA.L of Idea St ._, 
June, 1970.) 

Rosemarie CHtoro. Excerpt from Love'• TTme, February 26, 1970, 6:15 P.M.-Mwe11
1 

3:30 P.M.: ' 

Minutes 

0-22/7 
0-42/ 14 

0-13 

0-34/ 24 1/, 

0-2017 
0-135/ 15 

0-31 / 28 
0-165/ 53 
0-12/ 50 

0-54/5 

0-27/ 28 
0-91/,/57 
0-63/ 20 

0-5/26 

0-55 

Activity 
----------------~ 

From history thinking to over compensation 
From leaving stoned out of my mind to look for 

someone to buy me a whip 
From the search for a whip to the finding of 

a friend 
From an unorganized sense of order to putting 

something there 
From breathtaking to slandering and cursing 
From starting lo make lime at St Adrian's to 

arousing Into the day and somehow being earned 
From an uplift to the start of work 
From vacuuming to splitting 
From entering and exiling to the arrival of 

the IRT local 
From leaving in taxi after seeing likenesses of 

drawings of mine in hair of movie 
From onward to no answer 
From needing to go away to still being here 
From leaving through frippery of musical comedy 

war movie lo sitting in St. Adrian's 
From ordering white wine to reading over " Love's 

Time" and Improving the legibility of my quick 
handwriting 

From clarity and legibility to what kind of 
poetry do you write 

A receiver In which the Incoming •lgnal I• mixed with a IOClll/y generated •/gnat to /NOdfl#»• 
Intermediate frequency that I• then ampl1"ed and detected a •t1eond time to produce .. 
audio frequency, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Flne Arts GeJlery (dlredor: Allll 
Balkind), February 25-March 14, 1970. Audio and visual potentlantles, sound compoe111-., 
display situations of tape recorders H objecu. Organized and Installed by t.he studellll ti 
Flne Arts 438. 
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,.. Tom Burtows, Duane Lunden, Jeff Wall, Ian Wallace. Flne Arts Gallery, University 

"":.~ c~urnbla . Vancouver, February 3-18. 

tJ res " Notes Towards Art Work." Studio International, February, 1970. 
~,c11ar · 

28
. The four members ol the OHO group (Andtai Salamun, David Nez, Mllenko ,_-rY 2- M~rco Pogacnlk), two of them In Llubll•n•, Yugoslavia, and two In New York, 

_..novlc.oualy looked at the sun end dropped from the height of 10 cm. one metchatlck on a 
........,,..,,. r" end made a piece combining the results. In April-May, they worked between 
~of~:,: Museum of Modern Art's Information show and the 4th Jugoslevan1kl Trlenale 
.. ...., 9de The group Is primarily concerned with systems relationships between locallons, 
Ill lell' ct~res. In May, 1970, they did projects along the Zarlca Valley of the River Sava at 
.... itrU In relellon to hlstorlcal locations (Neollthlc settlement. Celtic mounds. Slovanlc 
~~edlev•I church). A piece by David Nez deals with " drawings documenting vibrations 
~ 

1 
during the artist's trip from Llubllane to WHhlngton, D.C.: (1) drawing begins with 

tJ _... 
1 
fell pen In the center of the paper; (2) ertl1t's control ls llmlted to confining the pen 

~:. bOundary of the page." (Rep.) 

~l i lcnko \ ·ltltnnovic (OHO group). String Bending Wl1eat. 1970. 
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Marko Pogacnik (OHO group). Page from Medial Systems. April, 1970. " 
A piece concerning the time and space relations between " Even Points 

(photograph of the lynx pardellus from the book Die Tiere der Erde; sip ol 
the lynx based on medial systems; rock on the Sava River with enpavecl 
medial s ign; cat s itting on the rock with the engraved medial ign of the lym) 
and "Odd Points" (Albin Pogacnik, 1890-1933, first owner of the book D'
Tiere der Erde; the lynx alive at the moment of talcing photograph fow die 
book; physical process of engraving the s ign; geograph ical location ol die 
rock); all based on a spherical grid. 

ary-Aprll: Ar1 I Prolect of Amsterdam moves Its activities to Tokyo. Since the " gallery" 
fell"'anv th• Bulfetln, they function as Hally In Japan as In Holland. 
19 ldU I 

nl•Y erouwn. La Pu. Book published on occasion of show at the Stedelljk MuHum, :iect-'"• February 14-March 16, 1970. 

fell"'•ry-May: Ian MllllH Hnda " maUlng pieces" from Sydney, Australia. 

L.09 Angele• : " Society for the PreHrvallon and Prevention of Art" founded by Allen 
.. _.,.berg . 

AJ##•Y· Lawrence. " Arak.awa Annexed: Interview." Arts, February, 1970. 

ttonnef, Klaus. "Jan Dlbbett." OH Kunatwerk, February, 1970. 

f'Obbln, Anthony. " Peter Hutchinson'• Ecological Art." Art lntematlonal, February, 1970. 

Arato· G. " Ar1e povera e rlvolu:tlone." SKO/o XIX, February 25, 1970. 

9r1kclut, Eugen. "Happening~ In Prague." Studio lntematlonal, February, 1970. In par11cular: 
zorti• Saglova't " Hommage a Gustav Obermann." 

eumham, Jack. " Aiiee's Head: Renectlont on Conceptual Art." Artforum, February, 1970 • 

90n0artt, Roy. " It's Called Earth Ar1-and Boulderdash." New York T1m .. Magazine, Febru-
1111, 1970. 

11cNay, M. " Art Povera: Conceptual, Actual or lmpoulble Art?" O.•lfln, February, 1970. 

VH-101, Pans, no. 1, March, 1970. Editors: Otto Hahn and Fran~olH Euelller. lncludH Daniel 
..,.n, " MIH en Garde No. 3". 

lllareh 8, WBAl·FM, New York. Symposium moderated by Lucy R. Lippard with Douglas 
Huebler, Dan Graham, Cart Andre, Jan Dlbbeta; program Initiated by Jeanne Siegel, Art 
flrograma Director, WBAI. Excerpts follow: 

LL: I want to talk about the word in relationship to the physical object, the physical 
sensation. and physical experience. These are four visual artists who have used words 
one way or another. 

CA· I'm a disciple of Brancusl and I don't know what I'm doing here. 
U . He's here because he is a sculptor who also writes poetry. Dan, you've been 

called a poet and a critic and a photographer. Are you an artist now? 
DG: I don't define myself, but whatever I do, I think, Is deflned by the medium. I did 

printed matter about three or four years ago. Things in print, things for magazines, 
things that use photography. I've done things In all the areas that other people have 
worked in and I lhink they define themselves. 

LL: I suppose one thing we'll have to talk about is the lack of distinction between 
the various media .... 

CA: I distinguish among media as severely as anyone. I think the so-called art object 
has always been part of an open system. 

DG: I agree one hundred per cent. Something is defined by the reader and the 
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context it Is placed in The artist is deflned by the product_ he makes. but not 
necessarily by himself I was interested in a system that 1s tied into a medium rather 
than in my saying I am an artisL 

LL : A sort of giver and receiver s1tuat1on. 
DG: That's very important The rec1p1ent effect Is as important as the giver part The 

object Is just a cause . 
CA: 1 think the ob1ect is just a locus, embodying some sort of transaction which la 

between all those things we are talking about-the reader, the rec1p1ent. the sender, 
the social situation. the art. whatever. 

LL: But the experience Is different. When you experience an object it tends to be. If 
not necessarily a static experience. at least more physically involved than when you 
experience words Or does 1t? 

OH: I just came in on an airplane and I was thinking about what we were g~1ng to do. 
While 1 was looking out the window. it hit me that I was measuring off things. thll I 
could see where I had been. I saw the last place I'd stayed. m Brooklyn. and the Statue 
of Liberty for the first time In all these years. and an area w~ere I thought Lucy 11V91., 
Anyway, 1 realized that 1 was measuring sense 1mpress1ons against conceptUll 
knowledge. the conceptual knowledge being maps. I knew that this physical reality 
could be translated Into language or into words that were very much like the words on 
a map. So as Dan and Carl , I think, are pointing out, there is much more flexlblllty 
between what is an object and what registers in the head as the experience of the 
object than the kind of separation that we all seem to be objecting to. 

LL: But maybe words are a better vehicle for a certain kind of experience ... 
DH: No. not necessarily. Just a recognition that they are perhaps more a part t"

an embarrassed byproduct, which is what art historians have always made of them. 
CA: 1 want to give you the three phases of art as I know it. There was a lime when 

people were interested in the bronze sheath of the Statue of Liberty, modeled In 
the studio. And then there came a time when artists were not really concerned wllla 
the bronze sheath but were Interested In Eiffel's iron interior structure, supporting the 
statue. Now artists are interested in Bedloe's Island. 

DG: I'd like to question the use of the terms "words" as opposed to "objects." I 
think what Doug was talking about has more to do with something reduced tD 
schematic Information. Just perceiving an object-the way the eye works, the way our 
senses work-in terms of schematic Information. It is not a word-object dlchotomr. 
but really what is the nature of information. I.e .• how we perceive things. This is a *J 
complicated process and in part that Is what the art, or whatever you call ii, ls about. 
I'm also interested In the reading process that is so relevant to the reader rather thM 
to the impetus of the object. 

LL: Isn't It also for capturing something that has hitherto been considered u~ 
turable by art because of the time-space factors? Jan, when you did your territoflll 
piece with the robin (see p. 139). why did that have to be called a "drawint-

sc~~t~r~~~sn' t matter to me what I'm called. I just use the work. What Is there. I thlnld 
did it because people call me an artist and so I had to call It sculpture and drawtng. 

CA' I have spent part of my life working as a poet and I d1stingu1sh between Po9bJi 
which is hard work, and sculpture. which 1s hard work. I don't really .know wlllt1: 
conceptions are. I don't have any Ideas about art and poetry. I have desires. 

LL: You acknowledge that when you call yourselves artists. You are DUtlM• 
something. making some art that didn't exist before. something you want to exllt 
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oH I am having it make itself, in a sense. or having other people make ii. I want to 
put 1t in a s1tuat1on or context where it will be happening not only now but later. 1 just 

start it 
CA People in Halifax kept bugging me because I refused to say that I had ideas for 

mY work. and finally I said. look: I have very few Ideas but I have some strong desires I 
want what is not yet in the world. Ideas are a dime a dozen. I agree with Dr. Guillotine 
that all Ideas are the same except in execution. You can't cut off desires except 
pauifully. George M. Cohan once said that anybody who believed they had thought of 
something new was either a liar or a fool. 

oG· I agree about conception. I don't think I am doing conceptual art. 
LL: Whether you like it or not, Carl. you have an idea-whether or not it is 

articulated You are talking about people who write down their ideas as their art, but 
you can't make a distinction between Idea and doing something. 

CA I can make a d1stlnct1on between Lucy Lippard as an idea and Lucy Lippard as 

8 desire. believe me .... I have a great anger against so-called conceptual art be
cause the great beauty of art, of the physical arts now, and even many kmds of poetry, 

15 the simple fact that art is close to nature, and the trouble with conceptual art 
15 that It Is not close lo nature. If abstract art Is art as its own content, then conceptual 
art is pure content without art. Following Reinhardt, I desire art-as-art. not art-as
ides 

LL I don' t know ~ow you can say that, but let's not get Into defining conceptual art, 
because 1t seems like an awful dead end. Certainly there are at least twenty people 
using either words or written things as vehicles for their art, but there Is a d1stmction 
between concrete poetry, where the words are made to look like something, an Image. 
and so-called conceptual art, where the words are used only to avoid looking like 
something, where II doesn' t make any difference how the words look on the page or 
anything. Maybe Larry Weiner bridges some of that. .. 

CA Larry is a good poet. 
LL. Or else as an artist he's taken poetry further than poetry can ever take itself. 
CA Not at all. He Is Just into something which in the English language has not been 

done much before, a more Intense poem. Larry Weiner doesn't say " take a ball to 
Niagara Falls and throw the ball into Niagara Falls." Larry Welner does a thing that 
doesn't even exist- "a ball thrown into Niagara Falls." Now that Is a suddenness that 
we don't know in the Western language. except in a very few poets. I must also say 
that the few language works which Larry Weiner has actually executed have also been 
good. so I think there is a poet there and some fragment of an artist Actually he says 
he has no desire to see a ball thrown in Niagara Falls. He says he doesn't care whether 
11 IS done by him or by somebody else, or not done at all. 

LL I think it's nonsense to say there's no desire there. He's probably just as much a 
physical, or visual, artist as Doug and you .... His pieces can be done a million times 
and never be done. I think the difference between poetry and something like Larry's 
pieces, or those by any of you who use words primarily, is the isolation of a single 
visual experience. In poetry the words form continuing relationships. Anyway, one 
thing 1 llke about a lot of so-called conceptual art Is that whlle It communicates itself 
or else II doesn't, just as objects do or don' t, It gets transmitted much more rapidly: 
Print. photos, documents get out faster and more people see them. Then critics 
become. unnecessary because the primary experience is their audience's own. The 
rtsponstbllity lies with the audience Instead of an intermediary Maybe that's what 
PIOple don't like about it. The public likes everything explained for tt, sorted out for it, 
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value Judgments made, which 1s why all this quality bullshit Is dominant They 
Gee, I don't have much time to look at or think about or en1oy art, so you just tell 
ten things I should see. the ten masterpelces this year Art transferrable by WOrrJ,.. 
forcing people to do some work on their own 

DG· I think art has to have some kind of content. It can't be programmed a la Jlillllo 
Burnham Into everybody's consciousness as adult education. ~ 

LL Doug, 1s 11 any part of your work that it can reach more people, or Is that!'-
by-product? -• 

DH· I think objects probably reach more people than art that uses words. ~
such work still has to be either published or seen. It has to exist somewher;.-.._.., 

JO· Well, I don't see so much difference between a written work and any other kind 
of obj~ct. When I do something It has to do with something which Is feasible, ... 
what is there. When you have an idea or write something down it has no PhYliclf 
body, then there is nothing. 

LL: When you taped a car ride, so what Is heard are the miles marked off by Yoiat. 
and the miles marked off in real space on a map and Imaginary head space, and II 
time, Is the visible map more Important than the other Imagined or heard part? 

JD: I don't see so much difference between a car driving a certain length and ..... 
a map. 

DH: They are saying now that noise itself Is a pollutant. They are giving It a matarfll 
aspect. Jan's linear recording of noise might be seen as much as a " desire a. 
substance." ~ 

LL: Once you communicate a physical sensation to anybody, you have gotten •1 inlD 
the world, and just as physically as If you had put a limber piece or a turd on .. 
ground. You are giving somebody a physical sensation of an experience of an objeat; 
There 1s a very weird dividing ltne. Like I have a piece of Carl's that is eighty SOmethlnt 
small pink paper squares; that is pretty damn dematerialized. People tend not to_ 
over It. not to notice it, and so on. Now. Jan's tape-recorder piece, Doug's Ill 
photographs and statement that I have are far more visible In the house than row 
sculpture. And they both have to do with physical experience. Doug's piece hastodl 
with sound; It Involves birds singing in each photograph Yours has to do with 
there in that place on the floor, but I'm not sure there 1s any tremendous degree 
d ifference. 

CA· I'm not sure there ls a difference, but I'm sure that I know what I want to do, 
a lot of the pieces that I'm doing now are ephemeral and car..i ot be reccwe1rml: 
because they return to the state of nature. Salvation In art has always been a stru 
between grace and good works. 

DG: I think I'm interested in fusing something In the present without docu 
lion. I was never interested in words or syntax in poetry, but more In information. 
wanted the things I did to occupy a particular place and be read in a particular p 
time. The context Is very important. I wanted my pieces to be about place 
In-formation which Is present. 

DH: For me. my whole sense of minimal or primary art has to do with the exnAtimMlllll 
of the percipient in the situation I was working with. I always felt that the work 
meant to launch the person viewing Into a "real-life" experience. The first thing 
did differently from those works was a spontaneous act . I took a road map: It 
almost like, "Christ. why not thlsl" I just drew random trips with a magic marker• 
an AAA map, and I wrote on those things and gave a number of them out. I 
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something like, " Take the trip or don't take the trip, but if you do take the trip, you 
t>etter take my trip, but it doesn't really matter," and so forth. What you get, then. in 
that work. Is everything you see 

LL: Jan. with the photographic perspective-correction pieces-where you stretched 

8 
rope out on the ground in a shape that was not a square, but when It was 

holographed became a square-you had replaced the seen perspective with the 
~hotographed perspective Did the works themselves have any importance to you or 
ust 1he photographs? 
1 JO Only the photographs. In fact, only the negatives. 

E~nce on th• Flight of Six Fugitive .. Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago, March 27- May 

10, 1970. Photographic records of profects by Helzer, Oppenheim, de Marla, Hutchinson, 

Smithson, Long. 

~ Concepts from Europft. Bonino Gallery, New York, March, 1970. Organized by Plene 
Restany. " The gallery not H exhlblUon hall but H bank of Ideas"; contributions were flied In 
drawers and available on request. Discussed by Restany In Domu• 481, June, 1970. 

World work•. March 31 , ·1910, noon. " Artists and people everywhere are Invited to do a street 
work In a street of their choice. A slreet work does not harm any person or thing." Documenta
tion sent to H. Welner, J. Perreault, M. Strider for a book, as yet unpublished. 

Merch 18: Founding by Tom Marioni (Allan Fish) of the Museum of Conceptual Art, San 
Fr1nclsco. At the opening, buckets of whit.a paint were given to visitors with which to paint the 
walls. On April 30, Sound Sculpture A•, an exhibition of ten sound events, described In 
A11alanch•, no. 1. 

March 11, 18, 25: Hannah Welner at Her Job, A.H. Schrieber Co~ Inc.. New York. " My life Is my 
art I am my object. a product of the process of self awareness." 

Buren. Danlel. " Beware!" Studio International, March, 1970. Written July, 1969, and January, 
tt70; published H ''Mlae en Garde" In catalogue of leverkusen Concept Art show; see 
above, November, 1969. Also, " Comment (on Buren's Text)," by Mlchel Claura. 

Burgy, Donald. " Checkup." Art In America, March-April, 1970. S•"· a piece executed In 
January, 1969, In which data of all kinds on the artist's body and body processes were tested 
ovet several days In the hospital devoted lo the making of this work. 

March 10, 1970: Don Calender, from Preliminary Statement St. Paul, Minnesota: 
Realizing that art. as It Is experienced currently, reaches only a small portion of the 

public, my conceptual movements were initiated to explore the realm of the impos
sible 1n order to stimulate innovative and creative approaches to bringing art to the 
masses. Synect1cs and brainstorming, two techniques which expand normal thought 
processes, were basic to formulation of the movements. In addition to the concept of 
art dissemination, these movements were motivated by the desire to survey the 
attitudes about art held by Individuals and organizations occupying key positions In 
American society. 

About twenty-five chief executive officers of major organizations were contacted In 
each of lhe four movements listed below. The organizational head received, in 
add1t1on to his own proposal, copies of proposals sent to the other principals included 
in the movements so that each would be aware of the scope of the concept. 
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A brier comment about the Intent of the Individual movements follows: 

Corporate Art Movement 
This movement, launched on December 18, 1969, was initiated with buslnesa 

corporations. whose practical orientation was challenged by art concepts Which 
proposed 1mpract1cal extensions of the products or services or these companies 

Cultural Art Movement 
This movement, launched on January 12, 1970, was directed at the museum 

profession In order to encourage museum officials to disseminate art more w1dety 
than at present using unorthodox innovative techniques. 

Mass Media Art Movement 
This movement. launched on February 18, 1970, was conceived to involve m

media In the process of developing art awareness by bringing art to the masses 
through their respective media 

Organizational Art Movement 
This movement, launched on March 4, 1970, was designed to explore the reactiona 

of divergent groups such as the Ku Klux Klan and Black Panthers to conceptual 111 
proposals. Furthermore, the organizational character of this movement permits 111 
interaction on a grass-roots level Involving people from all segments of society. 

Celender's " Movements" have since been followed by the Politic.al Art Movement (Aprl 1, 
1971) and the Rellglou• Art Movement (July 1, 1971) with the Head• of Stat• Movement,'
Afffuent Art Movement, and the Mllftant Art Movement projected. 

Mr. Sherman E. Lee, Director 
Cleveland Museum of Art 
1150 East Boulevard 

January 12, 1970 

Cleveland, Ohio 

Dear Mr. Lee· 

Your museum has been selected for inclusion in my 
Cultural Art Movement. I would like you to execute, 
to the best of your ability, the following proposal 

Assemble 1,000 of the best Far Eastern 
artifacts from your permanent collection 
and place them into a weather balloon. 
Fly the balloon across the state of 
Alabama releasing a work of art (attached 
to a parachute) every thirty seconds until 
the supply has been exhausted. 

Please reply at your earliest convenience and describe 
the method you intend to use to expedite my proposal. 
Thank you. 
Enclosures. 

Sincerely, 
Don Calender 
Cultural Art Movement 
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55110 
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Mr. Don Calender 
15 Duck Pass Road 
St. Paul, Minn. 55110 
Dear Mr. Calender: 

1 have your letter of January 12 with Its enclosures relating to the 
Cultural Art Movement and the Corporate Art Movement. 

May I first congratulate you on the amount of time, research, imagi
nation. and wit which has been so tellingly combined to produce the 
letters included In the Cultural Art Movement portfolio. 

Since all art Is in the mind of the beholder, I am told, then this 
obviously is the means I propose to use m expediting your proposal. 
I have mentally performed the proposal for Cleveland and despite the 
exhaustion attendant upon unaccustomed rigorous use of my imagination, 
I can report that the mission has been accomplished. How fortunate 
for Alabama! 

Sincerely yours, 
Sherman E. Lee 
Director, The Cleveland Museum of Art 

Jan Dlbbet•. Gegenverkehr, Aachen, Zenlrum fur aktuelle Kunst, KaL 3no, March 12- Aprll 4, 
1970. Photo-documentation of a tide piece, text by Klaus Honnef, biography, bibliography. 

Giibert and George. Art and Project Bulletln 20, March, 1970. Two drawings: " George by 
GUbert" and ''Giibert by George." 

"Nineteen Stllls from the Work ol Richard Long." Studio International, March, 1970. 

Ma,.uzawa, Yutak.a. Art and Project Bulletln 21, March, 1970, Tokyo: " You! fill the frame of the 
diamond-world mandala with w•ter •nd drink to Hllsfy your thlrsl" 

Alphon• Schllllng. Richard Felgen Gallery, New York. March 7-28, 1970. Catalogue ls book of 
photographic portraits ("my mailman," " my grocer," ••my neighbor to the left," " my love," 
etc.). 

Sharp, Wiiioughby. " Naum•n Interview"; Calas, Nicolas, " Wit and Pedantry of Robert Morris"; 
Alloway, Lawrence, " American Stock Exchange TranHctlons" (Berner Venet); and von Bonin, 
Wlbke, " Germany: The American Presence," AIU, March, 1970. 

Burnham. Jack. " Robert Morrl1: Retrospective In Oetroll'' Art/arum, March, 1970. 

Lawrence Welner. Yvon Lambert, Paris, March 1&-26, 1970: 
1 Something old something new something borrowed something blue 
2. Lead tin and mercury roasted till ready 
3. Earth to earth ashes to ashes dust to dust 
4. A stone left unturned 
5. The peace of the Pyrenees over and out 

fl Paris fV. 70. Exhibition selected and catalogue written by Michel Claura, organlLed by Seth 
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• 
Slegeleub et 66 rue Moufteterd, Perl1, April, 1970. Wiison, Welner, Toronl, Ryman, Ruscha, 
Lon, leWltt. Lemelas, Kewere, Huebler, Gulnochet. Gilbert end George, Dljen, Dlbbell, Bu,.n, 
Brouwn, Broodtheers, Berry. Catalogue Includes en Introduction end • po1tfece by Cleura, 
explelnlng the concept end outcome of the 1how'1 orgenlzellon: "On November 20th, 
twenty-two ertlsll were Invited to participate In the exhibition • . .• On January 2nd, ell the 
projects received were sent lo each of the Invited ertl1ta, who were llked to send beck, up to 
February 1st, whet would be their definitive pertlclpetlon In the exhibit.Ion (lhel 11 to say, their 
first project egeln, or with modlflcetlon1, or something completely different. etc.)." 

18 P•rl• IV. 70 reviewed or dl1cuHed by Cleure end Rene Denlzot, " Le llmlte du concept, .. 
Opu• Internet/one/, no. 17, April, 1970, end translated In Studio lnternetlon•f'. Fran~ 
Pluchert, " Journlac le11lve le1 conceptuellate1.'' Combet, April 13; Georges Boudellle, "11 
Perla IV. 70: l 'avant-gerde 6 la Moufte," plus reply by Cleure, Lettre• Frene111-e•, April 22. 
1970; Ga11lot-T1l1bot. "Concept non Concept," La Oulnz•lne Uttlrelre, Mey 1-15, 117t. 
Three of the catalogue entries follow: 

len Wiison: 
I My pro1ect will be to visit you tn Pans, April, 1970, and there make clear the idea 

of oral communication as artform. 
II. Ian Wilson came to Paris In January 1970 and talked about the Idea of Oral 

communication as artform. 

Sol leWltt: 
I On a wall (smooth and white 1f possible) a draftsman draws 500 yellow, 500 gray, 

500 red and 500 blue lines, within an area of 1 square meter. All lines must bl 
between 10 cm. and 20 cm. long and straight. 

II Delete the first project 

On Kewara: 
I. [Texts of telegrams): I am not going to commit suicide-Don't worry. 5 December 

1969. On Kawara 
I am not going to commit suicide-Worry. 8 December 1969. On Kawara. 
I am going to sleep-Forget it. 11 December 1969. On Kawara. 

II. One postcard sent each day since January 1st 1970. (Sample: Jan. 4 1970 I got up 
at 2.47 pm.) 

Conceptuel Arl end Conceptuel ~i.. New York Cultural Center, New York, April 1o-Alto 
gust 25, 1970. Organized by Donald Karahan. Art-language, Berthelme, Berry, lullr 
(NETCo.), Bochner. Buren, Burgy, Burn, Byers, Cutforth, Dfbbet1, Haacke, Huebler, 111-
tenbech, Kewera, Kozlov, Society for Theoretical Art & Analyses; quotetlon1 by 1rtl1ta In ... 
not In the exhibition; biographies, blbllogrephles, text by Karshen, "The Seventies: ,... 
Object Art." Reviewed by Peter Schjeldehl, New York Tim••. August 9, 1970. 

Arl In the Mind. Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio, Aprll 17-May 12, 1970. Orgenlad by A.._ 
Tache Speer. Acconcl, Arme]anl, Asher, Beldesaerl, Berry, Barthelme, Beckley, Baell•-. 
Borof1ky, Brecht, Burgin, Burgy, Burton, Byars, Cemnltzer, Castoro, Celender, Cone,~ 
Coate, Cummings, Dendler, Dunlap, El1ler, Feke, Fener, Gladstone, Graham, Heber, J-
Kewera, Kirby, Kos, Koauth, Lau, Le Va, Levine, Lewis, LeWltt. Maloney, Meleen, N--. 
NETCo., Oldenburg, Ostrow, Pechter, Peneeult, Piper, Ree, Rupperaberg, Shannon. IOClllllf 
for Theoretical Art & Anely111 (Burn, Cutforth, Ramsden), Strider, Ven Saun, Venet. .... 
Wegman, H. Welner, L Welner. From the catalogue: 

Bruce Neuman: 
Drill a hole into the heart of a large tree and insert a microphone. Mount 
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amplifier and speaker in an empty room and adjust the volume lo make audible an 
sound that might come from the tree. (September 1969) Y 

Drill a hole about a mile Into the earth and d rop a' microphone to within a few feet of 
ttie bonom. Mount the ~mplifler and speaker In a very large empty room and 
1he volume to make audible any sounds that might come from the cavity (S t adbejust 
t 969) . ep em r, 

Eduardo Costa: 
A piece that is essentially the same as a piece made by any of the first conce tual 

artists, dated two years earlier than the original and signed by so b d p 1 (January, 1970) me o Y e se. 

Robert Barry: 

Oea~ .Athen.a S~ar-1 recommend the following artist for inclusion in the Art of the 
Mind exhibition : James Umland 1139 Calhoun Ave. Bronx. New York 10465 
212-TA9-5672. You may consider this my contribution Robert Barry 27 Mar. 70 

Berner Venet: Against Leisure: For the duration of the exhibition at the Allen Memorial 
An Museum, any extra effort• by the students of Oberlin College In all disciplines -11 be part of my proposition • , w1 

•Didactic function is a part of my work. The power to create is not different from the 
ability to analyze. 

Sleh Armajanl: 

A FAIRLY LARGE NUMBER 
OR A 350,000 (Computer, 1969) DIGIT NUMBER' 

Total number of atoms in the universe 1s 3 x 101• or a 75 d igit number. 
Total number of protons and electrons is N = 3/ 2 x 136 x 22s. = 2 5 

x 
10

,. 
Total n~mber of sand grains to fill up the universe' Is 10100 or 1 and 100 101 digit number. zeros or 

2. The visible universe (as far as the telescope can penetrate). 

Conceptu•I Art. Protetch-Rlvkln, Washington, D.C., Aprll, 1970. 

K~·TV, Seattle, tren1m1t1 TV G•llery, directed by Anne Focke; art work• made for the 
Pf09 em by Bauer, Gerner, Menolldes, Scott, Teeple, etc, Aprll, 1970. 

~~k, Gregory. "Documentation In Conceptual Art " Arl• April 1970 w k b 
........ ner, leWltt, Welner. · • • · or s Y Buren, 

lwen, Daniel, " It Reins, It Snows, It Paints." An., April, 1970. 

......._ Byers speaks et the Nova S ti c 11 
I was invited on a Ca co a o ege of Art and D11lgn, HallfH, Aprll 21 1970· 

•h1ch involved the dlf~~=fu~ ~~a~t out ~o t~e University of California to do a 'pro1e~t 
lpec1flcally to get my Ph D -fie Th~nye ~ ~ nf all communications. My project was 
circumstance Can . • . o er or me to go and simply experience the 
the areas of . you, fo_r example, ~ut of 1,500 people in the university, gather all of 

hypotheses in general intellectual talk that would be intelligible to an 
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eighteen-year-old student? ... That was the beginning of a serious interest in the 
idea of question. I wondered if there was such a thing as a chronology of a P8rson·1 
feelings. And then I began to wonder, well, maybe we instantly arrive at 50"'9 
understanding intuitively, or somehow In quanta, of how someone feels about ua. 
Why do you l ike certain people? Finally the reasons are incredible, and they seem to 
be Instantaneous, so maybe time really doesn't matter. Then I started thinking thinga 
like, maybe there's something like ubiquity rather than simultaneity, and then I 
thought maybe ii doesn't take 100 sentences. Maybe you do It In one. So I started 
thinking things like, can you write a single-sentence autobiography? Or maybe if It 
isn't even verbal. So I set up things like mile-long situations where two people look 11 
each other on Fifth Avenue not knowing who's at the other end, or just the proposition 
that you know somebody's at the other end looking at you .... 

So then I began to wonder if I asked someone for a question that was pertinent to 
them in regard to the evolution of their knowledge of their own discipline, if thll 
would be a sensible sort of synthesis of that personality, So I started the Wortc1 
Question Center on that premise. I had an Interview by the Rand Corporation and 
places like that In regard to the possibility of total informational synthesis . . I went 
up to the Hudson Institute and the first thing that Herman Kahn said in an introductory 
seminar was " What Is the question?," which was Gertrude Stein's death sentence 
•.•• 1 thought, I'm really in the right place. So I asked for a world telephone and for 
Who 's Who and for a little room, and I started. I called up more than 2,500 people 
around the world. To establish my credentials, I would say " I'm James Byars, Hudson 
Institute. running The World Question Center, and I wonder if you'd be interested In 
trying to offer the hypotheses In regard to your d1sc1pline, for the evolution of yow 
own knowledge of that. In general intellectual language?" 

Some of the ind1v1dual experiences were extraordinarily interesting. For example, It 
1s not unfeasible to think of science as publicly verifiable information But I Wll 
getting from people in all of the sciences and certainly In the arts things like, "I hlM 
questions but why give them away?" or " My questions are not intended for uninitiated 
ears." Or "This Is an absolute menace to the idea of both art and technology." I 
became Increasingly difficult for me to understand why it was so difficult to try to 
collect questions. . . So I took two months off from my project and I went to lhl 
public library, where I thought I would do research on the history of question And lhl 
greatest surprise came when I looked in the Index of the Encyclopaedia Britannica 
and found to my amazement that there's no mention of question in the Encyclopaedll 
Britannica. and there's no book listed as question. 

I found then that my pursuit had to take even more exotic levels of calling and going 
to places like the Princeton Institute for Advanced Studies. . . And I called AMI 
Weinberg, the director of American Atomic Energy. And I said, " What questions• 
you asking yourself?" And he said, " Can you Invent an axiology for all of sc1enc:er 
And I said, wow I don' t know what axiology means. He said he just learned it last Wiik 
himself and It means the study of all value systems. And I said that's Incredible. Thll'I: 
such an elegant question. Can you ask me another? And he said , sure, " Can you on• 
priori terms assess all technology?" .• , 

But that's very rare, believe me. There was usually the general blush- · 'don. ~ ha9 
any questions and that's embarrassing," or " What do you mean, questions? I 
that from some very famous people. . . Then I began to wonder can you ask a 
question? Why ls it so hard to make questions? I started wondering abOUI 
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prejudice against question in schools. What does a question mean? We' re dis
couraged generally by schools. I mean there are questions where you're taught the 
answer before the question, and then you re asked the question and you raise your 
hand and the teacher thinks that's a big deal That kind of question 1s defeating. And 

50 1 wondered-ls all speech interrogative? 

oougl•I Huebler, Art and Pro/ect Bulletin 22. " LoeatJon Piece No. 8, Amsterdam, Holland," 
APrll 2s-May 8, 1970. 

POPPY Johnson. Earth Day, Aprll 18, 1910. Yearty planUng of garden and 1111 of previous yleld 
11 Greenwich and Duane Streets, New York; almllarly " ephemeral g1rden alle" by James 
Turrell 1nd Choyashl Kawai In Venice, Calif., spring, 1970. 

l(osulh, Joseph. " A Short Note: Art, Education, and linguistic Change," 111e Utterer(School of 
yisu1I Arts), April, 1970. 

April 7: Jeanne Siegel, Interview with Joseph Ko1ulh, WBAI, New York, unpubll1hed. 

Jc)Uftroy, Alaln. " David Lamelas." Opu1 lnternatlonal, April, 1970. (Same l11ue, Claura and 
Denlzot on 18 Parl1 IV. 10 exhibition.) 

Roefof Lauw. X-One, Antwerp, April 9, 1971. A tape-recorder piece. 

Morris, Robert. " Some Notes on Iha Phenomenology of Making: The Se8rch for the MolJval
ed." Artforum, April, 1970. 

April, Sall Lake, Utah: Robert Smithson makes hla earthwork 111• Spiral Jetty and a 35-mlnute 
colOf film on the 1ub)ect, shown at the Dwan Gallery October 31-November 25, 1970. 

O? (Byars.) 

Townsend, Charlotte. " N. E. Thing Co. and Les Levine." Studio International, April, 1970. 

TIMyo Blennale '70: Between Man and Matter. Tokyo Metropolltan Art Gallery, May 10-30. 
Two-volume catalogue, anonymous taxi and, In vol. 2, photographs of the works and " After 
Ille Exhibition" lexl Albrecht, Andre, Boezem, Buren, Chrltto, Dlbbels, van Elk, Enokura, 
Falwo, Flanagan, Haacke, Horlkawa, lnumake, Kallenbach, Kawaguchi, Kawara, Kolke, 
Kollbal, Ko1hlmlzu, Kounellis, Krasinski, LeWllt, Louw, Matauuwa, Merz, Nerita, Nauman, 
Nomura, Panamarenko, Penone, Raetz, Rinke, Ruthenbeck, Schnyder, Serra, Sho)I, Sonnier, 
Tlkamatsu, Tanaka, Zorlo. Reviewed by Joseph Love, Art International, summer, 1970; 
YOll!lukl Tono, Art and Arti1ts, June, 1970. 

Project#on1: Antl-m1ter/11/1m. La Jolla Museum of Art, May 15-July 5, 1970. Introduction by 
Llwrence Urrutia; foreword by Buckmlnl1tar Fuller. Barry, Deutsch, Emerson, Le Va, (see 
llelow
11 

), LaWllt, Thompson. Reviewed In Art International, January, 1971. Excerpt from Fuller 
xt: 

More than 99.9 percent of all the physical and metaphysical events which are 
evolutionarily scheduled to effect the further regeneration of life aboard our space
ship earth transpire within the vast non-sensorial reaches of the electromagnetic 
IP&ctrum. The main diHerence between all our yesterdays and today is that man is 
now intellectually apprehending and usefully employing a large number of those 99 9 
Ptrcent invisible energetic events. Humanity has therefore created for Itself a new ~t 
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of responsibllitles requiring a ninety-nine fold step-up In its v1s1on and comprehen
sion This calls for an Intuitive revision of humanity's aesthetical criteria, ph1l080phi.. 
cal orientation, conscious action, cooperation and initiative In accomm0c1at1ng 
evolution's inexorable drive to have mmd comprehend and surmount every PhYlicll 
eventuality Intuition and aesthetics automatedly trigger us into consciousness Of lhl 
existence of opportunities to consider and selectively Initiate alternative acts or 
position-taking regarding oncoming events, potential realtzations or unpreceden'-1 
breakthroughs 1n art, technology and other human productivity. 

Today's epochal aesthetic is concerned almost exclusively with the Invisible. 
intellectual Integrity manifest by the explorers and formulators operating within lhl 
sensorially unreachable, yet vast. ranges of the electro, chemical and mathematicll 
realms of the physical and metaphysical realities. Their invisible discoveries Ind 
developments will eventuate as sensible instruments. tools. machines and autom. 

tion. in general 

Barry Le Va ( V•loclty Pl•ce I 1 was executed at Ohio State Unlveralty, fall, 1969, and...._. t 
hour 43 minutes): 

Velocity Piece #2 
(Impact Run) 

Movable Object Against Immovable Interior Boundary 

In this case: 
Object 1-170 pounds-human body 
Interior Boundary-2 walls (opposite) 
Distance-SO feet wall to wall 
Action-Running 
Speed-Fast as possible 
Duration-As long as physically possible 

U•lng W•ll• (Indoor•). Jewl1h Museum, New York, May 13-June 21 , 1970. lntrochlldloll 'J 
SuHn Tumarkln Goodman, blbllographlea, 1tatements by the artl1ta: Artschwager, Bcc'n .. 
Bolllnger, Buren, Oleo, Gourfaln, LeWltt. Morrl• and Kauffman, Rothblatt, RymH, T .... 

Welner, Yrlurry, Zucker. 

Keith Arn•tt. Art •nd Project Bulletin 23: 122fUOO,.()()OO()OO. May, 1970: 
An exhibition of the duration of the exhibition by the following means: A dlQllll 

countdown system (time related to Amsterdam time) will count down the durational 
the exhibition In seconds .. . exhibition time may be purchased at $1 .00 per unit. •• 

Bochner, Mel. " Elements from Speculation (1967-1970)." Artforum, May, 1970; excerpta: 
A fundamental assumption in much recent past art was that things have 

properties, I.e., boundaries. This seemingly simple premise became the basis for 
spiraling series of conclusions. Boundaries, tiowever, are only the fabrication ot• 
desire to detect them ... a trade off between seeing something and wanting • 
enclose it. ... The problem is that surrendering the stability of ob)ecls lmmed 
subverts any control we think we have over situations. Consider the possibility 
the heed to Identify art with ob1ects is probably the outgrowth of the need to 
our feelings to the things that prompt them .... 
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The line above Is rotating on its axis at a speed of one revolution each day 

Douglas Hueblcr. 1970. 

The root word " 1.mage" need not be used only to mean representation (in the sense 
of one thmg referring to something other than itself). To re-present can be defined as 
the shill in referential frames of the viewer from the space of events to th f 
statements or vice versa Imagining (as opposed to imaging) is not : ~a~e .

0
1 

pre-occupation. Imagination is a projection, the exteriorizing of ideas ab~~to~~e 
nature of things. seen. 11 re-produces that which is initially without product. ... My 
dtSagreement with [the term) demateriallzation goes beyond a squabble with te 
There 1s no art which ~oes not bear some burden of physicality. To deny It 1r:'1~ 
descend to irony .... It 1s misleading to the intentions of artists finding different ways 
for art to come Into being . . and both how and how long it stays there. 

Cltrl.lopher Cook. Br• dtord Junior College, Laura Knott Gallery, May 1- 18 1970 " Autobl· 
ographlc CompreHlon Serie• #1"-"a kind of ' Information profile' of the coilege.'; 

~'1,~~0 GMeorge. " Art NotH and Thought• .'' Art • nd Project (unnumbered Bulletin) May 
, . ay 12: 2 hours of " living 1culpture." ' 

llornlhan, Michael, "Giibert and George," Studio lnt•m•tlon•I, May, 1970. 

Graliam, Dan. " Eleven Sugar Cubes." Art In ArrHlrlca, May-June, 1970. 

~ Hueb/er. The Addison Gallery of American Art. Andover, MaH., May 8-June 14, 1970. 
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THE WORK ORIGINALLY INTENDED FOR THIS SPACE HAS BEEN WITHOR~;;--
THE DECISION TO WITHDRAW HAS BEEN TAKEN AS A PROTECTIVE 

MEASURE AGAINST THE INCREASINGLY PERVASIVE CONDITIONS OF FEAR. 

RATHER THAN SUBMIT THE WORK TO THE DEADLY ANO POISONING INFLUENce 

OF THESE CONDITIONS, I SUBMIT ITS ABSENCE AS EVIDENCE OF THE 

INABILITY OF ART EXPRESSION TO HAVE MEANINGFUL EXISTENCE UNDER 

CONDITIONS OTHER THAN THOSE OF PEACE, EQUALITY. TRUTH, TRUST 

AND FREEDOM. 

(Adrian Piper, May, 1970) 

Wllllam Wegman. 3 Speflds, 3 Tem,,.ratures, performed In 1he faculty men's room 81 the 
University of Wisconsin. Madison, May, 1970 Three faucets running progressively warmer Ind 
harder 

Lawrence Welner. Gegenverkehr, Aachen, Zentrum fur Aktuelle Kunst, Ka. sno., llaJ 1111. 
Text by Klaus Honnef, biography, 10 pieces In English and German: 

to the sea 
on the sea 
from lhe sea 
at the sea 
bordering the sea 
to the lake 
on the lake 
from the lake 
at the lake 
bordering the lake 

Calas, Nicolas, " Documentizlng" ; MOiier, Gregoire, "The ScaJe of Man"; and Shup, Wl
loughby, " Elemental Gestures: Terry Fox." Arts, May, 1970. 

What's to all thought? (Byars.) 

Camnltzer, Luis, " Contemporary Colonial Art." In March• (Uruguay), mld·1970; Hcerpl: 
It is strange that the phrase "Colonial Art" is filled with only positive connotations 

and that It only refers to the past. In reality It happens in the present, and with 
benevolence it Is called " international style" .. .. As with Commerce. Art is above 
stingy political games: " it helps the communication and understanding of the 
people," "it is a common denominator for understanding," "The world is small• 
every day," and under the rug of this phrase ls swept the constantly growing 
difference between the cultural needs of economically developed countries and thOll 
underdeveloped or developing .... 

I believe lhe possibilities for change are two: 
The first one, moderate, is to continue to use the system of reference pertaining to 

certain forms capable of being related to art, not to produce cultural products, but 
rather to Inform about data toward a culture . ... We can call it perceptual alphabe-
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tization. II Implies economical underdevelopment as cultural stimulus, without 
relat ive value judgments. What may be negative in economic lerms is only factual In 
cunural terms. At this moment, a huge percentage of inhabitants of the un
derdeveloped areas are starving to death. But artists continue to produce full-belly 
art. 

The second posslblllty Is to affect cultural structures through social and political 
ones, applying the same creativity usually used for art. If we analyze the activities of 
certain guerrilla groups, especially the Tupamaros and some other urban groups. we 
can see that something like this Is already happening. The system of reference Is 
decidedly alien to lhe traditional art reference systems. However, they are functioning 
tor expressions which at the same time as they contribute to a total structure change 
also have a high density of aesthetic content. For the first time the aesthetic message 
15 understandable as such, without the help of the " art context" given by the museum, 
the gallery, etc. 

The urban guerrilla functions In conditions very similar to those with which the 
traditional artist is confronted when he is about to produce a work. There is a 
common goal: to communicate a message and at the same time to change with the 
process the conditions in which the public finds Itsel f. There is a similar search to find 
the exact amount of originality which. using the known as a background, allows the 
message to be stressed toward notoriety tor its effectiveness. sometimes signallng the 
unknown. But by going from the object to the situation, from the elitist legality to 
subversion. new elements there appear. The public, a passive consumer, by suddenly 
passing from object to situation, has to participate actively to be part of the situatfon. 
Passing from legality to subversion, the need appears to find a minimum stimulus with 
a maximum effect-an effect that through its impact justifies the risk taken, and pays 
for It. During certain historical periods. at the level of the object, this meant dealing 
with and creating mysteries. At the level of situations, and in this case, It means the 
change of the social structure. 

ti's too and both? (Byars.) 

Celani, Germano. " Conceptual art " Ca,.bfllle, May, 1970. 

Stembera, Petr. " Events, Happening• , Land·Art, etc., In C:zechoalovalda," Ma~une 1970 
(written for Re11l•ta de Arte, Puerto Rico). Excerpts follow: 

"Thanks" to the unpropitious cultural politics of the country In the 50's, Czecho
slovak modern art lagged behind world development tor many years. One of the few 
personalities of Czech artistic life in these years unafraid to make experiments was 
indubitably Vladimir Boudnlk .... In the early years after World War II, Boudnlk 
walked the pavements of Prague in search of crumbling walls, on which he made 
drawings of fantastic and abstract shapes before the eyes of passers-by .• . . In 
1949-50 Boudnik only framed the damaged walls with empty frames. He issued 
endless numbers of manifestations ... but remained purposely misunderstood by the 
cultural institutions and was even proclaimed mentally retarded .... 

A number of years tater news trickled into Czechoslovakia about the work of ... 
Allan Kaprow and the Fluxus group. Now, after a period of ten years the influence 
of A. Kaprow seems of basic importance in the work of Milan Knfiak, the leader of 
Czech happening art (who traveled to America In 1968). The Aktual group-Milan 
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group-Milan Kni!ak, Sona Sveceva, the Mach brothers, Robert Wittman 
Trtllek-entered the public eye in 1964. at a time when non- soclalist-reahst art~ 
was permitted officially In Czechoslovakia .... In early 1966 they realized a "T~ 
Event for One House" in Prague-Dejv1ce. They sent lhe inhabitants of this h 
chosen quite at random, large numbers of bulky parcels . and secretly decorat=: 
various floors of the apartment bu1ld1ng ... Robert W11tman's best-known prOilct 
was the " Exhibition of Street Reality" in which a little street in Prague was hung--. 
empty picture frames In such a way as to present scenes from life itself . .. A 11,..._ 
atmosphere was achieved In his " Panel," where he placed a panel w ith a view-sq 
cut out on the busy crossroads on Jungmann Square In Prague, through which Ull9 
spectators were able to view the l ife of the city. Also well known are his " Land= 
Frames" from the same period. (In 1964 Mel Ramsden, in Australia, constructec1

1 
huge open rectangular " frame" outdoors, as a sculptural viewing framework; Rlchw'9 
Long, unacquainted with the former, made a similar piece In England some years'
as did Jan Dlbbets In Holland: Marjorie Strider did a series of street and slide wortca In 
New York In 1969, utilizing empty frames. (Seep. 91.) ) 

Eugen Brlkcius founded the Presentologlcal Society with Rudolph Nimec In 1-. 
The fi rst public meeting of this society was realized on a town square in Prague Ila 
May, 1968, and during this event Nimec outlined the shadows of the participants onto 
an enormous roll of paper that was spread over the whole area of the square. e. 
Kmentova arranged a one-day exhibition In April 1970 in the Prague §pllowa 
gallery-an event called ''Footprints." There was a trail of the artist's footprints thll 
led from the entrance of the gallery onto the first floor-plaster casts-followed by• 
exhibition participants. In the evening the artist gave the footprints away. ZCHlla 
Saglova arranged her first event m the summer of 1969--with a group of friends• 
threw a great number of balls onto the water of the Pruhonlce pond near Prague ..•• 
In the autumn of 1969 Saglova placed mounds of hay and straw in the §palova gallery, 
with which the spectators could play according to their own wishes Her third large 
event was " Hommage a Gustav Obermann" near Humpolec in Bohemia, where ... 
lighted 19 great bonfires on a snow-bound plain .... Petr Stembera stretches OUI 
sheets of polyethylene between trees in a snow-covered landscape, stretches textle 
ribbons in a single color, paints rocks, etc." (Rep.) 

Petr Stembera. 
Daily Activities, 
197 1-72. 

Structure•. Camden Arta Centre and Central Library, SwlH Cottage, London, June 
,_. 19 Organized by Charlea Ha" laon. Catalogue contain• full pieces by each artlat: Art 
,...._,~ngu.age, Arnett, Burgin, Ed Herring, Kosuth. The following works are from the ahow. The 
:::C1zed notes are part of an unpubllahed review by L R.L, aummer, 1970. 

~Burgin : 

~II Substantial Things Which Constitute This Room 

2 
All The Duration Of 1 

3 
The Present Moment And Only The Present Moment 

!11 Appearances of 1 Directly Experienced By You At 3 

5 
All Of Your Recollection At 3 Of Appearances Of 1 Directly Experienced By You At 
AnY Moment Previous To 3 

~II Criteria By Which You Might Distinguish Between Members Of 5 And Members 

Of4 
7 
All Of Your Recollection At 3 Other Than 5 

8 
All Bodily Acts Performed By You At 3 Which You Know To Be Directly Experienced 
By Persons Other Than Yourself 

9 
All Bodily Acts Directly Experienced By You At 3 Performed By Persons Other Than 

Yourself 
10 
All Members Of 9 And All Members Of 8 Which Are Directed Towards Members Of 1 
11 
All Of Your Bodily Acts At 3 Other Than 8 
12 
All Of Your Bodily Sensations At 3 Which You Consider Contingent Upon Your 
Bodily Contact With Any Member Of 1 
13 
All Of Your Bodily Sensations At 3 Which You Consider Contingent Upon Any 
Emotion Directly Experienced By You 
14 
All Criteria By Which You Might Distinguish Between Members Of 13 And Members 
Of 12 
15 
All Of Your Bodily Sensations Al 3 Other Than 13 And 12 
16 
All Of Your Inferences From 9 Concerning The Inner Experiences Of Any Person 
Other Than Yourself 
17 
Any Member Of 16 Which You Consider In Whole Or In Part Analogous With Any 
Member Of 13 
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18 
Any Member Of 16 Which You Consider in Whole Or In Part Analogous w· 
Member Of 12 •th 

The vehicles for Burgin 's systems are linguistic. while their 1mp/icatio 
perceptual and behavioural. One's recognition of the system remains the same"' 
one 's expertence of it alters when the work is exhibited in different spaces 
Camden and Swiss Cottage, and as printed in the catalogue. That exper: • •If 
however. very abstract, In the sense that It Is constantly referred back t::ne- ' 
processes by the physical conditions It imposes. Burgin has posited esthetlc : 
that are " located partly in real space and partly in psychological space" with the 
that "an Immaterial object 1s created which 1s solely a function of pe ,.... 
behaviour but yet which Inducts attributes of physicality from its matertal ;:::: 
Thus at Camden. where the piece appeared as sheets of paper on the walls of•,...._ 
empty room, with several yards between each page, these "situational cues" e ~ 
In an "extended present" were converted Into invisible structures between •-• 
areas and certain (anonymous. accidental) people and their thoughts, which fill= 
place. The behaviourtstlc energy Is regulated by internal cross-references .,._ 
provide the time-frame (subsequent to X and previous to XL, etc). Taken singly, ..._ 
would escape into the less specific energies of generalization (as do, fntenti~ 
those of Robert Barry. whose language but not intent is recalled by Burgm·s '8Clflf 
work); together. they form their own context. 

The catalogue piece in this show referred to abstract elements ("cflterta "} .,_ 
the exhibited piece referred to physical and mental experience of the relatio""""' 
betw~en th.e space,. the people and the objects in It, and the viewer, thus taking -
cons1derat1on the different forms of presentation. Jn the latter case the artist's demand 
that the gaps (white paper. space. and inter-thought time) be filled by the viewer faot 
on a literally physical cast. in terms of the energy released by the cross-rat.,... 
structure. I found the references to what other people in the room might be thtnldnf 
and feeling when confronted by the piece and by my own Invisible unnotlotd 
experience the real core of the work. Rick Barthe/me and Jon Borofsky come to mind 
as American proponents of this branch of so-called "conceptual art," In which loglol(r 
complex systems are imposed on loose Illogical situations. 

• • • 
Keith Arnett. " II It Pos1Cble for Me to Do Nothing as My Contribution to Thfa uhlbmollr: 

To put forward the idea " I have done nothing," as my contribution to this exhibltlal 
would appear to be slightly unreasonable. Moreover. the request to utilize a ceri.ln 
amount of gallery space in which " to do nothing" seems to compound this unreaeon
ableness. Nevertheless, in pulling forward the above Idea as my contribution to thll 
exh1bit1on. 11 becomes necessary to examine the Implications of such a decision. 

The questions that come 1mmed1ately to mmd are: in the context of thrs exhibltlal 
am I simply putting forward the idea " I have done nothing" as an idea (abstraction). 
or, am I claiming to have fulfilled what ls asserted by the statement, namely. that I hM 
done nothing (here implying, that I have done nothing as my contribution to lhll 
exhibition). If the latter is the case, what do I mean by "I have done nothing" ? 

Leaving aside a more general semantic issue. i.e., does the statement " I have done 
nothing" make any kind of sense (any sentence containing the word " nothing" _.. 
to raise difficulties), how Is this statement likely to be taken in the context of lhll 
exhibition? 
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hi be taken to mean that I have done no special work of which there is 
n "'19

8 (of one kind or another) in the exhibition. But such an interpretation would 
rtide~: exclude the means whereby the idea " I have done nothing" is communicated. 
nav8 ritten material itself IS evidence Of having done something, 
nus "'us suppose then that this written information does not exist. This simply raises 

L9'uestion How would it be known that I put forward the idea " I have done nothing" 
rftl Q contribution to this exhib1t1on? 
'5 mrhe absence of this written Information, supposing the question were put to me. 
~~at have you done as your contribution to this exhibition?" Would the reply, " I 

done nothing" be meaningful? 
~e question would not have been asked In the first place unless the questioner had 

med that I was making a contribution. This would presuppose some prior 
':~iedge on the part of the questioner which must refer back to an initial agreement 
k my part to contribute to this exhibition Could such an agreement (the evidence of 
~ich might be only my name. printed in the catalogue. with no other Information) be 
:,nstrued as having done something (if only to agree to having my name printed)? 

The 1n1erpreta1ton put opon the statement " I have done nothing," which might be 
taken to mean that I have done no special work for this exh1b1tion, might well include 

1118 making of decisions that In any way relate to the exhibition as part of a definition 
of special work." 

11 would seem then, as a contributor to this exhibition, I can put forward the Idea " I 
riave done nothing" as my contribution to the exhibition. as an idea only. My interest, 
however. 1s in implementing any possibility of doing nothing (meaning " no special 
work") as my contribution to this exhibition. 

What if I change the statement " I have done nothing" to " I will do nothing" ? Is it 

l C'ilh onnicr. Di -Play. Video tnpe with OO)'· 1969. 



possible to fulfill the claim made by the modified statement which could bo taken 
mean " I will do no special work for this exhibition" ? 

Does the claim " I will do nothing" necessarily imply that I have done nothing 1 
context of this exhibition? Any claim to have done nothing for this exhibition" 
already been shown to be false. 

One might object to the claim " I will do nothing" on the grounds that it calla far 
decision that has to be effective throughout the duration of the exhibition and II, I 
decision, a special case of doing something for the exh1bit1on. The difference._..:: 
that there is and can be no concrete evidence that would make any kind of lenle a.. 
relation to the claim. The statement " I will do nothing," at any given time, ~ 
refers to the future. -._,. 

To sum up. The claim " I have done nothing," made at any lime throughout 1111 duration of the exhibition would be false for the reasons already given. The Cllirn 
will do nothing," made al any time throughout the duration of the exhibition, Im~ 
intention only and as such would further imply temporal and spatial cons1derat1ont. 

If, as a contributor to this exhibition, my Intention is to do no special work forllll 
exhibition (as my contribution), I must. during the period of the exhibition, be doing 
something else. 

If I'm doing something else I must be doing It somewhere. 
Somewhere might be anywhere. 
Anywhere might Include the location of th is exhlb11lon. 
The location of this exhibition might include this gallery. 
If I do something In this gallery (meaning In the future course of this exhibition),• 

does not necessarily follow that whatever I do Is to be taken as having done llOnll 
"special work" for this exhibition. 

Arnstt comes to " Ides art" vis process or behavioral land art (a consistent lntereat tr 
hermetlcism and holes) and a something-to-nothing development. In Camden, tot 
instance, a little machine on the wall clicked sway the number of seconds m the.,,.. 
exhibition: 2188800-0000000. as an "exhibition of the duration of the exhibition, .. a 
pretty simple ides that has a mesmerizing physical effect, a terrifying associ•tlonll 
effect, and a dramatic ending. When the row of zeros Is about to strike. one ha,. 
feeling of teetering on the brink of time itself; what happens when there are no,,,_ 
seconds? 

The Nothmg piece is an exercise in mental gymnastics. The Idea of doing nothlnf 
has a long sit-historical pedigree by now, running from Picsbla and Duchamp to "* 
Klein, Buren. Barry, and the N. E. Thing Co. and Christine Kozlov, a specialist In ffll 
reduction of complex Intentions to rejection. Arnatt answers his unanswe,.,,,, 
question with a (double) negative by doing something and covering himself In the,.,, 
sentence, an lnstanca of the provocative tension In which he works b6tween ffll 
countdown and a reverse generosity of both ends and means. /A related WOlt 
appeared In the catalogue of the Lisson Wall Show. January, 1971, entitled "Did I 
Intend to do This Work?"; see also p. 225 for a third omission piece by Amatt/. 

• • • 
JoMph Kotuth. "Specl•I lnvHllg•llon": 

1 A LOGICIAN, WHO EA TS PORK-CHOPS FOR SUPPER, WILL PROBABLY LOSE 
MONEY; 

2. A GAMBLER. WHOSE APPETITE IS NOT RAVENOUS. WILL PROBABLY LOSE 
MONEY: 
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3 
A MAN WHO IS DEPRESSED. HAVING LOST MONEY AND BEING LIKELY TO LOSE 
MORE. ALWAYS RISES AT 5 AM .; 

' A MAN. WHO NEITHER GAMBLES NOR EATS PORK-CHOPS FOR SUPPER, IS SURE 
TO HAVE A RAVENOUS APPETITE: 

S A LIVELY MAN. WHO GOES TO BED BEFORE 4 A.M .. HAD BETTER TAKE TO CAB-

ORIVING. 

6 
A MAN WITH A RAVENOUS APPETITE WHO HAS NOT LOST MONEY ANO DOES 
NOT RISE AT 5 AM . ALWAYS EATS PORK-CHOPS FOR SUPPER. 

7 A LOGICIAN. WHO IS IN DANGER OF LOSING MONEY, HAO BETTER TAKE TO 
CAB-DRIVING, 

8 AN EARNEST GAMBLER. WHO IS DEPRESSED THOUGH HE HAS NOT LOST 
MONEY IS IN NO DANGER OF LOSING ANY, 

g A MAN. WHO DOES NOT GAMBLE. ANO WHOSE APPETITE IS NOT RAVENOUS, IS 
ALWAYS LIVELY. 

lO A LIVEL V LOGICIAN. WHO IS REALLY IN EARNEST, IS IN NO DANGER OF LOSING 
MONEY, 

I 1 A MAN WITH A RAVENOUS APPETITE HAS NO NEED TO TAKE TO CAB-DRIVING, IF 
HE IS REALLY IN EARNEST, 

12 A GAMBLER, WHO IS DEPRESSED THOUGH IN NO DANGER OF LOSING MONEY, 
SITS UP TILL 4 A.M • 

13. A MAN. WHO HAS LOST MONEY ANO DOES NOT EAT PORK-CHOPS FOR SUPPER. 
HAD BETTER TAKE TO CAB-DRIVING. UNLESS HE GETS UP AT 5 AM .. 

14 A GAMBLER. WHO GOES TO BED BEFORE 4 A.M., NEED NOT TAKE TO CAB
DRIVING UNLESS HE HAS A RAVENOUS APPETITE; 

COMPLETE CONTENTS OF ADVERTISEMENT 

(SECTION TWO)-FRENCH 
(SECTION TWO}-AS IS 
(SECTION TWO)-GERMAN 
(SECTION TWO}-ITALIAN 

INTO FRENCH 

UNIVERSAL ' MEN A-EARNEST, S
EATING PORK-CHOPS FOR SUPPER; C
GAMBLERS. D-GETTING UP AT 5, E
HAVING LOST MONEY. H-HAVING A 
RAVENOUS APPETITE . K- LIKEL Y TO 
LOSE MONEY, L- LIVEL Y, M-LO· 
GICIANS , N-MEN WHO HAD BETTER 
TAKE TO CAB-DRIVING, R-SITIING UP 
TILL 4 

INTO GERMAN 

UNIVERSAL " MEN"; A-EARNEST. B
EATING PORK-CHOPS FOR SUPPER. 
C-GAMBLERS; D-GETIING UP AT 5, 
E-HAVING LOST MONEY, H-HAVING A 
RAVENOUS APPETITE , K- LIKELY TO 
LOSE MONEY, L- LIVELY. M-LO· 
GICIANS. N-MEN WHO HAO BETTER 
TAKE TO CAB-DRIVING. R-SlmNG UP 
TILL 4 
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ENGLISH AS IS 

UNIVERSAL " MEN', A-EARNEST, S
EATING PORK-CHOPS FOR SUPPER. 
c-GAMBLERS, D-GETTING UP AT 5, 
£-HAVING LOST MONEY, H-HAVING A 
RAVENOUS APPETITE, K-llKEL Y TO 
LOSE MONEY, L-LIVELY. M-LOGl
CIANS; N-MEN WHO HAO BETTER TAKE 
TO CAB-DRIVING, R-SITTING UP TILL 4 

INTO ITALIAN 

UNIVERSAL ' MEN", A-EARNEST; S
EATING PORK-CHOPS FOR SUPPER; 
C-GAMBLERS. 0-GETTING UP AT 5; 
£-HAVING LOST MONEY. H-HAVING A 
RAVENOUS APPETITE , K- LIKELY TO 
LOSE MONEY; L- LIVEL V M-LOGI· 
CIANS; N-MEN WHO HAO BETTER TAKE 
TO CAB-DRIVING; R-SITilNG UP TILL 4 . 



The " Investigations" are more interesting In themselves than anything Kosut1t 
done so far. unless you count his life and Interaction with other people and sit,.,,:: 
as his art. which of course he would Just as soon you dldn 't, or his ideas. Ind 
writings, as his art, rather than their materlallzatlons. about which he seem1 ,:;:: 
more ambivalent (his "entry" in the Oberlm Art of the Mind show Is a reprint ot 
article from Art-Language) And he seems finally to have come to terms with hi• ·yo!: 
of presentation" problems. An earller investigation was typed on small gum,,_, 
labels and stuck across a 20-foot wall. The Thesaurus classification senes ,.. ,_ 
72-73) has, over a period of 2 years, moved from newspaper ads to billboan:Ja 
bus-posters to such improbable manifestations as the "powerhouse" In Nova~ 
(subheads of "Power" on the roof of a barn) or the recent piece m Turin--. 
white-on-black banner across the street. Before that, the dictionary defimtlon1 ..,_ 
was presented as 4 ' x 4' negative photostatic blow-ups. which although not strtcttr 
paintings. lacking paint, remain large flat depletive surfaces hung on the wall. The 
reason given for this potentially gimmicky distribution of one Idea over so many tnedlt 
has been to assure no undue emphasis on presentation per se. or as format "s~ ... 
medium nevertheless does become confused with pure Idea when it 1s so varied. Wlal 
the xeroxed " Investigations" in booklet form, Kosuth has finally made the cruclel 
decision to let the work stand or fall on the Internal linguistic-artistic relationshlpa, 
The " Investigations" In this show refer to Wittgenstein more Interestingly then 
previous work and the Introduction of proper names changes one's expectations. Ind 
therefore the context. providing witty pseudo-narrative feedback most certainly not 
intended by the artist to be as provocative as it 1s. Kosuth 's ideas have been important 
since 1966, but this seems to me the first time that he has produced a conceptual.,, 
that Is, in his own words. "an inquiry by artists who understand that artistic activity 11 
not solely limited to the framing of art propositions, but furthers the Investigation ot 
the function, meaning, and use of any and all fart/ propositions and their considera
tion within the concept of tne general term 'art ... (See pp. 146-49.) The " lnvestlge
t1ons " are not "angina/" any more than his previous material has been. but they.,. 
original art, whoever made up the riddles and then collected and printed them. 

Conceptuel Art, Arte Povere, Land Art. Galleria Clvlca d'Arte Modern•, Turin, June-July, 1111. 
Organlz.ed by Germano Celanl " Texts" by Celant, Lippard, Malle, Passon!; 1tatementa bt 
some of the artl1ts, bibliography. Andre, Anselmo, Baldeuarl, Barry, Beuya, Bochner, S-. 
Calzolarl, Christo, Darboven, de Marla, Dlbbeta, Fabro, Flavin, Fulton, Gilbert and George. 
HHcke, Helzer, Huebler, Kaltenbach, Kawara, Kleln, Koauth, Kounellla, LeWltt. MalWNll, 
Merz., Morrl1, Nauman, Oppenheim, Paolini, Paacall, Penone, Pl1toletto. Print, Ryman. Saftd. 
back, Serra, Smlth1on, Sonnier, Venet, Welner, Zorlo. 

June 20. Waahlngton, D.C.: Lookout, an event organized by DouglH Davia and Fred Pitts, II 
which Inhabitant• of the city were aaked to 1crutlnlz.e their environments and repe>f't lhetr 
finding• by phone or In person to the Corcoran Gallery of Art. 

Fox, Chrl1topher. " Interview with Edward Ruacha." Studio Internet/one/, June, 1970. 

MlchH I Snow/ Canada. xxve Biennial Exhibition of Art, Venice, June 24-0ctober 31 , 1m. 
Text• by Brydon Smith and the artist Reviewed by Barry Lord, Art end Art/1 t1, June, 1970. 

Tuchman, Phyllis. " An Interview with Carl Andre." Artforum, June, 1970. 

Jamel Collln1. Po• t•I•. June, 1970-Aprll, 1971. 11: " Introduction Plecea," June, 1970; 12, 
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" J I . #3' " Delegatlon Propo .. J 1," Auguat; #4, " lnt9rlla 
"Introduction Pl~c•• Pre>p09~I, .. ~:t~ Pie~ 3 .. October; #IS. "Semiotic Aspecis," Febnawy; 
Tr8vel Propoul, September• # 5, 

22
5-

26
)·· 11 "Contexts 2," April. (Rep.) 

#1, "Contexts," March (H• below. PP· • • 

Wljers, Louwrlen. " Geaprek met Sol LeWltt." MuHum}ouma-1, June, 1970. 

.... Robert MOfTls." Art In America, May-June, 1870. 
Eugene Goossen. "The Artist Spea .... 

le RI Drolt• Paris June 11-July 20, 1970. Text bJ 
Gin• Pane: Acqu• Alta!PalVVenezlal . G•l.•rnt· C:n.cernln,.' the rl~lng waters of Venlce'1. 
Pierre Rfftsny (a "conceptual env ronm · • 

rt New York July 2-September 20, 1970. Organized bJ 
Information. Museum of Moder~. A ' ended 'reading" bibliography; page for Heh art.t: 
Kynaston McShlne; ten by him, recomm Art & Protect. Artschwager, AA•'IOld, 
Acconcl, Andre, Arrnalanl, Am•~·::,!1 ~nag:~~arry Barthelme, H. & B. Becher, Beup, 
Atkinson, Bslnbrklge, Baldessar • • B n, n Buren Burgin Burgy, Burn and RaJMCleft. 
Bochner, Bollinger, Brecht. Br~a'· :~a~ven 'd• Marla Dlbbets, Ferguaon, F.,,., 
Byars, Cart>alla, Cook, Cutforth, Gii~·~ a. 'Geofg• Gl~rno Poet,; Systems, Graham, Haaclle, 
Aanagan, Group Frontera, Fulton, H H~tchlnson Jarden, Kaltenbach, K---. 
Haber, Hardy, Hetz.er, Holle~, ~u::::·u;~~d Long McLHn, MelrellH, Mlnujln, Monta. 
Koauth, Kozlov, Latham, L• ~r •hie Worksh~, Ne~apaper, Group OHO, Oltlcic:., Ono, 
NETCo .• Nauman, New York o11i Pechter. Penone, Piper, Platoletto, Prinl, Puente, AMII, 
Oppenheim, Panamarenko, Pal nnd, Sladden Smithton, Sonnier, SotuH•, ThygeHn, na 
Rainer, Rinke, Ruach•, Sane oua • • 
Saun, Vu, Venet. Wall, Welner, :'~~:::~atlve Exhibition at th• MOMA," Am, summer, 1111; 

Reviewed by Gregory Batteoc • th Co ceptecle " Art News, September, 1970. 
David Shapiro, "Mr. Proceulonary et e n ' 

Works In th• exhibition: 

David Askevokl: 

SHOOT 

DON'T 
SHOOT 

SHOOT 

DEATH FOR 
BOTH 

DEATH FOR ONE 

DON'T SHOOT 

DEATH FOR ONE 

LIFE FOR 
BOTH 

Robert Barry. Art Work, 1970: d It doesn't have a specific place. Its boundaries 
It is always changing. It has ~r er. e accessible but go unnoticed. Par1of11 

are not fixed. It affects other things. It ;ay b f it is familiar. some of it Is strange. 
may also be part of something else. ome o 
Knowing of It changes it. 

Yoko Ono. ll•P Piece: p al mark on the map where you want to go. Go 
Draw an imaginary map. ut a go ma If there is no street where it should 

walking on an actual street accordlngbto yot~;ng t~~ obstacles aside. When you reacll 
be according to the map. make one Y pu first rson you meet. Thi 
the goal. ask the name of the city anhd give :1~:'se~ ~e t~~oppecialtogether. Ask your 
map must be followed exactly. or t e even 
friends to write maps Give your friends maps. (Summer. 1962.) 

N. E. Thing Co. Nomenclatu,. (1966-87): Instead of " art" ) 
VSl--Vlsual Sensitivity Information (term. NETCo. uses 

Sl--Sensltlvlty Information (all cultural •.nformatlon) i oratory. etc.) 
SSl--Sound Sensitivity Information (music, poetry (read). s ng1ng, 
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MSl-Movlng Sensitivity Information (movies, dance, mountain climbing, track, 
elc.) 

ESl--Experimental Sensitivity Information (theatre, etc.) 
•-11 should be recognized that there are categories where certain types of 

sensitivity information are combined with others to provide their form, but for 
the most part the categories above have been established because the "arts" 
tend lo have a particular emphasis on one kind of Information characteristic. 

-We find that by setting up a new set of definitions like this that people are 
better able to see the cross-relationship between the " ar1s" and In doing so 
can become much more Involved and supportive of the new types of " ar1s 
activity"-Sensitivity Information-SI-that are going on. 

-The Idea of comprehending " all arts as Information handled sensitively" 
breaks the historical chains that keep them apart from each other and grossly 
misunderstood. 

All questions are ubiquitous? (Byars) 

July/Augu•t E.xhlbltlon. Special edition of Studio lntematlonal, July-August. 1970, edited by 
Seth Slegeleub. Also published H • hardcover book without advertising, beckmattar, etc. All 
texts In Engllah, French, German. A magazine exhlblUon In which sl11 critics were asked to flll 
an eight-page section without writing any1hlng themselves; each critic chose any number of 
artists to fill their space: David Antin (Graham, Cohen, Beldesurl, Serra, Eleanor Antin, 
Lonldler, Nicolaides, Sonnier); Germano Celant (Anselmo, Boettl, Calzolari, Merz, Penone, 
Prlnl, Plstoletto, Zorlo); Michel Ctaure (Buren); ChariH Hamson (Arnett. Art-Language, 
Burgin, Flanegan, Kosuth, Lathem, louw); Lucy R. Uppard (Barry, Kaltenbach, Welner, 
Kawara (Rep.), leWltt. Huebler, NETCo., Barthelme; each artist WH Hked to pau on to the 
next • situation within which to work); Hans Strelow (Dlbbeta, Darboven). 

1/1-IDM, PfO/ects, PropoNI .. Nottingham Festlval, July 11- August 2, 1970; organized by ttie 
Mldland Group Gallery. Text by Tim TureHall. Askevold, Dee, Dlbbeta, Hall, Herring, leWltf, 
Long, Morris, Smithson, among other&. 

John Beldesuri. July 24, 1970, San Diego: " Notice ls hereby given that all works of art done 
by the underalgned between May, 1953, end March, 1966, In his posMHlon ••of July 24, 1970, 
were cremated on July 24, 1970, In San Diego, CalHornla." Notel'Ued document published In 
tfle newspaper••• general afftdavll Photo album and plaque shown In Soffware(see p. 191). 

Summer, 1970: Gerald Ferguson, Relational Sculpture: 
(1 ) a point in Halifax, Nova Scotia, 44"38'47.41" north latitude, 63"34'48.21" west 

longitude. (2) a point on Gerald Ferguson. tattoo, left forearm. (3) a point as yet to be 
determined. " Upon initiation lhe sculpture exists as an indeterminate relationship; 
upon the artist's death the sculpture exists as a delerminate relationship." 

Robert Barry Presents a Work Dy Ian Wiison, July, 1970. The work: " Ian Wiison." 

Ian Wiison end Robert Barry on Oral Communication, July, 1970, Bronx, N.Y.: 
{Note : Ian Wilson has been concerned with Orsi Communication as a way of making 

art for the psst four years. Th is part of a discussion between him and Robert Barry was 
recorded in July, 1970. The interview grew out of the compatibility of the artists ' 
positions st that time and can be considered a part of Robert Barry's "presentation of 
artists" series.} 

RB· This question will be based on my observations of your use of oral communica
tion over the last couple of years, from the first time you came to my old studio and 
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On Knwnro. Confim10lion. Telegrnm sent to ol LeWitt, Februnr>, 1970. 
Weiner' " instruction " to Knwara were:" Dear On Ka\\ am, I mu I apologize but the 

onl)• sllunlion J can bring my elf to impose upon )OU would be m)' hope for your 
hoving a good day. Fond Regards, Lawrence Weiner." Knwnrn's telegram con tituted 
his piece a well n~ the situation pas~cd on to ol LeWitt, who in tum made 74 
pennutolion on the te legram' me age for bis piece. 

said that oral communication was your art. It seemed to me at that time and shortly 
thereafter. whenever we met, you said to me that you were using oral communication 
as an art form, then you would stop 1t; there would be a period where oral communi
cation wasn't your art. and so forth. In other words, later on ii seemed to me that tht 
concept of oral communication became the art rather than oral communication being 
the means of making individual works of art. Is that accurate? 

IW Well, first of all I had to take the object or the idea of oral communication out of 
its natural context put 11 into an art context. And I had to speak It to do that, right? h 
was more logical for me to speak 11. but having done that It became a concept. 
naturally 

AB I think when you say concept, you mean something you know that no tonger 
needs to be said. It seems to me that you changed your use of oral communication so 
that everything embodied In that term became art, rather than using 11 as a material, 
using the actual periods of time when you were using oral communication as your art 

IW: Do you mean that my means of presenting my Idea became less rigid, that the 
use of oral communication generally as art began at the " Time Panel," when It was 
recorded and put Into print? That sort of contradicted the essential Intention which 
was oral communication? 
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. No What I'm thinking about Is periods of time earlier on, when you were 
AB· with certain periods of time set aside when your oral communication was your 

dea~~~n later, time was no longer an element. In fact I noted that you don't really say 
ar\ so much any more. that " oral communication is my art." It seemed to me that ~I 
th9 that phrase keyed the beginning of a work of art, whereas that phrase doesn t 
fi rst the same function any more. Rather we are dealing with the idea of oral 
have 

mmunlcalion rather than ind1v1dual Instances. 
eoiW: That s interesting. I never thought o_f that. 

RB You know. in the past this discussion might have sta~ed out by your saying 
"oral communication 1s my art." But it didn't. We are just talking about it now, about 
ow you have used ii. what it means. 

h iw· would you say the difference also is that now I don't refer the Idea of oral 
municatlon to myself? That now It's abstracted from myself? It is 1ust an idea, part 

c~~e community now, an idea which can be used to Illuminate a certain aspect of art. 
0 

AB: Partly, but what I really mean is that we were thinking about oral communica
tion as a thing In itself, rather than specific examples. times. when you used oral 
communication. 

IW. 1 see. There has been a change from a particular first lns~ance at the introduc
tion to the less " original" situation. The atmosphere of .the original presentation is 
gone. In a way I often think of oral communication as existing really In that first day. 
Before that I was using time. . . . . 

RB: My first Impression when you said oral communication was your art form was 
that you had discovered something very Important In one way. It was like making art 
with an extension of yourself, which Is essentially what oral communication Is. It Is an 
extension of ourselves out into the world, and it is like a painter discovering that he 
can make his art using v1s1on rather than having to mess around with paint and other 
stuff .. 

1w· Whal struck me as important with oral communication was that when a person 
makes someth ing that he Is attached to. and he wants to call ii art, he has to call it art. 
To call anything anything, you have to either speak It or print it or use sign language, 11 
you're deaf and dumb These are the three alternauves. 

RB· Well, you could put ii ma certain place so 11 would be designated as art-an art 
gallery, an art museum. an art magazine 

IW But that place would have to have been called too .... I am still trying to figure 
out why the hell I chose oral language Instead of printed language and I think ii must 
have been a very unconscious sort of ... well, perhaps I was reacting t~ the ~tatlc 
s1tuatlon of the gallery, but I don' t think that is justified because nothing 1s static, or 
everything is static. one way or another. Oral communication is perhaps a response to 
the anticipated question asked artists-What are you doing? I was able to answer " I 
am speaking to you " It was at the time an attempt to come to grips with the situation 
in which a person wants to be an artist and wants to present something as representa
tive of his thinking. . . 

RB : How do you feel about putting all this Into print? 
IW: That's a big question. It makes a difference between now and what I did two 

years ago. Before, I would not consider print. Now, some two years later, I find the 
dichotomy, the dualism, extremely interesting. . 

RB. Would you say the art exists In the differences between oral communication 
and written communication? 
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IW: I would say that It was possible to disassociate myself from print. I don't accept 
the responsiblllty for print. But obviously I'd be naive to say that. The ambiguity of the 
word spoken and then printed is not displeasing ... . But the protect!on of saying 
something is having It dissolve into an emotion. a security you don t have when 
something 1s printed. 

RB: But 1f you take the quality of the medium that you had at the beginning, when 
you were first using oral communication .... I thought of •t in terms of what I knew 
about art about materials that artists use. I myself was using radio carrier wavea 
which dls°solve when I first heard about oral communication. I thought of It In thoee 
terms, or like the gas I was releasing into the atmosphere then, something that Wll 
gone, and you didn't have a chance to do anything with It. _Som?~hing released. 

IW: About the ambiguity of printing oral commun1cat1on-1t s possible to pUt 

something through a process not Indigenous to itself and still be attached to the 
outcome. Even as we were releasing things-gas or spoken words or sound--some
thing is still released from the printed page. 

RB: There 1s a question of control there. Yours Is a kind of situational art When YoU 
said " oral communication is my art" you didn't consciously plan what you were going 
to talk about; you didn't have a program; you just continued the flow of conversation 
as it was going. although your statement may have influenced what was said afteryau 

said it. 
IW: I was aware of that. I liked that. I still do. 
RB: So that part of your art would have been conversation about something thlt 

wasn't oral communication, where later the art was only about oral communication. 
IW: Maybe at the very beginning of oral communication I might have said that I wa 

involved with timelessness and spacelessness. But later on I think perhaps I became 
more aware of the Implied consciousness of the art situation in oral communication, 
That made It more specific. I don't know. I don't think I ever really made that difference 
very clear. I just wanted to say something else. Because I say something and know 
that it will be printed eventually doesn't mean that I hav~ given up the idea of 
speaking. What it means is that I don't find this metamorphosis from oral into print• 
disturbing as I used to think It would be. 

RB: It's no longer a problem? 
IW: Beautiful. It's no longer a problem! . 
RB: Is oral communication just language? 
IW: No. Obviously not just language. 
RB: Is 1t action? 
IW: Language could be action, I suppose. Language 1s the grammar of behavior. 
RB: You talked about a certain situation that arises when somebody asks what• 

you doing. This seemed to be very important 
IW: Oral communication Is about language. Well I suppose It Is. Perhaps not • 

directly as some artists are involved in language. I don' t really know what Olll 
communication is. Some kind of attempt to grapple with the problems of communi. 
tion. Maybe having realized the artist is not a mystic but the opposll? ~fa mystic In t111 
sense that the artist by his nature communicates, whereas the mystic 1s someonewhD 
experiences and does not place importance on his experience being communicallll. 
... Maybe a reason for this concentration on language as art Is a more IQlll 
consciousness on the artist's part that he 1s really a part of the world so the .. 
is talking about his ambiguous position. Dualism. Which is why Joyce 1s a good lftlll.. 
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RB I wo~ld also add to that a slight qualification, which is that he Is also talking 
about possibilities. It goes back to Sol LeWitt's idea, where he says that all good art ls 
8 very simple idea. They are basically simple ideas. but the thing about them is that the 
p0tentlal implied in each idea Is the possibility of each idea for those people who are 
willing to involve themselves with that Idea 

oanlel Buren, July, 1970, Los Angeles: " There are visible alternate vertical stripes, white and 
blue, from July 1 S to July 31st day and night on 50 bus benches" (plua llat of locatlons). 

euren, Daniel; Claura, Michel; Denlzot, Ren6. MTL Art/Critique. Booklet printed but never 
distributed, with cover by Buren llfuatratlng a ahow of his In Bruasela (rue Armand Campen
hout, June 13-July 1); texts by the two critics. 

H•nn• O•rboven: o .. J•hr 1970. Konrad Fischer, DOsseldor1, July 3-30. 

Giibert and George. The S•dneu In Our Art July 4, 1970, London. Artlflclally aged leaflet with 
two drawings; text of " Underneath the Arches." 

Nlrv•na. Kyoto Museum of Art. August. 1970. 

SOI LaWltt. Gemeentemuseum, The Hague, July 25-Augua130, 1970. Text.a by the artist and by 
Andre, Atkinson, Bochner, Chandler, Devellng, Flavln, Graham, Kapteyn-van Bruggen, Heese, 
l(Jrby, Krauss, Ira Licht. Lippard, Van der Net, Reise, Strelow, Welner. 

Richard Long SkulpturH, Engl•nd Germany Africa AmerlCll 1966-1970. Stidtlsche Museum, 
Monchengladbach, July 16-August 30, 1970. Book of photos of work, boxed; brief text by Long 
ind one by Johannes Cladders. 

Baker, Ellzabelh. " Travellng ldeH: Germany, England"; and Gendel, Miiton, " Avant-Garde 
Miianese." Art News, summer, 1970. 

Ratcllff, Carter. " New York Letter." Art International, summer, 1970. 

Sharp, Wiiioughby. " Outsiders: Baldeasarl, Jack1on, O'Shea, Ruppersberg." Am, summer 
1170. ' 

The likely real? (Byars.) 

Burgin. Victor. " Thanks for the Memory." Architectural Design, August. 1970. 

lumham, Jack. " Dennis Oppenheim: Catalyst 1967- 1970." ArtsC11n•d•, August. 1970. 

A••l•nche, no. 1, New York, fall , 1970. Lisa Bear and Wiiioughby Sharp, eds. Contents: 
Interviews with Cart Andre and Jan Dlbbets ; " Pace and Process" (documenting a horseback
rtdlng photographic piece by Robert Morris, September, 1969); " Body Works" by Sharp; 8 
photo essay by Shunk-Kender on Beuys ; documentation of pieces by Long; discussions with 
He~er, Smithson, and Oppenheim are excerpted below: 

Oppenheim: Gradually I found myself trying to get below ground level. Because I 
wasn't very excited about objects which protrude from the ground. I felt this implied 
an embellishment of external space. To me a piece of sculpture inside a room ls a 
disruption of interior space. It's a protrusion, an unnecessary addition to what could 
be a sufficient space In Itself. My transition to earth materials took place in Oakland a 
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few summers ago. when I cut a wedge from the side of a mountain I was more 
concerned with the negative process of excavating that shape from the mountainside 
than with making an earthwork as such. II was 1ust a coincidence that I did this with 
earth . . Andre at one point began to question very seriously the validity of the 
ob1ect. He began to talk about sculpture as place. And Sol LeW1tt's concern with 
systems. as opposed to the manual making and placing of object art. can also be seen 
as a move against the object These two artists have made an Impact on me They built 
such damn good stuff that I realized an impasse had been reached. Morris also got to 
the point where If he'd made his pieces a little better, he wouldn't have had to make 
them at all. I felt that very strongly and I knew there must be another direction In Which 
to work. . . The earth movement has derived some stimulus from minimal art. but 1 
think that now it's moved away from their main preoccupations .... A good deal Of 
my preliminary thinking 1s done by viewing topographical maps and aerial maps 8nd 
then collecting various data on weather Information Then I carry this with me to the 
terrestrial studio. For instance, my frozen lake proiect in Maine involves plotting an 
enlarged version of the International Date Line onto a frozen lake and truncating an 
island in the middle I call this island a time-pocket because I'm stopping the IDL 
there. So this 1s an application of a theoretical framework to a physical situation-rm 
actually cutting this strip out with chain saws. Some Interesting things happen during 
this process: you tend to get grandiose ideas when you look at large areas on maps, 
then you find they're difficult to reach so you develop a strenuous relationship with 
the land. If I were asked by a gallery to show my Maine piece [see p . 66), obviously 1 
wouldn't be able to. So I would make a model of 11 . or a photograph. I'm not really 
that attuned to photos to the extent which Mike (Heizer) is. I don't really show photOI 
as such At the moment I'm quite lackadaisical about the presentation of my work; It's 
almost hke a sc1ent1fic convention. 

Sharp: What would you say about the relationship between your work and photo
graphs of it? 

Smithson· Photographs steal away the spirit of the work .... 
Oppenheim: One day the photograph is going to become even more important than 

it is now-there'll be a heightened respect for photographers. Let's assume that art 
has moved away from Its manual phase and that now It's concerned with the location 
of material and with speculation. So the work of art now has to be visi ted or 
abstracted from a photograph, rather than made I don't think the photograph could 
have had the same richness of meaning In the past as 1t has now. But I'm nae 
particularly an advocate of the photograph. 

Sharp: It's sometimes claimed that the photo is a d istortion of sensory perception 
Heizer: Well, the experience of looking 1s constantly altered by physical factOfS. I 

think certain photographs offer a precise way of seeing works. You can take a 
photograph Into a clean white room, with no sound, no noise. You can wait unhl you 
feel so inclined before you look at It and possibly experience to a greater depth 
whatever view you have been presented with 

Oppenheim has said, concerning one of his transfer-overlay pieces: 
Altitude lines on contour maps serve to translate measurement of existing to

pography to a two-dimensional surface .... I create contours which oppose die 
reality of the existing land. and impose their measurements onto the actual site. thd 
creating a kind of conceptual mountainous structure on a swamp grid. 
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Denni'> Oppenheim. Ann & Wire. lill from 16-mm. Rim b> Bob Fiore. Oppenheim 
repealcdl) rolled lhe under ide of his right onn over some wire . 1969. 

Wiiioughby Sharp on Oppenheim, In " Body Worb ": 
In several works Oppenheim's body is created as a place. Generally the body as 

place acts as a ground which Is marked In ways quite similar to those employed in 
earthworks In Wound 1 (1970) he transferred the configuration of his healing skin 
onto a small piece of land. In Arm and Asphalt, a film of 1969. he rolled his underarm 
over sharp bits of asphalt lntercuts of a landmass related the action back to the 
original site of the earth material. It is not surprising then to find that Oppenheim's 
"concern for the body came from constant physical contact with large bodies of 
land " He also feels that working with land " demands an echo from the artist's body." 
This echo can literally be perceived in his Reading Position for Second Degree Burn 
(1970). Oppenheim went to a Long Island beach and exposed his body to the sun. He 
placed a large leather-bound book entitled Tactics over his chest In this work, 
represented by two photos. one color shot shows lhe artist lying on the beach before 
the burn and the other after, without the book An unburned rectangle occupies the 
place where the book was. A related work Is Hair Piece (1970), in which Oppenheim 
exposed parts of his scalp to a video camera. In Material Interchange (1970), Op
penheim is concerned with intimate transactions between has body and the environ· 
ment. The work consists of four photographs, two of which show the artist wedging a 
fingernail between floorboards. and the others the same finger into which a long 
splinter from the same floorboard has been introduced. 

'IH-101, no. 3. fall, 1970. lu ue on Conceptual Art. Contents: Catherine Miiiet, " l 'art concep
tual comme aemlollque de l'art"; Alain Kfrlll, " Puuge du concept comme forme d'art 
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au.x travaux d'analyae"; Otto Hahn, " Notes aur l 'avant garde"; and wortca and statements i., 
Sany, Bochner, Burgin, Huebler, Kosuth, lamelaa, Welner. 

" Four Page._ioaeph Beuya." Studio lntemational, September, 1970. Statements by the •11111 
and Per Kirkeby. 

Mel Bochner. Art and Project Bulletin 27. " Excerpts from Speculation (1967- 1970)," roug19 
draft. 

His product is fame? (Byars.) 

lamelas, David. Publication. Nigel Greenwood, London, Sep1ember, 1970. Responses to th,.. 
statements: " 1. Uae of oral and written language as an Art Form. 2. Language can i.. 
considered Han Art Form, 3. language cannot be considered aa an Art Form"-publlahed • 
lamelaa'a exhlbltJon. Contributors: Arnett, Sany, Brouwn, Buren, Burgin, Latham, Malone,, 
Reise, Welner, Wilson, and (below) Claura, Lippard, Gilbert & George. 
Michel Claura. Outline of a Detour: 

Art is a kind of language. At least. this Is what can be deduced from its adhesion to 
diverse means of communication. II 1s useless to ask questions about the value of this 
language, especially If it must be used to compare, or compete with, other forms of 
language. On the contrary, the central issue is to analyse this form of language called 
" art," In Its function: a specific calling into question of a particular field. 

Nevertheless. this preoccupation will not be ours in the present context. or rather 
will not be dealt with in this form. 

The desire to approach the problem of spoken or written language in art. means the 
formulation of a given fact, namely: language (written or spoken) as an art form which 
is also a form of camouflage. 

The mere fact that we should be obliged to specify that the language under 
discussion ls spoken or written shows very well that confusion is recognised as such. 
Confusion between art as a form of language, and language (written or spoken) as an 
art form. We shall see later on that this fear of confusion is not justified. 

In so far as it exists as a form of language differing from others. art must possess Its 
own means of existence, a technique, a vocabulary, a " syntax," a " grammar" which 
characterises it. 

As a means of communication, we find that art Is false because Its language Is one 
of d issimulation, obedience to a basic law which requires one to " speak of something 
else." Communication is false because it is put forward as a screen with which it 
becomes merged. 

As tar as language is concerned (the grouping together of its productive elements). 
art can appear to pursue a certain truth which is the reality of its historic existence. It 
is precisely this which constitutes the mask of art. This mask is Its form. Its form Is Its 
language. 

Art 1s perpetuated under a diversity of formal adventures which always happen in 
such a way that their succession alters every approach to its call ing into question. The 
use of spoken or written language as an art form can therefore be applied in the same 
way as the use of a painting or a hammer. The use of spoken or written language as an 
art form will be accepted as a necessity. The mere fact that it Is present "in" art-and 
Is therefore accepted-because It fulfills a function differing from an art form, a 
different art form which d iffers the moment the question of art appears as a necessity. 

Nevertheless, as an art form, the use of spoken or written language runs the risk of 
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becoming more quickly exhausted than another form. Indeed, it implies obedience to 
absolute laws constituting the wri tten or spoken language to which obedience to the 
laws of art is added. Th is double yoke mev1tably leads fai rly soon to the observation of 
what Is called an " academism." This is only a detail . 

The art ist is habituated to art Art as a habit merges w ith the renewal of solutions 
which constitutes it. The habit of ottering solutions means the avoidance of art as a 
question. It is in these conditions and for these reasons that the use of a spoken or 
written language as an art form will be judged as satisfactory. 

At a given moment. it 1s the mask required for the pe rp etuation of d issimulation. 
• • • 

Lucy Lippard: 
David Lamelas has asked me (presumably as part of his own art work) to 

" comment," along with other critics and artists. on three statements: 1) Use of oral 
and written language as an Art Form; 2) Language can b e considered as an Art Form: 
3) Language cannot be considered as an Art Form. 

Douglas Huebler has sent me a piece of his {art) and asked me to send him 
something (implied art) in exchange. 

I don' t make art. But now and then I write about artists or use their work in such a 
way that I'm accused of making art. Accused because it's not necessarily a compli
ment since I'm a writer and not dissatisfied with being ca l l ed a writer since I use words 
as a conventional Art Form called literature or critici s m , A rt In this case being used as 
a broad term meaning any sort of not necessarily visual framework imposed on or 
around real or Imagined experience. I don't make pictu res. I don't use pictures. I don't 
make patterns on the page with the words (or if I d o , th ey' re conventional, random, 
non-hierarchical patterns and only incidental to the in tention of writing something). 
The only object I have any urge to make is a pile of p aper covered with words, or the 
ordinary paperback book. (Hard covers are preten tious and usually loo big to be 
camed in the pocket and will therefore be read p retentiously In a pipe-smoking 
rocking chalr situation. Now I Will Read a Book; instead of an ongoing fragmented in 
and out of life and in and out of the book situation.) 

Later I talked to Doug and he (mistakenly) told me h e was going to pub lish the 
pieces he received In exchange as part of his exchange p iece. I had thought o f doing 
an Artificial Word Series from a book I'm writing or ju st a r andomly chosen page of the 
(unreadable) first draft of the manuscript of the book I'm writing. But now I guess I'll 
give him a statement of some kind to this effect : 

Conventional " Literature" (dictionary definition: "T he profession and production of 
an author") unlike conventional visual art (fi rst d ictio n ary definition : " human ability to 
make things") is worth nothing per se before it is a !book, and when it Is a book it Is 
worth maybe two bucks and is available to everybody with two bucks. or with a library, 
or a friend who has the book. Art can be traded and so can books, but If I trade a copy 
of my book for a painting or a sculpture or even for a p r int, the receiver of the book 
will probably feel cheated. My book should be traded, when and if it is printed, for a 
reproduction of a work of art Maybe Doug's piece, exist i n g in an " edition" of so. is a 
reproduction? If so. what Is it a reproduction o f? Maybe D oug's piece Is tradeable for 
a book printed in an edition of 50 copies and therefo re '"w orth " two hundred instead 
of two bucks? Or is my book, published or unpublish ed. and Doug's piece, unique or 
multiple, " worth" whatever we can gel for it? Or is it " w o rth" whatever iS'traded for it 
since that kind of open situation obviously has to d o w ith the kind o f piece he is 
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making: and once our exchanges are Incorporated Into the piece, is it " worth' m 
as the sum of the parts than each part separately, or is it still worth two hundrect bu:: 
or a grand or whatever these things are " worth" on the market? 

It's all gelling distasteful. Obviously Doug doesn't care if it's an ''equal" trade only 
that the trade 1s accomplished. The point 1s not the monetary worth or the pr~r 
worth of either Doug's piece or whatever I produce in return (I would like to maker 
direct response to his piece rather than something that exists independently or -.! 
around before I got the request for an exchange). The point. anyway, lies In the 
ditferenc.es between the media and their manipulability. 

It's almost an oil-water problem. Can you trade art tor literature? Or tor cauhfla. 
ers? Are languages as a (visual) Art Form and language as a (written) Art Form 11 
literature, interchangeable? If written (visual) art is a viable (visual) Art Form h~ ~ 
you distinguish it from literature? Is the only d ifference that one is made by an Artist 
and one by an Author? If an Artist makes up a story and tells it in book form is 1t Art? If 
an Author paints a pretty picture Is It Literature? If I borrow (plagiarize, which 
originally meant to kidnap) a piece (Special Investigation, 1969/70) from Joseph 
Kosuth, who has presented it as (visual) Art after borrowing It from a riddle book by 
another " author," and use it in my book of " fiction," does 1t become Literature again? 
(And was it Literature in the riddle book?) Is It therefore no more a plagiarism than 
Joseph's original act of borrowing it was plagiarism? What price the ransom? If 1 put 
my book of fiction into an art show, then have I plagiarized Joseph's piece? A similar 
question came up several years ago when Erle Loran wanted to sue Roy Lichtenstein 
for making paintings after Loran's pedagogic diagrams after cezanne. No conclu
sions were drawn. Does it make a difference 1f I add a footnote to my use of Joseph's 
piece that says " I would like to thank Joseph Kosuth for bringing this material to my 
attention"? Would It have changed Joseph's piece if he had acknowledged his 
source? 

If that's confusing, consider this one. Is a curator an artist because he uses a group 
of paintings and sculptures In a theme show to prove a point of his own? Is Seth 
Siegelaub an artist when he formulates a new framework within which artists can 
show their work without reference to theme, gaJlery, institution. even place or time? Is 
he an author because his framework is books? Am I an artist when I ask artists to work 
with in or respond to a given situation. then publish the results as a related group? ts 
Bob Barry an artist when he " presents" the work of Ian Wilson within a work of his 
own, the process of the presentation being his work and Ian's work remaining Ian's? If 
the critic is a vehicle for the art, does an artist who makes himself a vehicle for the art 
of another artist become a critic? 

It's all just a matter of what to call It? Does that mat1er? II has to If Joseph Kosuth, 
for Instance, Is making " art as Idea as Idea" and not just idea as Idea. if the Art and 
Language group are making language about art and calling It art. Clearly what It's 
called does matter, maybe more than what it is? As long as there are Art Shows and 
Books as Art Shows as distinguished from Books as Literature, and until ii is possible 
to pick up a book-as-object and neither know nor care whether It's called art or 
literature or fiction or non-fiction, It matters. Art ists want to be called artists. Writers 
want to be called writers. Even If It doesn' t matter. 

It's not the medium that counts, and it's not the message that counts. It 's how either 
or both are presented, in what context, that counts. And artists who claim they are 
making non-art or anti-art should have the grace to stay out of art galleries and art 
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useums and art magazines until those names have been obliterated. No art, no 
:auer how much ii resembles life, or literature. can call itself anything but art as long 

85 1t has been, Is, or ever will be shown In an art context. 
And writers who claim they are writers should stay In books and magazines and 

catalogues? But the catalogue part gets confusing now that there Is art that may 
appear only in the catalogue of a show. When I wrote a critical text (not wholly 
ecognizable as such) for the Museum of Modern Art 's Information catalogue, 1t was 

rut Into the body of the book with the artist's contributions and I was listed with the 
~rusts. This confuses matters and I didn't know about it unlll too late. I rather like Its 
confusing matters but I don't like to be listed as an artist. Public self-identity becomes 
important. Privately one tends not to bother. One of the few things I'm sure of is that I 
deal with words as a writer. I like them in long relatively sequential passages and I like 
words that refer to other words. I can't think of any (visual) artist who does this 
without calling It art (which makes It art). Or who does It without referring to its 
structural framework No, that's not quite right. Kosuth's Investigations when they are 
on the page (not on wall labels), Ian Wilson's oral communication. Lamelas· Interview 
\\'Ith Ouras. and the Art and Language group, and its sidekicks. all prove that language 
1s an art medium but has to be trapped firmly in the bounds of Art the container to be 
an Art Form. Is It habit that makes an artist keep his language within the bounds of 
Art' Or discipline? Is it possible that once language is not called art (or literature, 
whatever that is). it Is no longer significant? Is It significant as art primarily because ifs 
isolation as art, its separation from life, makes people aware of language In an 
unexpected and therefore more powerful context? Just as painting and sculpture 
separate themselves from commercial art. decoration, and Industrial design by that 
same act of self-upgrading? Are artists making their work significant as art because of 
a reluctance to participate (and compete) in the larger literary-academic world of 
language-usage? What difference Is there between "This sentence has five words" 
and " this whole has five parts" ? 

Or is it all a synthetic dualism. a synthetic dilemma leading back simply to the 
problems of one's intentions to affect the world or not? And how? If I'm all In favor of a 
future in which the distinctions are confused and effaced, why, in the meantime, am I 
so concerned to retain my public identity as a writer? I'd like to do that mainly 
because confusing criticism with art dilutes the art still further than its third to 
twenty-ninth string does. At the same time I'll do as much as I can to confuse the 
distinction between writing and art writing, maybe eventually between art and art 
writings, and to generate circumstances in which these distinctions are obtllerated. It 
probably is a synthetic dilemma. but what is there about art that isn't synthetic, when 
you come down to it, or writing either? 

Everything written by me above and all rights to it belong to Douglas Huebler in 
exchange for his Duration Piece # 8, Global ; only with the written permission of 
Douglas Huebler may it be printed in David Lamelas' book, which is also his 
exhibition. 

Lucy A. Lippard, New York, 25 September 1970. 
• • • 

Gilbert & George: 
Oh Art, what are you? You are so strong and powerful, so beautiful and moving. You 

make us walk around and around, pacing the city at all hours, in and out of our Art for 
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All room. We really do love you and we really do hate you. Why do you have 50 
faces and voices? You make us thirst for you and then to run from you """r 
completely into a normal life-: getting up. having breakfast, going to the w~ 
and being sure of putting our mind and energy into the making of a door or m -...., 
simple table and chair The whole hfe would surely be so ease-ful. so drunk w=:-u: 
normality of work and the simple pleasures of loving and hanging around for OUr 
lifetime. Oh Art where did you come from. who mothered such a strange being I' 
what kind of people are you-: are you for the feeble-of-mind. are you for or 
poor-at-heart. are you for those with no soul. Are you a branch of nature's fanta!:: 
network or are you an invention of some ambitious man? Do you come of a long line 
of arts? For every artist 1s born in the usual way and we have never seen a young 8rtill 
Is to become an artist to be reborn, or is it a condition of life? Coming slowly over a 
person like the daybreak. It brings the art-ability to do this funny thing and shows you 
new possibilities for feeling and scratching at oneself and surroundings. setting 
standards, making you go into every scene and every contact, every touching ,__ 
and all your senses. And Art we are driven by you at tncredlble speed, Ignorant of the 
danger you are pushtng and dragging us into. And yet ~rt . there ls no going back. Ill 
roads go only on and on. We are happy for the good times that you give us and we 
work and wait only for these titbits from your table. If you only knew how much,.,_ 
mean to us. transporting us from the depths of tragedy and black despair to 1 
beautiful life of happiness, laking us where the good times are. When this happens we 
are able to walk again with our heads held high. We artists need only to see 8 little 
light through the trees of the forest, to be happy and working and back Into ge., 
again And yet, we don't forget you, Art, we continue to dedicate our artists-art to you 
alone. for you and your pleasure, for Art's-sake. We would honestly like to say to you, 
Art. how happy we are to be your sculptors. We think about you all the time and._. 
very sentimental about you. We do realise that you are what we really crave for. and 
many times we meet you In our dreams. We have glimpsed you through the abstr.:t 
world and have tasted of your reality. One day we thought we saw you in a crOWdld 
street, you were dressed in a light brown suit, white shirt and a curious blue he, you 
looked very smart but there was about your dress a curious wornness and drynea 
You were walking alone. light of step and in a very controlled sense. We ..,. 
fascinated by the lightness of your face, your almost colourless eyes and your 
dusty-blonde hair. We approached you nervously and then just as we neared you you 
went out of sight for a second and then we could not find you again We felt sad and 
unlucky and at the same time happy and hopeful to have seen your reality We now 
feel very familiar with you, Art. We have learned from you many of the ways of life. In 
our work of drawings, sculptures, living-pieces. photo-messages, written and spoken 
pieces we are always to be seen, frozen Into a gazing for you. You will never find us 
working physically or with our nerves and yet we shall not cease to pose for you, Art 
Many times we would like to know what you would like of us, your messages to us.,. 
not always easily understood. We realize that It cannot be too simple because of your 
great-complexity and all-meaning. If at times we do not measure up or fulfil your 
wishes you must believe that It Is not because we are unserious but only because we 
are artists. We ask always for your help, Art. for we need much strength in this modem 
time, to be only artists of a life-time. We know that you are above the people of our 
artist-world but we feel we should tell you of the ordinariness and struggling that 
abounds and we ask you if this must be. Is it right that artists should only be able to 
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work for you for only the days when they are new, fresh and crisp. Why can't you let 
them pay homage to you for all their days, growing strong in your company and 
coming to know you better. Oh Art, please let us all relax with you. Recently Art. we 
thought to set ourselves the task of painting a large set of narrative views descriptive 
of our looking for you We like very much to look fo rward to doing It and we are sure 
ttial they are really right for you. 

To be with Art is all we ask. 

Ho Ho Ho Is the same In all languages? (Byars.) 

september 18, New York: Adrl•n Piper performs C.taly•I• /In the third ear of the first D train 
to pa•• the Grand Street Station after 5:15 p.m.; September 19, In Marboro Book Store, 8th 
Str .. l, between 9 and 10 p.m. (see below, p. 235). 

R~rdttd Actlvltl••· Moore College of Art. Phll•delphla, October 16-November 19, 1970. 
Organized by Dl•ne Vanderlip; " text" by Lucy Uppard. Statements or works by the artists: 
Acconcl, Baldeaaarl. Bochner, Findlay, Graham, Hutchinson, Johnson, Koauth, Levine, Tele· 
thon, Nauman, Oppenheim, Snow, Van Saun, Venet, Smithson. 

October 18, Breen'• Bar, San Francisco: Flr1t showing of Body Worb, a video exhibition 
(Acconcl, Fox, Nauman, Oppenheim, Sonnier, Wegman). Coordinated by the Museum of 
Conceptual Art and Wiiioughby Sharp. 

October, 1970: Preaa releHe announces the opening of the " Jean Freeman Gallery," 26 W. 
57th Street, New York; releases continue to announce one-man and one-woman shows of 
"proceu art" through March, 1971. Seep. 223. 

N•tworlc 70: NETCo. Ane Arts Gallery, University ot Brftlah Columbia, Vancouver, October 
7-24. 1970. " A tr•naconllnental telex-telecopler hook-up" to galleries and museums In New 
Yortt, Los Angeles, Tacoma, Seattle, Halltax, North Vancouver, Vancouver. Visual Sensitivity 
Information. 

October 5-6, Halifax, Nova Scotia: Halifax Conference organized by Seth Slegelaub at the 
Nova Scotia College of Art and DHlgn. Among participants: Andre, Beuys, Buren, Dlbbets, 
Merz. Morris, NETCo., Serra, Smithson, Snow, Welner. 

C.rl Andre. Solomon Guggenheim Museum, New York, September-October, 1970. Bib· 
llography, blogr•phy. poetry by the •rtlat, text by Dl•ne Waldman. 

Software. Jewish Museum, New York, September 16-November 8, 1970. Organized by Jack 
Burnham. Texts by him, Karl Katz, Theodor Nelson. Among participants: Acconcl, Antin, 
Baldeua1I, Barry, Burgy, DenH, Giorno, Goodyear, Haacke, Huebler, Kosuth, Kaprow, 
Levine, Welner. Reviewed by Bltlte Vlnkler1, Arts, September-October, 1970; Dore Ashton, 
Studio International, November. 

Paul Pachter, ran, 1970: Propo•al for Device entltlttd "Discriminations": Thia device la 
composed of many Individual works; the one presented here la Intended for Insertion In a 
magazJne: 

Take a 10-page section of page numbers and randomize their order. Example: pgs. 
23-33; change order to: 26, 31 , 29, 27, 24. 23, 32, 28, 33, 30. List in table of contents 
as follows: " 01scrlmlnations" by Paul Pachter ... pgs. 23-33. 

Device Intended to Function as an Art Device: Sheet of paper. One hundred and fifty 
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of these devices total one pound Sheet of paper One hundred and sixty seven 
these devices total one pound. Sheet of paper: One hundred and twenty-six or th.: 
devices total one pound 

Biiiy Apple, VACUUMING: 
Second floor front and rear space. landing. 
stairs. and entrance at 161 West 23rd Street [New York). 
Beginning October 1, 1970 a continuous work 
still in progress. 

Vacuum Bags 

Thursday. October l . 1970 12 44 P.M 
Tuesday, October 20, 1970 1 15 P.M. 
Monday. December 21 . 1970 1 ·10 P.M. 
Sunday. February 21 1971 2 49 P.M. 
Saturday. March 20, 1971 12 10 P.M 
Friday, Aprtl 2, 1971 4:39 PM 
Saturday, May 1, 1971 1 33 PM 
Saturday, June 5, 1971 12·07 P.M. 
Thursday, September 9. 1971 3 :32 P.M. 
Thursday, November 4, 1971 3 :58 P.M. 
Saturday, December 11 , 1971 5 54 P.M. 

D•nlel Buren. Bradford Junior College, Mau., October 11- 29, 1970: " The thing to ... II 
alternate white and gray vertJcal stripes of 8.7 cm. each whatsoever may be their pilice. 
number, author ••. " Artist In residence, October 11-16. 

YOU ARE INVITED TO READ THIS AS A CUIDE 
TO WHAT CAN BE SEEN 

MATERIAL 

PLACES 

DIMENSIONS 
COLOR 
LOCATION 
DATES 
PERSON RESPONSIBLE 

fNDIC4TIONS 

8 1 cm wioe color and 'ffh•I• venoc:aly 
llrtDed P411>4tr 

a111ck on wa1fa 11ore.fronia, blRboarda 
ou1doore and 1ndoora m New York City 
vartabla acc0td ng 10 the day 
erbotrary ec:c0tding to the day 
d ff1ren1 every day 
from Oc1ober t.1 to October 3 I , 1970, 
Daniel Buren 

IN ORDER TO SEE 

a_Q the foOowong number wttoc:h w I""'• you en inlomtttoon 
et any t.our of t~ e day or night 

751 2747 

Dan Graham. Roll. 2 upe r Films on Loop~. 1970. 
Mute uper cnmem i placed just obove, bnsc pamllel to the ground. After looking 

through 'iiewRnder to de tennine left and right frame , I po ilion my bod)• al line ( cen 
through' iewRnder) on right frame-m) fee t facing the comcru's view. .sing a econd 
\upcr-8 cumcra os an e);tension of my C) c, I roll lowl)• toward the left framing line 
If'} in2 to continuou ly orient m) e) e-camcr.1 'iew centering on the first placed 
camera' po it ion. My legs-body c 'tcnsions arc in the foreground of the he ld camera' 
(m) eye' ) 'iew and I ob crve their ~hifling alignment ns ncce arJ feedback to 
ocllicving nw oricnt:itio11 (image). 

In the po t ten e, the two Rims mode ure projected for viewing on oppo ite wall . 
One image the JX!Clator ee is my view from in ide my feedback loop extending from 
e)c/camera to muscular adjustment (c)e to brain to mu cle to kine ·thelic feeling of 
chnnge of grnvitntionnl and po turol orientation) to whnl my C)C ec. etc .... as I 
mo, c: o continuou learning proces'< to achieve-stohilizc-the image which i the 
prcmi e of the work. On the other end, the oppo ite image simultaneously show the 
out ide, objecli"e view of the mule, placed comern: the pe rformer's body n on object 
mo' ing aero the frame. Both view ore mirror parity parnlle l and imultnneou ly 
define the other' e)e le,el (nnd ground le,cl) picture plane . 

D•n Gr•h•m: 7 PerlormancH. 16 Preaent•tlont. Ob11•rse. Nova Scotia College of Art and 
Dealgn, Halifax, October 8-15, 1970; March 10-22, 1971. (Rep.) 
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Bruce McLean. Pt>t'P/e 
W110 Make Art io <:la. 
Houses. 1970. 

Bruce Mclean. King for• D•y plu• 99 other p/eu• lncorpontlng " Th• Pl«:e • IA/nuf9 ._.. 
• nd " Th• World'• F .. l•• t Piece In the World" plec~worlt thing. Nova Scotia College al Alt 
and Design, Halifax, October, 1970. Excerpt (full 1,000 pieces published In Av•l•nc,,., no. I. 
winter, 1971) (Rep.): 

109. Ma1or breakthrough (piece) study. 
110. Breakthrough 1. 
111 . Breakthrough 2 
112. Breakthrough 3. 
113. Small art (study piece). 
114. Small piece (for specific environment). 
115. 10 part installation work for heads (specific). 
116. 25 part installation work for hands (unfinished). 
117. Work of the Decade thing. 
118. Last piece of the decade (1970). 
119. First piece of the Decade. 
120. Memory piece. 
121. Remember Alan Davie with his Poddle piece. 
122. Remember Anthony Caro (piece work). 
123. Portrait of artists' pub at lunchtime piece. 
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124 Collectors piece. 
125 Song and danoe action and piece work 4th version. 
126. Eat work. 
127. Laugh work. 
128. Smoke work. 
129. Wink work. 
130. Talk (piece). 
131 Fun art work. 
132. Subterranean noataway piece. 
133 Puddle piece. Wet and dry, work. 
134. 150 ft. seascape (Largibeg). 
135 Define a space with you (piece). 
136. Define a space with friends. Piece. 
137 Define a space with sticks. poles anything (stuff). 
138 Getting Into the gallery scene. Work. 
139 Getting out of the Gallery scene piece. 
140. Meeting people piece (friends of the Tate). 
141. Mlngle work/ piece. Multimedia. 
142. Multimedia thing/piece/work. 
143. Revived 25 piece. From way back last month Piece. 
144. People say I'm the life of the party. work. 
145. Cloudscape, Nos. 1-24. 
146. Shadow pieces (a selection). 
147. Stepping Into reality. Piece. 
148. Working my way back to you piece 
149. Installation Barnes Pond Area. 
150 Song/dance/joke/action Piece. work. 5th version. 
150a. Piece with yellow chair, feather and Firework (work). 
151 Gouache work paper/cut outs etc .• piece. 
152. Large studio piece. 
153. Studio In the country work. 
154. The artist and his wife work. 
155. The artist and his model (second version) 1st state. 
156. The green cupboard installalion piece, for rooms. 
157 Boy with a dustpan and brush. Art work. Transition (piece). 
158 Transition. (piece). 
159 Dancing girl piece. 
160. Walking girl piece. 
161 Portrait of the artist as a young man piece. 
162 Documentation project piece, 20 photos of walls. archway. st. 
163 Sand-pile revisited. 
164. Pond at Barnes Reappraisal, work. 
165 Glass on grass piece. 
166 4 part Installation for 2 armchairs 1 sofa 1 room. 
167 Wall/floor piece. 
168 Guy Fawkes piece (smoke) etc. 
169 Two part K1ckaround. 
170 Paint In your gutter piece. 
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-
171. Hoax art work for specific audience. 
172. 3 part Lakescape for Lake Washington. 
173. 1 O part disposable piece Barnes pond area. 
174. 2 hour walk and stand piece (specific location). 
175. Song kick 1oke smile laugh, artwork 6th version. 
176. Installation for specific part of the body, 1 underarm 
177. Installation for specific part of the body, 2 crutch. 
178. Installation for specific part of the body, 3 mouth. 
179. Installation for specific part of the body, 4 ear. 
180. Installation for specific part of the body, 5 nose. 
181 . Installation for specific part of the body, 6 arse. 
182 Installation for specific part of the body, 7 hair. (public?). 
183. Installation for specific part of the body, 8 eyes. 
184. Edible art work. 
185. Drinkable art work. 
186. Poem piece (rhyming) 
187. Super duper star at work. 2nd version. 
188. Dance piece for Ballrooms (spotlights). 
189. Instruction piece for Ballrooms (RF forward and across in PP). 
190. Participation piece. 
191 . Latest offering piece, art work. 
192. Mclean In the boys' Gym. 
193. Touch piece, grip grope grab art work. 
194 An evergreen memory piece. Art work. 
195. " There Grassy Places" art work. 
196. Erotic porno piece. art work 
197. Hopscotch (Anthony Caro) executed (art work). 
198. Etching (a day In the life of an etcher) piece. 
199. Acqu1s1tion piece, thing. 
200. Song/dance joke laugh cough. ~rt piece/work etc. 7th version. 
201 . Fresh look at the last 200 pieces (piece). 
202. Think piece. 
203. Installation for super duper markets. (work). 
204. Retrospective art piece. 
205. Art as ob1ect (work). 
206. Climb every mountain (piece). 
207. Walk every highway (piece). 
208. Climb every rainbow (piece) 
209. Mickey Mouse cullpiece. 
210. Jimmy Young (edible piece). 
211 . My love sculpture grows where my Rosemary goes (piece). 
212. Heavy rock/ jazz (sound installation work). 
213. Moving around the Tate (art work). 
214. Everybody's talking about It (oral piece) 
215. Dig your garden (work). 
216. Mow your lawn (work) 
217. Cut your grass (work) 
218. Edge your lawn (work). 
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219. Dig that crazy rhythm, piece. 
220. The artist as a baker (work). 
221. The artist as a bricklayer (work). 
222. The artist as an artist (piece). 

Meleen, Bruce. " Not Even Crlmble-Crumble." Studio International, October, 1970. 

NETCo. North American Time Zone Photo-V.S.I. Simultaneity, October 18, 1910. West Van· 
couver, B.C., West Coast Publishing Ltd. Folio of 18 prints of 14 subjects (Time, Nude, Still Life. 
Cityscape, Euth, Air, Flre, Water, North, South, East, West, Shadow, Self-Portrait) photo
graphed slmultaneously In Vancouver, Edmonton, Winnipeg, London (Onl), Halifax, Ml 
Carmel (Newfoundland), each of which Is In a separate time zone (PDT, MDT, EDT, ADT, NOT). 
Mes .. ge from the prealdent.-lngrld and laln Baxter. (Rep.) 
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Michael Asher. An environmental project. Pomona College. February, 1970. 

Cameron, Eric, " Drawing Line• In the DeH rt: A Study of North American Art,'' and 1111...,, 
Barbara, " Michael Asher: An Environmental Project" (excerpts below). Studio Int.ma._. 
October, 1970 (Rep.): 

One large irregular-shaped area appears to be two adjoining rooms; the rooms, one 
much larger than the other. are in the form of right triangles; the triangular rooms 
converge and flow into one another at their narrowest point, beginning a short 
passageway connecting the two rooms. One wall of each room has a corresponding 
parallel wall and corresponding angle in the other room, and both rooms n 
positioned so they are the reverse of each other. This interior architecture Is Mlchlll 
Asher's project that was constructed February, 1970, over a period of a month of 
development It was one In a series of one-man exhibitions organized by Hal Glicka
man for the Pomona College Art Gallery .... 

Sound of traffic, of people walking past the gallery-sounds of vibrations of the day 
that vary from minute to minute, hour to hour-all enter the project. Being exposed to 
outdoor conditions, the first small room transmits sounds through the pathway Into 
the back room. They are amplified as they pass into the first room. but are further 
intensified as they enter the second larger room. High-frequency sounds are gredJ 
Intensified to a degree where they are louder In the back room than at their places of 
origin. Sound Is considered to be acoustically thin (rather than acoustically thick) in 
the areas where 1t Is more reverberant-in the passageway and along the back Wiii 
For example, a visually dark area appears to be more dense, more weighty than I 
visually light area; a darkly lit room appears to be almost impenetrable as one gropll 
his way through II. In the same way, the acoustically thick areas seem to be mON 
dense. allowing for noise absorption, while the thin areas seem to act as a vacuum 
that draws in and intensifies sound. These thick and thin areas form a spatial pattern 
perceived as one experiences It. 

Light fills and saturates the first small room which, in turn. generates much ... 
light into the second. All interior surfaces, except the inner back wall, are exposed tol 
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subtle gradation of light. from bright to dark, becoming darker towards the back wall. 
softly glowing, the back wall itself reflects the most amount of light. 

Light entering the project will vary, depending upon the sun 's location in the sky. 
since the project is open twenty-four hours a day, night light, as well as daylight. 
enters At night, the moon Is the main source of illumination for the two rooms. 
However. the shadows upon the walls of the first room are softened by a blendlng 
together of two other light sources: a seventy-five wan light covered with clear and 
blue Plexiglas. having two fibreglass diffusers In between (flushed up to the portico 
ceiling). and the street lights. As a result, dark blue coloring Is mixed into the night 
ught of the project. .. 

A spatial phenomenon Is created and deflned by light and sound as objects of 
perception, rather than by the bordering Interior architecture of walls. floor, and 
celhng. Light gives the space a brilliant yellowish color during the day and a deep, 
dense blue at night. 

Sound is responsible for the acoustically thick and thin areas within the space. that, 
although not visual. can be sensed as one passes through them. All surfaces appear 
to dissolve, as they are overwhelmed by the space. They evade detection of their 
1ocation For example, the ceiling is so ambiguous that few ever know its proper 
height (6 ft 4 in.); it is so low that 1t can be touched if one were to lift one's arms above 
one's head. As the space exists independently from the existing architecture, 11 
becomes a boundless space extending toward Infinity. 

51atem•nl•, no. 2, November, 1970. Contributors: Pllklngton, Rlchlnga, Wlllamore, Rushton, 

Dov•· 
Conc•pt-111,orht. Galerle Denlel Templon, Paris, November 3-21 . 

Cttmto, Barry Flanagan. CA YC, Buenos Aires. Folio catalogue, biographies, teats by Aana· 
pn, Jorge Glu1berg In Engllah and Spanish. 

November 24, 1970. Kunatakademle, DOa1eldor1: Isolation Unit executed by Joseph Beuya 
1nd Terry Fox, " after spending four hours alone together In the cellar of the school." A 
phonograph record of the laat 13 mlnutH la part of the catalogue Fox, Fl•h, Kos(He p. 222). 

ll1cKlntoah, Ala• talr. " Beuya In Edinburgh." Art and Artl•ts, November, 1970. 

ldentiflcatlon•, a television exhibition organlxed by Gerry Schum for Sudweatfunk, Germany. 
Anselmo, Beuya, Boettl, Caltolari, de Dominici, Dlbbeta, Giibert and George, Merz, ROckrlem, 
R11thenbeck, Welner, Zorlo. 

November, Sydney, Auatralla: Founding of lnhlbodreu, an artist's loft cooperative gallery, by 
Peter Kennedy, Tim Johnson, Mike Parr. Early shows Include Kennedy's sound piece But th• 
,.rce Blackman, Johnson'• ln•tal/atlon a• Conceptual 77r•me, Parr'• Word Situation•. 

E me'. next? (Byars.) 

Eleanor Antin, Four N•w York Women. Shown at the Hotel ChelHa, New York, November, 
1170. Object biographies, for which the texts alone follow; when exhibited the work consists of 
the obfecta alone, or photographs and texts, or texts alone, depend ing on the clrcumatancH: 
Naomi Dash. Ruth Moss used to live In an old house on Cornella Street. There were 

still slave quarters rotting In the backyard. Whenever she heard the fire engines 
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(usually In the middle of the night) she would grab Rasputin w ith one hind her 
of sterling with the other and still dressed In her night clothes rush d~ _ 
flights to the street " .. ,. 

Margaret Mead: She is a great Optimist. Once she put a scarf over her eyea 
walked around her house for a week tapping with a cane. She reported lfte~ 
that being blind wasn't so bad. One got used to It. ---.. 

Yvonne Rainer Rochelle said Yvonne was plump and bosomy in the old days. ._ 
and Al used to scream and throw things at each other like Anna Magnani She~ 
from a family of Italian anarchists. Carlo Tresca was a relative Another uncle 
attended a Bund rally in Yorkville and got so angry he had a heart attack Ind died. 

Carolee Schneemann · Carolee told Rochelle that she always took whatever "
wanted from department stores and never got caught. The first time Rochelle tr11c1 • 
she was stopped at the door of Bloomlngdales but demanded 'How dare "'
handle me, you German My husband Is a college professor!" 

APG (Artiste Pl•cement Group). " INN,O." Studio lnternatlon•I, November, 1170. A ......... 
collage of printed lnformetlon from various sources. 

D•11ld Askevold: Videotape, film and amplified tuning fork lnstallatlons. Nov• Scot18 C-.. 
of Art and Design, HellfH, November 16-30. 

Hann• Darbo11en. Art and Project Bulletin 28. November 10-December 11, 1170: 
00/366 - 1 
99/365 - 100 On exhibition 100 Book 00-99. 

Gereld Ferguson: Provlncl•I Illustration. Art Gallery. Dalhousle Unlverelty, H•llfu, ..... 
Scott•, November 17-December 17, 1970. 

Sol LeWltt PaHdena Art Museum, November 17, 1970-January 3, 1171 : 
The draftsman and the wall enter a d ialogue The draftsman becomes bored but 

later through this meaningless activity finds peace or misery The lines on the wall .. 
the residue of this process. Each line 1s as important as each other line All of the hn11 
become one thing The viewer of the lines can see only lines on a wall. They n 
meaningless That 1s art. (From Pasadena catalogue .) 

The artist conceives and plans the wall drawing. II is realized by draftsmen. (Thi 
artist can act as his own draftsman ) The plan, written, spoken or a drawing, ii 
interpreted by the draftsman. 

There are decisions which the draftsman makes. within the plan, as part of the pl1n. 
Each Individual, being unique, given the same Instructions would carry them out 
differently. He would understand them differently. 

The artist must allow various interpretations of his plan The draftsman perce1vt1 
the artist's plan. then reorders It lo his own experience and understanding. 

The draftsman's contributions are unforeseen by the artist, even if he, the artist. 11 
the draftsman. Even If the same draftsman followed the same plan twice, there would 
be two different works of art. No one can do the same thing twice 

The artist and the draftsman become collaborators In making the art 
Each person draws a line differently and each person understands words different· 

ly 
Neither lines nor words are ideas. They are the means by which Ideas are conveyed 
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ol LeWitl, Wall Droniing, Linc not Touching. Close-up of pencil on wnll at 138 
Prince lrcet, ~ew York. 1971. 

The wall drawing is the artist's art, as long as the plan 1s not violated. If JI 1s, then the 
draftsman becomes the artist and the drawing would be his work of art, but art that ts 
a parody of the original concept. 

The draftsman may make errors m following the plan without compromising the 
plan All wall drawings contain errors. They are part of the work. 

The plan exists as an Idea but needs to be put into its optimum form Ideas of wall 
drawings alone are contradictions of the idea of wall drawings. 

The explicit plans should accompany the finished wall drawing. They are of 
importance. (from Art Now, vol 3 , no. 2, 1971 .) 

LlnH, not •hor1, not str•lght, croHlng and touching, drawn at random, u•lng lour colors 
(yellow, black, red end blue), unllormly dispersed with maximum density covering the entire 
surface of the wall (plan for LeWltt wall drewlng at the Guggenheim lnternallonal Exhibition, 
11171 ; executed by David Schulm•n. whose notes on the process are quoted below): 

Started Jan. 26, having no Idea how long 11 would take to reach a point of maximum 
density (a very ambiguous point at that). Being paid S3.00 per hour, trying to let my 
financial needs have little effect on the amount of time I worked . . I was exhausted 
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... 

after 3 days of working without the slightest Intimation of density. Having only one 
mechanical pencil. even the energy expended changing leads had an accumulative 
tiring effect. ... I pushed to get the lines down faster while keeping them as not Short 
as not straight and as crossing, touching and random as possible. I decided to Ult 
one color at a time, and use that color until 1t reached a point I considered one quarter 
" Maximum Density." . . Signals of discomfort became an unconscious hme cle>Q 
determining when I would stop and step back from the drawing. Walking up the r11np 
to look at the drawing from a distance provided momentary relief from the physic:.1 
strain of the drawing. From a distance, each color had a swarming effect as It slowtr 
worked its way across a portion of the wall . The drawing in ways was paradoxic.I 
The even density and dispersement of the lines took on a very systematic effect. Once 
the Individual difficulties of each color were determined. any thought as to how the 
lines were going down In relation to lines previously drawn gradually diminished until 
there was no conscious thought given to the lines being drawn. Doing the drawing I 
realized that totally relaxing my body was only one way of reaching a deep level Of 
concentration. Another was in the mindless activity of doing the drawing. Keeping my 
body totally active in an almost involuntary way-In a sense. totally relaxed my mind. 
When my mind became relaxed, thoughts would flow at a smoother and faster pace, 

John L•th•m: LeHt Event. One Second Dr.wing, Blind Work, 24 Second P•lntlng. U.. 
Gallery, London, November 11-0ecember 6, 1970. Documentation of pHt and pr ... nt ..... 
Invitation to ahow (In toto): 

"John Latham/ The Llsson Gallery does not exist for 100 years/ Time Sculptur9/ 
ADMIT ONE." 

" During the third week of the exh1b1tlon the gallery wlll be at places other than Bell 
Street, for short periods, probably not much more than a minute at any place. and the 
show there will be recorded on video or film. The places and times indicated below 
are likely to be chosen-check with lisson 262-1539 " Places listed: The lnllCt 
House. Regent's Park; The Tate Gallery; The Stock Exchange; Fiona's Shoe; Junk 
Farm, Wlnkfleld; Inside Encyclopedia Britannica. See also Latham's " Least Event•• 
habit how basic 1s physics?" Studio International, December. 1970 

Ulrich Riickrlem: Steine und EIHn. Muaeum Hau1 Lange, Krefeld, November 11, 
1970-January 10, 1971. Tex1 by Paul Wember, blogrephy. 

L•wrence Welner: Be•ch.cl. Femsehgalerle Gerry Schum, Baden-Baden, November 30, 1111. 
" On 16 Augu1t 1970 In Holland Lawrence Welner bulll 5 examplH of Beached." 

l•n Wll1on. Art •nd Projflct Bulletin 30, November 30, 1970. (Completely blenk.) 

Nemser, Cindy. " An Interview with Stephen Kaltenbach.'' Artforum, November, 1170. 

"Wiiioughby Sharp Interview• Jack Burnham.'' Art•, November, 1970: 
WS: So you think art Is at an Impasse? 
JB: Yes, in terms of breaking rules ... 
WS: Do you see art dissolving into nothingness in the near future? 
JB: No. It's dissolving into comprehension. The reason art exists in the first place 11 

that it's a mystery. 

Antin, David. " Lead Kindly Bllghl " Art News, November, 1970. 
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Peler Hutchinson. Dissolving Cloud . Aspen, Colorado. 1970. 
Using Hnlha) ogn technique or intense concentration and pTanic energy it is claimed 

that doud" can be di oh ed. I tried ii on cloud (in quare) in photograph . Thi i whnt 
happened. "This piece happen almost e ntiTely in the mind." 

Devellng, Enno. " Sculpture H Place.'' Art •nd Artllts, November, 1970. 

twrlson. Chartes. " A Very Abatract Context" Studio lntern•tlon•I, November, 1970. 

Z.11'2,453. CAYC, Bueno• Alre1, November, 1970. Organized by Lucy R. Lippard H an 
unofflclal contlnuallon of 557,087Seattle (1969) and 955,000Vancouver (1970) 1howa; none of 
die lftl1t1 were In the prevloua ahowa; catalogue on forty-three 4" x 6" Index card1 mlaprlnted 
by the CAYC In defiance of the organizer'• and artis t• ' wlahes; Engll1h and Spanl1h. Text by 
Lucy R. Lippard, note by Jorge Glu1berg. Antin, Armajanl, Aakevold, Brouwn, Burgin, 
Calzolerl, Calender, Collln1, Cook, Giibert a George, Haber, Jarden. Some worka In the 1how 
follow: 

C.lzollfl: 

1 e 2 glorno come gli orient! sono due 
3 The Picaro's day 
Fourth day as 4 long months of absence 
5 Contra naturam 
6th day of reality 
7-Seventh-wlth usura-contra naturam. 

• • • 
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Slah Armatanl. A number between 2 and 3, computer, 1970: 
A number between two numbers or there are infinite numbers between any two 

numbers. The infinity of all numbers is as large as the infinity of eve~ numbers. 
Or there are as many points on a line one inch long as there are points In the entire 

universe An infinite class has the unique property that the whole Is not larger than 

some of its parts. 

l 

~ 
2 

2 

i 
4 

3 

~ 
6 

4 

~ 
8 

5 .. ....... . 

~ 
10 ......... . 

or what 1s obvious for the finite is false lor the Infinite 

Three works by David Aakevold: I d' . 
L t A a and c be the three alternatives, and 1, 2. and 3 the three n 1v1dual1. 

su:pos~ i~dlvidual 1 prefers A to Band B to C (therelore A to C), individual 2 prefers B 
to c and c to A (and therefore B to A), and Individual 3 ~re~ers C to A and A to B (and 
therefore c to B). Then a ma1ority prefer A to 8 , and a ma1ority prefer B to C. But In fact 
a majority of the community prefer C to A 

• • • 

l. 

I I 
I I 

I I 
I I 

"' 
\ 
\ 

10 

a.u •-"• .. cllat orrlcer Vll ll• Md .., .. throuah Pl....,..t 

urll ... ID tM l'Y-1q - a , J"at a fev ailalt• kfcJra tM 0.eeaaa 

•rolr.a out -1>. a. w •- ttlroqb vtt.laout •torpla& 1. •• Md aoM 

...i later • ....... co-ttoal --,. lie "°"" .... _,,, tMT• aiabt b.. 

J, c:..-utnlJ, i.. co..1' ... -•1 eU.U.rttiu -· Villi• bad "" .. 1c.r, 

-a. w ulta UJITICI and -· had, nant,..lly, c-ltt..S ..,Jclda. 

Oa,•id AslcevolcL 
19i0. 

0 11' id ke' old. 19i0. 

Robert Barry. Galleria Sperone, Turin; Galleria San Fedele, Miian; Art and Protect, Amsterdam 
(Aprll 10, 1971); Yvon Lambert, Paris ; Paul Maenz, Cologne (December- April, 1971): 

Some places to which we can come, and for a while " be free to think about what we 
are going to do" (Marcuse) 
Buren, Daniel. UmlteuCrltlques. Yvon Lambert, Paris, December, 1970. Booklet plus colored 
Illustrations. 

Cook, Christopher C. A Poem Sy1tem. Andover, Mass., December, 1970. 114 3• x 5· Index 
cards. 

Graham, Dan. Performance t. John Gibson, New York, 1970. " Per1ormance 1" was presented 
live 1 1 New York University, December 14, 1970. Booklet contains several pieces and 
commentaries as well as four artlcles on (and as) " entertainment" 

Heber, Ira Joel. F1lm1, no. 1, December, 1970. " A list of some of my favorite films (1947-1970) 
ind the New York Theatres where they premiered." 

Alain Kiri/I, Cotes de Finland•. Galerle de la Salle, Vence, December 1g....January1O, 1971. Text 
In French and English. 

LIWl tt, Sol. " Ruth Vollmer: Mathematical Forms." Studio lnternallonal, December, 1970. 

Sant fouand, Plan• d 'organlzlltlon• d 'e1pace1, Galerle Mathias Fels, Paris, December 3, 
1971hJanuary 10, 1971. 
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Lawrence Welner. Galleria Sperone, Turin, December 14, 1970: 
1. over the edge 
2. around the bend 
3. beside Itself 
4 under the line 
5 over the hill 
6. beside the point 

He said yes before I asked? (Byars) 

December 1, 1970, Paris: Ian Wiison presents his work (" Oral Communication") at the CaM de 
la Monnale; also December 12 at the Albergo Rosa, Miian. Organized by Michel Claura. 
Tucker, Marcia. " PheNAUMANology.'" Artform, December, 1970. Excerpt below: 
Bruce Neumen, work and notes, early 1970: 

Dance Piece 
You might hire a dancer to perform the following exercise each day of the 

exhibition for 20 minutes or 40 minutes at about the same time each day. The dancer, 
dressed in simple street or exercise clothes. will enter a large room of the gallery. The 
guards will clear the room, only allowing people to observe through the doors. 
Dancer. eyes front, avoiding audience contact, hands clasped behind his neck, 
elbows forward, walks about the room in a slight crouch, as though the ceiling were8 
inches or a foot lower than his normal height, piecing one foot In front of the other, 
heel touching toe, very slowly and deliberately. 

It 1s necessary to have a dancer or person of some professional anonymous 
presence. 

At the end of the time period, the dancer leaves and the guards again allow people 
into the room. 

If 11 is not possible to finance a dancer for the whole of the exhibition period a week 
will be satisfactory, but no less. 

My five pages of the book (exhibition catalogue) will be publicity photographs of the 
dancer hired to do my piece, with his name affixed. 

Manipulation of information that has to do with how we perceive rather than what. 
Manipulation of functional (functioning) mechanism of an (organism) (system) 

person 
Lack of Information Input (sensory deprivation)-breakdown of responsible systems 

Do you hallucinate under these circumstances? If so, Is It an attempt to complete 1 
drive (or instance) (or mechanism)? 

• • • 
Pieces of Information which are in " skew" rather than clearly contradictory, I.e., 

kinds of information which come from and go to unrelated response mechanism. 
Skew lines can be very close or far apart. (Skew lines never meet and are never 
parallel. How close seems of more interest than how far apart. How far apart
Surrealism? 

Withdrawal as an Art Form 
activities 

phenomena 
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Sensory Manipulation 
amplification 
deprivation 

Sensory Overload (Fatigue) 
Denial or confusion of a Gestalt invocation of phys1olog1cal defense mechanism 
(voluntary or involuntary) Examination of physical and psychological response to 
simple or even overs1mphfied situations which can yield clearly expenenceable 
phenomena (phenomena and experience are the same or undtfferentlable) 

Recording Phenomena 
Presentation of recordings of phenomena as opposed to shmulauon of 
phenomena. Manipulation or observation of self in extreme or controlled 
s1tuat1ons 
• Observation of manipulations. 
• Manipulation of observations. 
• Information gathering. 
• Information dispersal (or display) 

Graham, Dan, ed. A•Pfln, December, 197lhlanuary, 1971. Includes contributions by Graham 
LaMonte Young, Sieve Reich, Yvonne Rainer, Ruacha. Antin, Serra, MacLow, Oppenheim' 
Smithson, Morris, and Jo Baer. ' 

Miiiet, Catherine. " Barnar Ve net: La Fonctlon Dldactlque de l'art conceptuel." Art /nternatlon· 
al, December, 1970. 
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1971 
BOOKS 

Ackerman, Cara. " Post-Esthetlc Art.'" Unpublished paper written for the Whitney MuMum 
Study Program and Vassar College, 1970-71. 

Aue, Walter. P.C.A.: Projects, Concepte, und Actlonen. Cologne, DuMont Scheuberg, 1971. A 
huge unpaged collectlon of reprinted works and reproductions, primarily Europeen anc1 
German ; brief text. 

Aycock, Allee. An Incomplete Examination of the Highway Network/ User/ Perceiver Sya. 
tem(s}. Unpublished Master's thesis for Hunter College, New York, 1971, under Robert Moma. 
Also the baals for a work consisting of " approximately 180 tranHctlon1 conducted with 
various agencies In obtaining maps of network systems." 

Barry, Robert. One 811/fon Doi. 1969. Published In an edition of one, 25 volumes, Sperone, 
Turin, 1971. 

--. 30 Pieces .. of 14 June 1971. Gerd de Vries In aasoclatlon with Paul Maenz, Cologne, 
1971. 

Mel Bochner. Milan, Edltore Toselll, 1971. 

Bowles, Gerry G., and Ru11ell, Tony, eds. This Book I•• Movie. New York, Dell (Delta), 1m. 
Anthology. Includes among others: Acconcl, Arakawa, Barry, Bochner, LeWltt, Llpp9rd, 
Welner. 

Brouwn, Stanley. 1000 thl•·w•y·brouwn problems for computer l.B.M. 360 Mot#l l.S. Gebr. 
Konig, Cologne-New York, 1971. Drawings collected February 25-26 on Dam Place, Amo 
sterdam, from paasers·by giving Brouwn directions. " I have become direction?" (S.8.) 

--. Steps. Stedell)k Museum, Amsterdam, March 18-Aprll 18, 1971. 

--. Steps (IX- 100X). Gallery MTI.. Brussels, 1971. 

Burgy, Donald. Context•. Completions, /dees (/dee• per• completer contexttn}. CAYC. 
Buenos Aires, 1971. Spanish and English. Revised edition, Context, Completion, ,._ 
published by Schuring Galerle, Krefeld, 1971. 

Burn, len, and Ramsden, Mel. Unllmft~ Edition: subscription (per annum). New York, 1m. A 
record of their works from 1964; to be contlnued. 

Burnham, Jack. The Structure of Art. New York, George Brulller, 1971. 

Jan Dlbbets. An end Project Bulletin 36. " A White Wall: 12 numbered photograph• .. 
dlfterent shutter speeds," (Rep.) 
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Jn 1963, Dibbets 's Amsterdam mailbox was labeled "Jan Oibbets Dematertal
isateur. • In 1970-71 he concentrated increasingly on film. slides. light: " That demater
ial1zstion you are speaking about ts going to be for me (in contrast to many other 
arttsts) more and more visual" (letter to L.R.L .. September. 1971). 

Ferguson, Gerald. The Stenderd Corpus of Present Day Engllsh Language Uuge arranged by 
word length and alphabetized within word length. Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, 
Helifax, 1971. Excerpt: 

"EtH C \I \ KE T\Efl KETCll E KETC HUP KETO I KE' ll OLE 
J...E' \OTE KEZZ I \I I KICKl\C: KICl\OFF KJDDl ~C KID'\EY IOEFFEfl 
KIKIYL'. KILl lOl I\ KILLE R KILLll\G KILOTO~ KI~IB.\LL Kl\l\'ELL 
Kl\IPTO'\ Kl\iOE T KINDLED ~:J\DRED Kl~ETIC Kl\CDO~f Kl'\C:PI'\ 
KJ\ . ELL Kl'\'i lll P IOPLl\iC Kl I C KlT Cll EN KITCJll KllTE\ 
KllTLER Kl\\ \\I Kl..,\ LI BEH KLEE~EX KLEIB ER KLIN ICO KNEECA P 
K\ EELED K\I C ll T K'\ llTED KNOCKED KNOlTED K\OWETll 
K\.O\\ l\C K'\ UC KLE KOE ll LEH KOFANE KOLKll OZ KO~ILEV,\ 
J...0:-.11 Ill KOO~ l ~C: KOl\E KO HARE KR \E~I ER KR\ ' IK 
KRE\ILI\ KR! Il l\\ KROC:EHS KYO-ZA LABELED L \BORED 
L\BORER L:\BOT HE L \ CKE' S LACKI 'C LACQUER L \ CT:\ TE 
L \DC ll \~I LAGOONS LA~IBEflT LAMBETH LA~IMI C L . \~ I POON 
L.\\CERT L,\ '\Dl\C LA \iCVll) L.\NTER~ LAO-TSE L.\OTI N LAPLACE 
L.\PPETS LAPPl\:C L \P INC LAA MIE LARCENY LARGELY L \llCE. T 
L.\H l~I EA L \RKI L \ . lll NC w\ Tl C LASWl C K LATC HE D L.\TCl lE 
L.\TEB \L L \TER \\ L \lTICE LA UCHLI LAUG HED LA NDAY 
L\l' llEL L\UAITZL\\\'FOHOL \WLE L\W UIT LAWYER L \XNE 
L.\YEHED LA' ETIE LAYOFFS LAZARUS L.\ZZERI LB· PLU LE ·\CllE 
LE \DER LE.\DINC LE \FLET LEAGUES LE \Cl'ER LE'\CUE 
LE \K\CE LE.\\ -TO LE \\l\iC LEAP! 'C LEARNED LEAS HE LE \ INC 
LE\ l RE LE \Tll ER LE \\' l l\C LEAVlTf LECTURE LEDFORD 
LEOCER LE DY \R D LEERING LEE O~IA LEFTI T LEC \LL' 
LE\. \TEE LECEl'O LECCEIT LIPPMAN LI QLJER LIQLIO LI T ING 
LITER \L LllTEll . Ll\'ABLE LIZ.\RD LO.\DER LO \O l 'l:C LO..\TllEO 
LOBBIED LOBBI E. LOB5TER LOBUL-\R LOBL' LE LOC \LE LOC \LL' 
LOC\TED LOC'\TI\ LOCI\!\~ LOC KI E LOCJO NC LODC l1'C LOE ER 
LOC-j .\ \I LOCC l~C LOGIC \ L LOH~lAi'\ LOLLI NC LOLOTIE 
L0\18 \RO LO~CEST LO'\C l ~C LONC I JI LO 'CRU'\1 LOOKl~C 
LOOKOL'T LOO~ll~C LOO ELY LOO EN LOO E T LOOTl 'IC 
LORELE I LORll \I~ LOTION LOITERY LOUDE T LO U:"\CE O 
LOU~CE. LOUVER LO\'ABLE LEGIONS LEH~I A 'IN LEI URE 

Harvey, Michael. White Pape,., New York, 1971. Seventy.one 5" x 8" Index cards. The 
followlng cards are random selections: 

GRANICUS. strategy-Alexander 
all the fighting Persians form a line. 
the strength of a line is Its continuity 
therefore the Persians are weak when 
the line is broken. 

ekgreteffectmenwrite1nplacelite;th'entente1sal,andnatthelettresspace 
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the practice comma art comma method comma or system 
of inserting points or open single quote periods closed 
single quote to aid the sense comma in writing or 
printing semicolon division into sentences comma 
clauses comma etc period by means of points or periods 
period other punctuation marks comma e period g period 
exclamation marks comma question marks comma refer 
to the tone or structure of what precedes them period 
a sentence can contain any of these symbols comma 
Its termination marked by a period period 

you can lead a horse 
a horse you can lead 
can you lead a horse 
lead a horse can you 
a horse can lead you 
can a horse lead you 

this zeugma is written In black and white 

still life; relative proximity 

book eraser ruler pen pencil 
eraser book pen ruler pencil 
pen eraser pencil ruler book 
pencil ruler pen book eraser 
ruler pencil book eraser pen 

Jon Dibbet . White Wall. 12 numbered photograph tolcen a l d ifferent huller speeds. 
1971. Courtesy Ar1 & Project, Amsterdam. 

J•cks. Robert. An UnffnlshfHI Work 1966-1971. New Yortc, 1971. Related work 1hown at the 
New York Cultural Center, winter, 1970-71. 

l(atz. Leandro. N (• •ny•y). New York, 1971. 

l(awera, On. One Miii/on YHrs .. Konrad Richer, DU11eldort, 1971. 

Kennedy, G. N. OfHllcatlon•. Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, Halifax, 1971. " Thi• 
collectlon ot 100 dedication pages w11 choten at random from the holding• of the library" at 
the NSCAD. Examples: 

To my husband whose many breakfasts included a rook at the grass that had cooled 
in the night 

For SMUDGE, my silent one-eyed critic, who helped more than he can say. 
To all those Artists and Laymen of the past and the present who have done their 

best to hold high the creative ideal of the true, the good, and the beautiful, This 
Volume Is Dedicated. 

La Rocca, Ketty. In Principia Er•t. Centro di, Florence, 1971. " Thi• volume WH published for 
the exhibition• of Ketty Le Rocca during 1971"; preface by Glllo Dortles: brief tHtl end 
photograph• of h1nd1. 

LeWltt, Sol. Four B11lc Colours •nd T11elr Combln•tlon•, 1971. London, Ll11on Publlcatlon1, 
1971. 

- . Art •nd Project Bulletin 32, 1971. Sol L•Wltt/Ten T11ou••nd Lines/Six T11ou••nd TWo 
HundrfHI •nd Flfty·Flve UnH. 

Uppard, Lucy R. Ch•n11ln11: E• .. Y• In Art Criticism. New York, E. P. Dutton, 1971. lncludH 
"The Demeterlallzetlon of Art," " Art In the Arctic Circle," " Absentee Information." 

Rlch•rd Long. Art •nd Project Bulletin 35. " Reftectlon1 ln the Uttle Pigeon River, Great Smoky 
Mountains, Tenne11ee (1970)." 

P•ul M•enz KiJ/n J•hrHbflrlcht, 1971. Documents 1how1 by Barry, Boyle, Burgin, Haacke, 
Knoebel, Kosuth, Louw, Maloney, Paollnl, Roehr, ROekriem, Salvo, Vl11er. 

Maloney, Martin. Reject object• . Paul Maenz, Cologne, 1971. 

Murray, Ian. iwenty W•ve• In• Row. Strawbookl, " Canada," 1971. 

Metz, Michael. Blueprint• for Perlorm•nce. Two booklets, Providence, R. I., 1971, and untltled 
book, 1971, containing " Notes" and sections from several ear11er booklets. 

Parr, Mike. One HundrfHI P•IJ• Book, Sydney, Auatralla, 1971 ; Self·ClrclH, Sydney, 1971 , 17 
pages: 

In an area of bush ... sit on the ground among bushes. Draw a " self-circle" about 
yourself on the ground. Stay sitting In the circle (quietly) until the birds are back busy 
in the bushes about you. 

Above a pool ... allow your body to fall feet first into the pool so that a ripple moves 
out in circles from the point where your body enters the water. 

A dream seems to be a result of one "Imagining" without inhibition .. without 
control. Before going to sleep ... daydream and think consciously about your ambi-
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lions Do this every night for a number of nights before going to sleep 
with the intention and the hope that these thoughts just prtor to sleep will recur 1n 

your dreams. 

Pazos, Luis; Puppo, Hec1or; and Gullenez, Jorge de Lu)an. Experlencias. CAYC, Buenos 
Aires, 1971 (In con)unctlon with the VII Blennale de Paris, September- November, 1971). 

Ruppersberg, Allan. 25 Pieces. 1971 , unpublished. (Rep.) 

Rusche, Edward. A Few Palm Trees. Los Angeles, 1971. 

--. Record•. Heavy Industry Publlcallons, Hollywood, 1971. 

Salcedo, Bernardo. What /s 1t?/011e E• ? CAYC, Buenos Aires, 1971 . " Manual for the new 
avant-garde Oc1ober 1971." 

vazan, William. World/In• 1969-71. Montreal, 1971 . Documentation of a work con1l1tlng of 
taped llnes on the floors of 1ocatlon1 around the world. The tapes are envisaged 11 visible 
markers of an lnvlslble line determined by time and calculated angled space. ~xeculed 
slmullaneously March s, 1971 . In January, 1970, Vazan had made a 1lmll1r piece that cro1Md 

Canada." 

AJlen Ruppersberg. 2 
pnge from 25 Pi~· 
1971. 

Wall, Jeff. Cine Text (Excerpt) 1971. Vancouver, London, 1971; accompanied by Ian Wallace'• 
photographs. Excerpt: 

The building was constructed as fol- Move. see, touch, hear-lift. hoist. 
lows: In a large high factory lit with twist. pour, stack. lean. cut. balance
streams of flourescent llght1ng. flbreglas clip, nail. bolt, glue, nvet. mold. saw. 
sections covered In heavy corrugated melt, measure-build (In the hot sunlight 
cardboard wrapping are stacked in sup- a trailer stands In front of the Safeway 
ply bays There are separate supply bays The bright hght slickers over its surfaces, 
tor wall sections wilh window and door the aluminium and plastic. rubber, glass 
openings. floor and ceiling sections. and and steel, across the vacu-formed S of 
tor window and door units and for electn- Safeway in complex oily arcs. penetrates 
cal components The factory floor 1s d1- throughout the rancho grande rockwork, 
vlded Into five assembly lines of flatbed flows onto the sizzling asphalt flesh and 
frames. large steel rectangles on wheels. glare off heavy latex painted lines on the 
Each frame is attached to small electric parking lot. Nearby a radio station is hav
serv1ce cars which pull them from bay to Ing a booth built beside another long 
bay along the line. The assembly bays silver and glass trailer ) Allan Kaprow did 
connect to the supply bays via overhead a happening called " Work" in which 
conveyor delivery systems. Foremen with some workmen painted a plywood room 
walkie-talkies relay orders between as- several limes a week-as an Event. El 
sembly and supply The conveyor system Lissitzky mentioned that the 1917 revolu-
1s operated by a man at each terminal lion in USSR introduced the concept of 
one manipulates the units from the racks. art as a form of cultural labour (Russia: 
raises them aloft, and directs them along An Architecture for World Revolution, 
the gleaming tracks 45 feet above the 1930). Labour incorporates In a deter
floor. At a point midway along the con- minate complex elemental. invisible acts 
veyor a switch transfers control to a man Cultural labour has as one of its cn11cal 
in a yellow booth above the assembly factors its mode of relation with such 
bay. He brings the un it, swaying slightly, acts. By Its own logic, the process may 
and speckled with small glittering strokes become relatively dematerialized. as
from tubes on the ceiling, into position peels of Information, etc What is signifl
over the base frame standing In the bay cant is not the engagement of macro
and the assembly crew waiting below. 1 physical material at a low-density level, 
Bay four men 1ockey floor sections into but the necessary congruence of limita
place as they are lowered by the crane. lions of material and of bodiless lnforma
They lock them together and affix alum1- tlon (physical velocity limit of un1verse
nium brackets securing the whole floor nonphysical hm1t of immediacy of in
to the foundation frame. formation, time function etc.). Oemateri-

The crew men wear heavy rubber-soled alization is the truth of materialism. 
shoes, bright blue overalls and white whether naive (" doing more with less") 
caps with numbers stenciled on them or philosophical Furthermore, mass pro
Their faces and hands, multiplying in duct1on of physical results is the neces
gestures, are released into prominence, sary and minimum condition for the de
as in sudden close-up, by the clarity and materialization of effect, dissolution of 
evenness of the lighting. There is no physical uniqueness through technique 
glare and almost no shadow in the facto- • • • 
ry, the light 1s not hard and does not cut In the largeness of the terms used in its 
off sharply. It permeates hollows under description and analysis, the landscape 
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machinery, the moving frames, scaffold
ing, between the components stacked to
gether in the racks. Inside the building 11 
Is always a lovely morning. The sun can 

ts the portrait of a critical terrain, It is lta 
physical reality and its metaphor. At sit81 
in this landscape are constructed events 
which are vast and pure as sensel911 

Welner, Lawrence. 10 Works. Yvon Lambert. Paris. Engllsh end French ; 11110 In Spanish •ncl 
English. CAYC, Buenos Aires, July, 1971. 

- - . Broken Off. A public freehold piece shown In Los Angeles, East Berlin, Frmnktutt, 
during 1971 (not a book). 

--. Ce111ellty: Affected end/or Effected. Leo Castell!, New York, 1971. Excerpt: 
AFFECTED AS TO PRESSURE ANO/ OR PULL 
EFFECTED AS TO PRESSURE AND/ OR PULL 

AFFECTED AS TO HEAT AND/OR COLD 
EFFECTED AS TO HEAT ANO/OR COLD 

AFFECTED AS TO EXPLOSION ANO/OR IMPLOSION 
EFFECTED AS TO EXPLOSION ANO/OR IMPLOSION 

AFFECTED AS TO CORROSION ANO/OR VACUUM 
EFFECTED AS TO CORROSION AND/OR VACUUM 

AFFECTED AS TO NOISE ANO/ OR SILENCE 
EFFECTED AS TO NOISE AND/OR SILENCE 

Avalanche, no. 2, January, 1971. Interviews with Seret and Lew, Neuman, Fox, Acconcl, ... 
Oppenheim. Photo euaya on or works by Acconl, Wegman, Rinke, Meleen, Klein, Nau,..., 
Serra, Oppenheim, van Saun, 112 Greene St.reel group. Excerpts from Fox follow 
(" Avalanche" 11 Uza Bear and Wiiioughby Sharp): 

AV· What do you see as your earliest body work? 
TF: The Push Wall piece. It was like having a dialogue with the wall, exchanging 

energy with it. I pushed as hard as 1 could for about eight or nine minutes, until I was 
too tired to push any more. I used to park my car every day in that alley and I always 
looked at those walls but never touched them. Then one day I touched one ol the 
walls. felt Its solidity, Its belly I realized we were both the same but we had had no 
dialogue, in a sense. We normally iust walk by these things. not feeling connected to 
them. 

AV: You could say that a lot of the new art is about looking at aspects of reality and 
realizing the unexpected energy they possess. 

TF· Oh, sure For me. in a performance. all the elements have exactly the same 
weight, including myself. Exactly. And dialogues can take place between the.m, 
psychically and physically. When I was pushing the wall , I felt 11 was somehow altve 
like a person. 

AV: What other work came out of that realization? 
TF· Pushing myself Into a corner at Reese Palley in San Francisco That was the 

negative of the Push Wall piece. A corner Is the opposite of a wall That was a short 
piece. 11 was hard to do. I was trying to push as much of my body as I could into the 
corner. My feet got 1n the way. I tr ied to stand on my toes, but it didn't work You lose 
your balance. 
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AV· How do you see your works relating to body works by other artists? 
TF· You know. I'm not sure what body works are. exactly. Everyone is doing them In 

8 different way . For me the most important aspect of 1t is treating the body as an 
element in its own right rather than as an initiator ol some act. Instead of disregarding 
1t in the making of sculpture, using It directly as a tool. The body is an element like any 
other, only a lot more flexible. 

AV: You mentioned before that you saw Nauman's Palley show in 1969. What was it 
11ke? 

TF He had a hall-hour film loop of himself painting his body all over in four different 
colors, one color at a time. ll was really beautiful. Then at the back of the gallery there 
were two television moni tors and a detective video camera. When you entered the 
space you could see yourself on the monitor, upside down and from the back. The 
hrst time I saw 11 I was put off. It seemed too simple and obvious. But then I realized 
that was the beauty of it in that space. There was nothing else .... What the Nauman 
show confirmed for me was the realization that I was an element equivalent lo the 
others. that I could work with them without tear of interfering with their processes. 

Uuon Well Show. Lluon Gallery, London, January, 1971. Arnett, Arrowsmith, Edmonds, 
Fl•nagan, Glnaborg, Hemsworth, Hllllard, Latham, Lew, LeWltt, Louw, Munro, Newman, 
Palermo. Rinke, Slrr1, Stezaker, Tremlett, Welner, Wentworth; catalogue of pro)ect1. Included: 

Sue Arrowsmith: 
a white frame 

a white frame being pain ted black 

a white frame being painted black 
a black frame being painted white 

a black frame being painted white 

a black frame 

Formulellon•. Addison Gallery of American Art, Andover, Ma11., January 8-February 14, 1971. 
Exhibition organized, or "suggested by," Konrad Fischer and Glanenzo Sperone. Atkinson, 
Boettl, Brouwn, Buren, Darboven, Dlbbeta, Fulton, Paolini, Penone, Salvo. 

The Nature of Thing•. Hertua-Krakow Gallery, Boston. One-man 1how1 by Sonf11t, Hutchin
son, and Oppenheim; January, Febru•ry, March. 

January, Toronto: Founding of A Sp•ce, " • non·proflt corporation concerned with the flow of 
people and Information relevant to visual art." Beginning May, 1971, an "Information pack
•ge" or newsletter 11 published approximately monthly, open to contributions from anyone. 
The focus 10 far la on video and performance pieces (Acconcl, Oppenheim, NSCAD group, 
etc.). Co-directors: Stephen Cruise, Robert Bowers, John McEwen. 

Op11• lntemetlonel, no. 22, January 1971. Includes articles on LeWltt. Byars, KlrUI, Ben. 

January 26, New York: Public exhibition of the walls of BMT Subway Station at Tlmes Square; 
photos of the wells had been unofflclally hung In the MOMA Information show on August 25 
(Lowell Zeck). 
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Honne Darboven. Ont.• Cc11/urJ in 011e Year. 365 volume of 100 page each. Install• 
lion: Konrad Fi cher Collcl')•, OU e ldorf. 197 l. 

JoHph Beuy•. Aid/oner Akllonen. Modern• Muaeet, Stockholm, January 1~ebruary 21, 
1971. Biography, Bibliography, Interview with lhe artist. 

Daniel Buren. Stildtlsches Museum, M6nchengladbach, January 28-Merch 7. 1971. "Vel'tic* 
Colored and White Stripes Seen al the Same Tlme el ••• :" Locallons in Aachen, Dortmund. 
Essen, Hamburg, Hannover, Cologne, Krefeld, Leverkusen, Monchengladbach, Mi.ins•, 
Saarbrucken, Stultgart. Text In catalogue by Buren. " Posltlons/ PropoHls," publlahed • 
" Repires" in VH-101, no. 5, Spring, 1971, and as " Standpoints" in Studio International, Apr1, 
1971. 

Hann• Darboven: One Century In One Year. January 1- December 31 , 1971. Exhibition cha"l
ing dally. Konrad Ascher, DOsseldorf. (Rep.) 

Darboven says she hates to read and loves to write. Despite the apparently 
impersonal "conceptuallsm " of her drawings, they are in fact the lntentionallyvlsual 
results of a process. not accidental traces of mental procedures. She prefers to show 
them on film, or framed and hung. than in notebooks. Permutation-the baslS ol 
Darboven 's work since 1966-provides the armature for her obsession much as the 
grid does for other artists That obsession is not so much numbers as the physically 
(visually) experienced time span As she fills page alter page, book after book with het 
distinctive handwriting, with precisely rhythmic "waves," or with typed words and 
numbers, her personal calendar Is synchronized with that of her work, as well as with 
that of the real world. For all the detachment Implied by the use of systems. Darboven 
Is closer to her art than almost any artist I can think of. The work comes from mslde, 
from the artist 's own needs and compulsions. which explains its mesmeric sincerity 
and vigor 

LH Lozano: lnfolfttlon, Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, Halifax, January 27-f....., 
13, 1971. (For works Included, 1ee pp. 96-97, 98, 101- 2) 
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t.ee LoH no: Form and Content," July 19, 1971 : 

co11tent ~ 
'What happens If ... 

I can' t be interested in form for form's sake. Form is like mathematics a model 
which m1ghl be applied to various sets of data 

Form is seductive; form can be perfect 
But there's no 1ust1hcallon for form (1n the Experiments & Investigations) unless it's 

used to expose content which has meaning The result or an experiment is the 
meaningful content 

Information is content Content 1s fiction. 
Content is messy Like the universe It's unfinished and. furthermore, 11 becomes 

obsolete so quickly when multiplied by lime. Form Is reduplicable, content 1s not 
reduphcable. F1ct1on has meaning, but only In a given instant of time. 

Morris, Robert. ' 'The Art of Existence. 3 Extra-V1sual Ar11sts: Work In Process." Al# 
January, 1971. " Marvin Blalne," "Jason Taub," and " Robert Dayton." orum, 

N. E. Thing Co., Ltd. University of Alberta Art Gallery, Edmonton, January 15-February 10, 
1971. Recent projects for redlo and television; Interview. 

Sondheim, Alan. ResonancH, Providence, R. I. (public domain), January- March, 1971. 

Ger van Elk, " Paul Klee-um den Fisch, 1926." Arland Project Bulletin 33, January &-23, 1971, 

Ctor \ilO Elk. Paul Klee-um den 
Isch. 1926. 1970. Courte y Art & 
Project, msterdnm. 



William Wegman. Crow/Parrot. October, 1970. 

Wiiiiam Wttgman: Vldeota,,.•, Photographic Worb, Affangement•. Pomona College Ari 
Gallery, January 7-31 , 1971. Biography, introduction by Helene Winer: 

The photographic works are either single or in series of two or more, and fall into 
several categories. In the works that explore sameness vs. difference, Wegman 
compares superficially identical Items. or twins to emphasize the enormous subtle 
differences that are naturally present. His works that deal with sameness vs. change 
concentrate on manipulated differences. The changes are such that the composition 
as a whole appears the same in all the photographs of a series. This ls most surprising 
in one set of photographs, using objects in the artist's studio. where the altered 
details are extensive. Almost every item In the scene Is In duplicate in one of the two 
photographs. The comparison of " big and little" In Wegman's terms, involves the use 
of objects whose only essential difference is size One such work is a photograph of 
the artist, posed with various tools. He 1s standing next to a larger man of some 
resemblance who 1s holding the same but larger tools In a similar arrangement. The 
shadow of a duck that appears to be cast on the wall by a crow. in another work. 
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represents the Incongruities present tn many of Wegman's single photographic 
pieces (Rep ) 

Lawrence Welner. " Untitled." Art and Project Bulletin, January, 1971. 20 worlcl; also publJshed 
In Spanish and English by CAYC, Buenos Aires, 1971: 
perhaps when removed 
perhaps when replaced 
perhaps when recharged 
perhaps when rebounded 
perhaps when reproduced 
perhaps when reimposed 
perhaps when reinserted 
perhaps when redone 
perhaps when readf usted 
perhaps when refloated 
perhaps when received 
perhaps when repainted 
perhaps when retranslated 
perhaps when returned 
perhaps when rebutted 
perhaps when related 
perhaps when reshaped 
perhaps when rehung 
perhaps when retransferred 
perhaps when recanted 

~I ichael now. Of n Ladder. ll" x 14• 
block-nod-white photogroph . 1971. 
Courte )' Bykert Gullery, New \'ork. 

.........., 

'I 

.1 
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Excerpts from Mlerle Laderman Ukeles's Maintenance Arl • • . proposal for an Exhibition 
"Care," 1969, as cited In Jack Burnham, "Problems of Criticism. IX," Artforum, January, 
1971: 

In a prospectus for an exhib1t1on of " Maintenance Art"-a mosl elegant and 
philosophically timely proposal-Mierle Laderman Ukeles explains art in a super 
palnarchal society It begins w1lh the heading "Ideas" and is worth quoting at length. 
A The Death Instinct and The Life Instinct. 

The Death Instinct. separation, individuality. Avant-Garde par excellence; to follow 
one's own part to death-do your own thing, dynamic change 

The Lile Instinct unification, the eternal return, the perpetuation and maintenance 
of the species. survival systems and operation. equilibrium. 
B Two basic systems Development and Maintenance 

The sourball of every revolution: after the revolullon who's going to pick up the 
garbage on Monday morning? 

Development pure individual creation: the new, change, progress: advance, ex
citement, flight or fleeing 

Maintenance: Keep the dust off the pure individual creation: preserve the new; 
sustain the change; protect progress; defend and prolong the advance: renew the 
excitement , repeat the flight 

Show your work-show it again 
Keep the contemporary art museum groovy 
Keep the home fires burning 
Development systems are partial feedback systems with mafor room fo r change. 
Maintenance systems are direct feedback systems with little room for alteration. 

C. Maintenance is a drag, It lakes all the fucking llme, literally; the mind boggles and 
chafes al the boredom, the culture confers lousy status and minimum wages on 
maintenance 1obs; housewives = no pay. 

Clean your desk. wash the dishes, clean the floor, wash your clothes, wash your 
toes. change the baby's diaper, finish lhe report. correct the typos. mend the fence, 
keep the customer happy. throw out the slinking garbage. watch out-don't put 
things In your nose, what shall I wear, I have no sox, pay your bills, don t litter. save 
stnng, wash your hair, change the sheets. go to the store I'm out of perfume, say it 
again-he doesn't understand seal ii again-it leaks. go to work, this art 1s dusty, 
clear the table. call him again. flush the toilet, stay young 
D.Art · 

Everything I say Is Art 1s Art. Everything I do 1s Art 1s Art. " We have no Art. we try to 
do everything well " (Balinese saying a la McLuhan and Fuller) 

Avant-garde art, wh ich claims utter development, is infected by strains of mainte
nance Ideas. maintenance activities. and main tenance materials 

Conceptual and Process Art especially claim pure development and change, yet 
employ almost purely maintenance processes. 
E. The exhibition of Maintenance Art. " CARE," would zero In on maintenance, exhibit 
ii. and yield, by utter opposition, a clari ty of Issues. 

Mlerle Ukeles then proceeds to explain her three-part exhibition " I am an artist •. 
woman • wife mother (random order) I do a hell of a lot of washing, cleaning. 
cooking. renewing, supporting, preserving, etc." Up to now she's also "done" art, but 
now Mierle Ukeles is willing to do all that drudgery in a museum on an exhibition 
basis. ' I will sweep and wax the floors. dust everything, wash the walls (I e . floor 
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paintings, dust works. soap sculpture, wall paintings, etc.), cook, invite people to eat, 
clean up, put away, change light bulbs. . . My workmg will be the work " Second, 
typed Interviews with various people from maintenance professions and museum
goers concerning their views on the piddling but essential tasks of li fe would be 
presented. Finally, " Earth Maintenance,' the last part, Involves delivering refuse to 
the museum where 11 ls · purified, depolluted, rehabilitated, recycled, · and conserved 
by various technical (and/or pseudo-technical) procedures .... " Incidentally, this is 
an offer which M1erle Ukeles hopes some enterprising museum curator will consider, 
the offer is real 

Mrs Ukeles 1s implying that avant-gardism amounts to running around 1n tighter 
and tighter circles, doing the same thing over and over again but trying to make It look 
and sound different , it seems that the mythic drive behind high an has run its course. 
The sudden transference of some avant-garde artists to poht1cs stems from a desire to 
find a viable revolution, one providing the needed psychological surrogate Presently 
avant-gardism can only mean revival. unacceptable iconoclasm. or the deliberate 
presentation of nonart 

Forge, Andrew. "Forces Against Object-Baaed Art;" Harrison, Charles, "Art on TV" (re: Gerry 
Schum Gallery). Studio International, January, 1971. 

Thwaites, John Anthony. "Street Art: One-Hanover; Two-Minnesota; Three-Holland.'' Arland 
Artists. January, 1971. 

Earth, Air, Fire, Water: Elements of Art Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, February 4- Aprll 4, 1971. 
Organized by Virginia Gunter. Two-vol. catalogue: (1) introduction by Gunter, text by David 
Antin, selected blbllography; (2) errata, addenda, photographs (publlshed later). Bas·Cohaln, 
Bolllnger, Brain, Budells, Burgess, Burgy, Christo, Dallegret, Dlgnac, Franklin, Goodyear, 
Graham, Grlsl, Haacke, Harrison, Hayea, Helzer, Huebler. Hutchinson. Jenney, Kaprow. 
Koslce, Neusteln and Battle and Marx, Oppenheim, Plene, Puusemp, Rleveschl, Ross, Serra, 
Simons, Smithson, Sonflst, Sproat and Clark, Torffleld, Urlburu, van Saun, Warhol, Wegman, 
Wixon. Reviewed by Kenneth Baker, Artforum, March, 1971. 

Situation Concepts. Galerle Im Taxlspalals, Innsbruck, February 9-March 4. Organized by 
Peter Welermalr. Texts by Bochner, Kosuth, LeWIU, Welermalr, and Ricky Coml. Arakawa, Arts 
Agency. Baldeaaarl, Bochner, Buren, de Dominici. Ernst, Fabro, Fazlon. Giibert & George, 
Germana, Gerz. Haacke, Hetzer, Holleln, Hoelkawa, Huebler, Kawagachl, Kosuth, Krlesche, 
Jascl, LeWltt, Lindow, Matauzawa, Nicolaides, Oberhuber, Ohmyla, Oppenheim, Paollnl, 
Pisani, Raetz, Schult, Serra, Smithson, Tanaka, Ulrlchs, Welner. 

S/Jtth Guggenheim International. Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, February 
12- Aprll 11, 1971. Organized by Diane Waldman and Edward Fry. Boxed catalogue with 
lndlvldual booklets, blbllography, texts by Messer, Fry, and Waldman. Andre, Burgin, de 
Marla, Buren, Darboven, Dias, Dlbbets, Flavin, Helzer, LeWltt, Long, Judd, Kawara, Kosuth, 
Merz, Morris, Nauman, Ryman, Serra, Takamatsu, Welner. Reviewed by Barbara Rose, New 
York, March 8, 1971; Jamea Monte, Artforum, March, 1971. Buren's work was withdrawn from 
the show, following protests by other artists; see below, pp. 245. 

45"30'N- 13"36'W + Inventory. Organized by Arthur Bardo and Zoe Notkln at the Saldye 
Bronfman Center and by Gary Coward and Biii Vazan at the Sir George Wllllams University, 
Montreal, spring, 1971. Catalogue consists of c. 175 sllps of paper with works, quotations, and 
mlscellany. Reviewed by Normand Therlault, "de Chicago a Montreal," La Presse, Montreal, 
February 6, 1971. 
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K•prow, All•n. " The Education of the Un-Artist. P•rt I." Af1 New•, Febru.,y, 1971: " To escape 
from the tr•ps or •rt. It Is not enough to be against muHums or lo stop producing m.,kel•bl• 
obJects; the •rt.1st of the future must learn how to ev•de hit profeHlon." 

Japp, Georg. " Interview with Konrad Ascher." Studio lntern•tlon•I, February, 1971. 

Fl•h, Fox, Ko•. De SelHet Museum of Art. Unlvertlty of Senta Ciera, Cellf., Februery 2- 21, 
1971. Catalogue Includes vlsuel, verbal, and recorded meterlel. 

February 19, New York: Video works from NSCAD by Askevold, Jarden, Robertson, Waterman, 
Zuck. Shown by W. Sherp •t 93 Grand Street. 

February, 1971, postcard from Protetch·Rlvkln, Washington, D.C.: " Irby BenJamln Roy, former
ly Lawrence Stephen OrlHn, formerly Alva IHlah Fost. formerly Ed McGowln." 

Pier 18. New York, February- March, 1971. Org•nlzed by Wiiioughby Sharp •nd photographed 
by Shunk·Kender. Photos exhibited at the MOMA, June-August. 1971. Works were executed 
•t •n abandoned pier on the Hudson River, New York, by Acconcl, Askevold, BaldHurl, 
Barry, BeckJey, Bochner, Buren, Dlbbets, Fox, Graham, Huebler, Jafte, Jarden, Matt•, Merz. 
Morris, Oppenheim, Ruppersberg, Scanga, Serra, Snow, Sonnier, Stoerchle, Trekas, van 
Saun, Wegman, Welner, and documented by photogr•phs. Reviewed by Robert Plncus
Wltten, " Anglo-American Standard Reference Works: Acute Conceptuallsm," Artforum, Octo
ber, 1971. 

Vito Acconci. Untitled (project for Pier 18), 
1971. Activity: deserted area, night, meet
ings, secrets. Pier 18. an abandoned pier at 
West Street and Park Place, New York. 
Twenty-nine nights; one hour each night: 

- From March 27 to April 24, 1971, I will be at Pier 18 at 1 am. each night; I will be 
alone, and will wait at the far end of the pier for one hour. 

- To anyone coming to meet me, I will auempt to reveal something I would normally 
keep concealed : censurable occurences and habits, fears, jealousies-something 
that has not been exposed before and that would be disturbing for me to make 
public. 

- My intention is to meet each person Individually, so that he alone will have 
possession of the information given. 

-I will document none of the meetings. Each visitor, then, can make any documenta
tion he wishes, for any purpose; the result should be that he bring home material 
whose revelation could work to my disadvantag~aterial for blackmail. 

Febru•ry 9, San Diego: EIHnor Antin sends out the flrtt postc.,d of • photographic ma ... 
piece, 100 Boot• Feeing the Se•; the continuing "100 Boott" series to be published In Atfllt 
AmerlCJJ, accompanied by an Interview with the artist by " Anna English." (Rep.) 

Ruben• Gerchmen. Jack Mlsrachl Gellery, New York, February &-M.,ch 6, 1971. C.talogue 
Includes ttatement by the •rtlst, biography. 

Entwurle, P•f1lturen, Projellte: Zelchnungen. Galerle Ren6 Block, Bertin. March 5-31, 1m. 
Among othert: Beuys, Darboven, Dlbbett, Graham, LeWltt, Yosten. 

Al the Moment. M.,ch-Aprll, 1971. Poster-cat•logue for " conceptual art show" •t "Docw•• 
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Eleanor Anlin. 100 Boots on the Way lo Church Solana Beach Califomia February 9 
1971, I I :30 a.m. Mailing date, April S, 1971. ' ' ' ' 

Hill," Zagreb, Yugoslavia. Anselmo, B•rry, Brouwn, Buren, Burgin, Dlbbelt, DlmltrlJevlc, 
F11nagan, Eventstructure, Huebler, Klrlll, Kounellls, Lathem, LeWltt, M•tanovlc, Nez, Pogn•f· 
nlk, S1l1mun (Oho group), TrbulJak, Welner, Wiison. 

For the People In P• .. d•n• Exhibition, opened March 7 1971 " never offlclally closed " 
Organized by " Whoever" (Frank Brown). Extensive catal~ue re::Ordlng all work and doc~
ments received In reply lo posters sent out nationwide to artists, colleges, radio stations, etc., 
1nd posted, for this open and free exhibition. 

Opu• lnternatlon•I, no. 23, March 11 , 1971. Includes ertJcles on Arte Povera and Land Art. 

Biker, Elizabeth. " Critic's Choice: Denlel Buren." Af1 Nein, March, 1971 

~ugate-Wllcox, Terry. " Force Art: A New Direction." Am, March, 1971 : Press releate from the 
JHn Freeman Gallery" via Terry Fugete-Wllcox: " 26 West 57th Sl does not exist" Nor did 

the gallery, which was Fugate-WIJcox'• own work. 

Beginning March 11 , 1971, eight signed booklelt malled out by Giibert a George (Art for All 
London); eech one conslstt or • scratchy pen Hd Ink drawing on the cover (after phot~ 
gr1phs) and • brief text In couplets; eech ends with " GOOdbye for Now": 

Lost Day 11 March 1971. (G & Gleaning against the wall aJong the Thames. a lamppost 
to the right I There were two young men who were tired/ They were tired and a little bit 
lost They thought they were kings of their best/ and found out they were just like the 
rest. One day they went out for a day/ Though they risked fall ing down a drain They 
smiled like two babies without fear/ As you will all be happy to hear · 

Shyness 29 March 1971. (G & G sitting and learning against a large log in a quite 
densely drawn woodland settlng.J There were two young men who were crooked/ 
They were crooked in the way you feel best They gave them the answers to hve/ And 
left them with heads full of flu. But their friends they all lef1 behind/ They became 
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lonely, artistic and shy Be aware of these silly old heads/Or you' ll always look over 

the hedge 
Experience 2nd Aprtl 1971 [G & G facing each other. leaning against a _rathn.g 
overlooking a river; George's foot ts raised onto the stone base of the railing ; Gilbert s 
arms are crossed . a castle of sorts in the background; paving stones In the for?· 
ground) There were two young men who did laugh/They laughed at the people s 
unrest They stuck their sticks in the air/ And turned them around with the best Then 
with time they began to feel strange/For no longer ll swung in their way. So to capture 
again that old thrill/They started to take the life-pill. 

worldliness t3rh April 1971 [George standing just behind Gilbert; they both look to 
the left from under a tree 1n a sylvan selling over a small pond I There were tw~ young 
men from afar/ Who travelled and met with no bar. They went up and down in their 
way/ And attempted to make the world pay. There was no on~ at all they co~ld 
blame/ Because 1t 1ust goes this way. They've had a few pokes tn the eye/But like 
everyone else they're not blind . 

Idiot Ambition =:l 
2.4lh April, 11171 

--

Art for All. 12 Fournier St. London E.1 Tel 247 01 61 

There " ere two )"Oung men \O polill 
Polite in the wo~ thol the) mO\N 

Their mothers hnd told them lo will 
But their chances. lhc bo) felt. ._ 

great 

Cood-morning dear dnd it i~ now ta.It 
rise 

The h \O '\\ CCtic!'I :l \Hlit \Our ,urpr111 

\\'hil~ t the bird., whistJe tunefully• 
·idc 0 11 the fence 

The ' oung men i. leep on "ilhoul-. 

Normal Boredom 1st May 1971. (G & G sitting under a stone archway on the ground, 
Gilbert leans over to look at a plant , rocks in the foreground , an unidentifiable band of 
water (?) at the top.] There were two young men with no heart and no peace/They 
thought to be free lying under a tree And so they lay there from the dawn till 
dusk/Enjoying the air and the chickens and ducks They thought lo be nice and wave 
with their hands/ And so day after day they are under that tree Counting the leaves 
and waiting for lea/They are as happy as can be 

Manliness 15th May 1971. [G & G seen as tiny figures in the distance on a country road 
with stippled foreground: house at the right, trees tn the side-backgrounds.] There 
were two young men who were covered with blood/They are wounded and slashed 
and smeared with mud. They battle along singing a song/strarnrng to be JOiiy though 
the journey's long. They think nothing of health or worry or care/Because their 1ob 1s 
to do therr share So left leg out and away It goes/ And where they go to nobody 
knows 

Artist's Culture 19th May 1971. (G & G sitting in close foreground on a tiled roof(?). 
they are smiling ; George wears a striped tie.] There were two young men who were 
charming as sweets/They turned the heads of all 1n the streets. They looked at their 
ties and laughed and were pleased/ Looking down to their socks they began to 
sneeze The boys didn't mind as much as they might/ For they were artists and that 
was their plight. The funny thing ls they're really quite normal/ It's 1ust that they seem 
of another order. 

Proposition for New York, Beograd and Amsterdam. (Anonymous), three cards askJng reclpl· 
ents In New York " lo think of Amsterdam 12-2 p.m. March 3";1n Beograd " to think of New York 
16-20 hrs. March 3"; In Amsterdam " to think of Beograd 6-8 p.m. March 3." Executed for an 
exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art, Belgrade. 

Keith Arnett, " Art as an Act of Omission." Postcard received March, 1971 : 
A person Is said to have omitted X 1f. and only 1f, (1) he did not do 

X, and (2) X was In some way expected of him: 
although It Is the note of " being expected" which seems to 

mark off omissions from other not-doings. some not-doing state
ments refer to actions so completely unexpected that they would not 
count as not-doings in any but the most artiflclal sense · 

*Eric D'Arcy, " Human Acts-An Essay in their Moral Evaluation " 

If art is what we do and culture 1s what 1s done to us [Andre}-what 
could culture do to us rf art is what we didn't do? 

Collins, James. ConteJtts, Postal 7, New York, March 1971 : 

AN ARTIST WILL INTRODUCE TWO STRANGERS AS AN ART WORK 
II ts a relational statement, and It could be said the relationship could be represented 
by R, and three people by a. b, and c This gives A abc. and 11 doesn't essentially 
matter what replaces a, b. and c or who a. b, and care replaced by. 

AN ARTIST WILL INTRODUCE TWO STRANGERS AS AN ART WORK 
the elements of the sentence are brought together as a result of the rules of 

language, and not because they are 1n any way connected themselves. 
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AN ARTIST WILL INTRODUCE TWO STRANGERS AS AN ART WORK 
Variations 1n the order and context of these signals correspond to a change of 
meaning in the behavior. 

AN ARTIST WILL INTRODUCE TWO STRANGERS AS AN ART WORK 
The progressive information context, acts as a cultural re-locating device, the In
formation is increased, and the message shifts Its context. 

AN ARTIST WILL INTRODUCE TWO STRANGERS AS AN ART WORK 
Questions of Intent, and these notes, themselves a " metalanguage," change the 
status of semiotics, as an unstated and implicit support language in previous works. 
from that of predicate, to that of subject. 

AN ARTIST WILL INTRODUCE TWO STRANGERS AS AN ART WORK 
That the message functioned disjunctively culturally was employed as a device to 
re-align the recipients' relationship to the message, as a theoretical construct . 

(All quotations are from Semiotic Aspects by the artist. Postal 6, February, 1971 .) 

Haber, Ira Joel. Film• No. 2, New York, March, 1971. " The followlng Is a random Hlection of 
fllms and the lheatrH and the locations I saw them al The films are listed alphabetlcally alld 
the dates denote the years the films were released and the years I saw them." 

Jarden, Richards: " A 16mm continuous slngle surface 100p (moblus strip) made ffOlll a 
segment of fllm of the artist walking from the center of the room to the wall on the carnera•a 
left and back again. The ends of the film are Joined with a half twist which clnematlcelly •Iowa 
the continuation of the activity of the opposite wall (November. 1970).'' NSCAD, Halifax, .,.,. 
1-8, 1971. 

Johnson, Tim. ln•tallatlon H Conceptual Scheme. 25-page text for exhibition, at lnhlbodreea, 
Sydney, Australia, March, 1971. 

Peter Kennedy-Tape No. 1 (8): Piece o1 ten-minute duration also executed at lnhlbodreea: 
• •• Video and Audio lndeflnltlon Transference : 

The video microphone is to be heavily bound with a number of pieces of transparent 
adhesive tape of varying lengths. 

The binding 1s to occur around the most sound-sensitive area of the microphone A 
performer, in front of the camera. should commence to remove the pieces of adhesive 
tape one by one. 

Each piece. as it Is removed, should be placed by the performer across the lens of 
the camera 

It is intended that, as the work proceeds, the audio-definition should increase in 
direct proportion to the decreasing video definition 

Nemser, Cindy. " An Interview with Vito Acconcl." At1•, March, 1971. 

Bob Klnmont, Sculpture Phot0t1r•ph• Fiim•. Reese Palley, San Francisco. Marett 17-Aprl 11. 
1971 (booklet). 

" Klaus Rinke: Between Spring and Ocean." Studio International, March, 1971. 

Lovell, Anthony. " Lawrence Welner." Studio /nternatlon•I, March, 1971. Also a page of ...... 
by Welner. 

Martha Wilson. Chauv/11/•t Plec••: Hallfax, March 1971 • 
Determmed Piece: A woman determines h~r h :1d . 
system (a row of sperm bottles marked I c I on the basis of some arbitrary 
numbers) according to what color. letter:, ~u~~~;~,~~~~:~s of the alphabet, 
Astrological Piece · Couple with n d · 
couples whose chfldren were bo~n ~xpecte offspring are permitted to trade with 
own in a more sympathetic astrological sign to lhelr 

Color Piece: A dark-skinned couple ( erh N . 
(perhaps Chinese) and a llght-skinne: co~pls egro), a medium-colored couple 
sexually. The resultant nine children may be ~let (~ertadps Anglo-Saxon) permutate 
able manner. s r u e many emotionally comfort-

Unknown Piece. A woman under ether has a child '" . 
comes to, she is permitted to select the child she th ka ~arhge hof sp1tal. Whe~ she 
the nursery. in s is ers rom the babies In 

Chauvmlst Piece: A man is iniected with h 
motherhood. a ormone that produces the symptoms of 

Celllant, Germano. " Information documentation archives unllUed " 
Ila an and English. • • Domu•, March, 1971. 

Davis, Douglas. " Man of Parts" (Nauman). Newsweek, March 1, 1971. 

April 1, New York: Thomas Messer, director of lh G 
show by Hans Haacke (to have opened 11 e uggenhelm Museum, cancels projected 
Included ~ealt with " specific •ocfal sltua~ns~·o!:tn :~:.~ounds that the documentary works 

Haacke • public statement follows· It ered art. 
booklet of Information handed out ~n ;::• publ:•hed, among other pieces, In the 9-page 
demonstration Inside the museum on Mav 1 occats on, of the Art Workers' Coallllon's ma11 

, • pro est ng art censorship· 
Hans Haneke. Busines Of6ce of . 
Slupol kJ , el al .• Manha/Ian Real 
£slate Holcling -A Real Time 
Social Sy tem, as of Oct. 1, 1971. 
6D'i E 11 I Blodc 393 Lot 1J 

!S' 1 9.f l ·'llory lore Building 

O.ned b) 194 A' 'C. Realt) 
f.«i>., GO E II t. ' · Y.C. 
C'.ontmct igned by 

Sam Shapol.sky Pre idcnt 
('58) • 

H~~) hnpolsky, Preside nt 

"'[.~~Foyer, Vice-Pre ident 

Princ!pal-lln.rry hapol k) 
~tred 3/27/ 1963 from Surenko 

he • Jnc., 608 E 11 I. N.Y.C. 
11.rr, hapof ky, President 

So \lortgagc (1971) 
~sed Land Value 500 
•otaJ \ 'olue 24,000. · · 
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June 19 througll Au9u1t I, 1911 . 
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punl1llaenl 
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Oo you h•ve chllorenl - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Whet Is your ethnic oac~round, e.g. Pollsh, Ger•an, eic. l 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Aasu•lng you were lndochlnese, • Ovid yow 
1y•pathl•• • Ith the Selgon reglae? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - -

no 

no 

oo you tllllll• th• -r•I fallrlc of the US 11 1t ren9111-__ _,,, _ _ 
ened or ••e~•n•O Dy Its lnvol••••nt In lndochlnal 11reng111eneo •••'•neo 

Ill Whet 11 your rellglon? 

141 

1)1 

161 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
In your opinion, are th• lnte r e111 of profit-oriented 
ev1lne11 utue tly CO"P•flbl• with the co••on good? - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -
What 11 your annual lnco•• !Detore t••••ll -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - . - -
Oo you thin~ t he Nixon AdMlnl1tretlon 11 • a lnly 
re1Don1IDI• for our econoalc oltflcultl e1l Yi'i 

Ill Where •o you I l•• l cl tyfauDurD county 
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191 

201 

- . . - - - - - -- - - - - - -
0o you consider the oafaal ot the 1uoar1on l c tran,oort 
ISS1l • 11ap In 1ne right direct i o n? - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Are you enrolled In or he•• gr•duated lro• coll•q•l - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
'"your opinion, 1hould •he genarel orlente t lon ot the 
country b• .ore con1erve tl•• or •••• con1arva1~v~l- __ - - - - - . - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Yei 

Yi'i 

;;or; 

no 
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no 

;;o 

, ... 
Your •~•••r~ • Ill D• ta~vtated tater todey toqe t~er . ltft tfte •"•• •r• of•'' 
other vl1ltor1 ot the a•hlbltlon. lh•nk you. 

Hans Haacke. Visitors ' Profile. 10 demographic. 10 opinion que lions on current 
ocio-political is ue po ed to museum vis itor . Answers tabulated , correla!ed, 

and posted regularly throughout exhibition. Milwaukee Art Center ver ion. 
1969-70. 

Two of the three works are presentations of large Manhattan real estate holdings 
(photographs of the favades of the properties and documentary 1nformat1on collected 
from the pubhc records of the County Clerk's office). The works contain no evaluative 
comment. One set of holdings are mainly slum-located properties owned by a group 
of people related by family end business Iles The other sys1em is the extensive real 
estate Interests, largely in commercial properties, held by two partners. The third work 
1s a poll of the Guggenheim Museum's v1s1tors consisting of ten demographic 
questions (age, sex, education, etc.) and ten opinion questions on current socio
pohtical issues ranging from " Do you sympathize with Women's Lib?" to " In your 
opinion. should the general orientation of the country be more or less conservative?" 
The answers are to be tabulated and posted daily as part of the piece. Following 
standard polllng practices, I tried to frame the questions so that they do not assert a 
pol111cal stance, are not Inflammatory. and do not prejudge the answers . . 
These pieces are examples of the " real time systems" which have consti tuted my 
work for many years. 

If I wanted to remain true to my philosophical premises, I could not comply with Mr. 
Messer's insistent demands to essentially modify or eliminate the three works. 
Veriflabllity is a major ingredient of the social, b1olog1cal and physical systems which I 
consider as mutually complementary parts of an encompassing whole. . Mr. Mes
ser 1s wrong on two counts: First In his confusion of the political stand which an 
artist's work may assert with a political stand taken by the museum that shows this 
work , secondly, 1n his assumption that my pieces advocate any poli1ical cause. They 
do not. Mr. Messer has taken a stand which puts him completely at variance with the 
professed attitudes of all the world's ma1or museums, except for those located in 
counmes under totalitarian domination, a stand which must put him in potential 
conflict with every artist who accepts an invitation to show his work al the Gug
genheim Museum 

The affair received wide coverage by, among others, Jack Burnham, " Hans Haacke'• 
Cancelled Show at the Guggenheim," Artforum, June, 1971 ; Edward Fry (curator In charge of 
the Haacke show who was fired peremptorily for his actions In favor of the artist), " Hans 
Haacke, the Guggenheim: The Issues," Art•, May, 1971 : New York Times, Aprli 17 and 27, May, 
July 4; New York Po1t, Aprll 18, 24, 27; New1day, Aprll 19; Der Spiegel, April 26; Betsy Baker, 
" Artists vs. Museums," Art News, May (plus letters, September); CBS radio and television 
Interviews (Aprli 25, May 2, Aprli 27), etc.; Barbara Reise, " Which Is In fact what happened: 
Thomas M. Messer In an Interview," " A tale of two exhibitions: The aborted Haacke and 
Robert Morris shows," both Studio International, summer, 1971: " Gurgles Around the Gug
genheim: Statements and Comments by Danie! Buren, Diane Waldman, Thomas Messer, 
Hans Haacke," Studio lnternatlonaf, June, 1971; Lawrence Alloway, The Nation, August 2. 

In Another Moment. Studentskl Kuiturnl Center, Belgrade, 1971. Documentation of a three· 
hour exhibition held In the entry hall of an apartment bulidlng, Aprll 23, 1971 ; organlied by 
Braco and Nena Dlmltrl)evle. Participants: Anselmo, Barry, Beu~s. Brouwn, Buren, Burgin, 
Dlbbets, Dlmllrl)evle, Flanagan, Grupa/E KOO, Grupa OHO, Huebler, Klrlll, Kouneills, Lamelas, 
Latham, LeWltt, Trbuljak, Welner, Wiison. 

Summer, 1971. Agnes Denes, P1ychographlc. From her continuing " Dlaleclic Triangulation" 
project: 

Psychograph is a truth approx1mat1on It 1s a triangulation in search of truth My 
1n1t1al probe (a questionnaire. which follows] prompting others 10 react plus their 
answers in various degrees of truth creates interactive triangulations such as ln-
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VR RXie:rta, Alyson 

Eleonor Antin. " Lighth.._fa 
ders" from Library Sc~~ 
woman exhibition at S.. .... 
State Library. 1971. 

1012 
Rl 

" One 'piece of information was a ~uotation 
from k.D. Laing , 'who us everybn4y k:nove 
is a beacon of light to a who_e generation 
of YOUJl8 r omantics. I categorized t tu..t one ~ 
VK 1012, Lighthouse Tenders .' 11

• 

terdependent or progressive ideas become effective through successive stages of 
advancement, threefold theories forming argumentative conclusions or pure 1del 
groups activated by controversy. An ever deepening network of people and meanings 
is formed. (Results of the questionnaire are subjected to analyses on some twelve 
different levels and points of view to arrive at the final work) : 
DREAMS ARE • MY MINO • I ENJOY ; I SUFFER ..• MY ART ; I FAILED • 
I AM OBSESSED BY .. I WANT TO KNOW , I MUST ..• MY PASSION ..• I WONDER 
WHY . . • I SUFFER . ; MY WORK • . , IT PAINS ME WHEN ; IT IS A JOY TO , 
LOVE ...• HOME . · IT IS SAO THAT . ; CREATING • MY LOVER .. , WOMEN ARE 
. . • MEN ARE • THE FUTURE • MONEY . , I CAN'T . ; I FEEL . ; MY GREATEST 
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DREAM IS THAT • ARTISTS CREATE BECAUSE , THE FUTURE OF ART IS • , THE 
TRUE MEANING OF LIFE .•• GREATNESS CONSISTS OF . • I SECRETLY .. ; MY 
CHILDHOOD ; IN THE YEAR 2050 ART WILL , IT WILL BE CREATED . , MY GREAT· 
EST LOVE • IT WOULD KILL ME IF , WHAT PEOPLE REALLY NEED IS .•. , WHAT 
REALLY HANGS PEOPLE UP IS ; WHAT REALLY MAKES PEOPLE STRONG • THE 
DESTINY OF THE HUMAN RACE ON THIS PLANET IS •. 

Vito Acconcl. Pull. 1971 (April 9). Performance (eyes, movement, " hypnotic force" ); videotape 
record of the performance. Elsner and Lubin Auditorium, New York University. Thirty Mlnutea: 

An area ten feel square marked off with masking tape. One 500-watt bulb lights the 
area; the rest of the auditorium is dark An activity for two performers, one female and 
one male. 

1 The female performer. Kathy Dillon, functions as a center point: I walk in a circle 
around her; she rotates in the center-she follows my direction. or starts a direction of 
her own, which I follow (or refuse to follow). 

2. The goal of each of us Is to keep staring at the other, to keep his eyes bound to 
the other's eyes (to keep the other's eyes bound to his). 

3. At any time. either of us can shift d irection, change speed, etc.: either of us can 
control, exert pull on, the other. (Each decides whether he wants to control or be 
controlled; each tries to determine if he is controlling or being controlled.) 

-Private circle: closed circle (the action combines the performers and separates 
them from the audience): performance as withdrawal. 

-Private circle: circle of unity-subjective performance (one performer is sub
sumed In the other): performance as Identification. 

Eleanor Antin, Library Science, April, 1971. First shown at the San Diego State College Library, 
April-May, 1971, and later at NSCAD, Hallfax. February, 1972: 

Each part1c1pant in the exhibition of women artists was asked to provide me with a 
" piece of information" of any form that described or represented her self, her life, her 
work, or any aspect of herself that she felt appropriate at this time. Twenty-six 
participants responded. Each "piece of information" (object or document) was 
classified for subject as a book In accordance with the class1ficational system of the 
Library of Congress .... All of the " pieces of information" were exhibited beside their 
"sub1ect catalog cards." (See article on Antin 1n The American Librarian. February, 
1972.) (Rep.) 

April 9. Berkeley, Callfornla: David Askevold's Tuning Fork Show, transmitted on KPFA Radio 
FM, 11 :0G-11 :17 p.m. (a 17-mlnute radio spot-5 tuning forks, 4 nolea). 

Robert Barry Pte.ent• Three Show• and • Review by Lucy R. Lippard. Yvon L.ambert, Paris, 
Aprll, 1971. The " review'' follows: 

Robert Barry's current show at the Yvon Lambert Gallery In Pans is announced by a 
mailer that reads: " ROBERT BARRY presents three shows and a review by LUCY R. 
LIPPARD." Ms. Lippard Is an American art critic. The show itself consists of this 
review and of a box of some 150 4 x 6 Index cards which constituted the catalogues of 
three exh1b1t1ons organized by Ms Lippard from 1969 to 1971 , each titled according to 
the population of the city In which It was held 557,087, Seattle U.S.A .. 955.000, 
Vancouver, Canada, 2,972.453. Buenos Aires. Argentina (several cards from the latter 
have been vehemently canceled because Instructions were not followed In their 
printing} . 
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· z 30 · ute perfonnonce Eisne r nnd Lubin Auditorium, Ne" l'ork Vito cconc1. one. -mm · 
. . . ., 9 1971 

n1vcr'i1I) . pfn ' . ' ·ed off with masking lnpe. One 500-wutl hulb light the 
11 orea ten eel c1unre mori; . . I rf 
. II e re~I of the auditorium i dntk. n nch val) for one cnl, one mo e pc ormer. nreo, 1 • 

1 The cnl fu nction. ll'> n cente r pomt. I h 
2' I walk around the col. fonning the periphe ry of o circle lh.nl ei°c o e I c c:I. 3: When the cut mo'e ' ond tries to ~re~k O\ \O).' 1 hifl m) circu nr mo\'emen : my 

oal i lo keep the cat cnclo cd within 1hc circle. . . " 
Pg rf . s po1·n1 (the performa nce i u matte r or .. keepmg lo the poml, - c onnuncc a h . ) 
re, cn t in~ lhe cot from gelling O\\ O) from I e point . . 11 h nnecl 
~The gonl of 1hc pcrfonnance_ i to creole n ~ •ill point (unmo' mg cnl): lu : c a 
circle: perfomlnnee as hrpnosas. 

From 1968. Barry has worked in almost inv1s1ble nylon cord, invisible but exta:t 
radiation, magnetic fields, radio carrier waves. telepathy, suppressed k1no~l~g d 
non-specific qualifications defining undefined condition~. Th:s exht1~1t10~,: ~f ~rti~ts 
In a series of presentation pieces by Barry, the first two nvo ving e w 969 

mes Umland and Ian Wilson. It 1s also part of another gr?up. dating from 1 · 
~hlch comments on the use of gallery space and the International gallery syste~t~': 
an art so dematerialized that it has no fundamental need of either one. T~~ ~l rs~ o sed .. 
group was a piece that announced· " During the exh1b1tion the gallerx w1 e ~ o es io 

1971 Yvon Lambert showed a Barry piece that read Some p ac , 
lnhJI ahnuwaeryca, n co.me and for a while 'be free to think about what we are going to do 
w c • · k · h ds· he commun1· 
(•• e) " " Read" is the wrong term· Barry does not wor wit wor . 
Marcus • b tween art 

cates conditions. The newer work indicates an overlap rather than a gap e 
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and life. m the sense that It attempts to define (again by circl ing around something) 
the place of the artist in the world, not socially (though social impact is 1mphed), but 
as an art-maker rather than as a person. Perhaps the most important of the many 
questions raised by Barry's work are: Does the artist have a place in the world, and, If 
so. Is 11 changing? Is he/she simply a questioner or is he/ she the imposer of 
conditions upon the esthet1c capacity of everyone else, without which the world 
would be quite a different place? 

And I have some questions of my own. Is a review which 1s not published 1n a journal 
but constitutes part of an exhibition 1n itself a fake review? Can 11 view Itself 
ob1ect1vety? Or is II vahd anyhow because people read it, because 1t does comment 
directly upon the show it 1s part of? Is the writer of such a review an artist even 1f 
he/she has not made art? If a writer calls what he/ she does " criticism," can anyone 
else call It " art"'? ts the artist who " presents" a writer's work as a minor part of his 
piece (the maior part being the presentation per se) a critic himself? Is an artist ever 
not an art 1st 1f he/she says he or she Is an artist? Does an artist have to make art? And, 
finally, 1t doesn' t matter what this review says. Its potential 1s confirmed by Its 
existence rather than by its contents 

Special Issue on Ben Vautier, Flath Art, no. 23, April, 1971. 
AlthOugh Vautler's attitude and presentations have much more In common with the 

Fluxus group (with which he has long been associated), some of the Ideas he has 
dealt with superficially or poetically relate to others in this book. For instance: In 1960 
he signed (or claimed) money (rubles, dollars, francs, and marks) as art: he signed the 
deaths of Yves Klein and Piero Manzoni. also tombs, catacombs, mummies and "MY 
DEA TH". he made holes or removals. stating that "the hole Is by essence an 
ettraordlnary thing." In 1961 · "Destruction of my works of art as a work of art" ; in 
1962, he made two identical works and dated one 1952, the other 1966. In 1967: " To 
ask somebody for Ideas and then sign the ideas with someone else 's name" ; m r 968, 
'to decide what is bad m art and do 1t, ·· etc. Ben 's ma1or influence was clearly that of 
Yves Klein, whose mystical approach to non-object art affected all European "con
cept art" as well as most Ruxus actions and gestures. In 1960, Klem "signed the 
world " 

Mel Bochner/ Not.- on Theory. University of Rhode Island, Kingston, April 26-May 14, 1971. 
Handwritten text and photos. 

Stanley Brouwn. Art and Project Bulletin 38, April, 1971. 0 The total number of my steps." 

Celender, Don. Artball. Flve boxes containing one piece of sugarless bubble gum and 20 
baseball cards with artists H players. Shown at OK Harris, New York, Aprll 10-May 1. 

Boston, Aprll 9, 1971 : " The Trustees of the Institute of Contemporary Art are pleased to 
announce the acqui sition of a new work by Christopher C. Cook: Information Compre11lon 
Serles 14: LIAP 1" : 

I will become director of the LC.A. for one year. During that period I will have the 
same responsibi lities and opportunities as a regular d irector. I will energize the 
Institute In all possible ways, carry out a vaned program and attempt to establish 
(workable) real communication between Boston cultural institutions. Any and all 
activi ties may/ will be recorded for use In a comprehensive exhibition which will be the 
result of this year's activity (C. Cook.) 
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April 15: Christopher Cook. T-'1 Your LHe In 25 Words, Autoblog,.phlclll ComPIHalon .... 
no. 2. 

Christine Kozlov. One page from Neurologlul Compll•tlon: Th• Phys/ell/ Mind Sine. , .. 
(Pro/eet 1: Th• Blbllog,.phy). Shown at "TWenty-slx Contemporary Women Artists", I.err, 
AJdrlch Museum, Rldgefleld, Conn., AprU, 1971: 

ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS FROM NEOCORTEX ANO LIMBIC SYSTEM DURING 
TEMPERATURE REGULATING RESPONSES OF THE RABBIT 
BLOCKADE OF THALAMOCORTICAL AND PYRAMIDAL PATHWAYS BY STRIATAL 
SPREADING DEPRESSION IN RATS 
THE RELATIONSHIP OF OLFACTORY RECEPTOR STIMULATION TO STIMULUS 
-ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE 
MUSCLE POTENTIALS IN REACTION TIME 
STUDIES ON THE ROLE OF NERVE IMPULSES ANO ACETYLCHOLINE RELEASE 
IN THE REGULATION OF THE CHOLINESTERASE ACTIVITY OF MUSCLE 
THE SPINAL PATHWAY FOR SHIVERING 
RESPONSE OF THE UNRESTRAINED CAT FOLLOWING ELECTRICAL STIMULATION 
OF THE CINGULATE THALAMUS ANO MESENCEPHALON 
MUSCLE SENSE IN MAN 
ELECTROTONIC POTENTIALS AT THE THORACIC LEVEL OF THE SPINAL CORD 
THE EFFECT OF PREFRONTAL LESIONS AND FOOD DEPRIVATION ON RESPONSE 
FOR STIMULUS CHANGE 
EFFECTS OF DRUGS ON THE SPIKE COMPLICATION OF HIPPOCAMPAL FIELD 
POTENTIALS 
RETICULAR AND THALAMIC MULTIPLE UNIT ACTIVITY DURING WAKEFULNESS 
SLEEP AND ANESTHESIA 
EFFECT OF GLIAL-EPENOYMAL SCAR AND TEFLON ARREST ON THE REGENERATIVE 
CAPACITY OF GOLDFISH SPINAL CORO 
THERMAL RESPONSE PATTERNS OF SEPTAL ANO PREOPTIC NEURONS IN CATS 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND HISTOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION OF CEREBELLAR 
NEURONS IN CHLORALOSE-ANESTHETlZEO CATS 
PATTERNS OF RESPONSE OF NEURONS IN THE CEREBRAL GANGLION OF 
APL YSIA CALIFORNICA 
THE ACQUISITION OF CONDITIONAL DISCRIMINATIONS IN BABOONS FOLLOWING 
TEMPORAL AND FRONTAL LESIONS 
NEURAL REGULATION OF ENZVMES IN MUSCLE FIBERS OF RED AND WHITE 

MUSCLE 
THE HYPEREXCITABLE NEURON MICROELECTROOE STUDIES OF THE CHRONIC 
EPILEPTIC FOCUS IN THE INTACT AWAKE MONKEY 
EXCHANGE OF Y-GLOBULIN BETWEEN BLOOD CEREBROSPINAL FLUID AND BRAIN 

IN THE CAT 

Adrian Piper, section of an ongoing essay, January 1971 ; from 26 Contempor•ry WOMM 
Artists, AJdrlch MuHum, April, 1971 : . 

some Ideas I've been working around: (1) I can no tonger see discrete forms in art 
as viable reflections or expressions of what seems to be going on in this society They 
refer back to conditions of separateness, order, exclusivity, and the stability of 
easily-accepted functional identities which no longer exist For what a posterlotl 
seems to be this reason, rm interested In the ellm1nation of the dis~rete form as art 
object (Including communications media objects), with its isolate internal relation 
ships and self-determ1n1ng esthetrc standards. I've been doing pieces the s1gnif1cance 
and experience of which 1s defined as completely as possible by the viewer's reaction 
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and mterpretatron. Ideally the work has no meaning or independent existence outside 
of its function as a medium of change, it exists only as a catalytic agent between 
myself and the viewer E.g. Catalysis VIII, which Is a recorded talk Inducing hypnosis. 
(2) Making art1fic1al and nonfunctional alterations tn my own bodily presence of the 
same kind as those I formerly made on non-art matenats. Here the entire art making 
process and end product has the immediacy of being in the same time and space 
continuum as the viewer. This process/ product is in a sense internalized In me. since I 
exist simultaneously as the artist and the work. This is not lo be confused with life as 
art or my personality and tastes as art. The artifice of the work temporarily replaces or 
supersedes those characteristics which define me as a private individual. I define the 
work as the viewer's reaction to it: to me the strongest, most complex. and most 
Interesting catalysis 1s the one that occurs in undefined and non-pragmatic human 
confrontation. The immediacy of a human presence as artwork/catalysis has greater 
impact. it confronts the viewer with a more powerful and more ambiguous situation 
than discrete forms or objects. E.g Catalysis IX, In which I covered my face, neck and 
arms with feathers and attended the opening of the " Women Artists" show as an 
otherwise conservatively dressed spectator, and accompanied by a number of other 
people similarly altered. (3) Preserving the power and uncategorized nature of the 
confrontation Not overtly defining myself to viewers as artwork by performing any 
unusual or theatrical actions of any kind. Actions tend to define the situation in terms 
of pre-established theatrical categories, e.g. " guerrilla theatre," " streetwork," etc. 
making viewer disorientation and catalysis more difficult E.g. Catalysis V, in which I 
recorded loud belches made at five-minute intervals, then concealed the tape 
recorder on myself and replayed 11 at full volume while reading, doing research, and 
taking out some books and records at Donnell Library. For the same reason I don't 
announce most of these works. since this immediately produces an audience vs. 
performer separatton. (4) Art contexts (galleries. performances) are becoming unten
able for me. They are being overwhelmed and Infiltrated by pieces of other dis
integrating structures: political, social, economic. They preserve the illusion of an 
identifiable, isolable situation, much as discrete forms do, and thus a prestandard1zed 
set of responses. Because of their established functional Identities, they prepare the 
viewer to be catalyzed, thus making actual catalysis Impossible. Alternate contexts 
I've been using: public transportation, parks, Macy's, the Empire State Building 
Elevator, the Metropolitan Museum (as a spectator in Catalysis VII, In which I went to 
" Before Cortes" show while chewing wads of bubble gum, blowing large bubbles, 
and allowing the gum to adhere to my face and clothes). The exceptions to this are 
where the pieces depend only on their diffuse and unobtrusive presences regardless 
of context. E.g. Catalysis VIII (see 1, above) at the " Women Artists" show. (5) 
Eliminating as many decision-making criteria as possible. This has a psychological 
function for me. It decreases the separation between original conception and the final 
form of an idea; the immediacy of conception Is retained in the process/ product as 
much as possible. For this reason I have no way of accounting for the final form which 
an idea takes. It may be ob1ected that all the ideas described above constitute 
decision-making criteria, but in fact just about everything I've written occurred to me 
a posteriori. Including the idea expressed In this paragraph. Which may mean lt"s time 
to start doing something else. 

April 29, New York: Guerrilla Art Action Group (Jon Hendricks, JHn Toche) sends letters to 
NIJton, Agnew, Hoover, Mitchen, Laird, Klulnger. To NIJton: 
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Guerrilla Art Action. to be performed every day. from May 1 through May 6. 1971 by 
Richard M Nixon. President of the United States of America ' 

EAT WHAT YOU KILL 

To Laird Guerrilla Art Action. to be performed every day, from May 1 through May 8 1971 by Melvin Laird, Secretary of Defense· • 
QUOTATIONS FROM THE WASHINGTON MEAT MARKET 
BRAINS 79t' per pound 
TONGUES 81c per pound 
BLOOD S2.50 per gallon 
HEADS ~each 
CAN YOU DO BETTER? 

To Mitchell Guerrilla Art Action. to be performed every day. from May 1 through May 
6. 1971 by John B Mitchell Attorney General of the United States of America: 

Sing 'America 1he Beauuful" to the tune of "D1x1e." 

Benthall, Jonathan. " Bochner and Photography." Studio International, Aprll, 1971. Excetpta 
from the lecture given by Mel Bochner at the ICA, London, April, follow. " Problemetlc A1pee1a 
ol Critical/ Mathematic Constr\Jcts In My Art": 

Any sort of 1nformat1on or re-formation can be divided by a set of externally 
maintained constants. Concentration on these constants, rather than on the informa
tion, results In the surfacing of the micro-structure. This forces a shift in considera
tion from formation as structure to structu re as formation. 

Thought Is order. 
When order Is focused upon 11. It reveals the inherent necessities of fixed proce

dures for realization This mode of thinking immediately links one 10 certain areas of 
mathemallcal thought. Mathematical thinking is generally considered the antithesis 
of artistic thinking This is one of the things that has led even art-lovers of good faith 
to resist certain works. At this poml I wanl to underline the point that in my work there 
is no pretense lo mathematics That would lead to lhe conclusion that the work 11 

about " something • At the same time, however, I am not " making" art In the sense 
that 1t 1s an endeavor, I prefer to say that I am "doing" an . 

In what I am doing the synthesis 1s m the contradiction of the visible and the mental. 
This contradiction is central to any examination of recent art. What 1s the function of 
the visible element If the Initial concentration 1s on the ideat1onal aspect? Particularly 
if the artist is aware that art is not the Illustration of Ideas I might add that this 
contradiction has not been resolved by artists who have abandoned the visible 
altogether In fact. lt remains specifically Impossible to abandon visibility; lo speak, as 
it were. only with the mental voice. I do maintain, however. that one can significantly 
alter the conventions of v1suahty to demonstrate entirely different modes of thinking. 
What I want my art lo do Is operate on the level of a proposition about the nature of 
things bolh thought and seen .. lo refrain from imperative. This work, or this, Is not 
" how It must be," bul rather, fo r these conditions, "how it might be" .. situational, 
provisional. non-hierarchical. 

Gopnlk, Irwin, end Gopnlk, Myrna. " The Semantic. of Concept Ar1." Art•canad•. Apr*-ll8f, 
1971 . 

Poln•ot, JHn·M• rc. " Beuys a propos de quelques objeta." Opu• lnl• rn•tlon•I, M• y, 1171. 
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VH-tOt, no. 5, Spring, 1971: Michel Claura, " Aciuallle" (on Buren, Mossel, Parmentier, and 

T Onl): " L'art dldactlque de Donald Karshan": Phllllppe Sollers, " Alain Klrlll: Texte Aphorl1-
or I Cl " uque": " Berner Venet" ; " Enlretlen de Lawrence Welner avec M chef aura. 

nie British Avant-Garde. New York Cultural Center, New York, May 19-Augusl 29, 1971. 
Org•nlzed by Charles Harrison: catalogue In collaboration with Studio International (May 
Issue). Texts by Harrison ("Virgin Solla and Old Land") and Karshan. Arnall, Arrowsmith, Art· 
Language, Burgin, Crumplln, Dipper, Dye, Flanagan, Giibert & George (Rep.), Long, Louw, 
McLean, Newman. Tremletl Reviewed by Pincus-Witten. Attforum. October. 1971. 

Art-Language (Terry Atkinson, Michael Baldwln). Excerpt from " De Leglbu1 Naturae," In 
catalogue: 

supposing that one of the quasi-syntactic individuals 1s a member of th~ ap-
propriate ontologically prov1s1onal set-in a historical way, not iust an a PflOfl way 
(i.e is historical) , then a concatenation of the nominal ind1v1dual and the ontological
ly provisional set is Theories of Ethics (according to the " definition' ) But this Is a bit 
odd. 1t suggests 1hat the sub1ects of the unit relation 1n question are, _respectively, the 
quasi-syntactic md1v1dual and the onlolog1cally prov1s1onal set. This also suggests 
that one has a unit relallon swanning around independent of its being part of (1 e , 
theorized about) the context 11 1s said to be, I.e .. Theories of Ethics. This is plainly silly. 
The declarallon Is a unity: the " unit relation" etc. are in that unity. 

There Is no ontological commitment lo a unll relation referred lo Neither is there 
any 10 any individual or congeries of them. or to any ontologically provisional set. One 

Gilbert & Ccorgc. • till from the film The Nnture of Our looking. 1971. 

' Here in the country's heart where the grass is green life is the 
same sweet life as it ere bath been.' Gilbert & George 
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is talking about the " expressions" which " go into" a theory. ordered in some way. 
One does not either have to say that one has an Illusion of " reference"-one has a 
way of speaking. 

Because the " expressions" do refer a priori to the "Individuals." one is only one 
remove from the " individuals." But one is two removes from them when one talks 
quasi-syntactically of an ontologically provisional set The ontologically provisional 
set is one " individual," the expression which refers, a priori. to it Is another, and in the 
end. the " ordering" on some " theoretical" basis (of the unit relation) Is another. 
These are all ontological, and non-naturalistic, " provisions." One cannot say one's 
" obiect of ·reference'" is a unit relation: the order ls sunk in the context which 
includes the declaration that the " expression" " is" it. One could, for example. think of 
the ordered pair (unit relation) obtained by concatenating the quasi-syntactic or 
nominal "individual" and the ontologically provisional set as actually having an 
" individual" as its first-order constituent. But this Is wrong, because when one says 
that that unit relation is Theories of Ethics. one is talking quasi-syntactically. In actual 
fact one would be here talking about expression of the "object" theory (language) 
which designates them a priori Instead. 

In the context where one has the declaration as a part, ii can be said that one ls no 
more committed than to say that he talks about an " ontologically provisional (quasi) 
Individual," an " ontologically provisional , ontologically provlsional (quasi) set," and 
an " ontologically prov1s1onal (quasi), ontologically provisional unit relation" of that 
(those) " ontologically provisional Individual" with that ontologically provisional 
(quasi). ontologically provisional set. 

Theories of Ethics can now sustain a sort of "epoche." 
One area In which one might well need a change Is In the context where someone 

wants to make a disllnct1on between " observations" (that sort of history) and 
theoretical predicates. One might want Theories of Ethics to be thought of solely in 

KJaus Rinke and ..... 
Baumgartl. Primur ,,_. 
stmtion. 1971. 

terms of the former. According! one 
course on Theories of Ethics-I Y • would have to restrtct one's theoretical dis-
of Ethics this way satisfies most~; ~~e s :pressl~ns for IL Now intrOducing Theories 
as "ethical" makes It more than just m el ~es1derata. The point about the " thing " 
make of the " pieces of paper .. Th a semantic mechanism: the problem is what to 
intention of avoiding the gratulious : ,a~ove is addresse~ to this problem with the 

e e ratron of semantic (I.e., Russell's) paradox. 

Klaus Rinke and Monika Baumgart! Prl 
Kun.1thalle, Baden-Baden, May, 1971. (Re;',~I')' D•mon•tr•tlon• (Tlme-Space-Body·ActJon1). 

Time Measuremme Position/ bod ih' 
right left/arms elbows hands fin Y ead eyes ears nose moulh/ neck/shoulder 
th igh~ knees calves feet toesi. gers/chest/ back/ splne/crotch/sex/legs right left/ 

to lie to run/ to stand to sit/to go to lie/ 
standing turned away/standing turned t . . 

other/ to look away/ to overlook/ I owards/standmg sidewards/ to look at each 
at/to look lhrough/ to look behln~ see each other not at all/to look on/ to look round 

wall/ floor/space. · 
distance/diagonals/ center 
horizontal-vertical. · 
actions/gestures. 
masculine-feminine: 

I you 
we 

you 1 

aggr~sslon/defensiveness/situatlon 
transit/from starting point/to starting . 
past/ present/future: point. 

0
1 you he she it we you they/ will be are were 

ne moment of the future. · 
To put a situation of today Into th t b . . 
from the spring to the ocean. e pas , Y which it becomes present in the future. 

~~g1~ tor water/ to fill/ to bring/ to spout/to spill/ to draw. 

To walk a given path at different speeds 
one day lived-experienced. . 

past 
I will be 
I will be 
I will be 
I will be 
I am 
lam 
I am 
lam 
I was 
I was 
I was 
past 

present 
I will be 
I will be 
lam 
lwlll be 
I will be 
lam 
lam 
I was 
lam 
I was 
I was 
present 
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future 
I will be 
I am 
lam 
I Wiii be 
I will be 
I am 
I was 
I was 
I was 
lam 
I was 
future 

end. 



Arte coma Idea en lngl•terr•. CAYC, Buenos Aires, May, 1971. Organized by Chartes Hanlson. 
Folio catalogue In English and Spanish. Aman, Arrowsmith, Art·L.anguage. Burgin, Dye, 

Woodrow. 

FIHh Art (Miian). no. 24, May, 1971. Works and texts by Acconcl, Chrl.sto, Fabro, Graham, 
Griff a, Guarneri, Maniaci, Nagasawa. Oppenheim. FIHh Art was founded In 1967 and ls edited 

by Glancarlo Politi. 

" Notebook: Vito Acconcl on Activity and Performance." Art •nd Artists, May, 1971. 

Ferguson, Gerald. Four. NSCAD, May, 1971. One-hour cassette recording from the St•ndard 
Corpus of Pr11sent Day Engl/sh Language Usag11 (see p. 209) arranged by word length and 
alphabetlzed within word length. " A four letter word every 4 seconds for one hour 900 fours. 
A 4-second tape loop-the same FOUR with the same Interval la perceived as • difterent 
FOUR at different Intervals, which la to say the viewer or listener cycle-needs Is the IHue." 

Jeanne Siegel. " An Interview wllh Hans Haacke." Arts, May. 1971: 
Information presented at the right time and in the nghl place can potentially be very 

powerful. It can affect the general social fabric Such things go beyond established 
high culture as It has been perpetrated by a taste-directed art Industry. Of course I 
don' t believe that artists really wield any significant power At best. one can focus 
attention. But every little bit helps. In concert with other people's activities outside the 
art scene. maybe the social climate of society can be changed. Anyway, when you 
work with the " real stuff" you have to think about potential consequences 
Real-time systems are double agents. They might run under the heading " art," but 
this culturization does not prevent them from operating as normal. (H.H.) 

DouglH Hueblt1r. Art and Project Bu/1111/n 39, May 22""une 11, 1971. " Variable Piece I 
(January, 1971).'' Executed In the Netherlands, U.S~ Italy, France.and Germany: 

Eight people were photographed at the instant exactly after each had been told 
"you have a beautiful face" or " you have a very special face." or " you have a 
remarkable face " or in one Instance. nothing at all The artist knew only one person 
among the eight , It ls not likely that he will ever again have a personal contact with any 
of the others The eight photographs join with this statement to constitute the form of 
this piece. 

Leandro (Kau) begins The 21 Columns of Language, May, 1971, New York. (Spanish and 
English). 

Al'• Grand Hotel. 7175 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif., May 7..June 12, 1971. Twelve-pqe 
catalogue of Allan Ruppersberg's hotel-show In which variously decorated and named rooms 
(The " B" Room, the Al Room, the Jesus Room, the Bridal Suite, etc.) were visitable or rentable 
for six weeks. Brochure and twelve-page catalogue. 

Ruacha, Edward. Dutch Detalls. Octopus Foundation with Sonsbeek (see below); executed 

May, 1971. 

Taylor, Thoss W. Consider Your Conflne. NSCAD, May 2- 13, 1971. Also " shown" at slxl"" 
other locaUons In the U.S. In April , May, and June, Including the Eugenia Buller Gallery, Los 
Angeles, which represents the arUsL " # 17 from an edition or 100 (photographic) pieces each 
approaching a deflnlUon ol the concept of confine.'' 
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Waldman, Diane, " Holes Without Hlatory" (On Helzer); Bow1es, Jerry G., " Can Epistemology 
Be Entertaining?" (on Arakawa). Art News, May, 1971. 

Tim Johnson. Erotic ObHrvation (2). July 28, 1971: 3:50 p.m. Flsher Library, Sydney University, 
Australia: 

A girl wearing a very short red, blue, and white striped dress is leaning with her 
elbows on a table. Because of the table's height (about 4 feet) her dress 1s partly 
pulled up over her bottom. There is a flight of stairs coming out just behind her so I go 
down these. then climb slowly back up. I do this six times observing the following : 

(1 ) Legs held together firmly. Cream coloured pants with wide lace. Fairly loose; (2) 
Legs relaxed. left hip pushed up causing bottom to stick out a little more and stretch 
pants off-center; (3) Rubbing legs together and opening and closing them a little, (4) 
Legs tightly crossed. pants pulled in and creased; (5) as for (4). (6) Not there. 

Act/11/ty: Sonsbeek '71. Sonsbeek Park, Holland, June 19-August 15, 1971. Organized by a 
" Working Committee" headed by W. A. L Beeren. Two-volume catalogue Including texts by 
Beeren, extensive documentation on the show, which was placed all over Holland, In the park 
Itself, and In publications and films. Lisi of related group exhibitions, bibliography, biogra
phies. Reviewed In Am, September~October. 1971 ; Artforum, October, 1971; Studio Intern•· 
tlonal, September, 1971. Participants: Acconcl, Ader, Andre, Armagnac, Arschwager, Balllle, 
Bakker, Beuys, Bladen, Boezem, Brouwn, Buren, Christo, Conrad, Darboven, de Marla, 
Dekkers, Dlbbets, van Elk, Engels, Enschede, E.R.G., Eykelboom, Flanagan, Fluxus, Frampton, 
Gehr, Graham, Grosvenor, Helzer, Huebler, l.C.W., Jacobs, Joepat, Judd, Kawara, Knoebel, 
Koetsler, Kraan, Kubeika, Landow, Lewder, LeWltt, Long, Mau, Matsuzawa, Merz, Moore. 
Morris, Nauman, Nelson, Noord-Brabant, Oldenburg, Oppenheim, Palk, Panamarenko, 
Philip•, Prlnl, Rinke, Roehr, ROckrlem, Rusche, Sandback, Sane)ouand, Schippers, Serra, 
Sharits, Siegel, Smith, Smithson, Snelson, Snow, Stuyf, Tajiri, Tenjo and Yokoyama, Visser, 
Vollen, Vries, Wechgelaar, Welner, Wieland. 

Buren, Daniel. Lettre ou11erte a la revue Robho et j son comlte de redaction, June 25, 1971. 
Two-page mlmeo. 

Collins, James. Re11/s/on and Prescription. New York, June, 1971: 
The " fixity" of art frameworks continue ... on the " analytic" front, though sup

posedly against the mindless retinal activations of much " visual work " Ph1losophi· 
cally 1t is suspect because it presupposes the need of a new art to have the same 
parallel physical appendages as previous art-for every ob1ect cancelled there has to 
be " something" in its place-the move becomes merely syntactic. from one sort of 
ob1ect to another-canvas and wood to paper. for example. That argument would 
mean that this essay 1s an art ob1ect, to be related formally to prior " art objects." The 
" art work" of this essay 1s contained in its seman1ic function This essay is functional 
rather than formal It's what 1t means thal counts, not whether 11 challenges notions of 
what " art work" should look like. 

Reading and Walking are not the most sophisticated ways to receive information 
anyway (the same might be said of walking around objects). The indignity often 
compounded by "work" behind visual barriers with strong status quo Implications 
hke glass cases placed at ergonomically unhappy reading levels. Stooped and moving 
crabw1se around a room, reading, 1s not good pragmatics (an undeniable aspect of 
any semiotic situation). But pragmatics aside, many artists aware of the paradox use 
the gallery system merely as a form of advertisement. To others, the placing of their 
work In situations with cultural and aesthetic lmphcaltons as strong as the most 
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vaunted of art objects has meant a sort of conceptual stunting of its growth. The 
reason is obvious, for the feedback from the s1tuat1on is physical and visual ancr 
explains the "conceptual exhibitionism" of spreading " reading matter" around Walla 
and tables. The " handsomeness" of these works on the one hand relates them to 
" visual perusal" works. they " hold their own." but has an adverse effect on the other 
of making " the concept" labored. The "concept" is " dressed up," or stretched to flt~ 
visual form. so that Its conceptual growth is always subservient to its container. The 
notion of displaying an essay on a wall, or series of "instructions for perception," or 
whatever, in a linear sequence, relates it directly to the form of prior art-serial 
sculpture-and perhaps explains its "optical philosophical" mannerism. The new 
work can never find its own identity when it uses " presentational forms" which have 
cultural and funct ional " fixations" of artists as diverse as Noland, whose paintings 
invite a retinal "journey" down their length, or Morris, where the spectator is " invited" 
to walk around the work. 

Possibly It is a paranoia that stepping too far out of line with the existing rules of the 
game will make the work meaningless. This panders to the idea that the rules .,. 
unchanging and necessary; 11 is the old formalist argument In a different guiee. 
Sticking to the rules (if the game analogy is even applicable) is only meaningful If the 
game is meaningful. What is being asked is, " Is the game worth playing?" not " How 
far do we tamper with the rules?" My contention Is that the game has changed, It la 
not a predictable Internal syntactic move like the one from football to rugby, that's a 
formalist example. Picking up the ball and running with it is the same kind of formalist 
strategy as. for example, the change from painting a stripe, to " walking" a stripe 
(Long) There is no significant difference between the two. There are richer mOf9 
multi-layered " games" to play. If words are used as strategy and as antidote, it seems 
necessary to follow through the implications fully, and not seek cover in the status 
and warmth of familiar sustalners .... 

In conclusion, 1f "Art-Language," Burn, Ramsden and others are at all correct In 
their commonly shared but rarely understood insights regarding the fu ndamental task 
of " analytic art" and Its methodological demands, then the contention that the 
Investigation into the art semiotic signals a fundamental revision into the artist's 
traditional mode of operation. may have profound consequences in both revisionary 
and prescriptive spheres. As we can only discover language with language, though, 
the question might be asked, can a system discover itself. or is there a lacuna? 

June 21 : LongHt d•y of the yHr. Geoft Hendricks exch•ngH " sky •nd •ky·rel8'9d pleoee 
with people around the world." 

Koauth, Jo .. ph. The Sixth ln~••t/g•tlon (Art•• Ide••• Id••) Propo•ltlon II. CAYC, ._ 
AlrH , 1971, In English and Sp•nlah; Koaulh lectures •t the CAYC June 18, In connection .. 
his show there; catalogue with texts, bibliography, In addition to book. 

Levine, Lea. " The Information F•ll·OuL" Studio lntern•tlon•I, June, 1971. (Written•• an 1....e 
for the catalogue of Recorded Actftlltl .. , October, 1970.) 

LeWltt, Sot " Doing Wall Dr•wlnga.'' Art Now, June, 19TI. ( ... excerpt, pp. 200-201). 

Malloy, Mike. ConffHWnte of the Society of Cemetery A .. thetlcl•n•, June 1, 1971 at the .. 
Muluel S.vlnga Building, Loa Angelea. Sponsored by Eugenia Butter. Tape and ,....... 
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documentation, concerning the arbitrary subdivision Into twenty·aeven parts and sale of a 
cemetery lot In the Olivet Memorial Park, Loa Angelea. 

Michelson, Annette. "Toward Michael Snow, Part 1." Artforum, June, 1971. 

Benthall, Jonathan, " David Bohm and the Rheomode"; Blotkamp, Carel, " Dutch Artists on 
Television.' ' Studio lntern•tlon•I, June, 1971. 

Pluchart. Fran~ola. " Lea Agreaalona d'Acconcl." Comb•t, June 14, 1971. 

An•lytlc•I Art, no. 1 (formerly St•t•meni.). Coventry, July, 1971. Contributors: Pilkington, 
Rushton, Lole, Atkinson, Baldwin, How•rd, Burn end Ramsden, Smith, Wlllamore. 

Chandler, John Noel, and Maldavln, Allri . " Correapondencea.'' Art•can•d•, June-July, 1971. 

FIHh Art, no. 2~26, June-July, 1971; work •nd texts by Kawara, LeWltt, Fulton, Ar•kawa, de 
Dominici•, Agnettl, Tremlett, ZJnl, lnnoeente. 

Art• d• Sl•l•m•.tArt Sy•t•m•. Muaeo de arte moderno, Buenos AlrH, July- August 22. 
Organized by Jorge Gluaberg. Books published by Burgy, Koauth, Welner (2), and by Grippo, 
Pellegrino, and Portillo•; " telephone book transformation" by Joehen Gerz, etc. Special ts.sue 
Arte Inform• (no. 7, July, 1971) for this exhibition. C•talogue of the show (follo of loose pages) 
luued H rly 1972. 

Art Ol•Hter, John B•lde•url, 19n. Art •nd PfO/'lct Bulletin 41 , July 3-15, 1971. 

John B•ldenarl. NSCAD, HallfH, summer, 1971: " I wlll not make •ny more boring arL 1 wlll not 
m•k• any more boring arL I wlll not make any more boring arL" • •• etc., In which the students 
became the " whipping boys" for the ullat, who WH not pre .. nt; •nyone who w•nted to wrote 
on the walls of the gallery, over and over ag•ln: " I will not make any more botlng •rt" ; 
videotape m•de. Baldeuart also made a three-minute mm In June, 1971, called "The 
ExcHaea of Austerity •nd Minimalism," a sheet of p•per In • typewrtter on which the title la 
being typed H fHt H poHlble, over and over, In an attempt to do It with utmost speed and no 
mlatakea. 

Richardson, Brenda. " Howard Fried: The P.,adox of Appro•ch·Avoldence.' ' Arts summer 
1971 . . • • 

Rosenberg, D•vld. " Notes from • Converutlon Tape with Vito Acconcl, July 22, 1971.'' A 
Space Nen (Toronto), July, 1971. Excerpt: 

Seems most of my pieces set up as kind of learning pieces, as ways to adapt to 
something, kinds of practice sessions for things which might happen .... like lots of 
my stuff last year had to do with setting up regions ... or people as regions ... In 
ways that one region would intrude upon another region or combine with another 
region, like lhe piece where I'm standing near a person and Intruding on his personal 
space, picking out a person looking at the exhibits and taking over his personal space 
by forcing him to move because I Intrude on the space he set up for himself to look at 
t~e exhibit an ... or like opening up a private region, or closed system, like I do in that 
piece with Kathy where she has her eyes closed shut & I try to force them open .... so 
seems lately I've been using mostly other people in my pieces., or animals .... Before 
•twas mostly me turning on myself, Involved with myself .... Now I'm thinking a lot 
more about interaction .... 
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te the two the art activity and the daily 
Getting more and more d1ff1cult to sepa~a no separation. Tho ultimately showing It 

living. and that's what we' re wo~kl~g ~o;~o;mance tends to clarify things for me. as a 
in an art context I ftnd that tn o toward the work . 
kind of a model experience . work1~guch work as I can, constantly, doing , public" 

My sense now to be getting out a~li s not so much finished pieces but a process 
things . so that what becomes pu c ' .d ed In isolation Like them more to 

D slike my pieces cons• er t d t of working 1 ok than finished pieces . . Like o ocumen 
appear as a ktnd of working notebori lion. but along with the notes in a notebook I 
them not just '" photographs & desc P ds in the notes can suggest the process 

k. them The way wor • 
keep while wor ing on sense & ideas outside it . Like one reason 
of the pieces unhke photos & lead to beautiful neatness and completeness lo each 
Nauman's work impresses me is that f what I want myself .. Like Oppenheim 
piece. but it's almost the direct opposite~ whole sense of an artist today. but going 
perhaps the most important inf~ue~c; o~kn~r was the biggest Influence of any kind I 
back, l"d say for instance (W1ll.1am f~~ish a sentence. his sense to keep on gomg 
ever had. like his lack of des1r~ ;~llow (did I say flow?), like sentences that go on for 
beyond where you could possib Y & hesitations & alternatives. his sentences 
pages . with so many recons1derat1ons tn to subvert a fantastically conservative 
seem to be consciously or unconsc1ouslr1~Z Ing myself I sense as a kind of Impulse to 
framework. I thmk they win out . . 

. "d t e (The orti t hrunmering a circle around 
lrich Ruckriem. Circle .Cottll ~ro~'~d~~:i~rie Cerf) chum, Ob'>seldorf. 

him elf.) ummer, 197 1. uric ' .,. 

-- _....:\• .. 

overcomplicate things, to mess things up, or thicken the plot. or my daily life, to where 
I almost can't handle ii ... & finding ways to put things back together . . Just how 
far the risk goes: Still feel I've got incredible safety mechanisms built in, but the push 
toward opening things up .. Learning somethmg . about how ii keeps together 

Jasper Johns' sketchbook notes the biggest that happened to me, in '64, '65. when I 
was feeling I'd reached my limits in writing poetry .... 

A constant attempt to gel to, to bring out, all that might be there ... to get in, like I 
think the push 1s really toward content, real content and because you're not con
cerned with perfection. like 1n Nauman's pieces. it can be very messy, you can use 
anything. any content, that helps you get there ... Terry Fox & Howard Fried a couple 
of other artists I relate to as working m a similar way concerned with the mental 
superstructure or process that is applied to everyday things & events ... like Fried's 
moving Into a new loft piece .. 

Andy Warhol? .. The incredible examination of veneers. pushing of veneers or 
roles so far ... But I'm concerned with acting as 1f the mask doesn't exist really, even 
though it does . Healthy would be the mask ... that keeps you safe . so that 
acting as if that mask doesn't exist at least lets you get close to try to see what other 
possib11itles are there and that's just what messes things up. because you get so 
accustomed to one mask-or one hom~you keep trying as many masks as you can 
... probably the most natural thing would be a combination of many masks. this 
ability to combine In yourself ... wherever you get too vulnerable, the art context, as 
you are true to it. keeps you safe 

Sol LeWltt. Art •nd Project Bulletin 43, July &-August 2, 1971. Two wall drawing protects for 
10,000 straight tines; blank brochure folded Into squares so It becomes a grid. 

Al•n SonNst ICA, London. July 29-August 31 , 1971. Ten-page catalogue with statement by the 
artist mentioning a work exhibited In 1968: " Enclosures In which lnvlslble micro-organisms 
from the air are picked up by a medium that fosters accelerated growth Into visible patterns''; 
also worked with snails and schooling fish In 1969. 

AttltudH Tow•rd Photogr•phy. NSCAD, Hallf1t1, August S-18. Organized by Ian Murray. 

D•nlel Buren. Art •nd Pro/ect Bulletin 40, August, 1971 : 
. . one of the characteristics of the proposition is to reveal the "container" in 

which It 1s sheltered ... Acrylic on cloth v1s1bte recto verso cotton cloth (65' 71
,,· x 

32' 9 3/4j with alternating white and blue stripes (each 3 7 / 8") .. Photographs from 
11 different points of view of a piece installed before the opening of the Vt Gug
genheim International Exhibition and censored the same day by the museum at the 
request of some participating artists who fell that their work was compromised and 
endangered by the presence of this piece In the exhibition. (Rep.) 

MJan Dlbbets In Conversation with Charlotte Townsend," Artscan•d•, August-September, 
1971. 

Jarden, Richards. H•nd Anlm•tlon, Leg Anlm•tlon (August, 1971). Fiims shown at NSCAD, 
Hsllfex, September 12- 19: 

Hand Animation, 16-mm black and white 
A single-frame film loop in which I hold my hand as still as possible. and a series of 

still Images ls taken at the rate of 2-3 frames per second. 
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Daniel Buren. Visible Recto Ver. o Painting. 6 1/2' x 3.1. ~/~ ' · 1971. olomon R. 
Guggenheim \fu eum, cw York, l971 (removed from exh1b1hon). 

An attempt Is made to eliminate activity within an extended actual period of time. 
The period of lime taken as a whole normally establishes lhe character of the activity. 
When still images are pro1ected at the same running speed at which they . were 
recorded the result Is a naturalistic re-creation of actual motion. The Interpretation of 
a film lm~ge Is one of time and motion as contln~ous processes. The shaking of my 
hand over a period of time is not a continuous motion like that of waving, for example. 
Shaking Is the result of scattered muscle spasm~ or twitches that take place at 
random rather than in muscular order. When the him is projected at a speed faster 
than th~t used in recording an activity. the result is a distortion of time. Animation 
techniques applied to animated subject matter give the clearest example of this. So 
when the film Is projected at normal speed it Is in fact s~ed up, but the effect of the 
time compression Is minimized by applying It to a sub1ect that shows very little 
change. The procedure Is effectively counteracted by holding still. 

Long, Rich.rd. From Along• Rlverb•nlc. Art •nd Project, Amsterd•m, summer, 1971. T.....,_ 

p•ge booklet of leaves. 

Yut•lc• M•tsuz•w•. Art •nd ProJect Bulletin 42, August 7-21 , 1971. " All human beings! let us 
vanish. let us go. ghatel ghatel. the antl-clvlllz.atlon committee." 

Denni• Oppenheim. CAYC, August 27-September 6, Buenos Aires. Follo catalogue of won 
and the artist'• actlvltJes when In Bueno• Aires. 

Tony Sh•frazl, Non•ProJectlon. NSCAO, Halifax, Auguat 23-27. 

Art·Langu•ge, no. 3. September. 1971. Contributors: Burn, Cutforth and Ramsden, ttowenl. 
Bihari, Baldwin: 
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The practical. theoretical and epistemic conditions of the area (domain) of dis· 
course served by the journal have achieved de facto consolidation. Broadly, the 
editors had been concerned to preserve a specific art-theoretic basis. One of the 
upshots of this Is that the contents of the 1ournal demonstrate the vacuity (or 
Inadequacy) of categorical restraints In a context which may well support fairly high 
epistemic generality. 

Data, no. 1 (Miian), Sept.ember, 1971. Gllber1o Algrantl and Tommaso Trlnl, eds. Content• 
Include " Interview with Ian Wiison" by Tommaso Trlnl; " Book as Artwork 1960/ 1970" plus 
blbllography by Germano Cel•nt; " Presenza Assenza" by Daniel Buren (on the Guggenheim 
attalr, prevloualy published In Opu• /ntern•tlon•I, May, 19n, H " Around and About" ; In 
Studio lnternatlon•I, June, 1971. and Art Info, July, 1971); " Buren, Haacke, chi altro?" by 
Mlchel Claura and Rani Denlz.otj; " Commento su Merz" and " Marlo Merz: la Serie di 
Fibonacci" by Renato Barllll (excerpta follow). (Rep.) All texts In Engllah and Italian. 

What 1s the Fibonacci series? 
1t 1s the proliferation of numbers. Numbers reproduce lhemsetves like men. bees or 

rabbits. If they did not reproduce they would cease to exist. The series Is llfe. The 
numbers 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are the enumeration of dead elements. Instead the 
series Is mathematics in expansion. that 1s to say living mathematics 

How do you apply this mathematical series to the visual activity o f art? 
I apply 1t by atlaching numbers to certain " essential" elements In architecture. In 

the Guggenheim Museum I attached lhem to the balcony In spiral tension The 
numbers increase the tension visually. or rather they make 1t felt U numbers are visual 
art. then the Guggenheim balcony, Mies van der Rohe's house, the five windows of 
the Munich hall or the rampant spiral arch of Nuremberg Palace, other places where I 
have worked, are also art. It Is through art. which is a method which has always been 
used to say something or to give birth to something. 

What method did you use In your latest project in Munich ? 
The reason for my interest m the Fibonacci mathematical series is that numbers are 

an abstract invention by man. but become concrete when they are used to count 
ob1ects I am not interested m a direct physical sense. but rather in all that in an 
environment which is not physical although it can be counted 

You used the Fibonacci mathematical series on other architectural structures, as 
for example at the Guggenheim Museum. at Krefeld and at Nuremberg. 

Yes. at Krefeld I first had the idea of using this series, which I had already applied to 
the Igloo and In other situations, to architecture as well, that Is to say to the closed 
space which Is expanded by the series. Here I used a spiral which began in the center 
of the museum and went toward the exterior Its violence of expansion was directly 
related to the very fast " growth" of lhe Fibonacci numbers .... 

If you should sum up what you have discovered about the Fibonacci series, putting 
it to use and reflecting on it, what would you say? 

That there 1s an enormous volume of mental, and therefore physical, space at our 
disposal. This Is the " political" value of the application of prohferat1ng numbers to the 
areas which we make use of. 

Has this research of yours anything to do with the question of the relattonshlp 
between art and life 1 

Do you mean the problem of art going oul into the streets, etc? This business of art 
and life can also be expressed In other lerms. If we can apply this series to art, It 
means that in sociology (from art) we can include the 1erms of an idea which arises 
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Morio Men . Re/111inmh1p, 
Crowtli Within th" n..;,_1_ ti 
ment of o Tree Outlin;d ·;:"" 
Unbroken Linc Accordin1 la: 
Fibonacci erie . !'!eon, "ilt. 
1970. Courtcs} onnabenct C... 
le') , Ne\\ York. 

from the study of plant and animal proliferation The change from Roman numbers to 
Arabic numbers Is the indefinable quality which has overturned a system 

Anonymou1. " Evaporation Piece," " Strate Reverse Study," " Limestone Wesh.'' University ot 
British Columbia Fine Arts Gallery, Vencouver, September 13-0ctober 2. 

September 18, 1971 : Card sent by anonymous " Orders & Co." to Sr. Jorge Pacheco Ateco. 
then PrHldent of Uruguey, from New York. In Spanish: 

Dear Dr Pacheco Areco 
We have decided to put you under our orders You will receive orders by mail at 

your duty time The fulfillment of our orders wall not occupy too much of your tame or 
energy. we will dispose of certain zones of your time in the future because we 
consider that an and1v1dual with the accumulation o f power that you have can only 
humanize himself by receiving orders. 

In the case of a fefusal . at the moment you receive each order. you must 
communicate it to the press. Copies of our orders will circulate among segments of 
the Uruguayan populatton. who, with us. will assume that you are fulfilling these 
orders unless you publicly express the contrary. 

(The letter accompanying this fi rst card explains that Orders & Co I 1s a private 
organization with no economic Interests In Uruguay. Its unique interest is to Invert a 
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little the relationship between orderers and those ordered, breaking the v1c1ous circle 
of power (Sample orders I Oct 5. Our next order 1s for the 15th of October. That day 
you will take special care to button your pants before going out into the street. Oct 
30: The 5th of November you will simulate normal walking but you will be conscious 
that for this day Orders & Co have taken possession of every third step you take It 1s 
not necessary for you to obsess yourself with this. 

Scalar (Rep.). Dorothee Rockburne, New York, September, 1971 (exhibited Bykert Gallery 
January, 1972). ' 

Rockburne 's work is based on the axioms of set theory, the surface sheets 
prov1dmg the ·:g ivens.' the blots and stains the "vanables. · The arrangement follows 
an m1t1ally logical proposition From the artist's 1ournal: 

Scalar and Sacshuaman 
1) Aggregate those courses and tendencies which produce Its observed character. 
2) Study the circumstances an which both systems attain the freest acllon 

Dorothea Rockburne. colar. Pnper, chipboard. crude oil, ' ' 12' (opprox). 1971. 
Courie ) 8 )•1.er1 Coller>, 'cw York. 



3) Determine to some ex.tent ~he causes which are at work, though imperfectly or 

pa~i~~~ ~:n~~::i=:i~~ ~fe~r~~~·~~~rds a presumption not measurable but neverthe

less real. 

Miiieu Protelrtlon (Denm•r•). September, 1971. Newsp•per torm•t; Includes section on B•rry 
Bryant's Street Works. 

71 . Thi• work hH been and continues to be refined since 1969: 
Robert B•r:v1~'8!h~~e •. determined, sufficient, individual. known, complete. re

vealed accessible, manifest. effected. effectual, directed, depen~ent, 
distlnc't planned, controlled. unified, delineated. Isolated, confined, 

nflrm'ed systematic established, predictable, explainable, ap
~~ehendable , noticeabl~. evident, understandable, allowable, n~tural, 
harmonious particular. vaned. interpretable, discovered. pers1ste.nt. 
diverse. co,;,posed, orderly, flexible, divisible, extendible, influenttal, 

ublic reasoned repeatable, comprehendable. Impractical, findable, 
~ctual · interrelat~ active. describable, situated. recognizable. anal-
sable'. l imited. av~idab le. sustained: chang~able , defi ned. prova~~e. 
~onsistent. durable, realized. organized. umq.ue. complex. spec1f1c, 
established, rational, regulated, revealed. conditioned, uniform. sohta
ry, given. improvable, involved, maintained, particular. coherent, ar-
ranged, restricted. and presented. 

Taylor, Robert. " Chris Cook's Coming Years: Ute •• Pr~ceu: ~~::::~ ~:::::~ :~~ 
so.ion GI~, September 16, 1971. Cover of th• magez ne us Y 
piece (a form to be fllled out and sent to the •rtlst). 

Thi• ,. Not Here: Yoko Ono. Everson Museum, Syr•cuse, New York, September-October, 
1971. Organized by James HarlthH and Georg• MaclunH. 

Smithson, Robert. " A Cinematic Atopla." Artforum, September, 1971. 

Jappe, George. "A Joseph Beuys Primer." Studio International, September, 1971. 

Hickey, One. " Earthscapes, Landmark• and OL" Art In A~rlca, September-October, 1m. 

Conversation between Douglas Huebler and Don•ld Burgy, B,.drord, MaH., October, 1m 
(excerl)t• from recording): . had on my sidewalk In the spring of '68 when I'd 

H: Do you recall a conversation we 
t d' into my lawn and do things out there? 

be~~~ r~m~~ber that conversation very well. One of t~e things: w~ ~k~n~Y~~;~: 
at that point was boundaries. What di_d you consider in the r~ar~o~k~ng down at the 
excluded, and how were you deciding that. I can remem e I ns about where 
sidewalk and the grass tangent to the sidewalk and asking you quest o 
the art began and where it ended. . d 1 I remember 

H· At that time 1 began to make those little models, ltttle earth mo es.. ke 
one.in particular where I was making the kind of forms that I had been using to ma 
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minimal sculpture and started to encroach on the Charles River, making a diversion, 
iust a simple channel that would be a simple right angle, straight line, parallel with the 
river and then back out again. Then doing that kind of thing was what really turned my 
head around because I realized that while I didn't have the ltne of concrete, I could 
just find a bend m the river and make a little canal across. And then I realized that all of 
these things could be very subtle. 

B: That Is very strange. I amved at a similar but different position by constantly 
rooking at the mirrored plexiglass works I was doing and seeing that the content of 
the art works was all of the surrounding environment that had supposedly been 
excluded from normal art works. 

H: At that time I was trying to think of new ways of dealing with nature and 
imposing forms onto nature without being bounded; without having the frame, the 
content; ... like the earth being flat. The earth being flat put a frame around 11 for 
man, and the earth being round created continuity. And space. Space itself. And a 
recognition of Isolation as well. Continuity means space more than frames do .. The 
ltttle models I was making for the river piece blew the notion of frames. The Issue of 
the frame, the context, preempted my Interest In making the forms go In nature. 

B: One of the important things lies in the fact that both of us were groping for a 
recognition that during the time we grew to be makers of art and conscious of art we 
had arrived at a historical state that had isolated art from other things. Artists were 
supposedly special or different people, who had different views of society. Now it 
becomes apparent that artists, like anyone else, just arrange the material of the earth, 
reprocess materials of the earth. We have realized that you cannot successfully isolate 
art from social or cultural or historical processes. that there 1s a constant feedback. 

H: I wonder If there has been any time that art has been a manifestation of a culture 
that had no reason to believe it was not going on, and therefore could accomodate the 
forms of art as an adjunct, as something of cultural value alone. The tangible 
impermanence of a lot of things that are being made today may be an extension of a 
great pess1m1sm about b iological survival. 

B: The kind of art we do can also be seen in the context of the evolution of the 
Information-to-weight ratio of media, from the stone age hieroglyphs to the present 
high-Information. lightweight media We have been consistent with the recognit ion 
that you no longer have to have tons and tons of copper to convey Importance. But 
still the sense of property, and of passing property on to your sons, and all that has 
always been involved when something is conceived of as a luxury item-all that still 
works In the art market. If art is isolated from culture and becomes a luxury Item, It 
functions In very distorted ways. Size and weight become Important factors. 

H· Since our art has turned from making the luxury Item and turned to the residue 
or information as the product. it is 1nteresltng to make a comparison with what had 
value up to now. Rather than be exhausted or polluted by objects of the world, we may 
become finally exhausted by information In the world. 

B: But we don 't participate In the Information overload. There are two entirely 
different ethics going on The work I do is highly d1slllled, highly processed informa-
1ton-h1ghly abstracted ideas. I'm not recovering those ideas. I'm Introducing them 
into the audience. There is a high degree of selection. We pride ourselves as artists 
that we select what we think Is necessary for the situalton we are in. On the other 
hand, the artists who work with redundancy, with accumulation, with the 
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collage sensibility, are being wasteful One important criterion to judge art is the 
artist's capacity to select the one factor that gives the most resonance. 

H· That presumes somebody is paying attention 
B: If nobody pays attention. 11 isn't art I believe that one cannot make art 1n 

isolation. The definition of art In part is that ii is a relallonsh1p formed between an 
audience and an artist. . Televlsion programs which are redundant and have an 
audience result in cultural paralysis. 

H· One of the things that holds a culture together is redundancy of information. 
You say the same prayers over again, the same stories. You go to the same meetings 
and meet people saying the same things That kind of redundancy 1s precisely 
what forms the cultural base. 

B: There are two entirely different approaches because the one point of view places 
the responsiblllly of filling in with the audience and the other places the task of fill ing 
in with the artist One uses art as a vehicle of suggestion and the other as the vehicle 
of presentation 

H In the work where you say " take that which Is on the outside, bring 1t to the 
inside. and take the inside and put it on the outs1de"-that kind of th ing 1s more 
ambiguous, more like my secrets. where the content is beyond that . . 

B: That whole thing, the series of 1ns1des and outsides. is precisely concerned with 
the boundary conditions of 1dent1lles. ego boundary conditions and cultural boundary 
cond1llons. and they function on several levels. In other words, we send an explorer 
out into the world. He comes back and what he reports to us tells us who we are. We 
extend our egos out into the world We make art works that have to do with the world 
and they mirror who we are. On several levels ii really has to do with placing the 
configuration. the question. in the audience's mind. It forces him to identi fy where his 
boundaries are. 

H But given that kind of rec1proc1ty the boundaries constantly shift 
B· They do. They are dynamic boundaries. and that Is why those 1ns1de-outs1de art 

works are so vague. to take account of the fact that boundary cond1t1ons are 
dynamic ... 

H: Buren's article in Studio International this summer talks about Duchamp and 
how he still remained within the art contexL And here's Buren. writing In the art 
context still addressing himself to the art world. and he can never escape 1t The 
issue of context is always there The issue of Information Is only phenomena. the 
posture from which you adjust or manipulate or direct the phenomena you choose to 
use The stance from which the discretionary position 1s taken is more important than 
the sub1ect matter There s a misunderstanding that a lot of contemporary art is 
merely using Information as a decorative, a picture-making device. another way of 
adjusltng the apples, to paraphrase Buren .... 

B· We were sold a bill of goods about dynamic avant-gardism. about the artist 
having the capacity to thrust cultural forms ahead ol necessity; how the culture would 
suddenly wake up one morning and say we need that because of the problems we are 
In What 1s incredible about the avant-garde posture is the belief that the cultural 
forms we have are no longer adequate to solve whatever problems we want to solve. 
What it means to be avant-garde 1s to constantly waste cultural forms, to throw them 
away. an obsolescence not of forms but of contexts as well Now there are people who 
are throwing contexts away at the speed one would throw out a pair of tennis shoes. 
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Alice Aycock. Segment of Cloud Piece. 1971. 

Nemser, Cindy. " Subfect·Obfeet· Bodv Art." A-- s t be -0 • , ,,., ep em r ctober, 1971. 

::~n~:-v:7· !;,~~~~e;j,!~;1 ~;:an::n~~!nterv~ewab wlth
1 

David Tremlett, Ulrlch ROckrlem, 
Matt.·Clark. ' wor a Y B II Beckley, Joel Flaher, Gordon 

Pr06,,.Ct n. Kunathalle, OOsseldorf October 8-17 0 
Strelow. Devoted entlrely to profeetl~ns: slldea nr • rgladnl.zed by Konrad Aacher and Hana 

, ma, v eo. 

Ane concettuale. Oanlel Templon Miian October 197i Art •. 
Ramsden, Venel ' ' ' • -.... nguage, Burgin, Burn, Kosuth, 

Art~~eAr~~~i~r;J~~~r=~t~=~::; ;;1:~ry of NSCAD, Halifax, fall, 1971 (Rep.): 
dissipate within 5 to 15 minutes aft:r f~~:~halt small, fair weather cumulus clouds 
photographic black and white contact sheet:' ~~e:~ ~~~s~~sl of~ series of four 
contact sheet. Each contact sheet shows a cl~ud o exposures per 
stationary camera position tor a 10- to 15- I I i or clo.uds photo~raphed . from a 
was completed Each contact sheet can be m n~ fe t m,8 period and until the roll of film 
transition/change: cloud movement, dlssl::~on~~:~::oen~o frame in order to detect 
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j ohn Bolde ari. The Best Wa) to do Art. 

John B•ld•u •rl: /ngr•• •nd Other P•f8ble .. Konrad Ascher, OOueldorf, October &-22, 1m. 
One pareble follows (Rep.): 

The Best Way to do Art 

A young artist in art school used to worship the paintings o~ Cezanne. He looked at 
and studied all the books he could find on Cezanne and copied all of the reproduc
tions of Cezanne's work he found 1n the books. 

He v1s1ted a museum and for the first time saw a real cezanne painting. He hated it. 
It was nothing llke the Cezannes he had studied in the books. From that time on. he 
made all of his paintings the sizes of paintings reproduced in b_ooks and he ~alnted 
them in black and white. He also printed captions and explanations on the pa1nt1ngs 
as in books. Often he 1us1 used words. 

And one day he realized that very few people went to art galleries and museums but 
many people looked at books and magazines as he did and they got them through the 
mall as he did. 

Moral It's difficult to put a painting in a mailbox 

Mel Bochner: 3 ldeu ,.. 1 Procedure•. Museum of Modern Art, New York, September 

2&-November 1, 1971. 

Burn. Ian, and Ramsden, Mel. " A Question of Epistemic Adequacy." Studio lntern•donal. 

October, 1971 . 

Roger Cutforth: Tr•n•po•llfon• of Pl•ce, Sftu•tlon, Direction, Relation, Clrcummnc•. NSCAD. 
Halifax, October 22-30, 1971. 
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H• nne Darbo11en. Westfi llacher Kunatvereln, Mllnater, October 16-November 14. Text by 
Klau• Honner and Johannes Claddera; thirty-eight-page typewritten piece and Indexes by the 
artist, biography, bfbllography. One page of the catalogue piece follows: 

I 
eins zwe1 
elns zwe1 drel vier fUnf sechs s1eben acht neun zehn elf zwolf 
drelzehn vierzehn fUnfzehn sechzehn siebzehn achtzehn neun 
zehn zwanzig einundzwanzing zweiundzwanzig dreiundzwanz1g 
vierundzwanz1g fUnfundzwanzig sechsundzwanz1g s1eben 
undzwanz1g achtundzwanz1g neunundzwanzig dreissig einund 
dreisslg zwe1unddre1ss1g dre1unddrelssig vierunddre1ssig fUn 
funddrelsslg sechsunddreissig s1ebenunddrelss1g achtunddreis 
s1g neununddreiss1g v1emg einundv1erz1g zwe1undv1emg dre1 
undv1emg 
ems zwel drel 
eins zwe1 dre1 vier fUnf sechs sleben acht neun zehn elf zwolf 
drelzehn vlerzehn fUnfzehn sechzehn siebzehn achtzehn neu 
nzehn zwanzig e1nundzwanz1g zwe1undzwanz1g dreiundzwanz1g 
v1erundzwansig fUnfundzwanzig sechsundzwanzlg s1eben 
undzwanzlg achtundzwanzlg neunundzwanzig dreiss1g einund 
dre1ssig zwelunddreissig drelunddreissig vierunddrelssig ti.in 
funddreiss1g sechsunddre1ssig slebenunddreisslg achtunddreis 
s1g neununddre1ss1g v1erz1g einundv1emg zwelundvlerzlg drei 
undvierzlg v1erundv1emg 
elns zwei drei vier 
elns zwel dre1 vier fUnf sechs s1eben acht neun zehn elf zwolf 
dre1zehn v1erzehn fUnfzehn sechzehn siebzehn achtzehn neun 
zehn zwanz1g einundzwanzig zwelundzwanzig dreiundzwanzig 
vierundzwanzig IUnfundzwanzlg sechsundzwanzig siebenun 
dzwanzlg achtundzwanzlg neunundzwanzlg dreissig einund 
dreiss1g zweiunddreissig dre1unddre1ssig v1erunddre1sstg fUn 
funddre1ss1g sechsunddreisslg s1ebenunddre1ssig achtunddre1s 
s1g neununddre1ssig vlerzig elnundvlerzig zweiundv1erz1g drei 
undv1erzlg v1erundvlerzlg fUnfundvlerzig 
eins zwei dre1 vier fUnf 
eins zwe1 drei vier fUnf sechs s1eben acht neun zehn elf zwolf 
dre1zehn v1erzehn fUnfzehn sechzehn s1ebzehn achtzehn 
neunzehn zwanzig einundzwanzig zwe1undzwanzig dre1un 
dzwanzig vierundzwanzlg fUnfundzwanzig sechsundzwanz1g s1e 
benundzwanz1g achtundzwanzig neunundzwanz19 dre1sslg ein 
unddre1ss1g zwe1unddre1ss1g dre1unddreiss1g vierunddreissig 
fUnfunddre1ss1g sechsunddre1sslg s1ebenunddrelsslg achtund 
dre1ssig neununddreisslg vierztg e1nundv1erzlg zweiundvierzig 
dre1undv1emg vlerundvlerzig fUnfundvtemg sechsundv1erz1g 
eins zwe1 dre1 vier fUnf sechs 
e1ns zwe1 dre1 vier fUnf sechs s1eben acht neun zehn elf zwolf 
dreizehn v1erzehn fUnfzehn sechzehn ziebzehn achtzehn neun 
zehn zwanzig einundzwanzig sweiundzwanz1g drelundzwanzig 
vlerundzwanzig fUnfundzwanzig sechsundzwanz19 s1ebenundzw 
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llonne Dorbovcn. llnu..__. 
Ink, on paper. 1971. --., 

anzig achtundzwanz1g neunundzwanz1g dre1ss1g emunddre1ss1g 
zwe1unddre1ssig dre1unddreissig v1erunddrelsslg funfunddre1ss1g 
sechsunddreissig siebenunddreissig achtunddreiss1g neunund 
dre1sslg v1erzlg emundv1erz1g zweiundv1erz1g dre1undv1erzlg vier 
undv1erzig fOnfundvierzig sechsundvierzig s1ebenundvierz1g 

PrHton McL•n•h•n: Silence. Apple, New York, October 2- 10. " A writer, e theologian, en 
enthropologlst, en Industrial relations expert, •~n artist, and a publlsher wlll convene In silence 
for fifteen minutes; after which they wlll dlscu11 their experience." Converaatlon recorded 
and made available. 

Robert Morris, In conversation wnh L.R.L , October, 1971, New York: 
M I never thought of myself as a conceptual artist. I always objected to being called 

one. I have done certain things that don' t have a physical manifesttion. but 11 always 
seemed to me that what I was doing was initialing some process that had an existence 
other than 1ust a mental one 
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L: You and lain Baxter seem to me to be the only two artists I've worked with who 
have no style. The process or the idea behind the work usually outweighs the 
particular look. Do you feel any lack of commitment to a style? 

M: Well. I certainly have thought about 1t. I guess there are certain attitudes, certain 
themes that may be constant. but the visual manifestations are not. That really never 
bothers me much From time to time. I've had misgivings about it. wished I could 
develop or run out all the permutations of something which gives one a style. But I 
never had the patience to do that. Often I go back and pick up something related to 
earlier work. but there is frequently so much distance intervening that 11 doesn't look 
like anything is continuous. I see themes that go through. That 1s the only continuity I 
have. 

L: What would the themes be? Measurement, and process? 
M Yes. that kind of thing I am concerned with how things are made. 
L. Is the temporary aspect a theme or a variation? 
M· That has been true of a lot of the work, that It was temporary, and on the other 

hand a lot of those things were temporary only by virtue of the s1tuat1on. If the 
situation had been different they could have remained: for example. the plywood 
pieces were temporary but at any given time they can be reconstituted. 

L: I wasn't thinking of those so much as the steam piece. the dirt pieces. the 
changing piece. the money piece, things where afterwards there was nothing left. 

M: But they got documented like everything else. 
L: Everybody's relallonship to documentation 1s different. How do you see the 

documentation of a work and the work Itself? Heizer's idea seems to be acceptance of 
the fact that nobody is going to be able to see his pieces except the few people who 
can afford a trip to Nevada 

M · I feel differently. I don' t want to do things that are withdrawn to that extent. That 
gives them a connotation I don't like II takes a rel igious pilgrimage to get to the art 
That seems to me like putting 11 1n a museum. only outside. Like this work I did in 
Velsen. Holland-I was pleased with the site because people could get to 11. and 
insofar as I do something like that that is physical I want it to be experienced for what 
it is. II 1s important to me that It Is there, and available. Other things. like the money 
piece. or very early pieces end up as photographs But the removal of the work Itself 
and a purposeful replacement of its existence with a photograph has never been a 
working method. 

L: I'm not certain about the chronology of those earth pieces of yours. 
M: The Circular Mound was made as a model in 1966. A work leading up to the 

outside proposals was North-South Track, which was a plywood piece with a com
pass In it . Its orientation. if not its placement 1n the room. was specified by direction. 
The first thing I proposed for outside was Track, which would be a very long steel bar 
embedded in an earth embankment that supported the bar. That was proposed in 
1965 to a person who had land in Florida. It was never carried out 

L· What Is the relationship of the model? I've always hated sculptural models. 
M Well, It's very unsatisfactory. I haven't made any I liked. It seems like photo

graphs of models are better than models. It's a problem of working. I don' t want 10 
make just the drawings . The Dutch [Sonsbeek) work is the only thing I've ever 
done on the scale I wanted. II was 230 feet across and related to the 1966 Rmg Both 
involved the perceptual impossibility of taking in the work all at once but the Dutch 
work also Involves other elements dealing with time. 

L· Why do photographs make something not real look more real? 
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M: Photographs function as a peculiar kind of sign. There ls a strange relation 
between their reality and artificiality. the signlfier-slgnlfled relat ion they set up is not 
at all clear or transparent One of the things they do ls to give too much 1nformat1on 
and not enough at the same time. 

L. That Jack of information hasn't been used in art .. I've never been able to 
figure what makes an abstract photograph uninteresting if I'm willing to be Interested 
by, say. an abstract painting, or print 

M 1 think partly it's the convention of how one sees photographs. They are 
consumable signs yet something more. There's so~ething inherently ob1ectionab~e 
about seeing photographs on a wall . In the beginning I used to take all the still 
photographs of my sculpture I didn't like others' photographs But when 1t comes to 
filming I don't like to operate the camera I get a cameraman, preferably more than 
one. 1 try to give them a certain amount of instruction and if possible have several 
cameras and then take what I want from other people's looking at the situation. I can 
then deal with the footage as an Immediate thing , as a photograph of something . I 
want to see the artificiality of the scene and deal w11h that. 

L: Once removed. You see a thing day after day for several days and you think you 
know it pretty well. Then you see the photograph and it's so completely different. Your 
memory falls you right at that point where the photograph replaces your memory. Five 
minutes before you have seen the photograph you remember a situation In such and 
such a way The very second you are shown the photograph, that becomes the 
memory, and everything else, reality, bites the dust. People end up by living through 
their photographic memories instead of through reality 

Do you ever have thoughts of not being an artist? Is there a way for an artist not to 
be one? 

M: I'm so involved In trying to get things done, working or trying to move things 
away from the clogged situation that exists now that I'm not really involved with that 

issue. 

F•ll, 1971. Seven xeroxed le•ne,. or essays by Ken Frledm•n, formerty he•d of AuJtus West. 
S•n Diego; •mong them, " Noles on Concept Art" : 

Concept art 1s not so much an art movement or vein as it 1s a position or world-view, 
a focus for activity· 

One way to understand this world-view, these activ111es as focused, 1s to understand 
the doings of the first ma1or group of concept artists. the Fluxus group. . . 

Henry Flynt, the man who named concept art, defined it as " first of all an art of 
which the material ls 'concepts'. as for example the material of music is sound " 
Through his exploratory work in the late ·so·s and early '60's In concept art, cultu re, 
pollt1cs, mathematics and linguistic philosophy. Flynt developed a phllosoph1ca~ basis 
for what he called concept art The first known publication of the term 1s copyrighted 
1n his 1961 essays on concept art [In LaMonte Young and Jackson MacLow. An-
thology. 1963) . . . 

A short deflnttion of concept art as it came to be practiced might be: A series of 
thoughts or concepts. either complete In themselves as work(s), or leading to 
documentation or to realization through external means. 

While there are indeed a great number of artists in the conceptual field today, there 
1s a relatively small number or individuals who comprise the historical founding circle. 
These are. most outstandingly, Henry Flynt, George Mac1umas. Yoko Ono. George 
Brecht, Robert Morris, Bob Watts. Simone Forti, Walter de Maria. Ben Vautier. Dick 
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Joseph Ko uth. The Eighth Investigation (AAJAI), Proposition Three. Investigation 
upported by Dr. Ciu cppe Pun~a. 1971. 

Higgins, Alison Knowles, Nam June Paik, Ay-o, La Monte Young, Ray Johnson, 
Emmett Wiiiiams, Tomas Schmit, and Stanley Brouwn. Others. like myself, had been 
working, and came Into the group slightly later following Independent activity, such 
as Miian Kn1~ak, Eric Andersen. Per Kirkeby, Joseph Beuys, Geoff Hendricks, Biel 
Forbes, Sigeko Kubota, Chieko Shiomi. Jock Reynolds and members of the ZAJ 
group. As well. a few quiet and Indescribable individuals whose activity and variety. or 
whose quietude, places them beyond definition, among them Phil Corner, Toshi 
lchiyanagi, Richard Maxfield, Bengt Af Klinberg, Wolf Vostell and Jackson Macl ow. 

ArtltutJ.• CP•rts), no. 1, October, 1971. A monthly newspaper edited by Fren~ols Pluch•rt; 
Includes en •rtlcle by him on " Body H Art," with statements by Acconcl, Oppenheim, Gin• 
Pene, Ben, S•rtds, Journlec. 

No. 2 (November) dlscuues Venet, Acconcl, Gilbert & George. 

APG R•H•rch Limited: Th• lndlvldu•I •nd Orp•n~tlon. Prospectus •nd oner for Hie of the 
Artists Ptecement Group. London. Twenty-three pages, faJI, 1971. 

Art-ungu•ge, no. 4, November, 1971. Contributors: Stuart Knight, Gr•h•m Howud, Terry 
Atkinson, •nd MlchHI Beldwln. 

Miiiet. C•lherlne. " Notes on Art·L•ngu•ge." FIHh Art. October- November, 1971. Also • 
double tprHd on Cerl Andre. 

November, Puls: Denlel Buren successfully contests the Hie of• so-ulled Buren poster •t 
•uctlon. 

Reise, B•rbua. " Presenting Giibert & George, the Uvlng Sculptures." Art N•w•, November 
1971. ' 

John Goodye•r: E•rth Cury• (A One-men, One-World-Ten-Fold Exhibition). Held In ten pl•ces, 
•II over the world, beginning •t MfT and the Quebec Museum In November, 1971. DHls In 
v•rlous w•ys with v•rlous Hpects of the curv•lure of the e•rth. Among them, Po.t•I C.rd 
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THE PJLGRJM'S WAY 
THE MAIN PR£HlSTORIC ntOROUOHFARE 

IN SOUTH-EAST E NGLAND. 

TEN DAYS JN APRIL 
A 165 MIU! WALK FR0 \1 WINCHESTER 

CATHEDRAL TO CANTERBURY CATIIEDRAL 

We should be /owe and loveliche, 
a11d feel, eche man 10 other, 
and pocient as pi/grimes f or 

pi/grimes am ll't a/le. 

Homi h Fulton. The Pilgrim' Way. pril, 197 l. 
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Piece: One Dollar-Til t: A postcard showing the angle of standing In your city In relation to 
another city participating In the exhibitions (executed In Boston 1nd Quebec). 

Douglas Huebler. Varlabl• Piece I 70 (In Proceu) Global. November, 1971 : 
Throughout the remainder of the artist's lifetime he will photographically docu

ment. to the extent of his capacity, the eic:1stence of everyone alive In order to produce 
the most authentic and inclusive representation of the human species that may be 
assembled In that manner. 

Ed1t1ons of this work will be periodically Issued in a variety of topical modes: 
"100,000 people," " 1,000,000 people," "10,000,000 people," " people personally 
known by the artist," " Look-alikes ... "over-laps," etc. 

" Dennis Oppenheim Interviewed by Willoughby Shup" (documentlon of e work shown In 
London under the auspices of Nigel Greenwood, October 1- November 6); 1lso, " Notes on a 
Piece by Berry Le Ve; Extended Vertex Meetings: blown; blocked; blown outward." Studio 
International, November, 1971. 

Gina Pane. M. et Mme. Fregnec, 32, rue des Thermopyles, Puls, November 24, 1971, 18 h. 30: 
" A minimum of 2% of your monthly selery must be deposited In e strong-box situated at the 
entrance to the place where I will perform." For 1n account by Fran~ols Pluch1rt of this 
evening of " blologleal aggre11lons" (body works Involving overeating, extreme discomfort, 
and pain), see Artltude•, no. 3, December, 1971. 

Smithson, Robert. and MOiier, Gr•golre, " •.• The Earth Subject to Cataclysms Is a Cruel 
Master." Art• , November, 1971. 

Th• F111e Yea,. of Bernar Venet : A Catalogue Ral•onn4. New York Cultural Center, New York, 
November 11-January 3, 1972. Texts by Venet and Donald Karshan. " The exhibition com
prises the total putput of the 30-yHr-old, lntematlonally known conceptual artist Who decided 
Hrller this year to terminate e successful career 11 an artist." (Press rele11e.) 

Group Act/11/tlH: ·'An open-ended situation of Interaction between an unknown number of 
people." At Apple. New York, November 23-18 (Biiiy Apple). 

Changing Term .. Museum School Gallery, Boston Museum of Ane Arts, December 3-Jenuary 
14, 1972. Looseleaf catalogue; statement.a by artists, among them: Bochner, Castoro, leWltt, 
Rockburne, Welner. 

20-12-71 (" Appunll per una tesl sul eoncetto di cltazlone e di sovrepposlxlone''). Studio d'arte 
contemporanea, Rome. December, 1971. Catalogue Includes Ben, Rinke, Beuys, Print, 
DlmltrlJevtc, 1nd others. 

Jacki Apple 1nd Pamela Kraft. Tran•fer. Apple, New York, December 21 , 1971 : 
There are four people in every relationship between two. Each as we see ourselves. 

and each as the other sees us. 
In order to experience and reveal each other's view, Pamela and I shall relinquish 

our self-Images and transfer onto each other what we each perceive the other to be 

B1rtlett., Jennifer. ClflOPlltn 1-·IV. Adventures In Poetry, (Larry Fagin) New York, December, 
1971. Loose pages. First read, or " exhibited" publicly, November, 1970. Excerpts: 

Cleopatra's brother said to her. after returning from his first battle, men splll blood 
on continents women bleed on rags. He later drowned in the Nile 
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Lamps. Off/On. Two states of existence. One thing or the other. Yes.or no. A binary 
situation was one which faced Cleopatra being born, giving birth, having her brother 
killed, and dying. , 

Plugs and Sockets. Electric Cleopatra became a socket, a connecting point bet· 
ween currents and a vacuum cleaner sucking up Europe and Asia. She was a plug in 
her relation to Egypt and other women, a plug and socket for her brothers, a socket 
for Caesar. Plug ls a noun describing an object used to fill a gap or act as a wedge, 
and any natural or morbid concretion acting thus. It 1s a kind o! ~topper for vessels or 
pipe. A socket is a natural or artificial hollow for something to fit into, or stand firm In. 
or revolve in. with an enlarged end to receive another. As ruler, as divine, as woman, 
as mother. was Cleopatra artificial or natural? Plug or socket? In what combination of 
artifice and nature can we name her as one? Was she a natural hollow fo.r the Roman 
Empire in the persons of Antony and Caesar to stand firm and revolve 1n, or a plug 
stopping the rush of 3,500 years of history into the Mediterranean? 

GllNrl & Gt1arge: A Touch of 8/o .. om(aprlng, 1971). Art and Project Bulletln47, December 22, 
1971-January 21 , 1972. 

Levine Les. Museum of Mott Art, Inc. Protetch·Rlvkln Public Art Hearings, Washington, D.C., 
Decem

1

ber 4, 1971. Catalogue of the " museum's" services. 

Rosenberg, Harold, " On the De-definition of Art"; also, Kim Levin, " A Dlfterent Drummer" (on 
Rafael Fener). Art News, December, 1971 (" The problem la not what to do. It la where to do It 
and how"-R.F.) 
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POSTFACE 

Hopes that " conceptual art" would be able to avoid the general commerc1ahzat1on. 
the destrucllvely " progressive" approach of modernism were for the most part 
unfounded. II seemed in 1969 (see Preface) that no one. not even a pubhc greedy for 
novelty. would actually pay money. or much of it, for a xerox sheet referring to an 
event past or never directly perceived. a group of photographs documenting an 
ephemeral situation or condition. a project for work never to be completed. words 
spoken but not recorded; it seemed that these artists would therefore be forcibly freed 
from the tyranny of a commodity status and market-orientation. Three years later, the 
major conceptualists are selling work for substantial sums here and in Europe; they 
are represented by (and still more unexpected-showing In) the world's most prestig
ious galleries. Clearly, whatever minor revolutions 1n communication have been 
achieved by the process of dematenalizing the obiect (easily mailed work, catalogues 
and magazine pieces, primarily art that can be shown inexpensively and unobtrusively 
in infinite locations at one time), art and artist in a capitalist society remain luxuries. 

On the other hand, the esthetic contributions of an "idea art" have been consider
able. An informational, documentary 1d1om has provided a vehicle for art ideas that 
were encumbered and obscured by formal considerations It has become obvious that 
there is a place for an art which parallels (rather than replaces or Is succeeded by) the 
decorative ob1ect, or, perhaps still more important, sets up new critical criteria by 
which to view and vitalize itself (the function of the Art-Language group and its 
growing number of adherents). Such a strategy, if It continues to develop, can only 
have a salutary effect on the way all art is examined and developed in the future. 

Conceptual art has not, however, as yet broken down the real barriers between the 
art context and those external d1scipllnes-soc1al, scientific, and academic-from 
which it draws sustenance. While It has become feasible for artists to deal with 
technical concepts in their own imaginations. rather than having to struggle with 
constructive techniques beyond their capacities and their financial means, interac
tions between mathematics and art, philosophy and art, literature and art. politics and 
art, are still at a very primitive level. There are some exceptions. among them certain 
works by Haacke, Buren, Piper, the Rosario group, Huebler. But. for the most part, the 
artists have been confined to art quarters, usually by choice. As yet the " behavioral 
artists" have not held particularly rewarding dialogues with their psychologist count· 
erparts, and we have had no feedback on the Art-Language group from the linguistic 
philosophers they emulate. " Art use" of elementary knowledge. already accepted and 
exhausted. oversimplification, and unsoph1stica11on in regard to work accomplished 
in other fields are obvious barriers to such interdisciplinary communication. 
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The general ignorance of the visual arts, especially their theoretical bases. deplor
able even 1n the so-called intellectual world; the artist's well-founded despair of ever 
reaching the mythical " masses" with " advanced art", the resulting ghetto mentality 
predominant in the narrow and incestuous art world itself, with its resentful reliance 
on a very small group of dealers, curators. critics, editors, and collectors who a~.e all 
too frequently and often unknowingly bound by 1nv1s1ble apron strings to the real 

orld's" power structure-all of these factors may make 11 unlikely that conceptual art 
: 111 be any better equipped to affect the world any differently than. or even as much as. 
its less ephemeral counterparts. Certainly. few of the artists are directly concerned 
with this aspect of their art. nor can they be, since art that begins with other t~an an 
Internal esthetlc goal rarely produces anything more than illustrahon or polemic. The 
fact re~alns that the mere survival of something still called Art in a world so 1nto.1erant 
of the useless and uningrat1atmg indicates that there is some ~ope for the kind of 

wareness of that world which 1s uniquely imposed by esthet1c criteria. no ~alter how 
~izarre the "visual" manifestations may initially appear to those unacquainted with 
the art context. 
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LJvhlhoUM Tender, 230 
100 Boots on lhe Way lo Church • •• , 213 

Apple, Biiiy: Vecuumlng, 1g2 
Armajenl, Slah: 

'Art In the mind' proJoct, 163 
'2,972,453' prolect. 204 

Arnau. Keith: 
An 81 en Act of Oml11lon (postcard), 225 
I• II Poulblo for Mt to Do Nothing u My 

Contribution 10 the E.ahlbltlon, 172-74 
Uvef1)0C>I 8eactl-8urlal, 50, 50-51 
1220400-0000000 (Art end Pro/tel Bulletln 23), 

168 
S.lf·Burlal, 119 

Arrowsmith, Sue· 'LIMOn Waif Show' project, 215 
Art-Language (AUunson. Bainbridge, Blldwln, 

Hurrell, ti el.) : 
Air Show/ Alr·Condlllonlng Show, 21 
Concoplu•I Art: Cotogory end Action, 146 
Concerning the ar11clt " The Dtmeterlallzatlon 

of Al\," 4~ 

0. L~fbu• Ntturae, 237-39 
edllorial 1tatoment, 2~7 
Introductory Note by the American Edftor 

(Kosuth), 148-49 
Lippard review, 151-52 
Stttu1 1111d Priority, 14H1 
22 Sentences: The French Army, 35 

ArUc:hwager, Richard: 
Blp, H 
The Hrdreullc Ooorcheck, 31-32 

Asher, Mlc:hlel: MlchHI Mhor: An Environmental 
ProJect (Munger), 118, 19&-99 

Askevold, David: 
'Information' pr0Jec1, 178 
' 2,972,453' proJecl, 204-5, 205 

Atkinson, Terry, see An-Language 
Aycock, Alice. Cloud PJec., 253 

Bainbridge, David, see An-Language 
Bald1ssul, John: 

Bernes Gallery show, 58 
The hit Wrr lo Do Art. 254 
boring ar1 sl•llment, 243 
Everything 11 purged from lhi. painting bul 

•rt. 58 
'557,087' project, 113 
lngrH end Other Ptrablff, 254 
notari:ted ert cremation 1te11ment, 179 
P1lnllng tor Kubler, 58 

Baldwln, Mlchaol, see Att-Languege 
Barllll, Reneto: Mtrlo Merz Le Serie di Fibonacci, 

247~ 
Barry. Robert: 

'Art In the Mind' project, 163 
Art Without Space 1ymposlum, 127-33 
Art Worlt 1170 ('lnlormallon'), 178 
Bradford College show end symposium. 40 
'557,087' project, 112 
Inert OH SerlH: Arvon, 15 
'January 5-31, 1969.' 7t 
Oral Communication discussion (Wiison). 179-

83 
'Prospect 11169' lntervl-. 113 
Robert Barry P,._nte TllrM Shows end • 

Review by Lucy R. Uppard, 231-33 
Rose Interview, 71-72 
Scenu, 22 
Telepathic Piece, 98 
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Barry, Robert (coni.): 
380° Book, 35 
This work hu been and contlnuH to be 

,.nned 1lnc:e 1Hll, 250 
Windham College show and 1ymposlum 46-4a 
The Xero1t Book. 54 

Banhelme, Freder•ck 
The Complu Figure-Ground l1sue u Dull 

with by the Young ArU1t Dnld frame, 60 
" James Robert Steelra1l1" statement. 60 
'March 1- 31 19611.' works and 11atemen1. 80 
Substitution 15, 1 U 
Two Works and a Tut, 14• 
Untitled, 23 

Bartlell , Jennifer· Cleopatra H Y, 261-62 
Baumganl, Monika Primary Demonstrations, 238, 

239 
Butor, loin & tngrld N E Thing Co .. 14 
Becher, Hi iia and Bernhard Cooling Towers, 135 
Baeren, W1m· 'Square Pegs In Round Hol1ta' 

orgenlzalfon and ca1atogu1t, 80 
Beery, Gene. Nole •• • (Plennlng for the Endleu 

AHlhellc Vl1uallullon), 110 
Bengston, Biiiy Al Bu1lneu Cetdt, 36 
Benthall, Jonllhan: Bochner end Photography, 

238 
Bauy1, Josef· 

Copenhagen show text (Andersen), 17-19 
EurHle, 17 
How to E1tpfefn Pfcturu to a Dead Hare 

(Moyer), 146 
An Interview with Joseph Btuye (Sherp) 121-22 
Moyer converHtlon, 111 
Slberten Symphony, 18 

Bochner, Mal 
Bochner and Photography (BonlhallJ, 238 
A Compilation tor Robert Mengold, 45 
The Domefn ol th• Grtll BHr, HI 
Eight Tim•• Eight TlmH Eight, 35 
Eltmtntl from Speculttlon (1967- 70), 1~ 
Four Ste1tmen11 Cone.ming Movomenta, 25 
MtHUrtmants. 102-3, 103 
Strltl Art Syat•m• So/1JW•m, 30 
The Serie/ Attitude, 31 
Saven Translucent Tiers, 32 
Th• Singer No1t1, 35 
'Working Drawings and Other Visible Things 

on Paper Not Ntceuarlly Meant 10 Ba 
Viewed a Art,' 1~20 

Boelll, Allghlero: Twins, 54 
Bolllnger, Sitt· Graphite, 111 
Bonllgllo, Plo1ro Le Povert~ detrene editor. 58 
Borof1ky, Jon· 

Thought Proc.s1, 58 
Time Thought •I, It 

Boudalllo, Goorgo1· Enrrer/en avao Danfel 
Buren:. , ' ' 

Bourdon, David· Walttr de Marla: The Singular 
E1tperlenco, 65 

Breehl, George: 
The Book ol the Tumbler on Fi re, 95 
Chance-Imagery, 11 

Brouwn, Stanley: 
Brouwnhalr, 58 
'Proapecl 1969' 1tattmen1. 115 

Potenlle/8 beglnpunten van th/1 wey brouwn'• 
In Hamburg, 58 

Brown, Gordon The De·Materi11fzatlon of the 
Ob/act, S7 

Buren, Daniel 
Bradford Collage projeC1 11170, 112 
'Buron, Toron1 or anybody.' 32 
Cteura brochure, 32 
Entret1en avoc: Demel Buren (8oude1lle), 

"' flt1t stripe paintings, 14 
group palnllng1, 20 
Guggenheim cen10t1hlp statement, 245 
Interview with Danfel Buren (P1rln1ud), 41'""2 
/1 Teechfng Art N•c•uary, 51-5' 
'Ml!Re des Arta Oecoratlls' 1rect, 27 
outside the 'Salon de Mal.' "5 
'Palermo FHUvaJ' traC1, 65 
'Paris Biennale' definitions. 30 
Photo.SouVl!lnir Galerlo Apollinaire, Miian, 53 
Pa1lt1ons/ Propo11J1 (Moncnengledbach cata-

logue), 210 
Proposition Dfdectlque, 45 
Ouatfft non pelntret (Muller). 32 
Vlt lble Recto Ve110 Painting, 241 
" WE ARE NOT PAINTERS" 1tatemen1, 24 

Burgin, Victor· 
Art.Society Sy.,em, 58 
'Idea Struc1ur91' profect, 171-72 

Burgy, Donald: 
Art ldeH for the Year 4000, 135-36 
Benneu College show end 1tatemen1, 92 
Huebler conVl!lt1atlon. 250-52 
Ue Detector, 101 
lie-detector 1lllt with Huebler, 51 
Rode #5, 51 

Bum. tan: 
Dialogue, 106 
Excorp11 from " S11t·Neg1tlve" Book, 87 
Ascher lntervl-. 37 
From the " NOi•• on Anely1/1" Book, 13&-37 
The Soc:ietv for Theoretic.al Art end Analysla, 

31 
Bumltam, Jack 

Beyond Modem Sculpture, 30 
Haacke Interview In Robho, 32 
Hant Heade· Wind and W-1er Sculpture, 27 
Mtlntenance An (Ukelea), 220-21 
Stlarp Interview, 202 
Sy1tem1 AHthetlC$, 58 

Burton, Scow four Changet, lie 
Bya11, Jama1 Lee: NSCAO Halllax lecture, 11S3-65 

Caln, Michael (Pul1a): Time: A Panel Dl1cuulon, 
81-82 

Cameron, Dorothy· Snow Interview, 38 
Camnltter, Lula: 

Contemporary Colonltl Art, 168 
'Flral·Cless Mall An Exhlblllon,' 48 

Cutoro, Roaemarle: 
EJtcerpl from Love'• Time, 152 
Room Cracking #7, 100 

Celent, Germeno: 
Arte Povtrt ' Etrthworka, lmpoulble Art. Actuel 

Art, Conceptuel Alt editor. 30, 40, 58 
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La Poverta delt'ane (BonflgtloJ. 58 
Rassegna di Amelll #3, 51 

Cetender, Don: Prellmlnery Statement on Art 
Movementa, 159-80 

Chandler, John: 
The Demeterlallzetlon ol Art, 42-43 
The La.st Word In Graphic Art, 48-49 
Vl1fbfe Art and th• /nvlslbf• World, 21 

Claddera, Johanna. Derbovon Mllnchenglad
bach 1l'low end catalogue, n-78 

Claura, Mlchel: 
Buren brochure, 32 
' 18 Paris IV 70' catalogue, 181-62 
Outline ol e Detour (Lemetu), 186-87 

Colllnt, Jame• 
Contuta, 225 
Introduction Place No. 5, 1n 
Rev/1/on end Prescription, 241-42 
Semiotic ltapectl, 228 

Cook. Chrl11opher C 
Actual .. 12&-27 
A Book of ln1tent1 (Autobiographic Actuality), 

137 
lnfonnatlon CompreNlon Serlet # 4: 

LIAP 1, 232 
Coplans, John: Rusche Interview, 12 
Costa, Eduardo: 'Art In the Mind' project, 163 

'Tiny Event•.' 511 
Culforth, Roger· 

The Empire Stale Bulldlng and The EIB, 88 
Sactlon from " Long Dlatenc:e Vl1lon" card, 138 
The Soc:l11y for Thooretlcal Art and Analysis, 

31 

Danletl, Fldet A The Alt ol Bruce Neumen, 34 
Darbovan, Henne: 

Uppard review, 218 
M6nchangladbach ahow and c.l&logue (Clad· 

de11), n - 78 
Munster ll'low end catalogue piece, 255 
Ona Century In Ona Year, 211 
Pennulltlonal Drewing, 11 
Untitled, 251 
Yearbook Paoe: January 23, 1NI, 31 
Zeh/en Blatter a/1 Bilder lur du gei1tlge Aupe 

(Strelow), 52 
De France, James· Some New Lo• Angefu 

Artist•: Barry L• Ve, ' 5 
Denes, Agnea 

Dlalect~t Triangulation: A VI-I Phlloeophy, 
107, 108 

P91chographlc. ~31 
Devoting, Enno· 

The Hague 'Mlnlmal Art' org1nlu1lon and cata
logue, '3 

The Hague 'Sol Low11t' organization and cata
logue, 183 

Olbbets, Jen: 
Corrected Perspective on Studio Wall, 123 
"DematerlaJlaaleur,'' 209 
llrat pe11pectlve correction, 30 
ln1ernatlon11t Institute for the Reeducation of 

Artlata, 22 
" I stopped painting In 1987" atatement, 58-59 
Uppard WBAJ aymposlum, 155-59 

My Lail hinting, 611 
Robin RedbrN1t'1 Territory, 138-39, 131 
Sti.dow Piece, 132 
A White Wall: 12 numbered phol011r.ph1 wtth 

different lhvtter IP"ds, 210 
Oownsbrough, Peter segment of Staple on Qr8ptl 

Paper Piece, 41 
Duchamp, Marcel 

dust as medium, 23 
50 cc ol Parts Air, 21 
readymadu. tJ1 

Ferguson, Gerald: 
Relational sculpture, 179 
The St.nd11d COrpus of P'reMnt Dey Engtlah 

language Ua119e, 209, 2' 0 
Ferrer, Rafael· 

'FRARMRROREEROABSEATERLR' (Morris), 115 
Phlladelphla catalogue statement, 84 
SlllrcaM-3 Landlng.-Luwe., 14 

Ftaher, Joel: Burn Interview, 37 
A11nagan, Barry: 

Barry Flanag•n'a Sculpture (Harrl10n), ' O 
Eye //nera and 1ome fea1111 from Berry Flana

gan'• Notebook, 45 
Hole In the See, 114 
'19:45-21 :55,' 30 

Flynt. Hanry· Concept Alt, 22, 258 
Fox, Terry: 

Avalanche Interview, 214- 15 
Dust Exdlenge, 23 

Friedman. Ken: NotH on Concept Art, 258-511 
Fuller, Buckminster. 'Projections: 

Antf.materlell1m' foreword, 165-68 
Fulton, Haml1h: The Piigrim'• Way, 2tO 

Gllardl, Plero: 
Primary Energy and Iha Mfcroamotlv• Artists, 

58 
'Square Pegs In Round Hole•' catalogue, 80 

Gllben & George (Giibert Proeach & George 
Passmore): 

Artl1t'1 Culture, 225 
Eiperlanc:e, 224 
Rrst singing sculpture, 74 
Idiot Ambition, 224 
tntertlew Sc:ulptu,., 7• 
Leverkusen catalogue piece, 119 
Lost Day, 223 
Menflnesa, 225 
A Mesaage from the Scufpton Gilbert and 

George, 139 
The ... lure ol Our Looking, 237 
Normal Boredom, 225 
Publlo1tlon (Lamela), 189-91 
Readings from e Stick, 7' 
Shyne ... 223-24 
UndarMath the Archea, 100 
Wortdllneu, 224 

Glnnever, Chuck· Windham College 1how, 4&-48 
Gins, Madelelne· Word Rein, IJg 
Gius, Phltlp· Long Beach t•nc1. Word Localioft. 

106-7 
Goldin, Amy: Sweat Mystery of Ute, 104 
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Grah•m Dan: 
The Book •• Ob/•ct, 27 
Delumetcence, 19 
End Moments, ag 
Homet for Am11lc:., 20 
Llpl)Md WBAI tymp011um, 155-511 
abrch 31, 111641, 1• 
Mod•I• •nd Monument•. 25 
Muybfldge Momen11, 25 
Roll, 1113 
Schena lor • Sel 01 P•gu, 32-33 
Two Correl•led Rot•lloM, as 
Windham College ahow •nd 1ympo11um. •8-48 

Grffnberg Clement Art cS Culture, 14-18 
Guemll• An Acllon Group: le111re 10 Nixon 

laird, M11cti.11 235-38 ' 

Haacke Hans: 
Burnh1m lntef'll1• w In Robflo 32 
ButlnH1 Olllce ol Sh1pol1ky, el 11., M1n-

h•t .. n Real Ellale Holdlng1 • • • , 227 
Chicken• Hatching, 122 
E<inh An work and l)mpoi;1um, 78 
hr.I ¥liter box. 38 
Guggenheim e•ncellat1on statement, 229 
H•n• Haach Wtnd and Water Sculpiure 

(Burnham). 27 
Uve Rendom Airborne Sy1tem1, 82 
Messer i:encel1 Gu9g1nhe1m show, 227 
1965 nolee 38 
Siegel Interview 240 
sys1em1 11atemen1 123 
Vlallor•' Profile, 221 
Wind In Wallr (Mist) 64 
Wi•to Gallery show and 11a1emen1. 37 

Habe1, Ir• Joel. Radio City Mutlc Hall, 109 
Harvey, MIChH I Whi te Papers. 201HO 
Harrison Ch1tlea 

AQ11n11 Fr11ceden11 8' 
Barry F/anag411'1 Sculpture 49 
'Idea Struc;tures· organlzatl~n 171- 78 
" Whera Does the Comafon' H•ppen? 

(Latham) 49 
Hay, Ala.. March 1- 31 1969.' work, 80 
Hel ter. Mlchul 

A11•lanche lnten.11w 183-84 
Double Negallv1, Tl 
first ear1h'NOtkS, 22 

Hesse, Eva Sequel, 57 
Higgins, Ed: Pop Architecture/ Concept 

Ari editor, 69 
Huobler, Douglu: 

Ari Without Sp•c• symp0slum, 127-33 
Burgy conversation, ~ 
Dur•llon Piece #7, 12 
DuretJon Piece #14, 120 
42nd Par•ll•I, 61, 61-62 
'January 5-31, 1969.' work and atatoment, 74 
lie-detector 1u1 with Burgy, 51 
The line above 11 rotating on flt uls 11 a 

1peed ol one revolutlon each day, 187 
Up~rd WBAI sympo11um, 155-59 
location Piece #1, 121 
New York. 1H8, 11 
'November, 1968.' catalogue as show, 6~1 

NSCAO Halllax leclure, 60-81 
Time A Panel Dl1cuulon, 82--83 
Variable Piece #1, et 
Vari.bl• Piece I (January, 1971), 240 
Variable Piece #TO (In Proce11), 281 
The Wlndham Piece, 57 
The X•tOJC Book, tu 

Hurrell, Harold. see Ari-Language 
Huot, Roben· 

Lippard review, 17 
Two Blue Walla (Pratt and Lambert #5020 

Alkyd) Sanded Floor COeled with Potrure. 
lti.ne, 92 

Hutchinson, Peter 
Dvice Without Mo ... man1, 3SI 
Dl110Mng Cloudl, 203 
E•nh In Uphaa11al, 82 
The Flc1ionall111lon of the Past, :u 
Parlcutln Volcano, 11 
Parcaptlott of lllu1fon. Ob/eel and Environment 

45 • 

lnhlbodrea, 199 

Jarden. Rlcharela 
Faclal Angle, IS 
Hand Animation, Leg Animation, 2<1H8 

John1on, Tim; Erotic ObHrvallon, 241 
Junker Howard 

ldH Ari, 46 
The Haw Art lt'I W•y, W•y Out, 50 
The New Sculpture Getting Down 10 the Nitty 

Grl lly, 82 

K1i1anb11ch, Stephen· 
Norvell Interview, 84-87, 100 
'Simon Fraser Exhibition' p101ect and latter .. 

" Slant Step Book (W1ldm1n).,71 
Tlma C.p1ulet and 1ld1waJk plaques &t 

l\aprow Allan· 
Auamb/age, Environment• and Happen/no•. 18 
Tha Shape ol the Art Environment , 50 

K.wara On· 
beg1n1 I mat •• • anel I -nt ••• series. 4~ 
Connrm11t1on (Juty/Augu11 Exhlblllon), 180 
date paintings, 49-50 
' 18 Paris IV. 70' project, 162 
t got up at • • • , 123-24, 125 
Lippard review, 49-50 
One Mllllon Year1 book 49-50 

Kennedy, G N : D1dlcallon1, 211 
Kennedy, Peter. Video and Audio lndeflnlllon and 

Tran1t1renc:e, 228 
K1onholz. Edward: The An Show. 15 
K1nmon1. Robert; Eight Natural Handli.ndl and 

Mr Favorito Dirt Road, OSI, 70 
Kirby, Michael : 

photography statement, 141-43 
Pont Neul: The Con1lructlon ol a Tetrahedron 

In Space, 143 
Kosuth, Joseph· 

Ad Rt1nllardt · E110/Ullon Into Darkneu 14 
Art W11hou1 Space 1ymp0slum, 127-33 ' 
Br;giord College 1how and seminar (Morrf1). 
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EdtlOtl., fn 27 P•n•. 45 
The Eighth lnveeUgatlon (AAIAI), 259 
Introductory Note by th• Amarfc1n Editor (Art-

Language), 148-49 
•January 5-31 1989' work and 11atement, 72-73 
'NonanLhropomorphlc Art by Four Young 

Artists,• 2•-25 
'Opening Exhibition Norm&I An,' SO 
Propotlllon ThrH, 251 
'Prospect 1989' Interview, 113-14 
Speclal tnvesllgatlon ('Idea Structuru'), 174-75 
"Ti tted" (Art .. Idea .. Idea), 31 
The Xerox Book. tu 

Koilolf Max. Nine In • W1rehoU1• An At11ck on 
lh• SlllUI Of lh• Obl•ct. tu 

Kotlov, Chris1ine 
Ad Ra/nhtrdl E110/u11on Into Darkneu • • , 14 
calendar atrlp1, 22 
lnfo~llon, No Theory, 80 
Neurologlcal Compllatlon: The Phy1lul Mind 

Since 11145, 234 
'Nonanlhropomorphlc Art by Four Young 

Ar11sts', 24 
No tllle, 31 

Kubler. George " Actuality 11 • . " statement, 1g 

lAmetu, Devld: Publlc•tlon (London. 1970), 188-
g1 

Latham, John. 
Ar1 and Culture 1•-16, 16 
Leut Event, One Second Drawing, Bllnd Work, 

24 Second Painting, 202 
NOIT Chair ol nonentity, 22-23 
NOTT NOW (with APG new1, no I), 104 
pieces malled to Lippard, 93 
" Where Does the Collf1lon H1ppen? 

(Harrllon) 49 
lee, Devid. S•fl•I Art•. 31 
Leider, Philip: The Properlfea ol M11en.,1: In th• 

Shadow ot Robert Morr/1, 84 
Le Va, Barry· 

B11ry Le Va. Dl•lflbutlon Sculpture (Livingston), 
~ 

Btrry Le Va and the Non-Duer/pt Dl#ffpllon 
(Rosing), 118-17 

dust u a medium, 23 
Som• Haw Los Anga/u Art/111· Berry L• Va 

(De France}, 45 
Sltlp1 and P•r1lcl11, U 
Velocltr Plec• • 1, 168 
Velocity Piece #2, 166 

Levine, Ln· The Df1posabl• Transtent Environ. 
ment, 74-75 

LeWltt, Sol· 
air terminal 1Culptu1e, 28 
Drawing, 71 
'18 Parl1 IV 70' project, 162 
llrst serlel wall drtWlng, 51 
'557.087' project. 112-13 
48 3-Part Variations on 3 Dlnarant Kina of 

Cu.bes, 42 
Four b11lc kinds ol llr•lght lln11 .•• and their 

comblnal/0111, 5g 
The Hague show and catalogue (Devellng), 183 

notes on execution ol wall drawing (Schulman), 
201-2 

One Set of Nine Plec11, 25 
Perag11ph1 on Conceptual Art, 28-29 
Puadona show and catalogue, 200-201 
plan for 1g11 Guggenheim wall drawing. 201 
Sent•n~• on Conceptual Ari, 75-71! 
Sol Lewitt · Non-Vl1ual Structure~ (LIPP•rd), 25 
Wall Drewing, Llnt1 not Toudllng, 201 
Th• Xerox Boolr. 84 
Ziggurel1, 111 

Llpm1111. Jean· Money for Money'• Stire, 146 
Lippard, Lucy R. (L R L ) : 

An-Language review. 151-52 
Amati review ('Idea Structur91'), 174 
Barry review. 231-33 
Burgin review ('Idea SttUcturH') 17? 
Darboven review, 218 
The Dematerlnllullon ot Art, 42-43 
Eccentric Abltraetlon' organization and text, 

ftH7 
557.087' oroanizatlon and catatcoue cards 

110-13 
·oroups' organltatlon and ravlew. 120 
The Hague 'Mlntmal Art' callloguo, 43 
Huot review, t7 
Kawara review 49-50 
Kosuth review ('Idea Structurea'I t78 
Leiter from Vancou111r, 67 
Lippard WBAI symposium 155-59 
Lozano review 98 
Minimal Art . 413 
Morrts conversation, 266-58 
Morrla review 27, 113, 115 
•g55,ooo• organlza.llon and catalogue cardl, 143 
PublFcllllon (llmelas), 187-69 
Sol Lewitt Non-Vl1u11 S11uc1ure1 25 
'Solt and ApparentJy Solt Sculpture' 01ganlu-

tlon, tl7 
' 2.972,453' organlutlon and toxt. 203--' 
Vautier (Ben) review 233 
Vlsibl• Alf end the lnvf•lble World, 27 

Livingston Jana Barry LI Vt Df1t1lbu1/on 
Sculpture, 82 

Long. Richard: 
cycllng ac:ulpture, 23 
England, 19'8, 44 
England, 1HI, 13 
' 19:45-21 :55' proJect. 30 
October, 1HI, 111 
Sculpture mllde tor Martin and Ml• Vl-r, 74 

Louw. Roelot· 300 Wooden Slal9 Scattered In 
Holland Partr at Irregular lnterval1. 14 

Lozano, Lee; 
Dlalogua Piece, 98 
Form Vld Content, 217 
Generel Strike Piece, 78 
Grau Piece, 101-2 
I Ching Piece, 96-117, 17 
lnfoflctlon. 218 
Uppard review, 98 

Mclean. Bruce· 
Klng lor a Day plu1 H other p iece• ••• , 

194'"'97 
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Mclean, Bruce (cont.): 
'eople Who M•ke Art In 01- Houees, 194 

MecLow, J•ckson: An Anthology, 22, 258 
McShlne, Kynuton. 'lnrorm1tlon' org1nlzatlon 

Ind Cllalogue, 17&-7P 
M1enz. P1ul: 

' 19:45-21 45' org1nlzatlon 1nd cetatogue, 30 
Serie/le Form1tlon1n, 27 

Merli, W•lter de: 
Art Y1rd, 64-55 
50Ml (1 ,800 Cubic Feet) Level Din/ The Lend 

Show: Pure Din/ Pure Earth/ Pure Lend, 54 
Mii.tong Drawing, 55 
TilrH-Continent Prolec1: ••• , 55 
Two Une• TilrM Cltdn on the Deeert, 55 
Welter de M11l1 The Slnguler Experience 

(Bourdon), 45 
Welter ti. Merle: Word end Thing (Adrian). 24 

M1tanovlc, Mllenko: 
Siring Bending WhHI, 15S 

Merz, M1110: Merlo Merz: La Serie di F1bon1ccl 
(Barllll) , 247-48 

R1l1llonetilpe of Growth Within the Dewelop· 
ment of • TrM ••• , 241 

Meuer, Thomu: 
cancel• Haacke Guggenheim 1how. 227 

Meyer, Uraul1· 
Beuys conversation. 19 
Interview with Lippard, &-ii 
How to Expl1Jn Plctur11 to 1 Deed Hire 

(Beuys). 148 
Slegelaub Interview, 12..,.28 

Mllllu, l1n: 
" m1lllng plec11," 155 

Morrie, Roben: 
1lr terminal sculpture, 28 
Anti-Form, 45-48 
Aluminum, Alptlatt, Cley, Copper, Felt •• •• "3 
Boa wtth the ScMmd ol lta Own Making, 93 
Bredlord College ahow 1nd 11mln., (Koeuth), 

93 
C.rd-Fhe, 27, 2t 
'FRARMRROREEROFlBSEATERLR' (Ferrer), 115 
Guggenheim Mu11um lecture, 31 
Llpperd converHtlon, 2~ 
Llpperd review, 27, 93, 115 
Utanln, 27 
A Method for Sorting Cowa, 34 
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forum that provides an invaluable record of the thinking of the artists
an historical survey and essential reference book for the period. 
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